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The set-up box industry 

has a special and vital role to fill 

in every field of packaging 
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Continental’s \ NEW 

Savorlock Cans 
for 

instant coffee 

are good for your 

customers 

Your customers will go for instant coffee in Savorlock cans, 

because a Savorlock gives extra flavor protection — not 

only in the store, but in the home. After the tamper-proof 

glassine seal is broken, the lock top provides a positive 

reseal in day-to-day use. 

Savorlock cans are designed to make your life more 

pleasant, too. Special construction permits fast filling, 

secure stacking and maximum display on store shelves. In 

addition, Savorlock cans give you colorful, top-to-bottom 

lithography by Continental craftsmen. 

Available in 2- and 6-oz. sizes, Savorlock cans are 

already a commercial success. Let them start selling for 

you. Call Continental for fast delivery. 

Savorlot Cc CONTINENTAL 
Can CAN COMPANY 

\, Eastern Division: 100 E. 42nd St., New York 17 

ie E Central Division: 135 So. Lo Salle St., Chicago 3 ~ 

Pacific Division: Russ Building, San Francisco 4 
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Planning the packaging plant 
Case example: Lambert-Hudnut’s ultra-modern layout at its new country home in Lititz. 

Extruded deodorant creams 

Two makers simultaneously introduce molded plastic tubes with swivel propulsion. 

Sandwiches by the thousands 
Branded machine wrap cuts industrial caterer’s costs by a third, boosts sales to factory workers. . 

ay * 
Set-up boxes 

Supplier Industry Survey. This oldest form of paper box is forging ahead against formidable competition. 

Cost-saving shippers ‘ 
“ AMF's new heavy-duty corrugated saves $143 per unit in shipping heavy filter-tip cigarette machines. | 

Design Histories 
Coupon twin-pack . . . new Squibb design . . . table salt shakers . . . fried chicken in the package. 

Airfoil design 

Shaped like an airplane wing, new carton for shingled meat slices fits contents, has structural strength. 

Packaging Pageant 
Pictorial salt label . . . cooking oil in non-drip can . . . striking cat-food label . . . other selections of the month. 

Mechanizing a problem product 

Special machine and carton package Auto-Lite spark plugs and gaskets together at high speed. 

Set-up box winners 

Eighty-seven awards selected from 2,500 entries in NPBMA’s 7th annual competition. 

Winning a baby market 

Clarolyte finds related package design under strong trademark is essential to brand leadership. 

Display Gallery 
Multi-level bin . . . frozen-food bazaar . . . miniature neon billboard . . . powerful baby department. 

Packaging hits the haberdashery 

Stronger films, printed for merchandising advantage, now give lasting protection to shirts, underwear and socks. 

Dustless barbecue 
Ignitable charcoal package lights without opening for faster, cleaner home grilling. 

AMA Packaging Show 

Attendance of 35,800 goes far beyond expectations; 900 at Packaging Conference. 

Technical 

Testing film package strengths 

Simple apparatus compares films, seals and bag strengths. By H. C. Mannheim, A. I. Nelson and M. P. Steinberg. 

Gas chromatographic analysis 

Method of controlling volatile components of aerosol compounds. By M. J. Root and M. J. Maury. a 

Questions and Answers 

Departments 

Equipment and materials 218 U. S. patents digest 

Plants and people 229. Manufacturers’ literature 

For your information 256 Index to advertisers 

Background for Packaging. Notes, quotes and comments 

Modern Packaging Executive and Editorial Offices, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
Modern Packaging published monthly by Modern Packaging Corp., at Emmett St., Bristol, Conn. Modern Packaging Encyclopedia Issue published g Zing ' ' 
» second issue in Nowember by Packaging Cataleg Corp. at Emmett St., Bristol, Conn. Second-class mail privilege authorized at Bristol, Conn 

Subscription rates (including Modere Packaging Encyclopedia Issue, which is not sold separately), payable in U.S. currency: In U.S., its possessions 

and Canada, 1 wear $7, 2 years $12, 3 years $17: all other yuntries, | year $20, 2 years $35, 3 years $50. Single copies 75 cents each (Show 

Issue, $1) in U.S * possessions, and Canada all ther suntries $2 (Show Iseue, $2.50) ® Ree. U.S. Pat. OF 
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CARTONING 
WRAPPING * SPECIAL PACKAGING Zs 

| ; 2  REDINGTON AUTOMATIC CARTONING 
can do so many profitable things for YOU! 
If you package anything that goes into a carton—big items, little items, 
items with or without enclosures, queer shaped items, items of several 
sizes in the same line—you ought to know more about REDINGTONS. 
REDINGTON machines are giving steady “pay-off” production with 
just such items to well-known companies everywhere, many with a 
volume the size of yours, or smaller. 

This Type 23, for example, handles five items of unusual shape and 
makeup, in cartons of four different sizes, for Hartz Mountain Prod- 
ucts of New York. Operators simply place products into pockets of 
machine intake, cartons in magazine, and the machine automatically 
produces completed packages. The process is rapid and efficient. 

Remember—at today’s labor and overhead costs, the much greater pro- 
duction rate per “hand” which you get with the right REDINGTON 
means quick dividends on your investment. Call in our engineers to 
discuss your situation—no obligation, of course. And send for our 44- 
page, fully illustrated catalog to see how many things REDINGTONS 
can do so well. 

F. B. REDINGTON CO., 3010 st. cHarLes ROAD, BELLWOOD, ILLINOIS 
Chicago Phone: AUstin 7-4200 

yTTLE BONE ND HOLDER 

. 
Verona, New Jersey 

CEnter 9-6408 

REDINGTON 
Type 23 

AUTOMATIC 
CARTONING 
MACHINE 
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A new merchandising challenge 

Ss ome facts of particular significance to packagers are brought out by 

analysis of reports from the 1954 Census of Business. 

Few products are fortunate enough to have such total market coverage 

as to be available to 100% of the population. Grocery marketers have long 

considered, as a rule of thumb, that “national distribution” means reaching 

70% of the market. Just what does it take to reach that 70% ? 

In 1939 it meant getting the product on the shelves of approximately 

112,000 grocery stores. Today, because food stores are getting bigger and 

fewer, it takes only about 50,000 outlets. And as the trend to still bigger 

and still fewer supermarkets continues, it seems likely that by 1960 as few 

as 37,000 stores nationwide may account for seven out of every 10 sales. 

At first glance that may seem like an advantage to the marketer. Fewer 

stores to service. faster turnover, less stale goods. That's all true. But the 

package in this kind of merchandising is in pretty fast company and it is 

literally true that only the strongest will survive. 

Although the stores are getting bigger, they're not growing half so fast 

as the number of packages clamoring for space on their shelves. Right now. 

according to Robert F. Carney, chairman of Foote, Cone & Belding, there 

are 6,000 items sold in supermarkets, as against 3,000 items 15 years ago. 

The big increase is, of course, due to the influx of non-food items and the 

demand for space is such that market operators everywhere are getting 

ruthless about weeding out the slow sellers in both food and non-food 

categories. 

The very fact that there are fewer of them makes markets tougher to crack. 

In 1939 the food marketer had 112,000 chances to reach his 70°% of the 

market; by 1960 he will have only 37,000 chances—less than one in three. 

Actually, his chances are less than that, because already nearly two-fifths 

of the retail outlets belong to chains. 

There’s only one sure way to stay in this selective but powerful market: 

with a self-selling, easy-to-handle package backed up by the most potent 

consumer advertising. With so few outlets and so few clerks available, the 

manufacturer must go over the head of the retailer and sell the consumer 

directly—through packaging. 

Contents copyrighted 1957 by Modern Packaging Corp. All rights re 

served, including the right to reproduce this book or portion thereof in 

any form. The name Modern Packaging is registered in the U.S. Patent 

Office. Printed in U.S.A. by Hildreth Press, Inc., Bristol. Conn. Member 
Audit Bureau of Circulations. Member, Associated Business Publications 

Modern Packaging is regularly indexed in the Industrial Arts Index 



Dobeckmun Durafilm protects that old-time flavor for Kraft 

quality cheese. Sparkling clear Dobeckmun Durafilm protects the flavor of naturally ripened cheese to 

the full, yet conveys the impression of flavor to the eye. What’s more, this Dobeckmun-designed polyethylene 

coated cellophane performs smoothly and economically on automatic packaging equipment. If you are marketing 

products where freshness and flavor are important selling factors, you should look into what Dobeckmun Durafilm, 

printed or plain, can do for you Check with your local Dobeckmun representative. Or write Dobeckmun direct. 

PAE: 

ckmun Company, cleveland 
anta ¢ Baltimore e . a tte @ 

1, Ohio + Berkeley 10, California 
hicago « ncinnati e “—* enver © Detroit « in4:s-er °° Fa ae City 

Angele s © Milwaukee e tiew Orlear e New York «© Omaha e fF asdeiphia « Ff en @ Pittsburgh « Portland « Richmond 

t Lake City © San Ant e Seattle © St. Louis ¢ St. Paul « e Tamps ¢ Havana ¢ Lond ¢ Amsterdam 
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This attractive oval shape is easy to shake, easy to fill. The pouring spout snaps in after filling . . . with no special equip- 

ment, and no seaming required. Thanks to the unique gripping edge on the metal cap, it opens easily even with wet hands. 

Cleansers fcr everything including the kitchen sink at 

.. all find paper canisters the inexpensive and . 
This 3-inch cleanser can is . . . = standnad te the tedestry. When protective packaging answer. Yet, each and every one 

large volume users want differs in its particular package requirements. That is m | 

ag ene their ss where Harcord’s small family organization figures 
price lines, ey come to arcore ‘ is a e 

. for good cans at the right so importantly. It permits personalized handling of 

price and prompt delivery. every packaging problem .. . greater production 

flexibility .. . greater customer satisfaction. 

you sell it better, you say it best in Paper Canisters by 

HARCORD 
incorporated to facilitate the HARCORD MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

actual dispensing of the powder ‘ 125 Monitor St., Dept. MP-5, Jersey City 4, N. J. 

for the housewife. New York Telephone: BArclay 7-5685 

Sears, Roebuck & Co. Maid of 

Honor rug and upholstery cleaner 

finds its perfect dispenser in a 

Harcord paper canister. 

Both lid and sift openings were 

s 
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Protected vy GOER-PAK 
| Polyethylene sheeting and tubing 

Here’s a homemade torture test we tried up against heavy abuse — and helps cut 
with our 8 day clock — and we invite 

you to try the exact same test with your 

own product . . . to dramatize the great 
packaging gains you can achieve with 

Ger-Pak polyethylene film! For Ger-Pak 

gives full protection — dependable pro- 

tection . . . against water, grease, acids, 

alkalis, dust and bacterial contamination. 
The tough, chemically inert film stands 

POLYETHYLENE FILM 

GERING probucts, Inc. 
KENILWORTH, N. J. 

Pioneers in modern plastics for over 30 years! 

packaging costs to the bone . . . especially 

if you switch to the new lightweight ship- 

pers with Ger-Pak Liners. 

You'll find it easy to use Ger-Pak. This 

pure, uniform gauge polyethylene film is 

available in tubing and flat sheeting in 

any required widths and unlimited 

lengths. For full information, please write 

Service +» Quality « Dependability 
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a clean drain...the easy way... 

u 
DRAIN-AID, NEW BACTERIA-ENZYME 
DRAIN CLEANER, IS PROTECTED 
BY A SPECIAL RIEGEL POUCHPAK* 
... POUCH PAPER LAMINATED 
TO FOIL, THEN POLY-COATED AND al Rtn: a ; 
PRINTED. PACKAGED AT HIGH Protecting the sales-winning qualities of fine 
SPEED ON TRANSWRAP. *T™ 

products is only one of the many functions of Riegel 

papers. Saving money is important, too. 

Riegel does it for you by creating the right combination 

of the most efficient packaging materials... 

and by ‘‘tailor-making"’ the paper to run and seal at 

high speeds on your machines. Tell us what you want 

paper to do for you. Riegel Paper Corporation, 

P.O. Box 170, Grand Central Sta., New York 17, N. Y. 

Ji »~ ; Y PROTECTIVE PAPERS FOR PACKAGING Aeqads 
GLASSINES AND GREASEPROOFS 

Plain * Waxed « Printed 

lLacquer-Coated + Lominated 

VODERN PACKAGING 



LITHOGRAPHY 

ENGINEERING 

THEY’RE ALL PART OF 

QUALITY CONTROL 

...and Quality Control at NATIONAL CAN 

doesn’t stop at our plant — it safeguards your 

product throughout its shelf life! It is our 

interest in YOUR manufacturing and processing 

that sparks “Quality Control” throughout 

every department at NATIONAL CAN. Why 

not let us survey your needs — you'll see 

CLOSING how much more you get from 

MACHINERY NATIONAL CAN. 

DESIGN 

NATIONAL CAN 
ES de Sy ie a 

PRODUCT RESEARCH 
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Square jar shows more label and more product 

Any way you look at it, this jar makes a beautiful 

showcase for pickles 

The square shape of the Armstrong jar focuses 

attention on the complete label from any shelf 

angle. And the sides and back of the jar form a 

EE RE Tt AT Re £ 

picture window for the contents. Dealers espe- 

cially like the space saving: twelve of these squares 

take 14% less space than twelve round jars 

Talk with your Armstrong man about your next 

package. Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa 

Armstrong PACKAGING 
ERY ae. f ‘ E 
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TRI-STATE 

Show window 

plastic 

packaging 

Tri-State No. 102F Tri-State No. 30F 

4%," x 2%" x 2%," deep. 4” x 5K,” x 1K,” deep. 

Two of a huge variety of stock sizes and shapes, or 

we will mold large quantities to your specifications 

Letting the customer see and believe the freshness of these fancy nut meats was 

the job Tri-State rigid plastic packaging accomplished for the Blossom Peanut Co. 

of Cleveland. Mouths water when customers see crispy, crunchy cashews, pecans, 

Brazils through the crystal-clear box. They see how the tight-lidded rigid plastic seals- 

in newly-roasted goodness like nothing else can. 

Keeping the munch in nut meats is only one field where economical Tri-State 

protect-and-display packaging operates successfully. As molders of the world’s 

largest assortment of rigid plastics, our packaging horizons are as limitless as the 

needs of your product. 

LOOK INTO €) TRI-STATE PLASTICS 

MAY 1957 

HENDERSON 6, KENTUCKY 

CHICAGO: 209 S. State Street 

a1 
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DOUBLEMIAT 
__ CHEWING ee 

FULL OF FLAVOR 
ALL THE WAY.__IN 

REYNOLDS WRAP 

ALUMINUM PACKAGING 
Full flavor and just the right chewing quality are the desirable attributes 

of gum...and for them Wrigley’s has long been world-famed. 

Naturally Wrigley’s uses packaging that can best maintain these qualities 

throughout shipment and shelf life. And, naturally, a major supplier is Reynolds... 

with Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Packaging! Wrigley’s five-stick wrap, foil- 

and-paper laminated, keeps in the delicate aromatics that constitute flavor... 
and retains moisture, for the consistency you want. 

This superior protection may be vital to your product 

.. protection against odors, air, and light rays, 
as well as moisture. And aluminum’s matchless eye- 
appeal is always important. For full information, 

call the nearest Reynolds Sales Office (all principal 

cities). Or write to Reynolds Metals Company, 
General Sales Office, Louisville 1, Ky. 

QUALITY 
PROTECTED WITH ¥ 

REYNOLDS 88 ALUMINUM 
See “Circus Boy”, Sundays, NBC-TV Network. 

i2 MODERN PACKAGING 
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DOUBLEMINT 

REYNOLDS WRAP ALUMINUM PACKAGIN( 
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less! 

— It's simple arithmetic! 100% automation accelerates 

<< ne production, cuts overhead, brings prices down to the level 

of many, not just the few. 100% automation means 

“ts: other advantages too. A better container: diamond brilliance 

' that enhances your product, snug lids that really protect. 

~~ An efficient container: nesting cuts shipping costs, 

warehousing, makes automatic filling and capping a cinch. 

f_ Prompt delivery: America's most modern injection molding 

< . ‘ plant speeds that order to your filling line in less time. 

The six Gibbs containers shown here, available in clear and 

colored polystyrene, with polystyrene or polyethylene 

lids, enable many more products to afford the promotional 

and protective benefits of rigid plastic boxes. Imprinting 

available, up to 3 colors, on lids or sides of containers 

For samples, quick service, quality boxes, low quotes, call or write 

\ so IBBS AUTOMATIC MOULDING CORP. 
Henderson 3, Kentucky Valley 69573 

Polyethylene lids only Chicago: 500 N. Dearborn St. St. Louwis: 4030 Chouteau Ave 



To woo the millions, a 



Every customer 

is beautiful 

| easy to become involved with markets at the expense 

of people. 

Orders come from human beings. Not statistics. Nor glamorized 

stereotypes. Individuals. With their own special qualities, some 

of which just won’t fit into neat classifications. 

Every good salesman knows this. It is why selling, scientific 

though the approach may be, is still an art. 

Packaging for sales, without taking away from its scientific 

techniques, is an art, too. The designer of a successful package 

is technician, salesman, artist ... and, above all, someone who 

knows people and what makes them tick. 

oO oR dal wey ololiliclsl elem ial mm ot- led ¢-le l= 

meal?) Mi ial-meel-t-ilelal a 

Probably you couldn’t pick your customers out of a crowd 

Neither could you spot package designers. They are good 

designers for you not because they are male or female, veteran 

or youth, self-made or Ivy League, “artistic” or penny: 

conscious ... but because they have that perceptive combina 

tion of talents that enables them to make your package move 

people to favorable action. 

We'd be happy to have you meet our designers. Happier, to 

have you examine the packages they have created. Happiest, 

to have you talk to the Lassiter clients whose packaging aware 

ness is reflected in their sales increases 

+) Ta ital me elelial: 

We havejan interesting item: a Package Evaluator that really 

works when you play the game fairly. It’s even been known to 

suggest new packaging perspectives. Send for it 

LASSITERE 
350 FIFTH AVENUE + NEW YORK 1, N.Y 

EXECUTIVE FFICES at taletar Mn | 

‘ 2 ’ cy ag Pa N. « “ - 

Designe an Manufactur F 

Persuasive Packaging 

Supers move 

packaged freezer, 

refrigerator bags 

Key to chain buyers’ acceptance of 
plastic freezer and refrigerator 
bags by Arctic Products Co. 
(N. Y. C.) is the 
packaging. Com- 
bination cello- 
phane - polyethy- 
lene film takes 
rough handling 
in stride; five- 
color flexo- 

graphic printing 
draws the shop- 
pers to the mer- 
chandise. Design 
and printing by Lassiter. 

Package is also a production time- 
saver: automatic packing is com- 
bined with hole punching (for 
hanger-type displays), halves pre- 
vious hand-packing time. 

Test Mylar® 
hosiery package 
New hosiery bag for Fruit of the 
Loom nylons is currently being 
tested by Dia- " 
mond Mills, New 
York. Made of 
14-mil heat-seal- 
able Mylar, the 
bag allows glass- 
clear view of the 
well protected 
hosiery. Lassiter 
points to steadily 
dwindling cost 
differential between Mylar and 
other films . . . offers to cooperate 
on production tests with packagers. 

“Superman” successful 

cookie salesman 

Lassiter’s “Superman” franchise 
package is paying off for another 
regional food processor, this time 
a baker. Perfect 
Foods, Inc., 
Lansdale, Pa., 

reports good re- 
ception for its 
Superman 
Cookies, 

“Superman” is 
available to food, 
produce and soft 
goods packagers 
on an exclusive 
territorial basis. 
The multi-color package can be 
adapted in size, design and type of 
package to meet individual needs 

Contact your Lassiter representa- 
tive for details and case histories, 



GLASYAGK .. a Spectacular New “Controlled Tack” SUPER-GLUE 

Ell ULLY & COMPANY of Indianapolis protects label and carton seals, on their ILETIN (Insulin, Lilly) 
package, against moisture and refrigeration, with GLASTACK. “Controlled Tack’ SUPER-GLUE. 

by Paisley Brings New Efficiency at High Speeds for Eli Lilly & Co. 

Tests Show 2/2 Times Greater Humidity Resistance! 
GLASTACK ... Paisley’s new Resin- 

Dextrine SUPER-GLUE brings you the 

most remarkable development in the 

history of packaging adhesion! Scien- 

tific laboratory tests show GLASTACK 
sealed packages give two and one-half 

times more protection against moisture 

as compared with ordinary Dextrine 

Glues. Uniform humidity resistance is 

assured through rigid checks. 

Now, this ONE SUPER-GLUE per- 

forms at top efficiency in various types 
of sealing equipment, for a big variety 

of Sealing operations. Its “Controlled 
Tack” gives better adhesion at high 

—~—> 
@ 

speeds on a wider variety of paper and 
paperboard stocks. 

GLASTACK SUPER-GLUE gives new 
economies, too. You use less Glue. Its 

greater strength permits thinner films. 

You get greater coverage. And, there’s 
little waste, because of improved 
machine performance. 

Be first to improve production... 
to offer better, more beautiful, more 
dependable packages. Let us trial-ship 
5 gallons at the 55 gallon drum 

price. Order today, and send for the 
GLASTACK Laboratory Report. 

PAISLEY PRODUCTS, INC. A MORNINGSTAR, NICOL, INC. SUBSIDIARY 

PONY LABELRITE Machine labels ILETIN 
vials at top speed and efficiency with 
GLASTACK humidity resistant 
SUPER-GLUE. 

JONES CARTON SEALER seals ILETIN 
cartons instantly, with GLASTACK 
high tack SUPER-GLUE. 

GLASTACK 
NEW mesa SEXTIONE SUPER-GLUE 

SUPERIOR nDVANTASES 
HIGH HUMIDITY RESISTANCE 

CONTROLLED HIGH TACK 

GREATER COVERAGE 

STRONGER ADHESION 

CLEAN MACHINING 

NON-CRYSTALLIZING 

WIDE RANGE OF PAPERS 
HANDLED 

Pwr — 

©, 630 W. 51st St., New York 19 @ 1770 Canalport Ave., Chicago 16 

Headquorters for Gives, Pastes, Resin Emulsions, Latex Cements 

& Related Chemical Products. Plants: New York @ Chicago © St. 
Lovis @ Los Angeles © Son Francisco. Offices in all principal cities. 

In Canada: Morningstar-Paisley of Canada Ltd., Toronto, 
DHESIVES 
@ oc 4S IMPROVED PRODUCTION 

RECORDS 



Contact your Lassiter ——— 
tive for details and case histories, 

Use Anchorglass containers 
sealed with Anchor® caps 

..» by creating impulse sales 

ECAUSE 70% of all shopping decisions are made / 

on impulse, the transparent glass container has a Z am ' NC HOR 
tremendous sales advantage. Through its clear, spar- 2 

kling walls it shows the true color, size, texture and ; 

quality of the contents. It affords an exciting and tanta- t | OCK NG 

lizing view of the product that stimulates the appetite 

GLASS CORPORATION 

Lancaster, Ohio 

and the desire to buy. And when Mrs. Housewife likes 

what she sees she buys on sight. Why not take advan- 

tage of this fact? You will move more of your products 
by doing so. 
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UP TO 220 OUTSERTS PER MINUTE 

attached automatically —expensive 

hand labor eliminated. Pfaudier Out- 

serter handles cylindrical and rectan- 

gular containers of tin, plastic, glass 

or paper. Adjustable feature permits 

a wide choice of container sizes. 

I i, Ml 

PUTS OUTSERT WHERE 

YOU WANT IT. Whether 

a recipe, contest rules, 

premium offer or what, 

the Pfaudler Outserter 

attaches the message 

precisely where you want 

it, then passes container 

along to casing machine. 
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You no longer need to hide your pro- 

motion literature where it can’t 

be seen. 

Here is the only machine on the 

market that applies outserts auto- 

matically to the outside of cylin- 

drical and rectangular packages at 

speeds up to 220 per minute. Each 

outsert is placed on the container 

just where you want it——never cov- 

ers an important part of the label. 

The machine becomes a part of your 

THE PFAUDLER CoO. 

Apply sales messages to outside of your 

package automatically — economically 

packaging line, synchronizing with 

the labeling machine. The Pfaudler 

outserter completely eliminates cost- 

ly hand labor —pays for itself in no 

time. 

But even more important it helps 

sell your product faster. For exam- 

ple, one user stepped up his product 

sales over 50% in a short period of 

time without increasing his adver- 

tising expense. 

Now that the cost of doing the 

outserting job is no longer a factor, 

get the jump on competition by 

using them first. You can attach 

almost anything you want to rigid 

cylindrical or rectangular packages of 

any material. 

Call your nearest Pfaudler office 

for help or send us a sample con- 

tainer and indicate where outsert 

should be attached. We’ll be glad to 

give you all the facts. Bulletin 933 

contains all specifications. Ask for it. 

Rochester 3, New York 

. 
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tage of this fact? You will move more of your products 
bv doing an 

BAM ITUMOET ET, Wtev 

Wiatever you package — meats, 
fish, cheese, vegetables, nuts, baked 

goods — Cellothene gives it the look 
that sells. Cellothene packaged foods 
trigger sales because appetizing flavor 
is sealed in... freshness and goodness 
can be seen! Crystal-clear Cellothene 
is a pure film laminate of Cellophane 
and Polyethylene . . . tough enough 
to withstand abusive customer han- 
dling at self-service counters. Easily 
printed, Cellothene packages carry 
your selling message and brand iden- 
tification brilliantly at the point of 
sale. For an eye-stopping, sales- 
inducing showcase for your food 
product—consider Cellothene. 

ELIMINATE COSTLY WEIGHT LOSS 

WITH THE VERSATILE Sint 

VAC-U-SEAL PACKAGING MACHINE 

it Vacuum Packs, Gas 
Packs, Vacuum & Gas 
Packs, and Heat Seals 

10 to 15 Cellothene 
Pouches per Minute— 
All on One Machine 
Without Adjustments. 
Unlimited Sizes from 

CELLOTHENE 15 THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF CHESGLAM DIVISION 51. R&Gis PAPER COMPANY, 684 WEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS 7, NEW YoRK 

MAY 21 



MODERN PACKAGING 

Look at him corked off as soon as his head hit the 

pillow. No more haunting worries for him about what happens to his board 

supply when the market gets tight. 

His supply of board is as sure as if he owned the mill—which in 

a sense he does. The day he established his board needs with 

Crossett, he took title to bi-monthly machine time that became 

his property for as long as he wants it. 

Because ours is an independent mill, we are in complete control of 

where every pound of our output will go. Since we have no rela- 

tives, we sell it to whomever we like. We like regular customers. 

CROSSETT 

A DIVISION OF 

PAPER MILLS 

THE CROSSETT COMPANY 

GENERAL 

SALES OFFICE BALTIMORE OFFICE DALLAS OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE CINCINNATI OFFICE 

J. W. Taylor, Don Hodge H. E. Manner L. J. Walker, D. W. Schwier R. J. Lantry, J. T. Allen 

CROSSETT, 414 St. Paul St 3409 Oaklawn Ave. 300 West Washington 3732 Lovell Avenue 

ARKANSAS 

MODERN PACKAGING 



GUARANTEED To Pay For Itself 
Within One Year! 

Currie Automatic 

Carton and Tray 

Set-Up Machine 

Automatically feeds flat blanks... 

forms the carton or tray .. . and, de 

pending upon the model, sets any 
type lock or strip glues or corner glues 

elie Migelitti-1e Me iil-MEt-Jete] eMac aiels 

or tray to a conveyor leading to the 

filling-packaging station. Speeds: 30 

to 100 per minute. 

If you use a sufficient quantity of cartons or trays Lower carton cost ... Lower labor cost . . . Less 
to take 50% of the production of a Currie storage space...Lower inventory... Easier 
Automatic Set-Up Machine, we guarantee handling. 
that the unit will pay for itself in 12 months or And remember, these machines are built for 
less in... years of dependable operation 

Write today for specifications and performance data 

Other Currie Machines 
include Multiple Can 

Cartoners, Case Packers. 

Case Openers, Ana 

Corrugated Box «x Tray 

set Up Machines 

PACKAGING COMPANY 
217 Fairwood Ave., Charlotte 3, N.C. + FR 6-6411 
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ATF WEB-FED GRAVURE PRESSES —- for printing on ™ 

laminated foil, cellophane, non-absorbent glassines, and a 

Why ATF Gravure Presses 

wide range of paper and light board. 

set high standards 

for output, accuracy and economy 

High quality reproduction at low cost per thousand 

that sums up the reputation of ATF Gravure 

Presses. A few of the reasons why: 

PRECISION CONSTRUCTION: Anti-friction ball or roller 

bearings are used throughout. All web idlers are 

dynamically balanced to rotate freely for fine register 

control. 

HIGH PRODUCTION: ATF presses are underway and 

rolling up profits with the fastest set-ups, wash-ups 

and changeovers in their class. A complete wash-up 

and changeover on a six color press can often be 

made in an hour and a half. 

OPERATING SIMPLICITY: All controls are readily ac- 

cessible, with the control systems providing a high 

degree of automatic operation. For example, a single 

control sets printing pressure at each station ... and 

press stops and starts do not change it. Pendulum 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS 

better, more profitable printing ... from the most complete line of equipment 

action impression provides constant, uniform web 

tension ... eliminates slack web during stops and 

starts. 

TWO-WAY INK CONTROL: Evenfiow ink pumps provide 

the right amount of ink at all press speeds. Cascade 

inking pours ink by gravity over the cylinder-—elim- 

inates splashing and air bells which cause skins in 

the printing. 

ATF Gravure Presses also feature unit construc- 

tion, which lets you add color units as required. One 

to eight or more colors can be printed on one or both 

sides of the web, and delivered as accurately cut 

sheets, rewound rolls or folded signatures. 

Before you invest, check ATF Gravure Presses. 

Let your ATF Web Representative show you how 

they provide high output and quality with low long- 

term cost. 

200 Elmora Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 

EE ———— 
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ATF WEB-FED GRAVURE PRESSES — for printing on 
laminated foil, cellophane, non-absorbent glassines, and a 

wide range of paper and light board. 

Why ATF Gravure Presses set high standards 

for output, accuracy and economy 

High quality reproduction at low cost per thousand action impression provides constant, uniform web 

that sums up the reputation of ATF Gravure tension .. . eliminates slack web during stops and 

Presses. A few of the reasons why: starts. 

PRECISION CONSTRUCTION: Anti-friction ball or roller TWO-WAY INK CONTROL: Evenflow ink pumps provide 

bearings are used throughout. All web idlers are the right amount of ink at all press speeds. Cascade 

dynamically balanced to rotate freely for fine register inking pours ink by gravity over the cylinder—elim- 

control inates splashing and air bells which cause skips in 

HIGH PRODUCTION: ATF presses are underway and the printing. 

rolling up profits with the fastest set-ups, wash-ups ATF Gravure Presses also feature unit construc- 

and changeovers in their class. A complete wash-up tion, which lets you add color units as required. One 
and changeover on a six color press can often be to eight or more colors can be printed on one or both 

made in an hour and a half. sides of the web, and delivered as accurately cut 

OPERATING SIMPLICITY: All controls are readily ac- sheets, rewound rolls or folded signatures. 

cessible, with the control systems providing a high Before you invest, check ATF Gravure Presses. 

degree of automatic operation. For example, a single Let your ATF Web Representative show you how 

control sets printing pressure at each station ... and they provide high output and quality with low long- 

press stops and starts do not change it. Pendulum term cost. 

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS ( 200 Elmora Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 

better, more profitable printing ... from the most complete line of equipment 
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COFFEE PROTECTED BY PLIOFILM! 
Big-name merchandisers are taking the practically eliminates moisture and oxygen 

grind out of selling—and switching to pre- transmission—the major cause of flavor 

_ Sai ground coffee in PLIOFILM lined bags. deterioration. It heat-seals with a positive, 

. 3 ° : . airtight weld that’s as tough and strong as 
ai “ Result: No wrong grinds, no complaints, no 

the film itself. 

GET THE FULL STORY on this big and 

profitable change in coffee merchandising. 

Best of all! The PLIOFILM inner liner pro- Write the Goodyear Packaging Engineer, 

tects flavor and aroma, keeps the contents Goodyear, Packaging Films Dept. E-6418, 

roaster-fresh. That's because the PLIOFILM Akron 16, Ohio. 

pilferage. Reduced over-counter space, 

elimination of machine maintenance. 

ae 

GOOD THINGS ARE BETTER IN ( GOOD, YEAR ) 
PACKAGING 

FILM 

~T. M. The Gexxiyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 
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Three thousand five hundred and sixty advertiser, 

agency and publisher members of the Audit Bureau of 
Circulations have a voice ir establishing and maintain- 
ing the standards responsible for the recognition of this 
emblem as the Hallmark of Circulation Value. It repre- 
sents the standard of value that these buyers and sellers 
of advertising space have jointly established as measure- 
ment for the circulation of 

publisher’s circulation records that are painstakingly 
checked by auditors and the resulting data are con- 
densed and published in A.B.C. Reports. 

Experienced space buyers use the audited information 
in A.B.C. Reports as a factual basis for their decisions 
in evaluating, comparing and selecting media. The 
FACTS in A.B.C. Reports for business publications 

include: ¢ How much paid circulation 
printed media. a opin — 

The basis for arriving at the | = 
advertising value of a publica- 
tion is the Bureau's single defi- 
nition of net paid circulation. 
With this as the standard, the 

circulation records of A.B.C. 
sublisher members are audited 

tors. As specified in the Bureau's 
Bylaws, A.B.C. auditors have 
“access toall books andrecords.”’ 

Subscription and renewal | with specialized 
orders, payments from subscrib- | advertising appeals. 

ers, paper purchases, postal 

becomes possible to 

receipts, arrears are among the Wa Bs = 

| SEND THE RIGHT MESSAGE 

TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE 

Paid subscriptions and renewals, as : , 
defined by SBC sanintesde. lod 3 subscribers in arrears ¢ What percent- C y A.B. & " " 

cate an audience that has responded 
; : to a publication's editorial 

»y experienced circulation audi- | appeal, With the interests 
| of readers thus identified, it 

reach 

specialized groups effectively 

Teese seme °¢ How much unpaid distribution « Z 
Occupational or business breakdown 

") of subscribers ¢ Where they are located 
hs = * How much subscribers pay « Whether 

or not premiums are used ¢ How many 

| age of subscribers renew. 
This publication is a 

member of the Audit Bureau 
of Circulations and is proud 
to display the Hallmark of 
Circulation Value as the 
emblem of our cooperation 

with advertisers. Ask for a 

copy of our A.B.C. Report 
and then study it. 

SP 
thevi. 

one? 

A.B.C. REPORTS—FACTS AS A BASIC MEASURE OF ADVERTISING VALUE 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Modern House Fittings Outdoor Living Aids Containers & Packaging 

Symbols of your potential 

through Tupper Corporation 
@ Whatever your custom needs in plastics manufacturing, call on 

Tupper’s wide experience and modern manufacturing facilities. Our 

large, up-to-date plants, equipped with the best production machin- 

ery, are available for materials, injection molding, extruding, vacuum 

forming, blow molding—and other advanced processes. 

The Tupper Engineering Department has developed the greatest 

number of patents in the industry for polyethylene seals, closures, and 

dispensers—and other items in other plastics. This know-how can be 
tapped by you to place your plastic products in a position of leadership. : 

Tupper seals and other Tupper products are protected against a 

gi e | unauthorized manufacture by about 150 U. S. and foreign patents and c 

JUPPER CORPORATION —_ 
Manvtactorers of: CONSUMER, INDUSTRIAL, 

PACKAGING and SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS 

Factories, Laboratories and Sales Offices: 
Massachusetts, Rhode island, Florida, Montreal, New York 

Address correspondence to 

Dept. MP-5 Dept. MP-5 

Tupper Corporation or Tupper Corporation 

Weonsocket, 8. | 225 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 
Do-It-Yourself Materials. 



The term 

St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales Office: 99 Park Ave 

Box 

AUTOMATION? 
you name it...we'll tape it 

Whether your packaging problem is as light as affixing lipsticks 
to resale display cards. ..or as heavy as bundling heavy-wall 
pipe ... or as utilitarian as sealing and reinforcing a carton... 
or just about any sealing, labeling, holding, binding, or banding 
job in between. . . you can probably get an automatic or semi- 
automatic machine to do the job better, faster, and cheaper 
using “Scorcn”’ Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes. Your regu- 
lar tape distributor will be glad to discuss your particular needs 
without cost or obligation. Or, write us for the booklet described 
at right. 

DISPENSERS for the more than 300 pressure-sensitive tapes 
for industry, trademarked . . 

ie Scorc va 

ScorTcn”’ is a registered trademark of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co 

New York 16, N.Y. In Canada: P.O 
London, Ontario 3M Co.. 1957 

evs tg 

Look what you can 

do with dispensers ! 

TAPE small items to display cards with 
a “Scorcu” Brand Tape Stapler, 
(dramatized by Artzybasheff at left). 
Operates at speeds up to 80 units a 
minute; handles a variety of “Scorcn”’ 
Brand Tapes. 

COMBINE two or more same-size pack 
ages automatically with “Scotcn”’ 
Brand Tape and “Scorcn” Package 
Bundler 8-69. Handles up to 75 com 
binationsa minute, special cut-off syn 
chronizer available for printed tapes 

CLOSE and reinforce full telescope 
cartons with “L” shaped clips of 
“Scotrcu” Brand Filament Tape. 
Automatic Box Taper handles up to 
10 cartons a minute can be in- 
tegrated into conveyor line, 

SEND FOR illustrated manue’ describ 
ing “Scorcn” Brand Dispensers and 
Applicators for nearly every taping 
need. Just write on your letterhead 
to 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn., Dept 
EA-57 
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SEALED CARTON 
PRESERVES FRESHNESS 

Woonsocket, &. |. 225 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 

Krug’s cuts cost 40% 

«doubles packaging production with 

end loading («xee) cartoners 
PACKAGING PRODUCTION DOUBLED — Krug’s, one 

of New York’s leading bakeries, reports that they 

have increased their packaging production by 100% 

while at the same time reducing their labor costs by 

40%. For example, as shown in the photos above, with 

one girl loading and another unloading, they package 

32 delicate cakes a minute. With a changeover that 

takes but a few minutes to make, the same loading 

operator could load 70 pies a minute. That’s 

production! 

30% CARTON SAVINGS— Along with the increase 

in production, the switch to end-loading 

CECO Model 40 Cartoners has enabled 

Krug’s to use folding cartons at a saving 

of 30% in carton costs, and additional 

savings in warehousing costs. These savings alone pay 

for the CECO Cartoners in a short time. 

EXTRA VALUE TOO—This change to folding cartons 

has given Krug’s products an extra plus too, because 

unlike old-style two-piece cartons, their one-piece 

cartons are sealed—sealing in the freshness that the 

consumer appreciates. 

The list of bakeries using the CECO Model 40 Car- 

toner is long, including Wagner, Drake, Fischer, 

Dugan, Blue Bird, Bradley Pie, Table 

Talk, Horn & Hardart, and many others. 

Find out how you can slash production 

costs. Write for brochure today. 

78-88 LOCUST AVENUE, BLOOMFIELD 3, N. J. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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A worthy product deserves the 

unparalleled splendor of 

JusterBoard 
THE BOXBOARD OF 

RADIANT BEAUTY AND 

AMAZING STRENGTH 

Eastman Kodak packages its new Brownie 

Starfiash Camera in 20 point LusterBoard. 

If you are proud of your product, give it a 
head start to sales success by 

LusterBoard. 
boxing it in 

LusterBoard bequeaths an aura of quality and 
encloses. smartness to the merchandise it 

LusterBoard is a delight to the eye, a caressing 

invitation to the sense of touch. Prove it to 

yourself: Look at its mirror-like surface, ex- 
amine the way it weds itself to gloss inks of any 
color, to metallic inks of any hue, feel its flatter- 

ing smoothness, then ask yourself whether you 

have ever met its match before 

Would you believe that a boxboard of such 

beauty could equal or surpass the strength of 
ordinary boxboards two to four points heavier? 

It does, as exhaustive laboratory tests have 

proved beyond a doubt 

Here are some added points of LusterBoard’s 

distinction : 

* Lusterkoted surface (not laminated) ap- 

plied directly to high grade white board. 

* Fidelity of halftone reproduction obtainable 

on no other board 

* Fast ink setting and drying, making Luster- 

Board ideal to print and handle. 

* Smooth folding and 

effects. 

superb embossing 
440 ‘1V4 ‘SN GaszLSIOss Wd 

ANWdWO) VGOX NVWISV3 
AG ‘VSN “A'N U321S3HDIOB NI JOVW 

[yepoy 

*® Range of 14, 16, 18 and 20 points thickness. 

Get acquainted with this supreme achievement 
in glamourous boxboard. Samples, demonstra- 

tion pieces and technical information are avail- 

able from LusterBoard headquarters: 

S. D. Warren ¢ mpany, 89 Broad St., Boston 7, 

Massachusett al 

and note the 

ew white back ' 

wa rren's 

Printing Papers 

WARREN'S Sopa 
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DOES 

YOUR 

CON TAINE F 

HAVE A 

HIGH... 

Packaging 1.Q. is Impulse Quotient... the ability of 

a container to sell its product at the point of purchase. 

Will your container urge people to choose your brand? 

High sales power is typical of the metal containers 

produced by J. L. Clark. Here, design and dynamic 
artwork are created in our Impulse Design Studio. 

Here, craftsmanship in lithography and fabrication 

produce metal containers of flawless quality. New 
ideas, new tools are used to develop an almost endless 

variety of lithographed metal containers. Complete 

information about quality containers with high 1.Q. 

is available in our booklet, “Does Your Container 

Have A High I. Q.” Write for your free copy today. 
J. L. Clark Manufacturing Co., Rockford, Illinois; 
Liberty Division Plant and Sales, Lancaster, Pa.; 

New York Sales Office, Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, Write for free booklet. 

New York. 

Lithographed Metal Containers JL. CLARK (ie 

MODERN PLASTICS 



breaking the 
cost barrier! 
A NEW CAMERON IS NOW AVAILABLE 

TO CUT YOUR PRODUCTION COSTS 

DOWN, 

DOWN, 

DOWN! 

THE NEW 

CAMERON SLITTER-REWINDER 
THE NEW 550 was designed by Cameron’s team of specialists to SSS aaeeaaaaee 
meet the need for d light, versatile, low-cost slitter-rewinder to SEND FOR LITERATURE 
handle plastic films, foils, papers, laminates and other materials. 
The 550 may be equipped with razor-cut, score-cut, shear-cut, or 
burst-cut slitting elements. This highly productive slitter-rewinder 
features a centralized control panel, assuring easy operation and 
quick set-up changes, with pneumatic rewind core loading to elimi- 
nate guesswork in setting axial core pressure. A built-in automatic 
edge guide (optional) corrects telescoped mill rolls, minimizes trim 

CAMERON MACHINE COMPANY 
61 POPLAR STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

Please send free BULLETIN LO60A 

waste. Finished rolls meet the highest standards of quality. Get — - — 
more production of better rolls at lower cost with the new 550... 

Company nem 

BUILT BY CAMERON’S 
Address 

team of specialists 

MAY 1957 33 



UP T0125 UNITS A MINUTE 
Lynch Wrap-O-Matic handles confections, cookies, cracker sandwiches and other 

standard or irregular shaped products rapidly and at lowest cost. Only two oper- 

ators are required—one to feed, another to case the wrapped goods. The famous 

Lynch die-fold with low temperature, thermostatically controlled heat seal is 

standard ... glue seal is also available. Cards or boats may be inserted from 

magazines, or from roll stock as in photo above. Exclusive Lynch-engineered 

features increase efficiency and cut maintenance costs of Wrap-O-Matic. Special 

machinery and accessories designed and built for all production problems and 

conditions. Write for full descriptive literature. Address department F. 

WRAP-O-MATIC 
Low NCH 
CORPORATION 

Model PB Mode! RA Mode! RS 

Straight Intake Side Intake Cookies or Cracker Sandwiches 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Here’s a BAS IC CONTAI NER 

so good it gives new “sell” to your product i 

Its many sales-making features offer proved consumer appeal ! 

Canco invented this well-known can 

for the vacuum-packing of coffee. Now 

it’s also used to package candy, cook- 

ies, powdered milk, peanuts, medicinal 

tablets, cocktail snacks and other items. 

Perhaps your product could benefit 

from this can’s many special features. 

Consider them: 

It is airtight; can be vacuum-packed, 

gas-packed, or used without sper ial 

treatment. It packs and stacks readily, 

is a snap to price-mark, is strong and 

durable, has a reclosable lid. 

Watch Canco NBC NEWS on TV 

Its new “self-tracking” tear strip 

winds smoothly, never “spirals,” makes 

opening much easier. Serving or meas- 

uring is easy, too, because of the can’s 

full opening. 

he broad shape of this container 

allows a big, eye-catching label. What's 

more, you'll be amazed at the variety 

and quality of lithography Canco offers 

— including sparkling metallic effects. 

Your Canco representative will 

gladly show you samples and tell you 

more about this adaptable container. 

May 20 and alternate Mondays thereafter 

Gi AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
NEW YORK - CHICAGO + SAN FRANCISCO 

HERMETIC SEAL 

Be 

FULL OPENING 
—— —— 

BROAD LABEL AREA 



FORMVAAC AJA SLIP 
newest triumph in industrial forming of thermo- 

plastic sheet, now available on the 

FORMVAC ROLLFORM 1957 
to give you 

FASTEST AUTOMATION PACKAGE MANUFACTURE 

WITH 
UNPARALLELED 
ADVANTAGES 

* Airslip's biaxial orientation of sheet 
gives outstanding strength to contain- 
ers, allows thinner gauges to be used 

Absolutely perfect gauge distribution 
throughout, also in deepest contain- 
ers, regardless of shape 

Undercuts for snap-on or screw-on 
fits readily formed 

Lowest wastage between items on 
multiple molds 

In-line Formvac Planetary Trimmer 

enables containers and lids of any 

shape, with straight or rolled-over 
edges, to be trimmed cleanly 

Formvac Rollform’’ automation line producing round 

plastic boxes 21” in diameter, 2” deep, 0.006” wall 

thickness, from high-impact polystyrene at a rate of 

240 per minute. Beyond replacing the roll of sheei 

every 6-8 hours, no human intervention required. Fin- 

ished boxes automatically ejected onto conveyor belt 

Write or Cable to Manufacturers: 

HYDRO-CHEMIE a. J? Ve 
Incorporated 21 Dreikoenigstrasse, Zurich, Switzerland Cables: HYDROCHEMIE ZURICH 

36 MODERN PACKAGIN 



For 

exquisite 

tube designs 

ALCOA’'S 

BEAUTY 

SALON... 

Alcoa’s collapsible tube decoration line creates the 

superb design your product must have to do 

its best. A touch of colorful splendor here, a wisp of 

muted elegance there ... and the expert precision 

lithography at Alcoa® has encased your tube-clad 

merchandise in the most glamorous of raiment. Alcoa tube 

decoration quality is the sort that provides you with 

maximum merchandising assistance from initial impulse 

purchase to repeat sale. Alcoa gladly will assist you in 

designing an appealing original decoration for your product 

... or will reproduce your own design faithfully. 

Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value 
COLLAPSIBLE TUBES 

Aluminum Company of Americo 

1711-E Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa 

We are interested in packoging in Alcoa 

Tubes. Please hove an Alcoa salesman contact us 

Nome 

Firm 

Street Address 

City and State 



Out-of-date 

with your 

case sealing 

T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

equipment feeds, forms, positions, loads, seals, 

and imprints shipping containers automatically 

PACKOMATIC FULLY-AUTOMATIC CASE SEALER Fully-automatic Packomatic Custom-Engineered machines 

Loaded shipping containers IN, sealed cases OUT—and no oper- go all the way—or any part of the way—with your pack- 
ator needed! It aligns corrugated cases, positions flaps, glues, aging operations. Modernize your present line with a fully- 
seals and discharges fully-automatically. Packomatic was first with : =. 3 . : 
this pr sduction-proved machine. It's available in a wide range of automatic case sealer—cr really put it into high ores with 
case sizes for installation on your present line. Semi-automatic, too. a Packomatic that feeds, forms, and positions shipping 

containers, end-loads them with cans or cartons at top 
J. L. FERGUSON CO. Joliet 3, Il. speed, then discharges them sealed and imprinted, ready 

for shipment. Most important, only one part-time operator 
ow Verh, Giteags, Cleveland, Gusten, Vaya, Guiimere, Pertiand, Senver, is needed for the whole operation. Labor costs are obviously 

a a porte awe ee: ee ee reduced. End-loading techniques shrink paper board costs 
up to 28% and your whole output takes a sharp climb. 

PACKOMATIC machines include the Bale Sealer — Case Sealers — Opener- Packomatics can save time and money. Let us show you. 
Loaders ose §6=s- Imprinters Telescoping Volumetric Filler Packer-Gluers 

Units available, semi-automatic or fully-automatic depending on your needs 

ay K 
ie 

Sixty cigarette cartons 
Six 5-qt. cans or gallon cans Twelve 46 o. cans Twenty-four cartons Eighteen 7 & 8 ot. cartons King Size: 17%" x 11," « 22” 
in 204," x 13%" « 9'¥,,” case in 21° x 13° « 7" cose in 12'/." x 10%" x 8/," case in 20° x 14%" x 8%" cose Regular: 14' 9,4" « 114," x 22" 

TYPICAL CASE LOADING PATTERNS FOR CANS AND CARTONS 

* 
7 te 

~~ ¥ 

Twenty-four 12 oz. cons Six No. 10 cans Thirty 1 Ib. cartons Twenty-four cartons Forty-eight cartons 
in 164" x 10°94" « S94" cose in 22,4" x 17%" « 74" cose in 1644" x 1094" x 744" case in 19." x 10%" x 7” case in 22%" x 23." x 15%" case 



Label imprinting costs 
cut by the Tickometer 

Imprint labels as you need them with a Tickometer 

... and save on printing, and label inventories. 

Hundreds of manufacturers have tound that they 

can reduce label costs, lower label inventories, 

save storage space and records, and avoid waste of 

unusable or obsolete labels ... by imprinting 

labels as they are needed with the Tickometer. 

e The Tickometer prints up to 1,000 pieces a minute, can 

be set to imprint and stack a predetermined quantity. It 

has an impression area 2“ie by % inches, gives close 

register. It can handle almost any type or weight of paper, 

or light card stock. Various models take sizes as small as 

1 x 2 inches and up to 15 x 15. Feeds and stacks 

automatically, and can be operated by anybody. 

e The Tickometer can also be used to mark, stamp, cancel, 

code or sign a wide variety of paper items in plant or 

office: cards, checks, coupons, job tickets, tags, forms, etc. 

—far faster than anybody can do by hand, at remarkable 

savings in time and effort. The Tickometer counts as 

well as prints — so accurately that banks use it as a 

currency counter! It records partial 

or total counts. Once you have a 

Tickometer, you'll find it can do 

many chores, at a great saving in 

clerical time. 

¢ The Tickometer is rented or sold, 

with nationwide service from 

297 cities. Any Pitney-Bowes office 

will discuss and demonstrate the 

possibilities of the Tickometer for 

your requirements. Or you can 

send the coupon for a free illustrated 

booklet and case studies, of 

actual savings. 

OM AAS A A A A CS TE A ES A LS A A | ee 

PITNEY-BOWES, INC. 

482> Walnut Street ; 

Stamford, Conn. ‘ 

(_] Send free Tickometer booklet & case studies 

Counting & Imprinting Machine * 
Originators of the postage meter , 

... Offices in 101 cities in U. S. and Canada Address 

Name 
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Your Fine Product Demands Superior Packaging! 
nean! herries. ns, citrus peels, s, flour, spices, plus 

jit cakes, Asid 

ayed decid 
£ OT 

Loe 
QUALITY 

ANO eLasenaiioun, quad For f at a JU SERVICE 4 

write or phone UNderhill 7-7474. 

QUIYE GAN) GOs PAY 
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS PLAIN AND LITHOGRAPHED METAL CONTAINERS. CuSTOM OR STOCK DESIGNS 

4700 N. OKETO AVENUE «+ CHICAGO 31, ILL. 
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Is there a new trend in mergers toward horizontal integration—big 

package users absorbing big package suppliers to assure a favorable 

supply situation? Other deals as surprising as the acquisition of Milprint 

by Philip Morris are reported to be in the wind. The cigarette company, 

of course, can use only a portion of Milprint’s output (which includes no 
board such as required for PM’s hard-top box) and the deal is repre- 

sented as primarily a diversification move. 

Convenience foods and packages are not gimmicks, but real boons to 

the steadily growing millions of working wives. Latest Census figures 

show that one-third of all women 14 or older are continuously jobhold- 

ers; more than two-fifths (which means 28 million) work at some time 

during the year. Of all women now working, 60% are married and two 

out of five are mothers with school children. 

Can makers protest vigorously against the latest 444% price increase 

in tinplate and steelplate, pointing out that the continuing rounds of 

plate price increases, which have to be passed on to can users, are seri- 

ously endangering the competitive position of metal containers. Not only 

will the can makers intensify their development of alternate container- 

making materials, but you can look for can companies to move into the 

steel business, either through acquisition or by building their own mills. 

Is this the future in non-food sales through food chains? Food Fair 

Stores will soon open a unit in Clearwater, Fla., called “Sav’Fair,” to sell 

only clothing, small appliances, drugs and household wares. It will be 

right next door to a new Food Fair food market, sharing a common mall, 

and will be its twin in size. Such indications that big chains are going 

to take non-foods seriously has implications for packagers, for they will 

take only well-packaged, fast-selling items. 

No wonder retailers are taking an avid interest in packaging. A recent 

study by National Cash Register Co. shows that between 1946 and 1954, 

average net profits of department stores dropped from 7.8% to 2.6%; 

of drug stores, from 8.6% to 5.1%; of chain variety stores, from 9.9% to 

4.6%, and of hardware stores, from 9.9% to 1.9%. But in those hard 

ware stores where open display of packaged goods for customer self 

selection has been practiced, sales per employee have gone up to $30,000 

as against the national average of $20.000, while in drug stores that type 
of merchandising has provided $43,000 sales per full-time employee 

against a $17,000 average in drug stores of the same size. 

Awakening interest jn special-mold possibilities such as the apothe- 

cary jar (see “The Power of Nostalgia,” MP, March, 57, p. 158) is ex- 

pected to be an important factor in pushing glass-container sales to a 

new record this year. The special jar has spread into several product 

fields and from all reports has increased sales substantially in each case 

End to the problem of automatic wrapping with polyethylene film is 

predicted by Bakelite. As a result of recent techniques in film handling 

developed in the company’s Bound Brook laboratories, it is predicted that 

a wide range of automatic machinery for wrapping everything from let- 

tuce to lingerie in polyethylene will be available by the end of this year. 

Significence is seen by glass mckers in Du Pont survey report showing 
that glass-packaged products are well above [Continued on page 42) 



the average in their influence on impulse purchases. While 70.8% of all 

purchases in supermarkets were found to be “in-store” decisions, 74% 

c. glass-packed products were in that category. According to Du Pont, 

gle s-packed items bearing cellulose neck-band seals sold 17.9% more, 

on the average, than the same products without bands. 

“So far as | can determine, a supermarket is not an art gallery, a con- 

cert hall or a botanical museum. It is, instead, an alive and exciting 

showroom of products that must propel themselves toward the shopper. 

Like the overemphasis on surface design for packages, I think we must 

be much more realistic about our stores. | believe we need something be 

sides soft lights and sweet music to sell frozen fish sticks.”"—Alan Berni, 

designe! 

White spot where? On the recommendation of the Inter-Industry 

Food Packaging Committee, a time and motion study has been launched 

by the National Assn. of Ketail Grocers to determine just what location 

for a price spot is most advantageous for the retailer. Packagers who 

have new designs coming up will do well to wait for this report. 

A thought for frozen-food packagers: Quick heating is just as impor- 

tant as quick freezing. Continued growth in this field, points out Quick 

Frozen Foods, depends upon having quick-heating devices—either 

through boilable packages or instant-heat appliances—to eliminate the 

nuisance of thawing and unwrapping frozen blocks of foods. 

Trademark trends noted by the United States Trademark Assn. in 

1956 include increased attention by heavy-industry companies to the 

adoption and modernization of trademarks for identification and sales 

purposes. This is an evidence of increased packaging consciousness in 

that field. A record 20,778 trademarks were registered in 1956, as against 

18,212 in 1955 

Machinery Show wil! adopt a more logical schedule, following its 

second showing in Atlantic City next March, according ‘to grapevine 

reports at Chicago. Many packaging people have been disturbed by the 

fact that next year the Machinery Show and the AMA Show, scheduled 

for May in New York, will come only two months apart; in addition, 

there will be the biennial West Coast show in July. Now PMMI, re 

portedly, has decided to adopt a fall date in 1959 and to follow on that 

schedule each odd-numbered year, thus alternating with the West Coast 

show which comes in even-numbered years 

Frozen foods have climbed to fifth place in unit and dollar sales in 

supermarkets and rank fourth in dollars of gross profit. In all outlets, 

frozen-food case space since 1954 has increased an average of 50° 

und sales are up 35%. 

Note the trend to more and more cooperative promotions of combina 

tion packages. Both gain when the combined impact is greater than the 

appeal of either products alone. Example: Lever Bros. and Cannon Mills 

are cooperating in a gift set which combines six bars of gold-foil-wrapped 

Lux toilet soap with a Cannon towel, the whole attractively overwrapped 

with printed cellophane 

What's wanted by dealers in frozen foods: Progressive Grocer says 

they ask for uniform package sizes, better stackability, price spots, label- 

ing to read across the narrower dimension, more point-of-sale material 

and better preduct quality control. 

packaging 
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More meat packages get taken home when they’re 
engineered for visual appeal. That's why market 
wise packers turn to us for testing and designing— 
as well as practical production skill—in flexible 
packaging that sells. 

PACKAGE PRODUCTS CO., Inc. CHARLOTTE, WN. C., 
Sales offices in Dallas + Knoxville * New York + Philedelphio + Tampe 
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for May in New York, will come only two months apart; in addition, 

there will be the biennial West Coast show in July. Now PMMI, re 

portedly, has decided to adopt a fall date in 1959 and to follow on that 
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Frozen foods have climbed to fifth place in unit and dollar sales in 

supermarkets and rank fourth in dollars of gross profit. In all outlets, 

frozen-food case space since 1954 has increased an average of 50° 

and sales are up 35% 

Note the trend to more and more cooperative promotions of combina 

tion packages, Both gain when the combined impact is greater than the 

appeal of either products alone. Example: Lever Bros. and Cannon Mills 

are cooperating in a gift set which combines six bars of gold-foil-wrapped 

Lux toilet soap with a Cannon towel, the whole attractively overwrapped 

with printed cellophane 
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papers printed 
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Printed fiim, 

foil and paper 
electric eye 

sheeted to 
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Bags & Envelopes 
From film or 
film-paper; die- 
cut; with lips; 
without lips 

Labels 
Pressure 

sensitive, gum 

med, heat seal, 
grease-proof; 
die-cut in rolls 

2— or individually 
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Lithographed or 
letterpress 
printed box 
wraps, bands 
riders and 
inserts 
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More meat packages get taken home when they're 
engineered for visual appeal. That's why market 
wise packers turn to us for testing and designing— 
as well as practical production skill—in flexible 
packaging that sells. 

a 

PACKAGE PRODUCTS CO., Inc. CHARLOTTE, WN. C. 

Sales offices in Dallas * Knoxville * New York * Philadelphia * Tempe 



Sisats OR ONE HUNDRED» 
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THE TINY TEA TAG OR THE JUMBO CARTON — 

BOTH MADE FROM A RIDGELO CLAY COATED PRODUCT 

Mfefes-ife 
-enpegears § 

A high percentage of all a customer sees of any carton is . . . its surface! 

Maybe your product calls for a surface that’s bright and glossy . . . a clear 

call for Ridgelo #90 Ultragloss. Or you need a perfect background for 

clean and brilliant colors . . . making Ridgelo #75 Brush Finish a best bet. 

Or perhaps a low-cost machine coated, coated Kraft or coated Tag are 

your answers to more sales through better packaging. Whatever your 

problems may be, through leading independent converters Ridgelo can 

help you. No mill is better fitted to do so . . . none matches the scope of 

Ridgelo coating equipment, its experience and technical skills. 

Write For Free Samples 

*90 ULTRAGLOSS . 75 BRUSH FINISH + CUSTOM COATED 

STANDARD COATED + METALLIC COATED « POLYETHYLENE COATED 
rchin sting t. f h rs 

LOWE PAPER COMPANY « Ridgefield, N. J. 
An Independent Mill—Serving Industry Since 1906 

Rofrosentatives * Detreit—joseph P. Giroux + Les Angeles—Norman A. Buist «+ Philadelphia—Philip Rudolph & Son, inc. + St. Lowis—A. E. Kellogg 
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clopane is the lowest cost, crystal-clear, lightweight, 

SKIN TIGHT PACKAGING HOLDS PRODUCTS 
SECURELY T0 THIN SAMPLE CARD! 

Arro Expansion Bolt Co., Marion, Ohio, wanted a con- 
venient way of distributing samples of its new Spiral 
Drive Nail Anchor. Arro got it . . . thanks to Skin-Tight 
crystal clear clopane®. clopane’s contour-wrap . . . vac- 
uum formed around samples of these new nail anchors 
... gave Arro a sample card that displayed its product 
most unusually and effectively. 

Vividly effective packaging 

The results? Mr. John Dugan, Sales Manager of Arro 
Expansion Bolt Co., states: “Your clopane did an 
extraordinary job for us. It gave us a vividly effective 

package that showed off our new Spiral Drive Nail 

Anchors in most dramatic fashion . . . stimulated con- 

things look better far longer in 

siderable interest... brought in a high number of 
inquiries and orders from our distributors.” 

Skin-tight clopane® 

clopane is sparkling clear, moisture-proof, resists aging, 
cracking and discoloring. Does away with brittle blister 
and wrapper rattle. So strong, you can use a lighter 
weight film and backing board. Brings to packaging 
problems a new concept of vacuum-drawn film packag 
ing that is flexible and far less expensive. Brings to 
product display an exciting showcase beauty combined 
with long life protection. Coupon below will bring you 
particulars on how extruded clopane vinyl film can 
keep your product snug, safe, seen and more salable. 

COPYRIGHT 19867 CLOPAY CORF CINCINNAT 

C ! © eo Gi n © sertiing clear film 
Pesan esseseseansererseres —sse eee ee ee nam a a a a 

Clopay Corporation, Dept. 101, Extruded Film Division 

extruded viny! film. Gentlemen: 

For still lower cost packaging investigate 

Clopay’s. polyethylene films today! 

Name..... 

For details, write, wire, or phone Address 

Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

FREE! Please send samples and copy of “clopane Fact«" 

Company 

EXTRUDED FILM DIVISION * CLOPAY CORPORATION 
CLOPAY SQUARE, CINCINNATI 14, OHIO 
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"Oun FMC M&S Filan han ponfowmed. 

“...We use this 6 pocket M&S Filler almost entirely on 211x414 
cans, operating at a speed of 216 cpm on citrus juice concentrates. 
On occasion we have also used it for filling 202x214, 202x314, 

Says C.W. REYNOLDS, Manager 
Products Division, 
Ventura Coastal Lemon Company 

307 x 409, and 404x414 cans. In 3% years we have averaged over 
a quarter of a million cans a day, two 20-hour days a week, 6 to 8 
months a year. Repairs have been minor.” 

These fillers give you a higher case yield per batch of product 

FMC —M&S Plunger or 
Piston Fillers are built in 6, 

9, 10, 15, 20 and 30 pocket 

sizes. They are designed on 

the time-proven principle of 
product pre-measurement 

and positive ejection into 

containers by precision pis- 

tons. Ideally adaptable to a 

wide range of liquid, semi- 
liquid and heavy semi-solid 

products. 

Send for free copy of Bulletin 

No. S501E, “Fillers by FMC.” 

eeeneeeesce5e#?rseeseeeseensteee#eeeeee#e#e*e« 

FMC offers fillers of highest speed and 

accuracy for every food filling job — 

from liquids to semi-solids. By actual 

comparison testing, M & S positive dis- 
placement type fillers give you the four 

things that you want most in a filler — 

1. High Accuracy. Exclusive pre-meas- 

uring principle of M&S insures con- 
sistant filling accuracy for higher case 

yield per batch of product. 

2. Low Maintenance. Rugged construc- 

tion and precision engineering of M&S 
assures long life and dependability 
under the heaviest production require- 
ments. 

3. High Speed Operation. The M&S 
line includes fillers in every speed range 
—equalling the speed of latest cappers 

and closing machines — without sacri- 
fice of accuracy. 

4. Sanitary by Design. Available in 

stainless and non-corrosive type con- 

tact materials to meet specific needs. 
Easily dismantled for cleaning. 

This is why M&S has been recog- 
nized as the “Standard of the filling 
industry” for more than 70 years. Your 
FMC representative will gladly recom- 
mend an M&S Filler for your product. 

Won't you call him today? 

FOOD MACHINERY 
AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Canning Machinery Division 
General Seles Offices: 

WESTERN: SAN JOSE, CALIF. + EASTERN: HOOPESTON, ILL. 
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e e « the right colors on your food product wrappers can be the 
difference between making and losing sales. Because the correct Increased Sales 
colors—in proper balance with brand identification and mouth- 
watering Taste Excitement serving suggestions—can give your food 
product a “package personality” that stands out and sells on crowded 
supermarket shelves. 

.. by Design! 

But remember that modern package design is a science. Put your 
food products in colorful wrappers that sell against all competition. 
Use Western-Waxide’s specialized knowledge and experience to solve 
your packaging problems or consult a qualified independent pack- 
age design expert. 

CROWN ZELLERBACH CORPORATION 
WESTERN-WAXIDE SPECIALTY PACKAGING DIVISION 
PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES: SAN LEANDRO AND LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA + NORTH PORTLAND, OREGON + ST LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

SALES SERVICE OFFICES: Akron + Atlanta + Chicage + Cincinneti + Delles « Denver + Memphis + New York City + Omoho + Salt Loke City « Spekone + Seettic 

© cZww .- 1291-c 
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Thermometer Box 

Syringe Box 

for distinction 

and utility ¥ 

EN Rowell Cone 
Batavia, N. Y. 

Canisters, round and square set-up boxes for every purpose 
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New! Delivers up to 

165 labeled bottles per minute 

THE MOST PRACTICAL LABELER EVER DESIGNED 

Conveyor and feed screw set up posi- 

tive “locked in” spacing for accurate 

label registration. 

Rotating accumulating table may be 
placed to left or right, can be used 
as terminal point for case packing. 

ESPECIALLY FOR ROUND BOTTLES 

The “Pony 165” gives you speed, precision labeling, lower oper- 

ating and labor costs... all for less than $9,000, the lowest price at 

which a labeler of this calibre has ever been offered.* Suction 

labeling assures you of top package appearance. No label slippage, 

no glue seepage, no loss of adhesion, no registration problems. 

This money-saving new labeler takes any stable bottle 2" to 3’2" 

in diameter. Maximum label size is 52" wide by 5%" high; mini- 

mum, |}4" wide by 14" high. Built-in variable speed control. Only 

twenty minutes for a label change, five minutes for a bottle change. 

Write for complete descriptive literature. 

*Price subject to change without notice. 

NEW JERSEY MACHINE 

Pn ce. 2.8.0 8 2453.6. & 

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT: 1500 WILLOW AVENUE, HOBOKEN, N. J. 

FACTORY SALES AND SERVICE BRANCHES: CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, LOS ANGELES 

Makers of the Pony Labelrite ¢ A dependable labeling machine source for more than 38 yeors. 
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Now...a multipurpose flexographic ink 

for quality printing at high speeds 

Foil - Glassine 
MUL-T-BRITE INK prints beautifully at press speeds to 500 feet per minute. Assures 
higher output, more profitable production, 

BBD 

Ath. 
home MUL-T-BRITE prints with a high gloss on polyethylene. on slicker surfaces matches the 

MUL-T-BRITE does not block—ink-to-ink or ink-to-stock — at temperatures to 150°F., 

3 MUL-T-BRITE withstands wet refrigeration and other severe moisture conditions—does Wale -K ill 

for Polyethylene - All Cellophanes - “Mylar” 

film’s own lustre 

Lh pnl-- pe humidity to 85% 

away with varnish overprinting 

tie _ MUL-T-BRITE can be used without alteration on all grades of treated polyethylene, all YALL 

At last—a high-speed, all-purpose ink for first- 

class flexographic printing on every popular packaging 

material. “MUL-T-BRITE” is another advanced type of 

ink developed by BBD to meet the needs of modern 

converters ...a different kind of ink that utilizes a mild 

hydrocarbon solvent to combine unusually high running 

speed with important performance qualities. 

You'll like “MUL-T-BRITE’S” revolutionary speed . . . 

proof), 
types of cellophane (plain uncoated, “Saran-coated”, semi-moistureproof and moisture- 

“Mylar” and other polyester films, aluminum foil, glessine and paper 

its printability ...its anchor-tight adhesion at all tem- 

peratures ...its extra color-strength. And you can use 

MUL-T-BRITE successfully on any type of flexographic 

press with synthetic rubber plates and rollers. “MUL-T- 

BRITE” is available now—in white, black and all colors 
—from any of BBD’S conveniently located factories, so 
arrange soon for a trial run in your plant. 

Note: MUL-T-BRITE also may be used advantageously on low or mediuin 
speed presses by mixing it with special MUL-T-BRITE “slow” 

For printed samples and more 
information about MUL-T- 
BRITE INK, write to Bensing 

Bros. and Deeney, 3301 Hunt- 

ing Park Avenue, Philadelphia 

29, Pa. 

Bensing Bro s.and 7 

solvens 

Deene F 7, lexogra aphic Ink Specialists ’ 

CAMBRIDGE, nae ‘ ‘a wPnO, ca, 



Rotogravure also prints foil, 

paper, and laminated overwraps. 

And if you need help in planning, 

Rotogravure’s sales-minded Design 

Division will work right along with 

you, to create labels and wraps with 

high shopper appeal. 

Callon Rotogravure Packaging 

when you're looking for labels that move 

products off shelves. Rotogravure offers 

you a complete labeling service—from de- 

sign through production. 

Branches in principal cities. 

Rotogravure 

Packaging ie 
ADDISON, ILLINOIS 
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Now from Champion... 

Keomekote 
CAST COATED 

Folding Board 
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romehote 

Cast Coated 

Folding 

Now, from Champion, makers of 

Kromekote®, brand of quality pa- 

pers, comes Kromekote® Cast 

Coated Folding Board. This is not a 
laminated stock but a truly superior 
cast coated board; the only folding 
board that can give your packages 
the distinctive elegance for which 
Kromekote is noted, the superb 

brilliance which Kromekote alone 
can offer. 

Reproductions in black and white or 
four colors are achieved with extra- 
ordinary vibrance and clarity. The 
lustrous finish of its cast coated sur- 
face provides an excellent surface 
for sharp, clean printing by letter- 
press or offset. It folds smoothly, 
embosses beautifully and because of 

its faster ink drying time, it is easier 
to print and handle. And only 
Kromekote Cast Coated Folding 
Board offers such sparkling white- 
ness, radiant brightness. 

For a truly distinctive package, 
select the ultimate in packaging 

materials—Kromekote Cast Coated 
Folding Board. Available in: 16, 18, 

20, 22, and 24 pt. calipers. 

THE CHAMPION PAPER AND FIBRE COMPANY 

HAMILTON + OHIO 

District Sales Offices in New York, Chicago, 

Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Lovis, Cincinnati, 

Atlanta, Dallas, and San Francisco. 

Distributors in every major city. 



... your natural source for packaging 

IT’S NATURAL that a firm like the Hershey Chocolate enhance the sales value of any product. 
Corporation would choose the best suppliers for its trans- Send us your product or present package for expert 
parent packages... best in all respects: technical ability, analysis or call for a Cellu-Craft Packaging Consultant 
reliability, economy. today. No obligation, of course. 

Naturally, Hershey chooses Cellu-Craft as a packaging 

source of supply, because Cellu-Craft’s “know-how” is 
the result of more than twenty years of research and = LLU-cRA And Cellu-Craft is your natural source for flexible pack- = 
aging, for Cellu-Craft created and produced packages PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

Designers, Converters and Color Printers of Flexible Packaging Vaterials 

General Offices & Plant: 1401 4th AVE., NEW HYDE PARK, N. | oF PRIMROSE 5-8000 - Sales Offices in principal cities. 

PRINTED CELLOPHANE - POLYETHYLENE - PLIOFILM ~ FOIL - ACETATE - in ROLLS - BAGS - POUCHES - ENVELOPES - SHEETS 

MAY 1957 



* * 

MATERIAL X The test block has been placed on a sheet of clear 

plexiglass. Metal weights have been applied to the top 

of the test block to simulate load. The test block 
is now gently pushed across the plexiglass sheet. 

A 3" by 8" sample of cushioning material 

“X"’ is wrapped around the scratch block 

Note the dial reading of the micro-threaded needle 

“SCRATCH TEST” SHOWS 

GIVES YOUR PRODUCT 

KIMPAK 
The same weights are applied to the top of the test 

A 3” by 8” sample of Kimpak of equal thickness to block as in the above test and forward motion 

Material ““X"’ is wrapped around the scratch test is applied. Note in either test there is no downward 

bl The needle setting remains as above pressure other than the given weights 

MODERN PACKAGING 



The “scratch test’ shows the effect 
of a protruding point breaking 
through cushioning material. An 
adjustable needle protrudes from 
the underside of a plexiglass test 
block. The block is wrapped in 
cushioning material and weights are 
applied to simulate load. When 
moved across the surface of a 
plexiglass sheet, a scratch appears 
on the sheet if the cushioning 
material does not provide 
sufficient protection 

AILS, rough spots in wood, corrugated fiberboard or other coarse 

N packaging materials can break through inadequate surface protect- 
ing material and result in concentration of load on a small point or 

area with damaging results. 

The surface-protecting cushion you select must have the necessary 
thickness under load to distribute the load evenly over the entire surface 

‘ area ¢ vent suc >reak- th. 
The weights and test block are removed urea and prevent such a break through 

The plexiglass sheet clearly shows damage ’ yr . ‘p 
en the surface. The scratch anedie hes baoken Call Kimberly-Clark today for a Kimpak packaging engineer to see you. 

through the surface-protecting material. He'll help you with your packaging problems and demonstrate the 

“scratch test’ with Kimpak and any other cushioning material you select. 

WHY KIMPAK* INTERIOR PACKAGING 

BETTER SURFACE PROTECTION 

FREE— Check the 

effective thickness of your 

cushioning material 

The effective thickness of a cushioning material is its thickness under a 
standard load. Here’s how you can check the effective thickness of the 
cushioning material you are now using. It's easy with this precision- 
made, aluminum standard weight which applies the 342 pound pet 
square foot load required by Federal Specification. This weight 1s /ree 
to all packaging engineers and cushioning buyers. Just ask the Kimberly 
Clark representative who calls on you or write Kimberly-Clark, Dept 

M-57, Neenah, Wisconsin 

Kimberly Clark 
After weights and test block are removed, 
che plexiglass sheet is shown to be KIMPAK €2 

' undamaged. Lack of scratch marks reveal 

uperior surface protection with Kimpak 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation + Neenah, Wisconsin 



HERE'S i, 
THE BEST CELLO BAG fm 
you can make 

at }oweak 
STRONG, 
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HEAT & GLUE SEAL 

with 

NON-BLOCKING 

BOTTOM 

HI-SPEED, LOW COST 
PRODUCTION 
® Quick change-over for short runs 

® Inexpensive change-over parts 

® Low initial investment 

® Simple to operate with minimum training time 

® Production up to 120,000 bags per shift 

® Simple rugged design with low maintenance 

VERSATILE, PROVEN PERFORMANCE SIMPLEX MODEL "300" 

The Simplex ‘'300" delivers 175 to 300 quality bags per minute. 
Will produce flat or gusset bags— single or double wall with infinite CELLO BAG MACHINE 
adjustment of bag lengths from 4” to 18”, and from 2” to 12” in width. 
Send for sample of Simplex ‘‘300"' sift-tight bag today for your own —also handles K-202 
inspection. 

SIMPLEX PACKAGING MACHINERY DIVISION 
FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

534 - 23rd AVENUE, OAKLAND 6, CALIFORNIA 

Foreign Soles: FMC Expert Dept., P.O. Box 760, Sen Jose 6, Coif. (Cable Address: FOODMACHIN 

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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The direct results.. 

of continuing package research are.. 
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SEFTON FIBRE CAN CO. 



Certified 8 hour run including make ready was 36 rolls of MST-52 cellophane in 264" width, 
Photo shows port of job after slitting and partial shipment. 

CELLOPHANE PRINTED 

$00 feet per minute...allday/ 
World's fastest way to make good impressions 

is with a Kidder Filmprinter 

Fastest on Cellophane 
The Kidder Filmprinter turns out top quality multi- 

color cellophane wraps at a sustained speed of 500 feet and 
better per minute. There’s nothing can touch it! 

Remember this, too. The film is printed, spliced and 

slit in continuous operation at full speed and then goes 
directly to a secondary operation or customer’s plant. 

Standard features of the Kidder Filmprinter: — 

e WEB SPLICING AT REGULAR OPERATING SPEEDS ¢ ELEC- 

TRONIC TENSION CONTROL ¢ POSITIVE INFEED « HYDRAULIC 

PLATE CYLINDER HOLD-DOWN RELEASE « CONSTANT-RUN- 

NING SPLASH-PROOF FOUNTAINS « MOTORIZED REMOTE 

REGISTER CONTROL ¢ COMPLETE DRYING SYSTEM (INCLUDES 

BETWEEN-COLORS) AND WEB TEMPERATURE PYROMETERS 

e SCAN-A-WEB VIEWING DEVICE « SIDE GUIDE CONTROL 

e SLITTING ON THE PRESS « RUNS EQUALLY WELL ON 

POLYETHYLENE AND CELLOPHANE. 
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Certified 8 hour multi-color — including metallic gold — production of 1% mil polyethylene 
sheeting, was 30 full rolls slit on the press to yield 60 rolls of stock ready for the bag machine. 

POLYETHYLENE PRINTED 

400 feet per minute...all day/ 
Fastest on Polyethylene 
» ae ts ag answer to flexible printing that’s at Make good impressions faster with 

Now high speed, high sustained production rate and 
high quality on both cellophane and polyethylene are all 
tied together in a single filmprinter. Actually you can’t 
afford not to know more about the modern Kidder Film- 
printer. 

For more information write Kidder Press Company, 

Inc., Dover, N. H. or Kidder Press Company, Inc., 
Empire State Bldg., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, 

N. Y. West Coast Representative: Bojanower Machinery FILMPRINTERS 
Service Corporation, 5270 East Washington Boulevard, 
Los Angeles 22, Calif. 



Deep freeze. Marathon knows through con- 
stant research which packaging materials 

afford best protection against cold storage. 

Hothouse. What will hot, humid weather do 
to your product? 
the answer. . 

tective packaging materials. 

Marathon research has 
. and puts it to work in pro- 

Taste test. Marathon Research Laboratories 

test by taste as well as by weights and meas- 

ures to safeguard your product’s quality. 

the Maw brom Manathow Knows 
how to keep packaged foods at their peak 

How do prolonged sub-zero exposures 

.. dry-as-dust climates .. . hot, humid 

weather affect packaged foods? Ask the 

Man from Marathon. He knows. 

His information comes from Mara- 
thon Research Laboratories. There we 
put packaged FROZEN FOODS, BAKED 
FOODS, DAIRY PRODUCTS and MEATS to 

all types of tests, for one reason only: 

to give them the greatest possible protec- 

tion. Your product stays at its peak in a 

Marathon package—no matter how 

long it’s stored before opening. 

And it will be opened sooner when it’s 

a Marathon package. For Marathon 

point-of-purchase merchandising 

knowledge, experience with packaging 

machinery, fine printing, engraving and 

package design all work together to pro- 

mote your product as well as protect it. 

See the Man from Marathon soon, or 
write: Marathon Corporation, Dept. 203, 

Menasha, Wisconsin. In Caneda: Marathon 

Packages Limited, Toronto. 

MARATHONMPACKAGES 
SELL BRANDS «+ PROTECT PRODUCTS - SPEED PRODUCTION 



Polyethylene because of its low cost, high water 

vapor resistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- 

ties, is becoming more and more popular for mois- 

ture barrier applications. It coats practically 

everything used for flexible packaging of industrial 

or consumer items. It adheres tightly to papers, 

fabrics, films and foils, It adds strength, too. 

Polyethylene coatings Pehe he! 

strength and moisture resistance 

in packaging 

chemicals 

cosmetics 

me) amels 

excellent’ 

coat with 
| 

POLYETHYLENE RESIN 

Details on Back 

Petrothene paper coating resins have these 

advantages over many other polyethylenes... 

/ HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 

J EXCELLENT ADHESION 

/ NO oporR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below. 

DUSTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
Division of Nationol Distillers Products Corporation 

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

drugs 

I would like more informot 
foods 

Polyethylene. 

hardware 

My applicetion is 

send literature Please [) 

[] ask a technical rep 

ion on PETROTHENE mame 

zs TITLE 

COMPANY ee 

resentative to coll. ADORESS — 



Deep freeze. Marathon knows through con- 
stant research which packaging materials 
afford best protection against cold storage. 

mm 8k 

Hothouse. What will hot, humid weather do 
to your product? 
the answer... 

tective packaging materials. 

Marathon research has 

and puts it to work in pro- 

ca 

Taste test. Marathon Research Laboratories 
test by taste as well as by weights and meas- 

ures to safeguard your product’s quality. 

the Maw brow Manathow Know 
how to keep packaged foods at their peak 

How do prolonged sub-zero exposures 

... dry-as-dust climates... hot, humid 

weather affect packaged foods? Ask the 

Man from Marathon. He knows. 

His information comes from Mara- 

thon Research Laboratories. There we 

put packaged FROZEN FOODS, BAKED 

FOODS, DAIRY PRODUCTS and MEATS to 
all types of tests, for one reason only: 

to give them the greatest possible protec- 
tion. Your product stays at its peak in a 

Marathon package—no matter how 

long it’s stored before opening. 

And it will be opened sooner when it’s 
a Marathon package. For Marathon 
point-of-purchase merchandising 
knowledge, experience with packaging 

machinery, fine printing, engraving and 

package design all work together to pro- 

mote your product as well as protect it. 

See the Man from Marathon soon, or 
write: Marathon Corporation, Dept. 203, 

Menasha, Wisconsin. In Canada: Marathon 

Packages Limited, Toronto. 

MARATHONMPACKAGES 
SELL BRANDS - PROTECT PRODUCTS + SPEED FRODUCTION 
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molamels 

excellent 

coat with 

POLYETHYLENE RESIN 

Details on Back 

Polyethylene because of its low cost, high water Petrothene paper coating resins have these 

vapor resistance, and excellent heat sealing proper- advantages over many other polyethylenes... 

ties, is becoming more and more popular for mois- 

ture barrier applications. It coats practically V HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 

everything used for flexible packaging of industrial 
/ EXCELLENT ADHESION or consumer items. It adheres tightly to papers, 

fabrics, films and foils. It adds strength, too. 
/ NO ODOR 

Want to learn more about Petrothene? Mail the coupon below. 

Polyethylene coatings rekeke| 

strength and moisture resistance DUSTRIAL CHEMICALS CO. 
in packaging 

: Division of Notional Distillers Products Corporation 

chemicals 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

cosmetics 

drugs 

| would like more information on PETROTHENE 
food 
2 ag Polyethylene 
hardware 

ndustrial parts My application is 

machinery 

iaetthne Please [) send literature COMPANY 

tobacco 
r [] ask a technical representative to call. ADDRESS 



designed and produced 

for Pillsbury 

PRODUCT Wome B.C.CAN 
OPENS IN A JIFFY! eR 
EMPTIES ENTIRE CONTENTS! 2 \S 

agttttiy, 

Pillsbury wanted a new package for their biscuits and 

new cinnamon rolls...R. C. Can produced it, and 

are currently manufacturing cans for both products 

in great quantities. 

The package had to be (1) simple enough in design 

to open easily without the use of any tool, (2) strong 

enough to hold more pressure than an auto tire, 

(3) efficient enough to discharge the entire contents 

quickly and easily, and (4) sealed well enough to 

reach the home kitchen-fresh as the day it was packed. 

The Easy-Open Pull Tab Container has a double-foil 

moisture and grease barrier—the foil lining and the 

foil label. It opens in a wink . . . pull the tab, rap the 

package on the table edge— it’s open! Completely, too! 

No rolls in the ends to pry out. 

ANOTHER PACKAGING PROBLEM SOLVED BY R.C. CAN-GINEERING 

e CAN COMPANY 
MAIN OFFICE 9430 Page Bivd., St. Louis 14, Mo. and Factory 

Branch Factories: Arlington, Tex.; Rittman, O.; Turner, Kans. 

SALES OFFICES: C. E. DOBSON, 1003 Carondelet Bidg., New Orleans 12, La. * R. C. CAN CO., 225 West 34th St., New York, N. Y.° L. C. MORRIS 
CO., P. O. Bex 3218 Sta. F., 1156 Dalon Dr., N. E., Atlanta 6, Ga. © S. W. SCOTT, 608 McCall Bidg., Memphis 3, Tenn. © W. L, BENNETT, 
126 S. Third $t., Minneapolis 1, Minn. © CAN SUPPLY CO., 1006 W. Washington Bivd., Los Angeles 15, Calif, 

MODERN PACKAGING 



YOU can relax because the 

Git.DWA FE‘illing Miachine never does! 
IT’S FAST 

... filling up to 300 cans per minute! Speed is adjustable over a wide 
range to synchronize exactly with your other machines. 

IT’S ACCURATE 
... toa fraction of an ounce! Can save you a ten or more of 
material every day. 

IT’S FULLY AUTOMATIC 
... Turn it on and forget it; numerous safety and protective 
devices make operation virtually foolproof. 

Handles any powdered, granular or dry materials. Fills 
metal or fiber cans 434” to 7” in height . . . with 
change-over from one can height to another in seconds! 

END YOUR FILLING PROBLEMS. WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER TODAY! 

Now manufactured by 

POTTER & JOHNSTON COMPANY 
PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND 

SUBSIDIARY OF PRATT & WHITNEY COMPANY. INCORPORATED 

, PRI] uf } j } Ke 



DOW ANNOUNCES LOW-ODOR LATEX 512-L 

meets exacting needs of converters 

Now, new and important benefits are available to paper 

manufacturers and converters of bread wrap—as well as 
cigarette and candy WT ap, boxboard, and opaque frozen 

food wrap. 

HIGHER SOLID COATING COLOR 

At regular coating viscosities, the use of new Dow Latex 
512-L results in solids of 60% or more. This makes possible 
higher coating weights. In addition, faster machine speed 

can be attained due to the decrease in drying requirements. 

The marked reduction in the drying time means greater 

production for you—with your present equipment. 

UP TO 3 SAVINGS 

Dow Latex 512-L costs 23% to 33% less than other types of 
latexes! Yet, like other members of the Dow family of pig- 
ment-binding latexes, it provides special benefits. These 
include better printability, improved ink holdout and greater 
wet-rub resistance, gloss and flexibility. 

For technical information write THE DOW CHEMICAL COM- 
PANY, Midland, Mich.—Plastics Sales Dept. PL1856G-1. 

YOU CAN DEPEND ON 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Just as valiant firemen are on around-the-clock alert to protect 
your life and property—J&L Steel Containers protect your products 
by providing dependable packaging that assures safety in transpor- 
tation and storage. Their precise fabrication assures accuracy in all 

fittings and closures. 
J&L drums and pails are chemically cleaned and dried by the JaLizing 

process. This assures a clean and dry, rust-inhibiting surface and increases 

the adherence and durability of decoration and interior lining. 
Special protective interior linings are available to provide the best possible 

packaging for your products. 
Jal-Coat, J&L’s lithographing process, applies your trademark and sales 

message to the finished container . . . no side seam touch-up is ever required. 

Piants located at Atlanta, Ga.; Bayonne, N. J.; Cleveland, Ohio; Kansas City, Konsos; 

Lancaster, Pa.; New Orleans, La.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Port Arthur, Texas; and Toledo, Ohio. 

Jal-Coat, J&l's exclusive titho- 
grophing process, odds soles 
appeal! to your products 

Jones & Laughlin CONTAINER DIVISION 
408 LEXINGTON AVE NEW YORK 17.N.Y STEEL erties 

MAY 1957 



wraps of sparkling 

acetate keep long- 

shelf-life merchandise 

looking like new 
~ ae me 



Turnover might vary . . . inventories might have to be built up . . . merchandise might 

be characteristically slow moving . . . but at the time of sale, items can't have a dated look 

and they won't if they’re wrapped in sparkling Celanese acetate film. 

Acetate film has a crisp, new look that withstands the adverse conditions of humidity, heat and 

dryness—the conditions of long storage or display that rob other wraps of their sales appeal. 

Celanese acetate wraps hold their strength with age—they resist cockling, shrinkage and brittleness 

during long shelf life to retain a “fresh stock” look . . . to keep slow moving merchandise appealing. 

You can't find a better material . . . a non-aging film that stays bright and crystal clear . 

that reduces rewrapping and returns. Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, 

290 Ferry Street, Dept. 108-E, Newark 5, N. J. Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Co., 

Colanese Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver. 

Export Sales: Amcel Co., Inc. and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y 

PACKAGING IL MS 



The extra “‘mileage bonus” 

in every pound of S&V 

ink is the reason 

perceptive printers 

everywhere find the premium 

quality of S&V products guarantees 

them a real economy. Every pound 

of uniformly superior S&V ink 

7H if , you use will pay you this dividend 

of extra impressions . . . “overs” 

you can measure by the pound! 

On the next job you run, don't be penny-wise and pound 

foolish ... profit by using premium quality S&V inks! Their 

lower cost-per-impression means real economy ...a “mileage bonus” 

that will add to your profit! 

Sinclair and Valentine Co. 
Main office & factory: 611 West 129th Street, New York 27, N. Y. 

OVER 45 PLANTS PROVIDE STRATEGIC SERVICE 

MODERN PACKAGING 



THIS IS THE ‘ABLE 

design features trade 

room 952 

15 west 51 street 

new york 19, n. y. 

RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 

YOUR SHIPPING LABEL SHOULD BE 
PART OF YOUR PACKAGING PROGRAM 

% A shipping label 
4 travels everywhere — meets 

4 many eyes, including WHICH OF THESE WOULD YOU LIKE? 
7 customers eyes. Clip to letterhead and mail 

any 
a) 

That’s why Esso and scores of 
vo lead lress heir shi vith / eaders dress up their shipments with 

distinctive ‘Able Labels’—use slogans and OT caine aa Gara 
trade-marks to get extra selling impact at no extra cost. other contents as described at left 

, ; ac (_) 15 CASE STUDIES, showing interest 
Shouldn't you, too, have shipping labels that enhance ing uses of pressure-sensitive labels. 
(don’t impair) the company image so carefully built CUTHE “ABLE LABELER” — ¢-times-e 
through packaging, ads and other presentations-in- — feeding you 

print. [HISTORY OF LABELS—by Stanley C 

New Able Shipping Label Idea-Kit shows shipping eeen ‘latte 
labels that are part of the over-all packaging program. 
Contains actual samples of outstanding shipping labels, 
background data, business-building ideas . . . plus time- 
saving ‘Multiplex’ labels for multiple shipments and 
high-speed automation labels. Send for your free copy! 

Sales Offices: Boston, Detroit, Philadelphia 

‘Able Labels’ are manufactured and distributed in Ohio by Allen Hollander 

Midwest Corp., 812 Huron Rd., Cleveland 15. Phone: SUperior 1.0736. 

‘able labels’...to advertise, sell, ship or mark any product 

Dept. MP 385 Gerard Avenue, New York 61, N. Y. MOtt Haven 5-1816 

MAY 1957 
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complete‘ 
FLEXO INK SERVICE 

LINE OF FLEXO INKS 
IPI continues to pace the package printing ink field with such great new 
flexo inks as Flexogem and Flexotuf multi-purpose flexo inks, special 
heat-resistant inks and fast-drying water-base inks such as Aqualox, We 
invite you to try them. 

NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
New IPI flexo inks are available in printing centers from coast to coast— 
wherever you find an IPI branch office and service station. Wherever you 
are located, you will always find IPI flexo inks readily available. 

TESTING FACILITIES 
iPI flexo inks are always thoroughly tested on the press before they are 
released—in Interchemical’s central laboratory headquarters, in IPI labs 

and factories. Tests for color uniformity, performance standards, tough- 
ness and durability assure uniform quality in every batch. 

SERVICE FACILITIES 
IPI branches and service stations are staffed by local technicians who have 
grown up in your vicinity and who know local printing problems. When 
you need flexo inks, turn to the people who know packaging inks best —IPI 
ink men. Priced competitively, IPI inks give best results. Try them today. 

IPI, IC, Flexogem, Flexotuf and Aqualox are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

MAY 19 



Rapid changeover 

increases daily output 

of short production runs 

“Our Stokes & Smith ‘EG’ Filler makes it possible to package our 
spices in sizes ranging from 1 to 16 ounces with 25% less change- 

over time than required by our previous equipment. This feature 

alone assures rapid filling of small orders which make up much of 
our business in pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, allspice, chili pow- 

der and ginger. And by holding net weights to within 46 ounce per 

pound accuracy, it also eliminates time-consuming check weighing.” 

In addition to these advantages, Mr. R. H. Cardwell, Jr., of C. W. 
Antrim & Sons, Inc. also reports, “We can fill spices directly into 
a prefabricated bag which is then inserted in a rigid container. 
With a minimum of adjustment, a flip of a switch, we can change 

One simple adjustment on the scale beam over to pressure pack filling or gross weighing directly into con- 
changes the net fill to the desired tainers. The auger-type mechanism delivers a constant, smooth 

weight, accurate to within i, ounce flow when handling either free-flowing or oily spices. Four point 
plus or minus per pound. This adjust- lubrication is all that is required because the ‘EG’ is electrically 

meat te mode by the eperetor with- controlled, reducing mechanical parts to a simple belt drive and 
out moving from the filling station. ; ‘ . 

shaft instead of a complicated, hard-to-maintain mechanism.” 

For full information on how the versatile ‘EG’ Filler can 
cut your packaging costs write on your letterhead to: 

$$ STOKES © SMITH co. 
4904-Y SUMMERDALE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 

Pacific Coast: SIMPLEX PACKAGING MACHINERY, INC., 534—23rd AVE., OAKLAND 6, CALIF. 

SUBSIDIARY OF FOOD MACHINERY ANDO CHEMICAL CORPORATION + 

MODERN PACKAGING 



No gluing, no stapling, no 

taping! PRESSEAL containers seal 

themselves when pressed firmly 

Factory -treated with self -sealing 

adhesive that fuses when flaps 

are pressed together 

For Information on 

PRESSEAL |... 
PATENTS FPENOING 

PLANTS IN SALINAS AN F LLueé 

HEADQUARTERS in 

%, 

PRESSEAL containers travel 

safely. Just close and stack for 

shipping. These self-sealing cases 

are safe-sealing cases. PRESSEAL 

adhesive guards case securely dur 

ing travel and ‘!oading 

SALIFORNIA AN © JA 

PRESSEAL containers open 

easily when flaps are simply 

pulled apart. No torn nails or 

scratched hands. No cutting — so 

no danger of damaging merchan 

dise. Convenient for you con 

venient for your dealers, too! 

GROWERS CONTAINER CORPORATION 
LLe, FLORIDA 

SALINAS, CALIFORNIA + SALES OFFICES — CALIFORNIA: Salinas, Fullerton, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Rosa, San jose, Ei Centro, Fresno + ILLINOIS: Chicago 

; ARIZONA: Phoenix + ALABAMA: Birmingham + SOUTH CAROLINA Greenville + GEORGIA Atients 



Dispensing Problems? 

Wheeling Can Help Find the Solution 
Origination of economical and practical plastics fitments to simplify consumer use of 

many products is an asset of Wheeling packaging engineers which may be used profit- 
ably for products which you manufacture. 

Illustrated are some examples of products for which Wheeling plastics fitments have been 

devised. These include: No-Drip Pouring Rings, Shaker and Sifter Tops in a variety of 

sizes and colors, Polyethylene Eye Cups in White and colors, and One-Piece Unbreak- 

able Plastic Applicators plain white and colored. 

\ consultation with a Wheeling representative to discuss dispensing problems connected 

with any of your products may prove mutually profitable. It can be arranged at your 
convenience without obligation. 

WHEELING STAMPING CO. wuetuine, w. va. 
Consult Your Classified ‘Phone Directory for Sales and Service in These Leading Cities: 

New York * Boston * Philadelphia * Chicago * Cleveland + Cincinnati * St. Louis * Minneapolis + Los Angeles 

* Aluminum, Tin and Lead Collapsible Tubes * Molded Caps for Tubes and Bottles + Plastics Specialties 

MODERN PACKAGING 



NIBROC 
White 
HELPS 

SUPERMARKET CUSTOMERS 

SPOT KROGER’S . 

SPOTLIGHT COFFEE! 

Te 

Eve-aperat is vital in selling today’s supermar- 

ket customers. That’s why the Kroger Company 

—for its 1470 retail food stores— packages its 

Spotlight Coffee in paper bags made of Nibroc 

White. 

Nibroc White, in addition to providing a clean, 

pure white printing surface, is perfectly adapted 

to bag forming, filling and closing machinery. 

WHOLE BEAN COFFEE 
GRIND IT FRESH 

\ 

q 

7 

SPOTIIGHT COFFEE 

Many of America’s leading manufacturers of 

packaged coffee, flour, mixes, sugar, rice, cocoa, 

corn meal, dog food use flexible, sturdy Nibroc 

White to brighten up packaging, speed up sales. 

Available in machine finish, super-calendered 

and /or embossed paper. Write us for samples and 

see for yourself. Address Paper Sales Division, 

Dept. RD-5, in Boston. 

Berlin, New Hampshire 

Paper Sales Division: 150 Causeway St., Boston 14, Mass. 



Things to be sold 

sell so much better when they’vre seen .. 

in packages of DYLAN” polyethylene 

and DYLENE” polystyrene. 

For answers to your packaging problems, just write: 

KOPPERS 
PLASTICS 

PITTSBURGH 19, PENNSYLVANIA 

Sales Offices ; PITTSBURGH - NEW YORK - BOSTON - PHILADELPHIA - ATLANTA - CHICAGO - DETROIT - HOUSTON - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO 

in Canada: Dominion Anilines a icals Lid., Toronto, Ontario 
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Put 

Glamour 

IN CHRISTMAS 

PACKAGING 

WITH 

Cochran 

Foil.... 

Put brilliance in your Christmas 
packaging with Cochran foil. Use it for 

labels, over-wraps and laminated cartons. 
You can emboss it and print it by any 
process using both opaque and 

transparent inks. 

We.do not print or design packages, 

but work with the leading package 

coemence Sr. suppliers who do. 
For further information and the 

booklet “Meet Cochran Foil”, write 

1430 South 13th Street, Louisville 10, 

Kentucky. Dept. F-5. 

AD 
COMPANY 
incorporated 

PLAIN, LAMINATED, COLORED ANDO COATED FOIL FOR 

PACKAGING AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS © COILED ALUMINUM SHEET 

TrOoOSsSaccos, SOFT GOOOSsS FOODS and CONFECTIONS 

WATCH COCHRAN FOR NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN FOIL 

MODERN PACKAGING 



IC* Paper Coatings Span Every Requirement 

Olpptios Crustal Clee 
EVEN ON WHITEST PAPER! 

@) 62 SYNTHETIC 
PAPER COATING 

j { 

Make the first impression of your product a 
sales-sparkling one! Use IC-62 Synthetic Paper 
Coating for cartons, packages, labels, greeting 
cards ... you name it! It won't discolor, won't 
“tone down” eye-and-buy appeal . . . even after 
aging! 

An excellent resistor to handling abuses, 1C-62 
Synthetic yields a remarkably high gloss with 
fine fullness. There are other good reasons, too. 
You'll be pleasantly surprised at the FAST 
LOW TEMPERATURE CURING eycles and 
LOW COST. Ia these categories it surpasses 
anything in its class. 

[C-62 is one of Interchemical’s series of specially 
formulated synthetic coatings to meet your 
individual needs. Get full details by contacting 

At your fingertips is a page coated with outstanding 1C-62 Synthetic Paper Coating. Look your Ic Paper Coatings Specialist or by writing 
at the white areas—see what we mean by “crystal-clear transparency.” Try to scuff 

it, scratch it. Immediately you'll know why users across the country rate 1C-62 tops for the new IC Paper Coating Bulletin. 

| . ; t 

1EUA MA WW) LAA PUT IT TO YOUR OWN TEST! 

Interchemical 
° CORPORATION 

Finishes Division 
Headquarters Office: 224 McWhorter Street, Newark 5, NJ. 

Factories: Chicago, Ill. « Cincinnati, Ohio « Elizabeth, N. J 
Los Angeles, Cal. « Newark, N. J. « Mexico City, Mex. In 
Canada this product is made by Aulcraft Paints Limited 
Toronto, Ontario and sold under its trademark. */( 
tstered trademark of I nterchemical Corporation 

sare 





a whale of a package 

for Dorothy Gray 
Dorothy Gray Sun Tone. A name 

with sales magic. And very much a 

part of the dynamic shelf-appeal of 

this Dorothy Gray product, is the 

attractiveness of its superior squeeze 

container. Of course, it is made by 

PRECISION EXTRUDERS. You, too, can 

count on PRECISION to give your 

products added sales 

appeal...and to 

give you top-level 

cooperation 

all the way. 

ten COL gapicte 
% PAwa AMINOBEN* 

Pl PRECISION EXTRUDERS 
DIVISION LAMEX CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

SALES HEADQUARTERS: 112 WEST 34TH ST.. NEW YORK 1. N. Y.. TEL: WISCONSIN 7.6343 « FACTORY MANCHESTER. N. H 



almost every packaged poultry product... 

has more glittering display value ... 

greater heat-and-serve consumer convenience... 

when it's in a proven-by-sales package by ... 

EKCO-ALCOA CONTAINERS &«. 
Wheeling, Illinois 

® 

EKCO is the registered trademark of Ekco Products Company. ALCOA is the registered trademark of Aluminum Company of America. 

The corporate name and combination mark, EKCO-ALCOA, is used under license to the manufacturer by each of these companies. 

/ERN PACKAGING 



LABELS 
Pressure Sensitive 

PERMANENT 
OR 

REMOVABLE 

Easy to Apply... Sure to Stick! 

Gone is the glue pot! Gone is water! Steigerwald Sensi- 
Stick pressure sensitive labels eliminate forever old-fash- 
ioned start-up and clean-up labeling machine jobs. 

Sensi-Stick simplifies labeling to a 1, 2—pick and stick 
quick way—lIndividual labels or Dispenser automatically 
feeds individual labels on a tape ready for rapid application. 

Economical — Faster 

Better for all surfaces 

Steigerwald Sensi-Stick labels hold securely on all surfaces 
—won’'t buckle, curl or rub off even where others fail and 

nothing else will hold—choice of permanent or easy-to- 
take-off, surface safe adhesives. 

Beautiful designs Gn. f 

Reproduce your present label just as it is on Sensi-Stick or ‘Tiabelsmiths 
consider a new design with a choice of gold or silver foil; 
embossed ; lustrous papers and sparkling inks to add an 
extra note of quality to your product. Use Sensi-Stick to 
show you the way to the world’s fastest hand labeling 
operation. 

A. M. STEIGERWALD CO. 

910 W. Van Buren Street 

Chicago 7, Illinois 

TAylor 9-5400 
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Te): PERFECT PACKAGING 

FISHER’S FOILS LIMITED, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 

Tel: Wembley 6011 - Cables and Grams: Liofnit, Wembley (A.B.C. Code 6th Edition) 



TAylor 9-5400 
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CAULKING COMPOUND 
TUBES MADE BETTER BY 
CLEVELAND CONTAINER 

This improved cartridge offers many advantages! Made of spirally 

wound high test paper, it has exceptional rigidity and strength, yet 

it is flexible enough to withstand rough handling without denting 

or damage. A greaseproof liner prevents leakage 

NEW SPOUT The metal plunger (shipped separately ) serves as a positive seal and 

Will not dislodge due to improved is designed to reduce the “overflow” of the compound to a minimum 
lock-in feature on tin plate top. The plunger can be embossed for color or content identification 

Sturdier with wider, thicker base The nozzle seal can be broken with gun pressure, if desired, without 

strong shoulder for greater pressure distorting the cartridge. 

added length for hard-to-reach 

spots and to ensure uniform bead dur t . , ‘ 
ing “stop and g SAVINGS INCLUDE: lower initial cost; lower shipping cost 

because of lighter weight; lower label cost when preprinted label 
Tip of spout has improved angle so 
Cuitines are cantle Siliened -. .. Gesidis is applied spirally. Available in small as well as large quantities 

enough to obtain desired bead width 

can be bent to seal partially used 
Write or call for further details 

cartridge. 

> ad INVESTIGATE the 
THE 

PLANTS SALES OFFICES, 

AND NEW YORK CiTy 
SALES OFFICES: —_- 0. ¢. 

ny CLEVELAND 

Complete a 

tes SF of CLEVELAND CONTAINERS 

ee auiae COMPANY ®* west 1ST Mae POND, 

contmens | 6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
PLYMOUTH, WIS. « ALL-FIBRE CANS * COMBINATION METAL 
JAMESBURG, N. J. AND PAPER CANS + SPIRALLY WOUND 

OGDENSBURG, N.Y. TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSIS 

- CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD. 
ABRASIVE 
DIVISION Plants & Sales Offices: Sales Office: 

CLEVELAND TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT. PAONTREAL 

MAY 1957 



CUSTOM MADE 

ALUMINIUM 

FOILS 
FOR PERFECT PACKAGING 

‘ 

a ae 

FISHER’S FOILS LIMITED, EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 
Tel: Wembley 6011 Cables and Grams: Liofnit, Wembley (A.B.C. Code 6th Edition) 

~ 
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CAULKING COMPOUND 
TUBES MADE BETTER BY 
CLEVELAND CONTAINER 

This improved cartridge offers many advantages! 

it has exceptional rigidity and strength, yet = 

NEW SPOUT 

Will not dislodge due to improved 

lock-in feature on tin plate top. 

Sturdier with wider, thicker base 

strong shoulder for greater pressure 

added length for hard-to-reach 

spots and to ensure uniform bead dur 

ing stop and 

Tip of spout has improved angle so 

outlines are easily followed 

enough to obtain desired bead width 

. can be bent to sea! partially used 

cartridge. 

INVESTIGATE the 

Complete < ? 

flexible 

of CLEVELAND CONTAINERS 

wound high test paper, 

i 

Made of spirally 

it is flexible enough to withstand rough handling without denting 

or damage. A greaseproof liner prevents leakage. 

The metal plunger (shipped separately) serves as a positive seal and 

is designed to reduce the “overflow” of the compound to a minimum 

The plunger can be embossed for color or content identification. 

The nozzle seal can be broken with gun pressure, if desired, without 

distorting the cartridge. 

SAVINGS INCLUDE 

because of lighter weight; 
is applied spirally. Available in 

lower initial lower shipping cost 

lower label cost when preprinted label 

small as well as large quantities 

Write or call for further details. 

THE 

CLEVELAND 
DETROIT 

CHICAGO 

MEMPHIS 
LOS ANGELES 

PLYMOUTH, Wis. 

JAMESBURG, NJ. 

OGDENSBURG NY. 

Plants & Sales Offices: 
TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT 

wat CLEVELAND CONTAINER .==- 
COMPANY * 

6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
© ALL-FIBRE CANS + COMBINATION METAL 
AND PAPER CANS + SPIRALLY WOUND 
TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSIS 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTO. 

Saies Office: 
PRONTREAL 

SALES OFFICES, 

NEW YORK CiTy 

WEST HARTFORD, 
CONN 

91 



Cables and Grams 

Conveniently Located Expert Custom Packers... Ready wilh 

BARTELT AUTOMATIC PACKAGING 

| MONTREAL, CANADA 

TORONTO, CANADA BROCKTON, MASS. 

sesamin cove Lenco WOODSIDE L. I., N. Y. 

WINNETKA, ILL. | CLEVELAND, OHIO J BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

| OAK PARK, Itt. | MEDINA, OHIO NEWARK, NV. J. 

PORTLAND, OREGON 

Having been trained realistically 
by “on the firing line’’ solutions to 

a multitude of packaging problems, 
the custom packer can offer 

unparalleled guidance in the many 
phases of your packaging program. You 

can take advantage of this experience 
by contacting the custom packers 

shown here with Bartelt Automatic 
Packaging Lines. For sampling, to care for 

peak-period packaging needs, for market testing 
and to solve other packaging problems... expert 

custom packers are essential to the packaging industry. 
Bartelt is proud that they find versatile, dependable 
Bartelt equipment meets their needs. Write us for 

Bartelt-equipped custom packers in your area. 

Jeple y Tel) a HG bit 

Mbeectdéte Lc“ foe Cuale Pbechke egirlg 

BARTELT ENGINEERING CO., ROCKFORD 

New York Office, 370 Lexington Av 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Here’s why more smart packagers 

are specifying tough, brilliantly clear 

windows of NYLAR 

{ No other film offers you the amazing strength plus tear- and 

puncture-resistance of Du Pont ““Mylar’’* polyester film. To 

window carton users this means... 

MINIMUM BREAKAGE— both in shipping and at point-of-sale. 

With “Mylar”, your window cartons keep their attractive, 

fresh appearance under all kinds of heavy handling. 

‘ And because “Mylar” is the most stable of all transparent 

\ packaging films... 

YOUR CARTONS will not warp in storage due to window 

shrinkage. You can safely orderthe most economical quantities. 

Specify windows of “Mylar” on your next carton order. For 

the full story, call your carton supplier or Du Pont represent- 

ative. Or, mail the coupon. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 

(Inc.), Film Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

STRENGTH of “Mylar” is highlight- 

ed by this Swingline Stapler package 

Window breakage on heavy hard- 

mens —— ta kept to & minimum SALES INCREASED for J. Halpern LARGER WINDOWS for Philadelphia's Frankford Candy Co. 
a sees Co., Pittsburgh, when a window box packages are made possible by “Mylar’’. Frankford uses almost 

replaced an opaque carton Of win- 10 million cartons a year—reports definite savings since adopt- 
dow materials tested only “Mylar” ing “Mylar” in all of them. 

was strong enough to stand the 

weight of the pistols 

806. &. 5. pat. OFF *“MYLAR" is Du Pont's registered trademark for ite brand of polyester film. 

E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (inc.), Film Dept., 

Room MP-5, Nemours Bidg., Wilmington 986, Delaware. 

DU PONT rR] Please send me information on packaging uses of “Mylar polyester film. 

MYLAR POLYESTER FILM 

MAY 195 93 



MUVERSY FANLAA 

K-202, K-203 

cellophane... | 

two more reasons 

why... 

Du Pont is your best source §. 

conducts one of many RESEARCH THAT PAYS OFF AT THE CASH REGISTER ...FOR YOU! A Du Pont ladoratory technician 

moisture-content tests that led to the development of unique K-type cellophane . . . outstanding for its brilliance and moisture protection. K-type 

and know-how work to help you sell your product faster. cellophane is another example of how Du Pont experience 

MODERN PACKAGING ' 94 



, of the newest Du Pont cellophane films are 

K-202 and K-203. Recognized for their marked superi- 

ority in appearance and protective qualities, these 

durable films offer packagers unique opportunities to 

improve both package appeal and performance. 

But no matter which Du Pont cellophane you 

select for your products, you enjoy the benefits of 

sparkling clarity . .. correct protection . . . efficient 

handling at low cost. And only Du Pont offers you 

over 100 varieties of cellophane to meet your most 

exacting packaging requirements, 

If you want to stimulate sales and keep packaging 

costs low . . . get in touch now with your Du Pont 

Representative or Authorized Converter of Du Pont 

cellophane. He'll be glad to help you analyze your 

specific needs. E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 

(Inc.), Film Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

SPECIFY DU PONT cellophane by code designation when you 

order. That way, you'll be assured of highest-quality film, product 

of Du Pont research and experience. 

OU PONT 
REG. ys. pat OFF 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

for transparent packaging film 

Here’s why fine products look even finer in K-type cellophane 

“THE SHOWCASE LOOK’”’— The sparkling clarity, crisp feel, 

and rich luster of K-203 cellophane boost taste appeal and sales for 

Richardson’s Pastel Mints. These smart-looking packages capitalize 

on all the sales and performance advantages of cellophane. 

NO CLOUDING, even with quick-frozen foods! When these 

Arnold Bakers’ butter rolls thaw out, their packages of K-203 cello 

phane stay clear and bright, helping the product sell itself, 

U PONT 
cellophane 

MAY 1957 

BETTER PROTECTION — [ ntil K-202 was developed, marsh- 

mallows were difficult to keep “‘just right for eating.”” Now, because 

K-202 is ideal for hygroscopic food, these wholesome Curtiss Marsh- 

mallows get prec isely the protection they need. 

BEAUTIFUL PRINTING Look at these tasty Johnston cookies 

in K-202 cellophane! Lively, colorful printing catches the eye, dis- 

tinguishes the package, gives the pro luct the final ““buy me” touch 

... leading the packaging field for 33 years 

... designed for the needs of the future 



126-pound fashion model 

demonstrates how 

Samples-by-mail 

CUT-AWAY VIEW SHOWS CORRUGATED LINER 

under box paper. This construction brings 
tremendous increase in strength while preserving 

pharmaceutical elegance in appearance. 

WALTER P. MILLER COMPANY, INC. 

452 Y 



EIGHT SAMPLE 

PACKETS, 

a folder and a 

leaflet make up 
Warner-Chilcott’s 

professional sample 

of Gelusil®. Box 

is manufactured, 
loaded and sealed 

in continuous 

operation at the 
Miller plant. 

arrive safely in MILLER 

BOX 

MANUFACTURE 

BOXES 
We asked fashion model Julia Tracy —126 pounds, five feet seven*— 

to place her full weight on a mailing box we're currently making for 

Warner-Chilcott Laboratories. 

She did. The photographer caught her in the act. And the box— 

114 inches deep and only five ounces light when loaded—never 

budged. Didn’t break, bend, sag, scuff, scar, or wilt. 

You'll agree, we believe, that a box with all that stamina will 

carry a sample safely through the mail to any distance. 

Key to this great strength: the unique use of corrugated board 

under the box paper, and as a liner in the lid. 

Moreover, and of special interest to large users of mail samples, 

we have evolved a production line that handles all these jobs in a 

continuous operation: 

LID LOADING INSERTING ' CLOSING . SEALING i 
LID MANUFACTURE F SAMPLES LITERATURE BOX 

Ingenuity like this can serve you well, whether your packaging 

problems include mailing boxes or larger and more complex con- 

tainers. If a new idea in a set-up box is what you need, call us in! 

*Other measurements on request only. This is a business magazine. 

designers and manufacturers Of set-up pape) boxes 



Machine performance! . 

Rigidity 

Freedom 

from Static 

Fast, Trouble-free 

=t-iEeLdlele 

! \ 

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION + Film Division «+ 1617 Pennsyivania Bivd. « Philadeiphia 3, Pa. 
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Heavy Duty Gravure CONVERTER Press 
—th 

Section of press showing 

occessiDility between units 

Advanced design features meet the needs of modern printers. The new Champlain CONVERTER leads with: 

@ Air-loaded doctor blades 

® High velocity, tubular design air dryers 

® Walk-in accessibility between units 

® Rapid change-over of cylinders and 
related parts 

® Dual inking system for high speed operation 

® Upper and lower limit stops 
of the impression cylinder 

® Totally enclosed splash-proof fountain 

® Rapid traverse hydraulic impression system 

® Internal-external gear drive to engraving 
from drive housing 

® Backlash-free worm gear drive 

HEAVY DUTY CONVERTER WITH WALK-IN ACCESSIBILITY 

The new Champlain Heavy Duty 

CONVERTER is outstandingly 

versatile. Printing width is 44 or 54 

inches. It accepts cylinders from 20 

to 40 inches circumference. Com- 

plete roll-to-roll and rewind opera- 

tion is assured with all types of web 
material. High speed, plus printing 
quality, is maintained on a wide 

range of work including cellophane, 

paper backed foil, gift wraps, beer 
labels, bread or frozen food wrap- 

pers, wallpapers, etc. 

The new walk-in design increases 

- C Remighataall , 1a up VTLS 

operating efficiencies by saving time 

on the job and during change-over. 

Operators walk between printing 

units to control all adjustments with 

minimum effort. No platforms or 

ladders to climb. Threading and 

webbing is done at hand level. Ex- 

tended dryer sections are equipped 

with threading chains. 

Maximum economy of operation 
throughout is assured by the job 

tested design of this new Champlain 

CONVERTER. Proven features, 
engineered for heavier duty at 

higher speeds are integrated with 

new, complementary features for 
improved performance. 

The Champlain Company brings 25 

years of design and engineering ex- 

perience to the latest Heavy Duty 

CONVERTER. To learn how this 
new press can improve your produc 

tion—cut your costs—write us for the 

New Heavy Duty CONVERTER 

Press Booklet.Champlain Company, 
Inc., 88 Llewellyn Ave., Bloomfield, 

N. J. Chicago Office: 520 N. Michi- 
gan Ave., Chicago 11, III. 

Champlain manutactures a complete line of roto- 

gravure, flexography, rotary letterpress and allied 

equipment for packaging and specialty printing 



Look what's been 
happening in aerosols ! 
ons of dollars 

258 

——— ae 
1953 1954 1955 

interested ? 

Call GENERAL today! 

% 
o! 



CKAGING 
can start a 

tidal wave of sales 

for you! 

You've seen it happen again and again. A familiar product . . . new 

packaging in aerosol form . . . and sales roll up powerfully with the 

force of a tidal wave! Or a new product makes its first appearance in aerosol 

containers and becomes an overnight success. 

Perhaps your next big opportunity lies in aerosol packaging. 

If your product can be sprayed, brushed on, dusted or daubed, it’s a 

candidate for aerosols. As your first move, call General Chemical, We will 

help you develop a formulation with the right pressures and compatibilities 

for product and container without cost or obligation . . . and can direct 

you to capable contract fillers who will put up your product in aerosols for 

test marketing and handle full commercial production, too. 

To arrange for a special presentation on aerosols and the fast-growing 

aerosol market, write or call ““Genetron” Department, General Chemical 

Division, Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation, 40 Rector Street, 

New York 6, N. Y. ] 

ey 
The Right 

® 

genetron 
aerosol propellants eapetans 

for Ever 

Call on General for: 

Ne 
Free fact-packed tech- A complete aerosol Dote on many prom- Field assistance with 

nicoi manvals, mar- research and devel- ising new types of propellant storage, 
ket information opment laboratory oercsols handling 

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION - Allied Chemica! & Dye Corporation 

40 Rector Street, N. Y. 6, N.Y. 



Printweigh Scales 

THIS FAMILIAR FACE... helps solve plant-wide 

cost control problems 

This ‘‘face’’ identifies dependable, versatile Toledo 
scales. You'll see it plant-wide wherever manage- 
ments see weighing in its true perspective as a 

vital element in the overall cost control system. 

This means the right scales in the right places 
.. to supply basic accounting records of materials 

received, processed, shipped or transferred. Weight 
records directly affect costs, inventory, quality 
and customer relations. They are fundamental to 
sound cost control. Today's pressure on profits 

TOLEDO 

REMOTE DIGITAL 

CUSTOM PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRY 

ueryuhere ! 
calls for integration of weighing in a plant-wide 
weighing system 

To learn the job your scales are now doing, we 
invite you to send for the new Toledo Weight Fact 
Kit. It will help you determine how well your 
scales measure up as a weighing system help you 
detect weighing inefficiencies that drain profits. 

REQUEST YOUR WEIGHT FACT KIT NOW. 
No obligation. Address Toledo Scale Company, 

1410 Telegraph Road, Toledo 1, Ohio. 

HEADQUARTERS 

FOR SCALES 

WEIGHTS. Toledos 
automatically 
transmit weights 
to electric office 
machines located 
anywhere. 

ELECTRONIC 

SCALES give elec- 
tronic wings to 

weights; head may 
be located any- 
where. 

af ee 
—— 

TESTING 

Toledos today test 
a wide range of 
parts; this device 
for leaf springs. 

Mi 

AUTOMATIC 
BATCHING 
SYSTEMS 

interlock bat- 
teries of scales. 

DERN PACKAGING 
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THESE PRINTING PRESSES ARE DELIVERING 

MODERN PACKAGING 



TRY FOIL KRAFT! THEY LL MAKE A 

RIGID FOIL CONTAINER FOR ALMOST ANYTHING! 

If picking the proper rigid container has you in a pro- 
duction pickle, here's a tip on an easy out. Let the Foil 
Kraft Division of Kaiser Aluminum lend you a helping 
hand. 

At Foil Kraft the emphasis is on SERVICE. Expanded 
facilities in men and machines are ready now to de- 
velop, with you, the right design to suit your needs— 
whether you're after something special in size, shape, 
servability or appetite appeal. 

For details on ways Foil Kraft can pave your path to 
profits, call or write our nearest sales representative. 

Write now for our full line catalog 

See “THE KAISER ALUMINUM HOUR." Alternate Tvesdays, 

NBC Network. Consult your local TV listing. 

raiser Nomi) 
FOIL KRAFT DIVISION 



For savings like these... 
cut your board with 4 BECK sheet cutter 

- “es % 

Your savings 

$177.81 
on .O16 board 

$292.91 
on .020 board 

Mill cutting 

charge 

$239.60 
on .0O16 board 

$386.60 
on .020 board 

Beck cutting cost - 

on both $6 ()70 

the machine that pays for itself in 45 days! 

$177.81 saved in cutting .016 board! $292.91 saved in cutting .020 board! These 

are facts, not guesswork. They represent actual savings of an average plant 

using a Beck Automatic Roll Sheet Cutter. Surprising? Sure! . . . But these figures do 

not even begin to suggest the other economies possible with this modern machine. 

Savings in inventory space, for instance . . . in simplified stock handling . . . in speedy 

trouble-free production. The detailed story of savings by a machine that pays 

for itself in 45 working days is presented graphically and analytically in a brochure 

you can have on request. Write for it today. 

CHARLES BECK INE CORPORATION 

20 CHURCH ROAL OF PRUSSIA, PA. 

Automatic Roll Sheet Cutter « Razor Blade Slitter and Rewinder « Shear Cut Slitter 

Sheeter Printer for Sample Books « Engraved Roll Printer 

MODERN PACKAGING 



"LOOKS GOOD=LIKE A CIGARETTE CARTON SHOULD” 

Good looks and fine styling are part of modern packaging. But 

packaging must also make products easy to buy—-easy to carry 

and convenient to use. Here is where Gardner’s pre-planning 

and superior craftsmanship in packaging gives your product 

the aid in appeal for increased sales. A Gardner representative 

is just a phone call away with the answers to your packaging 

problems. Why not call today! 

imerica’s great products reach the consumer in “Cartons ! 



paper product embodies the character, 
experience, and skill of its maker...and these qualities determine 

its appeal, be it designed to capture an art critic's eye, 
or to charm a mere housewife into buying a package of bread. 

NASHUA PACKAGING TALENTS AVAILABLE TO YOU... Creative Design ¢ Paper Chemistry wv 
ze Engineering e Coordinated Packaging e Quality Production Procurement Versatility 
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MODERN PACKAGING 

Planning the 

packaging plant 

Thinking of a new, streamlined home 

in the country? 

Here are the advantages and the problems, 

as demonstrated by Lambert-Hudnut's 

ultra-modern layout at Lititz 

MAY 1957 

20 conveyors, arranged 10 each in opposite 
loaded to feed the 

automatic case-lot counting mechanism, Each one 

directions, are at each end 

of the conveyors carries a different product 

Programming console for automatic count 

ing of case lots. Operator pushes buttons to desig: 

nate desired counts, which are recorded on the 

panel something like an adding machine. Elec- 

tronic mechanism sets conveyors in motion to de- 

liver proper count past control center ready for 

shipment. Device is capable of 400 digits per min- 

ute, with additional button for totaling the count, 

plus trouble and overshoot lights for corrections. 

Win an increasing number of manufacturers 

building new plants in the country or otherwise ex- 

panding their factory quarters, the subject of efh- 
cient packaging-plant layout today takes on a new 

importance. 

Before the new plant is built, momentous deci- 

sions must be made that will affect a company’s 

operations and profits for years to come, Such ques- 
tions must be answered as: 
> What is the best location for the packaging lines 

in relation to the whole operation? 

> What is the best arrangement of the lines them- 

selves to provide the most efficient operation ? 

> How can the packaging lines be planned to offer 
the greatest versatility and quick change-over? 

> What provision should be made for expansion? 
Progressive managements today also must seri- 
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ously take into consideration the planning of pleas- 

ant surroundings that offer convenience and comfort 

to attract and hold their workers. 

While each firm must decide these questions in 

terms of its own requirements, much is to be learned 

by observing how others are designing their plants 

today to achieve improved packaging procedures. 

An outstanding example is the efficient packaging 

set-up at the beautiful new $414-million plant of 

the Lambert-Hudnut Mfg. Laboratories, subsidiary 

of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., at Lititz, 

8 

Here are put into practice some of the most ad- 

vanced theories of plant arrangement to offer the 

expanded facilities required for big-volume packag- 

ing of cosmetics and toiletries resulting from the 

recent consolidation of the Lambert Pharmacal Co. 

and Warner-Hudnut as a subsidiary of the Warner- 

Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. 

The new two-story plant at Lititz—covering 

330,000 sq. ft. under one roof (the area of six regu- 

lation football fields) —went into full-scale operation 

late in 1956. In this building are now being pack- 

aged several hundred different items under seven 

product groups: (1) Listerine, (2) Sportsman 

toiletries, (3) the DuBarry line, (4) Richard Hud- 

nut hair preparations, (5) Ciro perfumes, (6) a 

general fragrance line and (7) what are called 

“standard lahoratory items” such as Bathasweet. 

Over-all view of packaging room, looking in one direction. 

overhead structures, which gives a spacious, uncluttered appearance. 

visible except for feed lines to the filling tanks. Decorative wallpaper creates homey atmosphere 

These products require packaging lines to fill and 

close numerous sizes of glass and metal containers, 

cream jars and tubes. They need dry filling for face 

powders and talcum. They involve numerous kinds 

of labeling, cartoning and wrapping, as well as 

hand operations for assembling special offers and 

gift sets, and for perfume boxing. 

Today all this is being done at Lititz on 14 lines, 

in comparison with the 20 formerly required for just 

the products under the Richard Hudnut name 

packaged in the company’s old plant on 18th Street 

in: New York City. 

This increased efficiency is attributed to improved 

synchronization of packaging operations with other 

phases of plant operations and this has been ac- 

complished by carefully planned plant layout. 

The arrangement is an outstanding example of 

the importance of the relationship of the packaging 

area to the whole operation. The accompanying il- 

lustrations and the following description of the 

layout help to visualize this relationship. 

The basic concept for greater efficiency is the “L” 

shape of the new building. The reasons given are 

twofold. The “L” shape permits the centering of all 

collateral activities, such as industrial engineering, 

supervision offices, maintenance shops, raw-material 

weighing, perfume compounding, label storage and 

coding, and shipping and receiving within the right 

angle of the “L,” thereby giving greater accessi- 

Note the absence of columns and 

No overhead equipment is 



bled, bottles are 

ane 

Outside packaging room in warehouse area, cases are unscran 

yed through wall opening (right cleaned and conve 

bility to all manufacture. It allows for expansion 

in two directions without going too far away from 

the location of the centralized activities. Pre-cast- 

in-one-piece, 25-ton concrete exterior wall panels 

at each end that went up in one clip were designed 

for fast construction and rapid movability at such 

time as the company might need to enlarge the 

building. 

The 50-ft.-wide packaging area is located on the 

ground floor extending in two directions along the 

entire inside length of the “L.” It is separated 

by a wall from all warehouse space immediately 

behind it where there is ample space for the com- 

plete inventory of packaging supplies as well as 

storage of finished packages. 

Inside the packaging area all lines are U-shaped 

and arranged parallel to each other, but at right 

angles to the wall separating the packaging area 

from the warehouse space. 

By this arrangement all unscrambling and bott‘e 

cleaning is done within the warehouse area before 

containers and other packaging supplies enter the 

packaging room by cenveyor through openings in 

the wall provided for this purpose, This keeps the 

noise and litter of package-supply handling out of 

the packaging room, creating a quieter, cleaner and 

more orderly operation—the kind of good house 

keeping which Lambert-Hudnut feels is essential to 

better-quality products. At the same time it provides 

a more home-like atmosphere for the workers—-a 

setting ehhanced by a modern patte rn wallpaper 
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room. Entire packaging area is air conditioned, 

Through wall, bottles proceed to filling and capping ma- 

chine (right). View shows decorative effect of wallpaper 

covering the interior wall through which the con- 

veyors pass and windows lining the entire exterior 

wall. The entire packaging area is air conditioned 

for the employees’ comfort. 
All manufacturing and processing is done on the 

second floor, so that all production arrives by 

gravity flow from above. Nothing of this is visible 

in the packaging room except small vertical feed 

lines leading to the filling tanks—again adding to 

the uncluttered, good-housekeeping effect of the 

packaging room. Construction without interior col- 

umns also gives a spacious appearance. 

Much of the packaging equipment on the lines 

was transferred from Hudnut’s former New York 

plant and Lambert's Jersey City plant, but the old 

machinery has been integrated in each case with the 

new U-shaped arrangements. 

Three of the lines, transferred from Lambert's 

Jersey City plant, are set up exclusively for pack- 

aging Listerine in 3-oz., 7-oz. and 14-oz. bottles, with 

specialized equipment to produce the distinctive cor- 

rugated wrap-around and overwrap used on this 

product.* 

Powder filling is walled off from the rest of the 

packaging area. There is one line for packaging 

shampoo, one for home permanents and one for hair 

specialties. There is one line for make-up specialties, 

one for general liquid specialties, one for creams, 

two for toilet waters, after shaves, perfumes and an 

*See “‘Listerine,”” Packaging’s Hall of Fame, Movann Packxactne, Nov 
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line set-up 

Labeling machine is located around U-turn 

from where labeled bottles go for hand cartoning. 

area for hand packaging. Most of the lines are de- 

signed for quick change-over to accommodate a 

variety of sizes. 

The packaging office and laboratory and the in- 

dustrial engineer’s office are located at the turn of 

the “L,” 

area. 

readily accessible to the entire packaging 

Increased pat kaging speeds were not so much a 

consideration in the new plant as the arrangement 

to increase efficiency, the company says. What has 

been accomplished may best be illustrated by a com- 

parison of production obstacles in the old plant. 

There, the company was operating in five different 

buildings. When new packaging lines were required, 

they were crowded in, wherever space could be made 

for them. Often they were set up with no relation to 

sources of packaging supplies. Labels stored on a 

different floor or in another building often had to be 

transported to a labeling machine, while filled 

labeled bottles were taken to another place for car 

toning. Supplies had to be moved from building to 

building and on 10 crowded elevators—procedure 

requiring not only costly labor, but lost time, greatly 

handicapping the production flow. Shortage of ware- 

house space often made it necessary to wait for daily 

delivery of packaging supplies. 

At Lititz there is none of this. Supplies used on 

each packaging line are stored in the spacious ware 

house immediately adjacent toe that particular lin 

so that they are alw ays ready when needed. They are 

moved up in orderly procession as required. 
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Emerging from packaging room, packages ar 

cased and placed on pallets for storage in warehouse area 

Case loads of glass containers travel from the 

unscramblers located in the warehouse area by con- 

veyor right through the wall openings into the pack- 

aging room. Completed packages return by conveyor 

through the case sealer at the other end of the U- 

shaped line outside the packaging-room wall to pal- 

lets ready for loading and storage in the warehouse 

until called for transfer to the shipping department. 

In the shipping department there is a dramatic 

demonstration of modern materials handling. Here 

at a huge console which operates on the electrical 

impulse system, case-lot orders are counted by 

means of electric eyes and moved for shipment to 

accumulative conveyors. Twenty conveyor feed lines, 
each 40 ft. long 

rections—feed to the 
10 each feeding in opposite di- 

accumulating conveyors 

which in turn feed onto the main take-away con- 

veyor. The end of each feed conveyor is loaded 

with a specific product. 

The console operator scans the order and pro- 

grams the exact number of cases needed from each 

of the 20 conveyors. The mechanism is set in motion 

by means of a push button. The correct number of 

programmed cases then moves automatically to 

the accumulating conveyor system, past a marking 

station, and then to the truck to be loaded. 

The console can be programmed at a rate of 400 

digits (cases) per minute. Totalizing dials show 

the total number of cases programmed on each 

order. A trouble light flashes on if an insufficient 

number of cases is fed [Continued on page 240) 



Extruded 

deodorant 

creams 

Two makers simultaneously introduce 

a new kind of package 

a molded plastic tube 

with swivel propulsion 

that gives no-touch convenience 

to use of cream-type product 

Single ribbon of “Stopette Flowing 

Cream Deodorant” is dispensed when 

the knurled base is turned clockwise. 

Hf wo major brands of cream deodorants made 

their appearance last month in a new type of ex- 

truding applicator package which may have a re- 

sounding effect not only on the deodorant market. 

but on the toiletries field generally. 

Both use a molded rigid plastic tube with a 

swivel mechanism which extrudes a small quantity 

of cream through a top opening or openings for 

direct application to the skin. 

One brand, significantly, is the first cream-type 

product under the name of Stopette—famous as 

the pioneer of the polyethylene squeeze bottle.’ The 

other identifies the first entry in the deodorant 

field of The Toni Co. Stopette is now a division 

; 

No mess, no goo with the fast-drying ejector 

tube cream deodorants. The user twists base of 

the “Stopette” container and applies the deodor- 

ant by rubbing applicator head against the skin. 
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Six openings are provided in top of 

‘Hush” container dispensing prod 

uct. Cap is removed and base turned 

of the Helene Curtis Co., Chicago, and Toni is a 

division of The Gillette Co. 

Both creams in swivel-base applicators are after 

a slice of the big and growing deodorant market. 

Sales of deodorants have increased 50% in the 

past four years to a currently estimated total of 

$70 million 

In spite of sprays, sticks, pads, aerosols and 

liquids, the cream-type deodorant and at ti-perspir 

ant has an advantage, according to some manufac- 

turers. since greater effectiveness can be built 

into its formula. Cream in a jar, however, long has 

been recognized as having two major drawbacks: 

it has been messy to use and has tended to dry out 

and harden. 

The new extruding applicators are designed to 

overcome these objections. They do not require the 

user to dip fingers into the product. They sup- 

posedly eliminate waste due to drying or hardening 

that occurs in jars 

Both of the new eye tor packages operate on the 

principle of screw extrusion—a principle tried 

commercially for a cleansing cream in 1950° and 

used also in a metal ejector package introduced for 

u caulking compound about four years ago.* 

In both cases, the user simply removes a cap from 

a cylindrical polyethylene container and twists a 

knurled base to eject the product. For Stopette 

Flowing Cream Deodorant, ejection is through a 

single opening; for Toni’s “Hush,” through six 

small openings. 

The tube sections of both packages are made 

of high-impact polystyrene. Chief differences are 

in the engineering details of the various molded 

parts and the manner in which the packages are 

assembled. Neither company has released informa- 

tion on these details. However, an examination of 

the interior construction of both packages, pur- 

chased by Mopern PAcKacInce in retail outlets, 

reveals these variations. 

Stopette 

Taken apart, the Stopette container consists of 

seven parts: (1) a screw elevator shaft of poly- 

styrene with knurled twist base, (2) a polystryrene 

seating base, (3) a polyethylene elevator, (4) a 

polystyrene tube (open at the bottom), (5) a poly- 

styrene threaded closure, (6) an _ elevator-shaft 

gasket and (7) a closure gasket. 

The elevator shaft, fitted with a gasket, is snapped 

into the seating base in a “locked-in” position 

that allows the elevator shaft to rotate. In effect, 

the seating base serves as a bearing on which the 

elevator shaft (with its knurled twist base) turns. 

The polyethylene elevator is screwed all the way 

down on the elevator shaft. When assembled, this 

four-piece ejecting mechanism is ready for insertion 

in the filled container. Containers apparently are 

received from the supplier with screw cap in place 

so that they may be filled from the bottom like any 

tube or can. Finally, the seating base of the ejecting 

mechanism is glued securely in place. 

Three vertical ridges are molded on the inside 

of the tube wall. The polyethylene elevator has a 

thin, flexible flange around the upper rim that is 

slightly wider than the inside diameter of the con- 

tainer. The tight fit between the wall ridges and 

the flange prevents the elevator from twisting with 

the shaft. As the elevator is forced upward, the 

product is ejected through the top opening. The 

wall-hugging flange also scrapes all product from 

the tube wall as the elevator rises. 

Because of close inside tolerances, the ejector 

Movweaw Packacie Feb 
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*Stopette’ parts from bottom 

to top are: elevator shaft (with 

knurled twisting base), elevator 

shaft gasket, seating base, poly- 

ethylene elevator, open bottomed 

tube, top closure gasket and 

screw cap Elevator shaft is 

snapped onto seating base and 

elevator is spun all the way down 

on elevator shaft. Ejector as- 

sembly, shown above, is pushed 

into tube after it has been filled 

mechanism can create a vacuum as well as pressure. 

Thus, a small amount of product around the dis- 

pensing opening can be pulled back into the tube 

by twisting the swivel base counter-clockwise (mov- 

ing the elevator down). This is a consumer con- 

venience if an excess of product is dispensed. 

An important aspect of the packaging problem 

undoubtedly was to prevent the product from drying 

out through exposure to air. The Stopette screw 

cap appears to be designed to give extra protection 

because of the ingenious use made of the “gate” 

(point at which plastic is forced into the mold). 

Instead of being hidden as gates usually are, this 

one is deliberately left to extend *4¢ in. to form 

a functional, protective stopper inside the center 

of the cap, fitting down into the dispensing opening 

when the cap is screwed on the container. A small 

gasket fitted over this stopper provides further pro- 

tection to lock out unwanted air. 

Appearance of the finished package is enhanced 

by trade identification silk screened in gold on 

the clean-looking white container. The plastic pack- 

ages come in foil-mounted cartons printed in deep 

blue, white and gold colors, supplied in dozen-unit 

paperboard easeled counter merchandisers. 

Credits: Stopette—Plastic container parts by For- 

mold Plastics, Inc., Box 103, Blue Island, Ill. Silk 

screening by Formold Plastics, Inc., and Screencraft, 

Inc., 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Foil carton aad 

dispenser display by Green Bay Box Co., 910 N. 

Broadway. Green Bay, Wis. Container design by Mor- 

ton Goldsholl Design Associates, Corn Products Bldg., 

Chicago. 

Hush 

Nine components are revealed when a “Hush” 

container is dismembered. They consist of (1) a 

polystyrene elevator screw shaft with knurled base, 

(2) a knurled and tapered polyethylene friction-fit 

base, (3) a polyethylene elevator, (4) a closed- 

bottom polystyrene tube, (5) a threaded screw-on 

polyethylene applicator head, (6) a polyethylene 

friction-fit cap, (7) a felt gasket for the elevator 

shaft, (8) a wrap-around foil label and (9) a dis- 

posable pressure-sensitive seal for applicator-head 

openings. 

The assembly differs from the Stopette package 

principally in the following respects: 

The Hush container is molded in two parts: the 

screw-on applicator head which contains the six 

dispenser openings and the closed-bottom tube. 

This construction presumably necessitates fitting 

the dispensing mechanism into the container before 

filling, so that filling is done through the top open- 

ing. The elevator shaft must be fitted and snapped 

into the bottom of the closed tube, while the elevator 
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obviously is positioned from the top opening and 

drawn down into the tube over the shaft. 

And since the screw-on applicator head contains 

the six dispensing holes, it is closed with the pres- 

sure-sensitive seal and the friction-fit polyethylene 

cap. The wrap-around label hides the applicator 

head joint. A tapered and knurled base of polyethyl- 
ene that matches the cap is snapped over the ele- 

vator-shaft base. This apparently offers greater pro- 

tection, provides a more pleasing contour for the 

completed package, gives a better purchase to the 

twist mechanism and also calls atterition to the 

metering scale, which Toni provides as an added 

convenience feature. Green arrows printed on the 

twist base point to an indicator on the label which 

marks off for the user the required turn for average 

application. 

The operating principle of the elevator is quite 

different from that of the Stopette package. The 

elevator is kept from twisting with the shaft by 

means of two guide rails molded on the inside of 

the tube. These engage with two vertical channels 

molded in the elevator so that the elevator rises 

when the screw is turned. 

For retail presentation, the Hush packages are 

attached to individual display cards, three-color 

printed in black, aqua and red to set off the at- 

tractive green and gold design of the wrap-around 

foil label on the container and to add the bulk 

that helps to discourage pilferage in open display. 

Credits: Hush—Tube and gasket by Calumet Mfg. 

Co., Inc., 565 Fifth Ave., New York. Other plastic 

parts by Federal Tool Corp., 3600 W. Pratt Blvd., Chi 

cago 45. Label and seal by A. M. Steigerwald Co., 

910 W. Van Buren St., Chicago Display card by 

Waldorf Paper Products Co., 2250 Wabash Ave., St 

Paul 14, Minn. Label design by S. Taylor Leavitt As 

sociates, Inc., 12 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 11. Display 

card design by Graphic Art Displays, 544 W. Lake, 

Chicago. 

Meter indicator is a feature of the “Hush” 

pac kage. Green arrows printed on twist base point 

to indicator on label which marks off for the user 

the required turn for an average application 
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‘Hush’ parts from bottom to 

twisting base (with 

metering arrows), elevator shaft, 

gasket, 

closed-bottom tube (with opening 

top are: 

elevator-shaft elevator, 

for snapping in elevator shaft), 

polyethylene screw-on applicator 

head, pressure-sentitive se al and 

friction cap. In assembling tube 

before filling, elevator shaft is in 

serted through hole in bottom of 

tube and elevator is inserted from 

the top and drawn down to bot 

tom of tbe After filling 

cator head is screwed on 

above shows ejector me« hanism 



Sandwiches 

In switching from hand packaging to 

branded machine wrap, industrial caterer 

cuts labor costs by a third 

and boosts sales to factory workers 

through improved appetite appeal 

Appetizing appearance o/ 

machine-wrapped packages encour 

impulse purchases that in 

crease sales of packaged items dis 

played on canteen cart or counter 

in paperboard trays freshly 

made sandwiches are lifted by 

hand from conveyor to in feed of 

machine which applies overwraps 

bearing labels heat sealed to film 
in special attachment (right) be 

fore cellophane enters the wrapper. 
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by the thousands 

A Philadelphia industrial caterer who feeds up 

to 7,000 people each day in office buildings, fac- 

tories and warehouses reports that it has cut over-all 

packaging labor costs by one third and boosted sales 

by wrapping sandwiches and pastries by machine 

instead of by hand. 

At Kane & McNally, Inc.’s central kitchen, thou- 

sands of sandwiches and pastries were formerly 

packaged by hand each day in cellophane bags or 

sheets. Now doughnuts and sandwiches are placed 

in paperboard trays; roll sandwiches, coffee cakes 

and other pastries in U-boards, for feeding into a 

machine that applies cellophane overwraps at a rate 

of about 25 per minute. Doughnuts that took 4 hrs. 

to package by hand are now wrapped more neatly 

in just 45 minutes. 

Labeling costs were also reduced while identifica- 

tion of sandwich contents was improved by appli- 

cation of heat-sealed labels applied with a special 

attachment to the wrapping machine. Before mecha- 

nization, about 30 different labels had to be kept 

on inventory. Now heat-sealable labels in red, green, 

blue or yellow for 20-, 25-, 30- or 35-cent sandwiches 

are imprinted with the sandwich type and applied 

to the cellophane as the film is fed into the machine. 

Only sandwiches are labeled. 

Precision wrapping is credited with making the 

food contents look more enticing to the customer to 

account for sales increases since the wrapping ma- 

chine was installed. The company is now working on 

an idea to overwrap complete box lunches in cello- 

phane. Plans are also under way to mechanize the 

line further by using folding trays with set-up at- 

tachment on the in-feed conveyor. 

With its own Kane & 

McNally can select pastries from many different 

packaging operation, 

bakeries, whether or not the bakeries offer the 

products already wrapped. A wider variety of foods 

can thus be offered to canteen customers. 

The new wrapping machine is expected to pay for 

itself within one year from packaging cost savings 

alone, it is reported. 

Among the prominent firms Kane & MeNally 

serves are the Chilton Publishing Co. in Philadel- 

phia and the A & P warehouse in Fernwood, Pa. 

Credits: Wrapping machine by Hayssen Mfg. Co., 

1035 St. Clair Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. Cellophane over- 

wrap by American Viscose Corp., Film Div., 1617 

Pennsylvania Blvd., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Paperboard 

trays and U-boards by Fibreboard Products, Inc,, 1789 

Montgomery St., San Francisco 11. Labels by Globe 

Ticket Co., 112 N. 12 St., Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

Imprinting sandwich type by changeable slugs has reduced labe! inventory from 30 to 

just four different colored labels denoting four prices, Only sandwiches are labeled. 
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Set-up 

{gainst formidable competition, 

this oldest form of paper box 

is forging ahead, 

with new production economies 

strengthening its claim to special advantages 

in many packaging uses 

BILLIONS 
OF UNITS 
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r.. set-up box industry today breathes a new 

spirit of enthusiasm as the result of advances in the 

mechanization of box manufacture which are help- 

ing box makers to compete more favorably with 

other forms of packaging.* 

For years the nature of set-up box making, in- 

volving numerous manufacturing steps and hand 

operations, was a deterrent to expansion into new 

areas of packaging due to cost factors in competition 

with newer, mass-produced forms of packaging. The 

fact that these boxes are by definition “set up” rather 

than folded flat in shipment and storage was and 

still is a restrictive factor. 

This situation tended to create a trend away from 

set-up boxes which hit a low point right after World 

War II, when volume dropped sharply as box makers 

~ Resurgent Set-ap Box,"’ Movean Packacinc, Maret 1956 

PHOTO COURTESY STORES & SMITH 

Automatic box making has been one of the biggest factors in helping set-up box 

makers to regain volume following a serious dip during the late "40s. In typical modern 

plant, two machines, side by side, make bases and covers completely mechanically 

Machines stay corners, position set-up blank atop glued wraps and automatically feed 

boxes and wrappers into the wrapping section for final sealing. 
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saw more and more users switching to other types of 

packaging. 

Today the whole outlook is changing. Wider use 

of automatic and semi-automatic methods is giving 

this industry a new lease on life. Slowly bat surely 

since 1950 box makers have been regaining their 

volume, with last year’s industry report shewing a 

7% increase in dollar volume over the preceding 

year, according to Department of Commerce figures. 

And there seems also to be a new appreciation of 

the unique position the set-up box holds in the con- 

tainer field. For numerous packaging purposes it 

literally has no practical alternate. Among paper 

packages, it is unmatched for upgrading a product 

to luxury and prestige appeal. Its convenient re- 

closing and re-use features, ease of hand filling and 

structural strength have made it a favored package 

for shoes, candy, cosmetics, stationery, drugs, toys 

and games, hosiery, jewelry, hardware, machine 

parts and many other products, In retailing, store 

boxes of set-up construction are big time and labor 

savers. And set-up boxes are especially economical 

for small runs. In every product field, the set-up box 

has its important and special uses. 

In dollar volume and number of units produced, 
the set-up paper box industry is not, and never has 
been, one of the giants of the mass package- 
supplying field. Sales for 1956 totalled about $300 

million, which is only one third the amount re- 
ported by the folding-box industry, considerably 

less than half of the dollar volume represented by 

glass containers and only a little more than one- 

seventh of the near-$2 billion reported from the 

sale of cans. In unit volume, the total of 5.1 billion 

set-up boxes produced last year is dwarfed by the 

115-billion figure reported by the folding-box in- 



For luxury appeal, the set-up box is 
unmatched in the cosmetic field. Hand 

some hinged Harlequin box merchan 

dised $10-and-up assortments of Helena 

Rubinstein beauty items last Christmas. 

This sturdy box was re-usable for hold 

ing letters, jewelry or sewing articles. 

PHOTO COURTESY A. §, BECK SHOES 

in shoe business there is virtually no substitute for the 
sturdy, rigid box to protect the product and to provide a 

filing system to keep each pair as a unit. Modified construc 

tions in use today permit rapid automatic production 
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dustry. However, the National Paper Box Mfrs. 
Assn. points out that, exclusive of packaging for 

foods and beverages, set-up box usage of board 

is actually ahead of folding boxes, based on 1955 

tonnage figures. 

The point, however, which the industry is now 

successfully driving home, is that the set-up box has 

something to offer which cannot be obtained with 

any other package form. 

THE PACKAGE 

The set-up box, in contrast to a folding box, is 

always of rigid construction, delivered ready for 

use. Generally it consists of two components—a 

cover and a base. Each member is scored and cut to 

size from paperboard. The basic characteristic is 

the method of cutting and staying the corners of 

the boxes. 

The greetest advantages lie in the variety of styles 

and shapes that can be produced and the unlimited 

decorative effects to be achieved. These forms range 

from the simplest uncovered box of chipboard, often 

used as an outside protector, to the elaborate hand- 

made glamour boxes that on occasion have been 

comprised of as many as 200 pieces. Coverings may 

be made of the most beautiful decorative materials 

the packaging field has to offer—colorfully printed 

and embossed papers, foils, leather, leatherette and 

fabrics ranging from rich velvets and satins to 

cottons and rayons. And today set-up box construc- 

tions are being combined more and more often with 

transparent plastic materials to achieve the merchan- 

dising advantages of product visibility. 

Set-up box making is one of the oldest packaging 

crafts, the word box coming from the Latin, buxus, 

signifying boxwood from which ancient containers 

were made. 

The first paper boxes used for packaging were 

laboriously made by hand. Early in the 18th century 

handmade paper boxes of tea came from China. 

Records show paperboard boxes used for pills, con- 

fections and face powders in early-19th century 

England. 

The first step toward machine production is 

credited to Col, Andrew Dennison, father of the 

founder of the present Dennison Mfg. Co., who, in 

1844, developed his now famous hand-operated 

corner-cutter machine that cut one corner from one 

end of a box blank and made one score in the blank. 

The principle of this machine is still the basis of 

corner cutting, although today automatic equipment 

will cut and score all four sides at once at speeds 

running into thousands per hour. 
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The gradual progress toward semi-automatic and 

automatic techniques, accelerated greatly within the 

last few years, is bringing users of set-up boxes 

precision-made products of more uniform quality, 

uniform dimensions, closer tolerances, better-fitting 

covers and consequently boxes of much neater 

appearance. 

At the same iime, the set-up box industry is one 

of the few left in the world of packaging mass pro- 

duction where traditional methods are often still 

available to add the touch of handicraft that lends 

distinction and individuality. 

THE INDUSTRY 

It is a distinctive characteristic of the set-up box 

industry, in contrast to most other package-supply- 

ing industries, that it is made up of a great number 

of small companies operating on a local or regional 

scale. While there are occasional instances of con- 

solidation, box companies for the most part are 

locally owned, some of them still family affairs 

handed down from father to son. 

The number of companies today totals about 850, 

widely distributed throughout the United States to 

offer prompt service for deliveries within an eco- 

nomical range normally not exceeding 100 miles. 

This is due to the space problem of boxes, which is 

often overcome by frequent deliveries. Proximity of 

supplier to user offers the advantage of frequent de- 

livery and lower inventory, and is one of the reasons 

why up to now consolidation and resultant long- 

distance shipments have not been feasible. It should 

be pointed out, however, that small boxes and cer- 

tain specialty items are sometimes distributed on a 

country-wide basis. 

Annual sales of the average set-up box firm, em- 

ploying about 45 people, are in the neighborhood 

of $350,000 per year. Only 30 companies report 

more tian $1 million in annual sales and four of the 

larger companies together account for no more than 

about $13,000,000 annually, only slightly more than 

1% of total industry sales, It should also be pointed 

out that set-up box making is only a part of the 

business of some firms that have branched out into 

other container manufacturing fields. 

The more important end uses of set-up boxes 

today are revealed in the accompanying breakdown 

of product uses for 1956, based on estimated per- 

centages of dollar sales of boxes. 

It is interesting to note that two categories 

textiles, wearing apparel and hosiery, and depart- 

ment stores and retail outlets—accounted for more 

than one-third of dollar sales in 1956. 
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% use of set-up 

box production 

(by dollar value) 

Cosmetics, including soap .. ctksthnees 6 

er eee pb ien ae dk Gas ChN G5 9 

Drugs, chemicals, pharmaceuticals ............ 5 

Textiles, wearing apparel and hosiery ......... 19 
Department stores and other retail outlets ..... 15 

Jewelry and silverware ........66..esseeee008 9 

Stationery and office supplies ................. 7 

Hardware, household and auto supplies ........ & 
ND eri idni sis 05 voce caveman 4 

Shoes and leather goods ...............5.00 7 

Food and beverages Tee ec eee eee eee ee ee ee ee l 

Photographic products and supplies ........... 2 

See BOOED ibs oc eckdasakis icacen l 

REPOMEAOOES o 0< Vip b4 0) Hah adeebs saver oucued 7 

100% 

The set-up box industry is represented by the 

National Paper Box Mfrs. Assn., which during the 

last few years has undertaken a carefully thought- 

out promotional and educational program to make 

the most of a relativeiy limited budget to strengthen 

the position of the industry. 

The association is sponsor of an annual national 

competition for the selection of the best set-up boxes 

of the year. (This year’s winners are illustrated on 

page 138 of this issue. ) 

Currently, the association is scheduling a series 

of educational films to show the place of the set-up 

box in today’s merchandising and already has 
brought these films to 26 colleges and universities 

Physicians’ samples are drama 
tized by elegance of set-up bok. Armour 

Laboratories’ detail kit on “The Ane 

mias and their Treatment” combines 

10-cavity platform of polystyrene foam 

and embossed, crafted, leather covered 

hinged box, re-usable as a container for 

cigarettes or jewelry. Platjorm by Poly 

foam Packers Div. Glo-Brite Products: 

box by The S. K. Smith Co. 



teaching packaging courses. Through its divisional 

groups it is sponsoring design competitions among 

students to point up the most effective uses of the 

set-up box. 

NPBMA is also embarked on an extensive series 

of end-use studies to assist members in broadening 

their markets and pointing up heretofore unrealized 

opportunities. 

| DEVELOPMENTS 

Advances in set-up box manufacturing in recent 

years have been primarily concerned with improved 

mechanical techniques. New labor-saving develop- 

ments have come into fairly wide use, particularly 

in the larger box plants, some of them providing 

completely automatic set-up box manufacturing 

lines. These include automatic scoring and corner- 

cutting units, automatic corner stayers and sealing 

equipment for the application of outside wrappers. 

Two box-making units have been introduced 

which can be called fully automatic. These systems 

eliminate the last skilled operator, since after auto- 

matically corner-staying the blanks, the machines 

set them in position atop the glued wraps and auto- 

Confectionery trade is one of the big users of set-up 

boxes. Famous Whitman's Sampler for generations has been, 

and still is, a symbol of superlatively high quality which is 

maintained by both the package and the product. 
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matically feed boxes and wraps into a wrapping 

section for final sealing. 

These new mechanical aids are reducing cost of 

manual labor to the lowest possible level and are 

making possible fast production of precision-made 
quality boxes which are very economical on large- 

volume orders. When care is taken to minimize down 

time and change-over, short runs may also be han- 

dled profitably on the automatic and semi-automatic 

equipment. 

The industry in general is making a general effort 

toward plant modernization, better housekeeping 

and a more scientific approach to the problems of 

serving customers’ needs. 

There also appears to be a marked trend toward 

specialization in boxes for particular end-use pur- 

poses as an aid to more efficient operation. One firm, 

for instance, may concentrate on cosmetic packag- 

ing, another on textiles, another on candy boxes or 

containers for the drug field. 

WHAT'S AHEAD 

Generally speaking, morale in the set-up box in- 

dustry appears higher today than it has been in 

years. Box makers feel that prospects for the future 

are good not only because of more versatile and 

faster production techniques, but because of mer- 

chandising trends calling for the kind of package 

upgrading which the set-up box can best supply. 
Specifically box makers are pointing to new end 

uses as a result of: 

>» New equipment under development for the auto- 

matic filling of set-up boxes. 

>» New and more fully automatic equipment for 

applying loose wraps so much in demand for luxury 

packaging. 
> More flexible and versatile machinery to meet 

size and style requirements of small as well as large 

runs. 

> A broad awakening to the need for creative design 

and aggressive salesmanship. 

More than 70% of the price of the average set-up 

box today is accounted for by material and labor 

costs, Set-up box makers, however, believe that their 

improved manufacturing techniques are putting 

them in a position to hold the price line without 

exceeding the general rate of inflation. 

They also point to a new cooperative spirit in their 

industry—a willingness to share know-how in con- 

trast to the old conservative idea of guarding every- 

thing as a trade secret. This attitude is contributing, 

they say, to greatly improved product quality and 

better service to customers. 
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Cost-saving shippers 

Heavy-duty corrugated replaces wood crates 

in packaging of heavy machinery; 

AMF saves $143 per unit in shipment of 

filter-tip machines to cigarette industry 

S. iki. demonstration of the saving to be 

realized in many cases by switching from wood 

crates to modern shipping containers of special 

heavy-duty corrugated construction is provided by 

the new method of shipping AMF filter-tip cigarette 

machines and their components, adopted by Ameri- 

can Machine & Foundry Co.’s Brooklyn plant. 

The new method, which uses corrugated con- 

tainers comprised of four layers of kraft liner with 

three layers of fluting, is saving $143.79 per unit, 

according to T. R. Dreyer, vice president of the 

Brooklyn plant. The new container is 300 lbs. 

lighter, which means reduced shipping costs. 

Each machine assembly, which applies the filter 

tip on cigarettes, is comprised of the machine itself, 

a conveyor unit, a vacuum unit and spare parts. 

Each is packed separately in the new containers of 

multiple-layer corrugated with stitched seams and 

specially engineered interior pieces. Container ma- 

terial averages 1,100 puncture test and withstands 

compression loads of 1,000 lbs. per lineal foot. 

A cost comparison of the old and new method is 

reported by the company as follows: 

Old method New method 

Material cost $ 47.49 Material cost $45.45 

Labor cost 168.00 Labor cost 26.25 

215.49 71.70 

Shipping weight 2,000 lbs. Shipping weight 1,700 lbs. 

The new containers are compact, with a modern 

appearance that gives better display to the company 

logotype. On arrival, all the extra labor and mess of 

uncrating is eliminated. 

According to L. R. Williamson, traffic control 

manager at the Brooklyn plant who developed the 

new shipping method, all machines shipped in the 

new containers have arrived safely and the company 

is studying the possibility of shipping other equip- 

ment by the same method. 

Credits: Containers by Tri-Wall Containers, Inc., 

Wassaic, N. Y.: distributed by Herbert A. Post, Inc.. 

31-11 20 Rd., Long Island City 5, N.Y. 
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Telescoping container gives double prote 

tion to machine mounted on wooden platform 

Better display is given to company logotyp. 

Convenient container is easy for user to open 

Old way required expensive lumber and labor 

Improved appearance i« illustrated by old 

and new pack for accompanying vacuum unit 



hicken in package 

\ container that doubles as frying pan and serving tray 

makes Armour & Co.’s new Pan O’Gold frozen chicken 

especially handy for the housewife. The container, made of 

rigid aluminum foil with a golden luster, is suitable as a 

serving dish even for “company dinners,” the company » 
-~ 

points out. It holds one 244-lb. chicken, cut into 14 pieces Cc 

for four servings, which are battered, coated with an herb- ewer 
purveret tree 

seasoned breading and covered with 2-0z. of butter before 

freezing. No defrosting is required. ." 

\ paperboard lid bearing simple cooking instructions and . “ 

a full-color reproduction of the cooked dish is removed be- a . 

fore placing the pan in the oven. A sheet of foil beneath ee << . | . 
the lid is used to cover the pan during the last 30 minutes el 

of cooking. Fresh-fried chicken can thus be made in about 

75 minutes from freezer to table and there is no frying pan 

to clean after dinner. The product bears the U. S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture inspection stamp. 

Credits: A/uminum ontainer by Ekco-Alcoa Containers Inc.. 

Wheeling. lll. Lid by Chicago Carton Co., 4200 S. Crau lord Ave.. 

Chicago 

DESIGN HISTORIES 

Sait shakers for the table 

The Diamond Crystal Salt Co. is offering a pepper shaker 

nade of real wood as a premium to introduce and encourages 

epeat purchases of its new 4-oz. salt-shaker packages, now 

lesigned without trade identification to go right to dining 

table or kitchen shelf. To match the pepper shaker, the 

ylindrical fibre containers for salt are covered with wrap 

round labels printed to simulate wood grain and identified 

simply with a large, decorative letter “S.” The polystyrene 

dispensing closure turns easily to shaking or pouring 

positions. The wooden shaker and two salt containers are 

wrapped with clear cellophane printed in red, black and 

white to identify them as products of Diamond Crystal Salt 

Co. and to explain this premium version of the familiar 

three-shaker salt package. Initially filled with salt. the 

wooden shaker may be refilled with pepper 

Credits: Design by Lindstrom & Associates, 54 Park Ave., Neu 

York. Salt container osure and printed film wrap by Ames Bag 

Co. 2350 Selma Ave Selma, Ala. Wooden pepper container by 

Schutz Bros., 152 Chambers St.. New York 7. Pepper shaker cap 

by Hirsch Metal Products. Ine 155-01 South Rd. Jamaica. N. Y 
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Coupon twin-pack spurs big pickle promotion 

To promote pickles for pienics, H. J. Heinz Co. picks a 

twin-pack for its two largest-selling pickle products, Hot 

Dog Relish and Hamburger Relish, and prints a coupon 

offer on the paperboard sleeve, redeemable in meat de- 

partments. The coupon is worth eight cents toward the 

purchase of a pound of hamburger or hot dogs in the store 

where the relishes are bought. Three receipes printed on the 

sleeve tell how these relishes can be used to make Russian 

. and 1,000-island dressings and tartar sauce. Several million 

of the packages will be available, says Harold J. Nederman, 

pickle product manager, “making this the largest pickle 

promotion in our more than 80 years in the pickle business.” 

The package is intended also to help sell related items such 

as cheese, rolls, lettuce, eggs, salad dressings and soft drinks. 

The two jars of relish are held tightly in the sleeve designed 

for easy stacking. Four-color lithography presents the com- 

pany’s introductory offer on the outside of the sleeve, with 

the coupon in black on the inside. 
wee Kasmponr” 

Credit: C/luster-Pak sleeve by Atlanta Paper Co., 950 W. Mari e™ a 

etta Rd.. Atlanta 2, Ga. 

DESIGN HISTORIES 

Sauibb’s first break from traditional design 
a 

\ redesigned package to promote sales of a skin cream met 

chandised for many years as a drug product represents the 

first departure by E. R. Squibb & Sons from the company’s 

99-year-old trademark design. Formerly promoted as a 

soothing pharmaceutical lotion, Squibb Toilet Lanolin was | ] 

packaged in metal tubes and cartons of traditional Squibb 

family design, stressing the familiar trademark pillars of 

“reliability, uniformity, purity and efficacy.” A recent study 

showed that women actually use the cream chiefly as a pow- 

der base and beauty aid 

lo win retail display among toiletries instead of with | 

apothecary items and for greater eye appeal, the renamed 

Squibb Lanolor Skin Cream is now merchandised in metal 

tubes. cartons and display units conveying a dainty pink- 

and-white cosmetic appearance. The name “Lanolor” stands 

out in thick strokes of rich, blue-purple. The trademark 

pillars are reproduced only on the container backs 

Credits: Design by Alan Berni & Associates, 580 Fifth Ave. 

Vew York 36. Individual cartons and display cartons by Shuttle 

worth Carton C« 174 W. Broadway, New Yori 



A folding carton of unusual and highly func- 

tional “airfoil” shape is being used to introduce 

a new line of five kosher meats for Wilno Kosher 

Sausage Co. of Chicago. 

The airfoil design, on which a patent has been 

filed, is contoured to fit snugly around shingled 

slices of meat which are first packaged in nitrogen- 

filled, protective film bags. Two of the products 

are in boilable polyester-film bags. Though the 

varying carton sizes—each tailor-made for the five 

products—present somewhat different shapes, the 

construction principle for all of them is the same; 

namely, that ares can be used just as well as straight 

lines to form good (often stronger) folding boxes. 

In deciding to expand its kosher meat line from 

wholesale bulk quantities to national consumer 

packages, Wilno acted to meet requests from super- 

markets and large independent stores for a full line 

of kosher-processed meats. Some competitors al- 

ready were offering several such meats when Wilno 

called in an independent designer to create pack- 

ages for five kosher products: Krisp-it breakfast 

MODERN PACKAGING 

Vot intended to fly, Wilno’s new carton 

for shingled meat slices 

is shaped like an airplane wing 

because it fits the contents and 

gives superior structural strength 

beef, corned beef, salami, bologna and pastrami. 

The designer first exaznined tuck-end boxes on 

the market that were die cut to display shingled 

slices of meat. In these boxes the product is thick 

in the middle, thin at the ends where the first and 

last slices fall. This often results in crushed ends 

when boxes are handled in shipping and display. 

The answer to this problem was to create a box 

contoured to the product. This resulted in a struc- 

ture whose over-all shape is double convex with 

two concave ends. The relationship of the double 

convex faces to the concave ends creates far greater 

strength than the rectangular box, it is elaimed. 

There is a die-cut open window on the top convex 

surface which exposes the shingled slices in their 

film bag. The opening, along with an adjacent blue 

panel, forms an irregularly shaped hexagon which 

is the dominant design element on the top surface. 

Other design elements include an over-all yellow, 

a red and white “W” 

ends (which form brilliant red arcs in a display 

(for Wilno) and red concave 

case). Though the top surface design looks simple, 
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Shape like an airplane wing exactly fits shingled 

meats in gas-filled film bags, makes a neater and 

stronger package as well as lending novelty ap- 

peal. Cartons close with lock tabs on the back. 

Open window of package exposes meat product, 

a great many elements had to be worked into it, 

including the window opening, product name, trade 

name, logotype, Department of Agriculture seal, 

kosher seal, price spot and net weight. 

The bottom (or back) convex surface is formed 

by four flaps which are held firmly shut and under 

tension by lock tabs. Additional brand and product 

identification plus cooking directions run in yellow 

and red panels. The carton is wax coated to mini- 

mize soiling in open refrigerated cases. 

The new convex-concave carton has offered no 

packaging problems at Wilno’s plant. Slices are first 

gas packaged in their laminated bags in machines 
specially designed for this purpose. The corned 

beef and pastrami are flush packed with inert nitro- 

gen in polyester-polyethylene bags, suitable for 

heating by boiling, and the other three meats are 

similiarly gas packed in cellophane-polyethylene. 

Cartoning is a quick hand operation. The bagged 

meats are placed on a carton flat, much as bacon is 

placed on a folder, and the carton is folded and 

locked by its tabs. The carton requires no pre- 

breaking of sides since the side flaps, when pulled, 

immediately break both the upper and lower scored 

arcs to form the structure. 

The products are shipped under refrigeration and 

the company estimates a shelf life of approximately 

three weeks for the packages, 

The company decided to use a tailor-made carton 

for each product since it had specific and varying 

weights in mind for the meats. Corned beef, often 

rolled onto sandwiches in 2-0z. portions at delica- 

tessens, is sold by Wilno in a 5-0z. package; this, 

the company feels, will make two generous sand- 

wiches. Krisp-it breakfast beef is packaged in an 

§-oz. portion, which proved popular in a previous 

marketing test. Pastrami also is sold in the 5-oz. size 

and salami and bologna come in 4-0z. weights. 

The company acknowledges that the cost of the 

new cartons is slightly higher than that of conven 

tional rectangular cartons. 

“But,” says a Wilno spokesman, “it is worth it. 

We have a high-quality, age-cured product that we 

are sure will achieve repeat sales once the customer 

has bought that first package.” 

The product is relatively expensive, says the 

Wilno man, and needs impressive packaging 

achieve the needed first sales. Wilno is willing to 

pay for an attention-getting carton. 
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Carton flat shows the unusual design. Finished 

package, viewed from above, has slightly concave 

ends due to the arc-formed construction. The 

double convex shape keeps folder under slight 

tension, which adds strength to the package. 

First sales reactions, termed “tremendous,” in- 

dicate that the “airplane wing” carton is doing what 

it was intended to do. The sliced meats are now 

going into markets from coast to coast. Wilno feels 

that, with the help of the unique carton, it will draw 

customers from both kosher and non-kosher buyers 

who favor the more expensive cuts ef meat. 

Credits: Carton design and structure by Morton 

Goldsholi Design Associates, Inc., Corn Products 

Bldg., Chicago 6. Cartons by Milprint, Inc., 4200 N. 

Holton St.. Milwaukee 1, Wis. Flex-Vac packaging 

machine and Flex-Vac film bags by Standard Packag 

ing Corp., 551 Fifth Ave., New York 17 

On display, cartons stack neatly in refrigerator 

case, are easy to thumb through and intriguing 

to pick up. Photo shows four of the five different 

products, each in a carton of different size and 

shape. Basic background is yellow, blue arrow is 

lettered in white and yellow. “W” at upper right 

is red and white, airfoil ends are red, 

ASSOCIATES 

1OLI 

PHOTOS COURTESY MORTON GOLD 
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A three-color-printed bag constructed of heavy-duty paper 

with carry handle holds 25 lbs. of Triple Tonic, a new com- 

bination lawn fertilizer, weed killer and insecticide by 

Northrup, King & Co. Bag, Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

The striking label for Carnation Co.’s cans of Friskies Cat 

Food quickly identifies the product contained. Design, Jim 

Nash Associates, New York. Labels, Will County Printing 

Co., Lockport, [ll.; California Printing Co., San Francisco. 

Cartons for pre-cooked and frozen Mexican dinners mar- 

keted by La Cabana, a California restaurant, picture the 

complete dinner on a set table. Back panel gives directions 

for heating the dinner in the foil-covered tray in which it is 

packed. Carton, Continental Can Co., New York. 

All label information for Sea Snack Co.’s Sundae Snack 

toppings in graceful 7-0z. sherbet-style glass containers is 

carried on the three-color-lithographed metal closures. Glass, 

Alexander H. Kerr & Co., Inc., Los Angeles. Closures, 

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio. 

Clicquot Club Co.’s 12-0z. bottles of sparkling water and 

ginger ale now have applied color labeling in red, white and 

blue. Emerald green glass distinguishes the ginger ale. Bot- 

tles, Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio. 

Individual opaque glassine-type wrap, printed with custom- 

ers’ own sales messages, give sanitary protection to Oval 

Wood Dish Corp.’s single-use wooden forks and spoons. 

Wrappers, Brownville Paper Co., Brownville, N. Y. 

Colorful five-color carton design for the Quality Chekd 

Assn.’s new ice-cream flavor—praline pecan—captures a 

feeling of the old south, home of pecans and praline candy. 

Cartons, Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis. 

Salt packages, too, are getting the appetite-appeal treatment 

with the introduction of Diamond Crystal Salt Co.’s Weather- 

pruf brand in 26-0z. canisters carrying a full-color-printed 

label depicting a luscious steak being seasoned. Label, Cal- 

vert Lithographers Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Allen-A, a division of Atlas Underwear Corp., has upgraded 

its line of men’s stretch hose with a die-cut board package 

letterpress printed in two colors on white patent-coated 

stock. Package, Lassiter Corp., New York. 

Round nested paper containers, successfully used by Reymer 

& Bros., Inc., for merchandising their candy products to de- 

partment stores and confectionery jobbers, are now being 

introduced in selected areas to the grocery field. Containers, 

Dixie Cup Co., Easton, Pa 

Two new containers for products sold by Jewel Tea Co. 

through home service route men are: an oblong pinch bottle 

with white ceramic lettering and white crown cap for Velve- 

touch Imperial shampoo, a new product, and a round footed 

bottle with internal hobnail effect for Velvetouch lotion. 

Bottles and closures, W. Braun Co., Chicago. Ceramic dec- 



orating, Glasscrafters, Inc., Baltimore, Md. Carton, Ace 

Carton Co., Chicago. 

A round, non-drip-style can, in both 12- and 22-oz. size, is 

the package for salad and cooking oil marketed in Canada 

by St. Lawrence Starch Co., Ltd., of Ontario. Cans, American 

Can Co., New York. 

Four-color, appetite-appeal designs give distinction to 

premium private-label breads sold by Alpha Beta Markets, 

a Los Angeles supermarket chain. Vignettes illustrate serv- 

ing suggestions. Design, Tinsley T. Jepson & Associates, 

Pasadena, Calif. Wraps, Western-Waxide Specialty Pack- 

aging Div., Crown Zellerbach Corp., Los Angeles. 

Moisture protection is provided for Large Charge Pop, a 

new dehydrated soft-drink mix with built-in carbonation 

made by Large Charge, Inc., with a 2'4-in.-square, heat- 

sealed pouch made of a laminate of 0.00035 foil, 25-lb. paper 

stock and 15-lb. polyethylene. Pouch, Dobeckmun Co., Cleve- 

land, using Alcoa aluminum foil. 

Supermarket chains now carry L. F. Hamilton, Inc.’s Lark 

brand grapes, which are automatically pre-packaged in 

printed paperboard trays and overwrapped with clear cello- 

phane. Trays, Standard Folding Trays Corp., Jackson 

Heights, N.Y. Cellophane, American Viscose Corp., Philadel- 

phia. Wrapping machine, Hayssen Mfg. Co., Sheboygan, Wis. 

Bristol-Myers Co.’s new Theradan Anti-Dandruff Formula 

comes in a frosted apple-green bottle with forest-green 

closure. Label colors are forest green and white, with vermil- 

lion. Design, Egmont Arens, New York. Bottle, Hazel-Atlas 

Glass Co., Wheeling, W. Va. Label, Lord Baltimore Press, 

Inc., Baltimore, Md. Carton, National Folding Box Co. Div., 

Federal Paper Board Co., Inc., New York. 

Elegance keynotes the letterpress-printed cellophane over- 

wrap for new Golden Assortment cookies by Golden Cookie 

Bakeries, Inc. Cookies are illustrated against a gold-colored 

panel. Product name is in gold on a scarlet panel. Wrap, 

Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Striking new four-color-printed foil cartons for J. B. Wil- 

liams Co.’s shave creams round out the package family re- 

design following the success of the company’s prize-winning 

Aqua Velva package. Design, Donald Deskey Associates, 

New York. Cartons, Container Corp. of America, Chicago. 

Scheer Schuim, a pressure-packaged shave cream recently 

introduced in Holland, features a valve cover in the form 

of a hand, with bronze-like finish, a replica of the trademark 

design. Cans are pressure filled in Holland. Container, Can 

Div., Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc., Philadelphia. 

The growing acceptance in England of collapsible tubes for 

packaging foods is indicated by their use for a new line of 

cheese Snack Packs by Wilts United Dairies. Inside, the 

61%4-in.-long aluminum tube has two coats of lacquer. Tubes, 

Venesta, Ltd., London, England. 
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Mechanizing 

a problem 

product 

Special machinery and special carton design 

enable Auto-Lite to 

package spark plugs and gaskets together 

in a high-speed, automatic operation 

more reliable than hand work 

| ae copper gasket that has 

caused tons of trouble in spark-plug packaging is 

no longer a headache for the Electric Auto-Lite Co., 

Toledo. In its Fostoria, Ohio, plant Auto-Lite has 

solved this and other problems with a new, com- 

pletely automatic cartoning and overcartoning line, 

Secret of carton loading is the end flap 

construction. Partial flaps form a rectangular 

opening just large enough for the small gasket to 

be shot into the carton. Tuck panel is then closed 

to seal in both the gasket and the spark plug. 

employing new-type cartons that have partial and 

break-away flaps. Success is due to a problem-solving 

technique that may have application in a wide 

variety of packaging situations. 

Auto-Lite previously had hand assembly opera- 

tions, coupled with a tremendously high packaging- 

Coordinated ‘L-shaped’ packaging line turns out cartoned and overcartoned spark plugs and gaskets 

at more than 200 a minute. Two operators at far left place spark plugs in conveyor buckets. A third operator 

feeds individual cartons to a magazine. Individual cartons are printed on one end, formed and filled with a 
spark plug. 

kets are “shot” into cartons at this point 

Vibratory feed hopper is clearly seen rising above the line in the center. Difficult-to-package gas- 

Cartons are then packed into an overcarton after the overcarton is 
printed on both ends and formed. Overcartoning takes place on machine nearest camera. Operator at end of 

line places overcartons in shipping cases, which are then check weighed and automatically stapled. 



Three basic sizes accommodate all of Auto- 
Lite’s output. Note that panels on ends of cartons 

and overcartons are left blank. Specific product 

information is printed on area during packaging. 

supplies inventory which limited production output 

and raised the cost of materials. 

The company’s problem, common in its industry, 

was to package automatically a spark plug and 

gasket together. When both items were placed in 

buckets on a conveyor and subsequently mechani- 

cally pushed into conventionally formed cartons, the 

close tolerance between the spark plug and the car- 

ton prevented the tiny, featherweight gasket from 

easily entering the carton. The pesky gasket caused 

jams in a variety of ways. 

To overcome this, Auto-Lite placed spark plugs 

vertically in trays and operators dropped gaskets 

onto the plug shanks. The “ringed” spark plugs 

Packaging starts with two operators picking 

spark plugs off from metal trays and placing them 

in conveyor buckets. The overhead monorail con 

veyor at left carries off the empty trays. 
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were then placed in conveyor buckets and the two 

items simultaneously pushed into cartons. 

While this system considerably reduced the num- 

ber of jams, it required time-consuming hand assem- 

bly and inspection operations which still did not 

prevent a gasket-less spark plug from occasionally 

reaching an unhappy customer. The plug is useless 

without its gasket. 

A partial solution would be to devise machinery 

which automatically would place a gasket on each 

spark plug. In fact, Auto-Lite did design such 

equipment. While this could assure positive and fast 

placement of gaskets on spark plugs, the real need 

was to get the spark plug and gasket into the carton 

quickly and efficiently, without the possibility of 

losing the gasket. 

Using this problem-solving technique to attack the 

root problem, a solution was sought through a joint 

effort of Auto-Lite production, engineering, methods 

and packaging personnel working with a machinery 

manufacturer. 

The contingent problem—high supplies inventory 

had to be solved at the same time if the company 

was to effect savings through investment in new 

equipment. 

Auto-Lite packages 120 different types of spark 

plugs under its own brand and two private brands. 

Prior to the repackaging program it pre-printed all 

cartons, overcartons and corrugated shippers with 

identifying type number and size information on 

all boxes. This called for carrying an inventory of 

360 pre-printed containers. 

Yet Auto-Lite knew that 90°% of its business was 

in only five types of spark plugs. The 10° of “low- 

production” plugs entailed a premium container 

printing cost that often ran 50% higher than the 

“meat-and-potatoes” production cartons. In addition, 

At cartoning station (shown with equipment 

guards removed) the carton is printed on one end 

and is formed. Versatile machine can handle all 

of the company’s various sizes of cartons 
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Spark plugs are inserted in formed cartons 

(This photo taken from “behind” line; forming 

ind printing station ts farthest from camera.) 

Gasket feed station, seen in this shot from 

“hehind” the line, shows the feed magazine (in 

color circle) and a carton (moving to the left) 

which has just received a gasket. Note how tuck 

panel is raised to expose two partial flaps that are 

die cut to form an opening to receive gasket. 

the storage problem was a big one tor the company. 

Merchandising and advertising personnel insisted 

that if any carton changes were made, the overcarton 

had to be top opening for display purposes. 

The machinery manufacturer, along with Auto- 

Lite’s production and packaging engineers, faced 

two general problems: 

1. Get the gasket into the carton. 

2. Reduce packaging-supplies inventory. 

To solve these problems investigation showed 

during the two years of work on the project that the 

new machinery would have to: 

1. Automatically carton a spark plug and gasket, 

without a slip-up. 

2. Print product information on the cartons and 

overcartons, 

3. Automatically load cartons into a top-opening 

overcarton, 

Auto-Lite’s recently installed packaging machinery 

at its Fostoria plant completes these operations at 

a fast clip—more than 200 cartons a minute (or 

better than 20 overcartons a minute, each holding 

10 packaged spark plugs and gaskets). The equip- 

ment consists of four important sections: 

l. Infeed bucket conveyor. Two operators place 

spark plugs into buckets that travel on a rapidly 

moving continuous conveyor that moves the plugs 

to the cartoning station. A supply man keeps trays 

of spark plugs in front of the girls. Empty trays 

are carried off by an overhead monorail return 

conveyor. 

2. Spark-plug cartoning station, Spark plugs are 

gently positioned in the buckets by brushes above 

the conveyor; spark plugs then are pushed auto- 

matically into a formed carton. Just before the side- 

glued, reverse-tuck carton is formed, one tuck panel 

is imprinted by a rubber stamp with product size 

and type number. The opposite end is closed as the 

spark plug is inserted in the carton. 

So far, the line is much like the original packag- 

ing line, with the gasket eliminated from the con- 

veyor buckets. However, the total number of dif- 

ferent cartons used on the new machine has been 

reduced from 120 to 14, with just three basic sizes 

suitable for all production. 

3. Gasket loading station. Key to the line is the 

next operation in which gaskets are inserted into the 

cartons. As the carton reaches this point (filled with 

a spark plug) the end farthest from the gasket load- 

ing station is completely closed; at the nearest end 

the flaps are closed, but the tuck panel is pulled 

up to expose the flaps completely. These flaps, how- 

ever, are only partial flaps and are die cut so they 

do not cover the top one-fifth of the carton’s end. 

A gasket is “shot” into this opening. 

Gaskets are fed from a vibratory feed hopper into 

At the bottom of this 

magazine is an opening for a single gasket and a 

a vertical feed magazine. 

thin horizontal reciprocating pusher arm literally 

“shoots” the magazine’s bottom gasket into the car- 

ton through the opening above the partial flaps. 

After the gasket is shot into the carton, the tuck 

panel is closed over the flaps, sealing in both the 

spark plug and the gasket. 

4. Overcartoning station. The cartoned spark 
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plugs and gaskets are conveyed to the overcartoning 
station where two layers of five individual cartons 

are end loaded into an overcarton. Before the over- 

carton is formed, both ends of the pre-glued blank 

are printed with the same product information that 

is stamped on one end of the individual carton. 

The overcarton is filled, the ends are glued and 

sealed, and these boxes are packed into a shipping 

container by a packer-operator. 

Shipping cartons are automatically code dated on 

two sides, check weighed by an inspector and then 

automatically stapled top and bottom. 

The overcarton has to be top opening, a specifica- 

tion set by the company’s merchandising and ad- 

vertising departments. When the efficient end-load 

ing machinery seemed to preclude a top-opening 

overcarton, another packaging problem was posed. 

This was solved by a method that has been used 

on proprietary-drug cartoning.* Overcarton blanks 

are spot glued at three points along the top flap. This 

provides the necessary seal required to set up the 

overearton on the machine. But after the sides have 

been glued, the retailer later can open the break- 

away top flap for display purposes. This new break- 

away overcarton has an [Continued on page 234) 

Credits: Curtons and overcartons formed, imprinted, 

{. Jones & Co., 

Inc., P.O. Box 485, Cincinnati 1, incorporating attach- 

filled and sealed on machines by R. 

ments by Syntron Co., 251 Lexington Ave., Homer 

City, Pa., and Micro Switch, Div. Minneapolis-Honey- 

well Regulator Co., Chicago & Spring Sts., Freeport, 

Ill. Shipper code dater by Adolph Gottscho, Inc., 6 

Evans Terminal, Hillside 5, NJ. Check-weigh scale by 

Toledo Scale Co., 1097 Telegraph Rd., Toledo 1. Top 

and bottom automatic stapler by International Staple 

& Machine Co., 8 & Herrin Sts., Herrin, lil. Cartons 

and overcartons by The C. W. Zumbiel Co., 2339 Har 

ris Ave., Cincinnati 12, and Continental Can Co., Inc 

Gair Boxboard & Folding Carton Div., 155 E. 44 St., 

Vew York 

Corp., Div. Crown Zellerbach Carp., 111 NV. Fourth 

St., St. Louis 2; River Raisin Paper Co., 1109 E. Elm 

ive.. Monroe. Mich... and Ottawa River Paper Co.. 

Vatzinger Rd., Toledo 

Shipping containers by Gaylord Container 

Moonan Packactn . a 14 

Overcartoning station where the overcarton 
is printed at both ends and formed, far left. Two 

layers of five cartons are pushed into overcarton, 

which is then glued on both ends and closed, 

Code dating of corrugated shippers is done 

automatically as they moved down line. At end of 

overcartoner, operator packs boxes in shipper 

: 

At end of line are check-weigh scale, barely 

visible at left, and automatic stapler that seals 

shippers at top and bottom. Finally, the shippers 

ure palletized for warehousing or shipment. 
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A. ards were formally presented in the Seventh 

Annual Set-Up Box Competition, sponsored by the 

| Natioral Paper Box Mfrs. Assn., at the association’s 

annual convention in Miami Beach early this month. 

\ total of 87 winners for 79 entries garnered a 

Set- up box total of 28 first, 27 second and 32 honorable men- 

tion awards in 23 end-use categories and five special 

categories. Seven boxes won recognition in more 

than one category. The special awards were based 

winnel Ss on superiority in construction, display and surface 

design. All of the more than 2,500 boxes submitted 

were on display at the convention. 

Judges noted the continuing trend toward more 
i a oe 95 — a 87 awards selected from 2,500 entries versatile boxes that serve as store-counter displays 

i ae ba and make suitable gift boxes in addition to pro- 
in 7th annual competition 

tecting the product. Entries alsc showed increased 

of NPBMA reveal ingenious constructions use of protective inserts, harmonizing and con- 
trasting wraps and arresting artwork to upgrade 

and new decorative effects traditional set-up box shapes in style and appeal. 
This year’s competition was judged by Henry J. 

to meet today’s self-selling techniques 
\emisegger (retired), G. A. Bisler, Inc.; Dr. Myron 

S. Heidingsfield, professor of marketing and chair- 

Top awards in 

Retail boxes Rectangular cosmetics boxes 

Toys and games Food and Round and oval cosmetics boxes Office equipment 
beverage boxes 

Women’s Photo supplies Jewelry and Personal 
wearing apparel silverware accessories 



man of department, School of Business and Public 

Administration, Temple University; Edwin F, 

Heinen, director of supplies and purchases, City 

Stores Co.; Philip Libson, Max Factor & Co,; 
Dwight Perkins, president, Philadelphia Merchants 

Assn.; Walter Reinsel, art director, N. W. Ayer & 

Son, Inc., and Donald R. Ruther, art director, Mop- 

ERN PACKAGING. 

Generai Superiority According to End Use 

Cosmetics Boxes (Rectangular)—First Award: 

F. N. Burt Co., Ine., for Sintillation perfume box 

for Larkin Co., Ine, Textured white lid band and 
label, gold edging and trademark provide subtle 

elegance. Cut-away base with gold-foil extension 

edge and gold cartonboard lining contains tray of 

drawn flocked acetate for product protection. Sec- 

ond Award: The Warner Bros. Co. for Seaforth 

men’s toiletries display box for Alfred D. McKelvy 

Co. Honorable Mentions: Manufacturers Box Co. 

for Wind Song perfume and cologne gift box for 

Prince Matchabelli, Inc., and Specialty Paper Box 

Co. for Midnight perfume box for Lehn & Fink 

Products Corp. 

Cosmetics Boxes (Round and Oval)—First 

Award: W. C. Ritchie & Co, for Primitif dusting- 

powder box for Max Factor & Co. Simple design 

and textural contrast suggest “primitive” quality. 
Lid set-in is papered with gold foil and top label 

of high-gloss black paper is printed with red. Base 

has snap-in metal bottom and straw-colored cambric 

label banded in gold foil. Powder is in separate in- 

sert in base. Second Award and Honorable Mention 

(respectively): F. N. Burt Co., Ine., for Elegante 

perfume box for Avon Products, Inc., and for In- 

visible Veil powder boxes for Elizabeth Arden Sales 

Corp. 

Confections—First Award: Grigsby Bros. Paper 

Box Mfrs. for candy boxes for Lipman Wolfe & 

Co. Various-sized boxes for department stores have 

loose-wrapped silver-foil lid with white stripes 

and chocolate brown printing echoed in glossy 

brown base. Second Award and Honorable Mention 

(respectively): Boxcraft Paper Box Co. for Rum 

23 end-use categories 

Confections Sporting goods 

i 
Drugs, chemicals, pharmaceuticals 

Miscellaneous Stationery 
boxes 

Promotional boxes 

Hardware and 
household supplizs 

> 
Men's 

wearing apparel 
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wearing apparel 

Best surface design 

silverware accessories 

Superiority of construction 

and Butter confection box for Cock’n Bull and San 

Francisco Sweets box for Douglas Shaw Candy Co, 

Drugs, Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals—First 

Award: Walter P. Miller Co., Inc., for Butisol 

Sodium box for McNeil Laboratories, Inc. Com- 

posed of four trays, two adjoined at the side to 

make the base and two larger ones forming hinged 

lids for top and bottom. Interior trays are opposed, 

providing receptacle on each side for three vials and 

space for copy. Die-cut oval in lid displays product 

in closed box. Second Award: Newark Paper Box 

Co. for Privine nebulizer box for Ciba Pharmaceu- 

tical Products, Inc. Honorable Mention: Walter P. 

Miller Co. Inc. for dental forms box for L. D. 

Caulk Co. 

Drug Mailers—-First and Second Awards, Hon- 

orable Mentions (respectively): Walter P. Miller 

Co., Ine.. for Gelusil mailer for Warner-Chilcott 

Laboratories; Priscoline mailer for Ciba Pharma- 

ceutical Products, Inc.; Sul-Spansion mailer for 

Smith, Kline & French, Inec., and Serpasil mailer 

for Ciba. 

wrapped with printed white paper for bulk mailing 

Winning Gelusil box of corrugated 

is virtually crushproof. Lid wrap printed for dis- 

play has staggered flaps permitting loading and 

sealing at rate of 1,200 per hour. 

Award: F. J. 

Schleicher Paper Box Co. for whiskey decanter box 

Food and Beverage Boxes—First 

for Stitzel-Weller Distilling Co. To introduce Old 

Fitzgerald Christmas decanter, box with hinged lid 

and drop-leaf front, covered inside and out with 

green velour paper, holds bottle in die-cut insert 

with two candles to frame the bottle for display. 

Second Award: The Bradley & Gilbert Co., Inc., for 

whiskey display case for Hiram Walker, Inc. ( Also 

Second Award in Display Box and Honorable Men- 

tion in Construction categories.) Honorable Men- 
tion: Pacific Paper Box Co. for champagne gift 

box for Padre Vineyard Co. 

Footwear—First and Second Awards and Hon- 

orable Mention (respectively) : Frank C. Meyer Co., 

Inc., for moceasin shoe box for Kleven Shoe Sales, 

Inc.; shoe box for I. Miller, and shoe box for 
Christian Dior. Winning moccasin box with brown 

lid and base wrap printed in tan and red design 

reflects character of contents even without trade- 

mark. 

Hardware and Household Supplies- 

Manufacturers Box Co., Inc., for crystal ashtray 

gift box for Vogue Ceramics Industries. Sharply 

triangular shape of box conforms exactly to ash- 

First Award: 

tray’s dimensions. Black suede lid combined with 

bold cerise base has customer appeal. Second 

Award: H. H. Woods Paper Box Corp. for produc- 

tion tool box for Westinghouse Electric Corp. Hon- 

orable Mention: Rhoades Paper Box Co., Inc., for 

cooking thermometer and baster box for The Chaney 

Mfg. Co., Ine. 
Holiday Boxes—¥irst Award: Moser Paper Box 

Co. for department store holiday boxes for Stix, 
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Baer & Fuller. Store name subtly interspersed with 

Yuletide decorations printed in gold, white, red and 

green on lid is striking against green-wrapped base. 

(No other awards.) 
Jewelry and Silverware—First Award: L. Gordon 

& Son, Inc., for steak-knife set box for Charles D. 

Briddell, Inc. Designed to resemble a book, box is 

wrapped in rich brown leatherette tooled in gold, 

has hinged lid padded for luxurious appearance. 

Extension-edge base with flat gold band frames 

brown die-cut platform to support knives and red 

plastic ribbons give added security. Second Award: 

Douglas Young, Inc., for cutlery stock box for 

various customers. Honorable Mention: Friend Box 
Co. for Contempra House tableware boxes for Towle 

Mfg. Co. 

Men's {pparel——First and 

Awards (respectively): Van Ness Bros., 

pajama and robe box and for handkerchief box 

for The Manhattan Shirt Co. Hinged book-style 

box winning the first award opens to display match 

Wearing Second 

Inc., for 

ing pajamas and robe framed in gold, resting in 

separate trays that slide out for easy access, Slim 

pencil stripes of gold on black, and black-printed 

gold label add distinction. Honorable Mention: 

Pacific Paper Box Co. for sportswear box for Don 

Loper of California. 
Viscellaneous Boxes—First Award: Artcraft Pa- 

per Box Co. for pre-recorded tape boxes for Bel 

Canto Pre-Recorded Tape Co. To introduce new 

product in recorded-music field, boxes of similar 

size and shape for uniform display have highly 

Best transparent box 

decorative individual wraps for different recordings. 

Second Award: F. N. Burt Co., Ine., for Glasco 

microscope-slides box for Erie Scientific Corp. 

Honorable Mention: Niagara Box Factory, Inc., 

for Prismapastel artist’s set of boxes for Eagle 

Pencil Co. 

Office Equipment—First 

Box Factory for carbon paper cet of boxes for 

Memo Products Co. Color keyed to indicate con- 

tents, boxes feature easily read brand name and 

product identification against block background. 

Lid-wrap extension serves as hinge and facilitates 

Award: Anker Paper 

production. Second Award: Van Ness Bros., Inc., 

for Plenty Copy carbon paper box for Mittag & 

Voiger, Inc. Honorable Mention: L. Gordon & Son, 

Inc., for Carvel Hall desk-set box for Charles D. 

Briddell, Inc. 

Personal Accessories—First Award: The Mason 

Box Co. for personalized matches gift box for B. 

Cutler Associates. Gold stars sprinkled liberally 

on glossy black field plus gold and white label pro- 

vide customer appeal. White box base is fitted with 

die-cut platform in same star pattern for high open- 

box display value. Second Award: Weil & Newman, 

Inc., for transistor radio box for Bulova Watch Co 

Honorable Mention: Samuel! Barnett Co. for Hydro- 

Magic razor display for Eversharp, Ine. 

Photo Supplies—-First Award: Congress Paper 

Box Co, for 8-mm. movie-camera boxes for Revere 

Camera Co. Box-display unit repeats li¢ colors in 

brown base, yellow die-cut platform with inserted 

tray and coral upright [Continued on page 236) 

Best display box 



Co-ordinated Research 

Pure research into formulae and fab- 
rication of glass, packaging research 
into processing and handling methods 
in customer plants, and market re- 
search into consumer attitudes, add 

up to greater specific value for your 
packaging dollar. 

Owens-ILLiInois AssurEsS You A 

Engineered Design 

The package that takes your product 
to market must take three needs into 

account. Considerations of its func- 
tion in the retail store, its operating 
efficiency and its consumer utility all 
become a part of the prescription for 

an Owens-Illinois package. 

Oe hae 
Ea "I . 
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The Right Container 

Versatility of facilities enables Owens- 
Illinois to supply containers to meet 
special needs: Duraglas containers for 

almost any item; Libbey Safedge pack- 

ing tumblers or premiums; Kimble 
Ampuls and Vials; and a variety of 
Owens-Illinois plastic containers. 

A Good Package sells 
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(COMPLETE PACKAGING APPROACH 

The Right Closure 

Tamperproof inner Tacseal, moisture- 
proof liner, colorful lithographed clo- 
sure — Owens-Illinois’ know-how can 
help you choose the right combina- 
tion. Expert counsel in selection is 
one more help available in the com- 
plete O-I packaging service. 

Needed Fitments 

With emphasis on the word “needed,” 
Owens-Illinois specialists are keenly 
aware of sales benefits possible 
through use of plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not 
“gadgets” but which increase con- 
sumer satisfaction with your product. 

Merchandising Cartons 

Modern cartons are developed only 
through systematic consideration of 

their opportunity to serve you in the 

retail store and retail warehouse as 
well as on your own filling line and 
in transit. Owens-Illinois ir pioneering 
such developments. 

~ -— Gas 

dhs 

Owens-Illinois 

Duraglas packages for Instant Coffee 
are a typical product of Owens- 

and research - Illinois engineering 

geared to match the convenience of 

this great new product. 
The colorfully lithographed clo- 

sures for these packages strengthen 
your brand identification and sell 

DURAGLAS CONTAINERS 

AN 

en gineered containers 

keep “instants” at peak 

of flavor and appeal 

from lower shelf positions. The Tac- 
seal inner liner provides a tamper- 
proof seal. Once opened, the jar can 
be resealed tightly after every use to 
protect the fresh, delicate aroma to 
the last spoonful. 

Look to Owens-Illinois as a mar- 
keting-minded supplier for complete 

(1) PRODUCT 

glass packaging service; Duraglas 
containers; sturdy cartons imprinted 
with your selling message; metal clo- 
sures with Tacseal tamperproof innex 
liners; effective label and closure de- 
signs. Call our local branch office 

now. They are ready to serve you 
and will welcome your call. 

Owens-ILLINoIs 
GENERAL OFFICES + TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



NEW 

Integrated design theme gives quick 

identity to all products in line, despite variety 

of package sizes and types. Distinguishing char 

acteristics are: “Little Angel” symbol, scalloped 

blue field on white ground with pink accents. 

Hodge-podge of old packages 

provided no customer recall. 

Winning 

a baby market 

Clarolyte finds that related package design 

under a strong trademark, 

so that one product can benefit 

from the quality reputation of another. 

is essential to brand leadership 

OLD 

W... distinctive packaging can do—in a rela- 

tively short time—to build prestige for a line of 

products which otherwise might have a difficult time 

winning strong brand leadership is illustrated by the 

packaging for a line of nursery accessories made 

by the Clarolyte Co., Inc., New York. 

This company makes quality items, mostly of 

plastics, sold in infants’ departments of department 

stores—rattles, pacifiers, feeding dishes, nursery 

jars, coat hangers, ete. 

All of the items are attractively packaged, using 

cartons, set-up boxes, polyethylene bags and trans- 

parent acetate containers, each package distin- 

guished by an identifying family color scheme of 
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specially selected subtle shades of pink and blue 

with a pictorial “Little Angel” trademark. 

Early in the game Clarolyte realized that it could 

experience only increasingly aggressive competition 

if the company were to pursue a marketing course 

on the basis of price and expediency alone. 

Almost from the beginning, therefore, manage- 

ment agreed on a long-range program of creative 

product design to win and hold trade good will and 

to build consumer recognition for the quality and 

reliability of the line. 

From the start the company packaged every item 

to provide the protection and cleanliness demanded 

for infant items. Each package was attractive in 

itself. But it soon became apparent that attractive- 

ness of individual packages would not be enough. 

What was needed was an integrated package de- 

sign approach that (1) would associate and identify 

all items in the line instantly as a family and (2) 

could be tied in at the point of sale with all promo- 

tional material and advertising. 

The company retained the services of an ex- 

perienced industrial designer. The close manage- 

ment-designer relationship established over the 

years of growth is strikingly reflected in the greatly 

expanded line as it exists today. 

Early packaging which had no design continuity 

was replaced with a basic theme (selected for its 

appropriateness to the character of the product) 

that gives immediate recognition to the line. Tradi- 

tional “baby” colors—pink and blue—were an ob- 

vious selection, but subtle shades of these colors 

gave individuality. Rigid color-control standards 

assure uniformity as each new package is added. 

A deliberately simple scalloped blue field on a 

white background was selected for adaptability to 

the many styles and sizes of packages as they are 

Continuity of packaging keeps customer returning 
for more products in line they had purchased and liked. 

Windows, used profusely, show contents for self selection 

MAY 1957 

added to the line without any loss of recognition. 

Initially, the company name, Clarolyte, Inc., was 

used for identification. A realization that this trade 

name has no special significance for nursery items 

and little memory value led to the selection of the 

“Little Angel” symbol as the identifying mark. 

Gradually the name Clarolyte is being given less 

package prominence as the angel takes over. 

To emphasize product quality, packaging mate- 

rials also have been upgraded. They also provide 

greater protection, assure cleanliness and reduce 

damage that causes annoying returns, 

The merchandising effectiveness of this packag- 

ing has been clearly shown, the company reports. 

Trade acceptance has been steadily increasing. 

Buyers appear to be showing a definite preference 

for a line they recognize for quality through its as- 

sociation with a package design they remember 

favorably. They appreciate package convenience 

features, with product names, stock numbers, color 

identity and descriptive data made easy to read. 

Sturdy packaging has cut down damage returns. 

The strong memory value of the “Little Angel” 

logotype, the identifying color combination and 

uniform design motif, apparently, are working con- 

sistently to establish a visual image of the line in 

shoppers’ minds. It is known that a high percentage 

of baby purchases are repeat sales by customers who 

buy one item as a gift and come back for others. 

The distinctive design provides instant recall. 

Credits: Design program by Gerald Stahl Associates, 

12 E. 46 St., New York 17. Folding cartons by Para 

mount Carton Corp., 7907 Rockaway Beach Blod., 

Arverne, N.Y. Set-up boxes and acetate boxes by Neu 

ton Carton Co., 258 Sherman Ave., Newark, N.J. Poly- 

ethylene bags by Brooklyn Poly Bag Co., 1008 Utica 

dve., Brooklyn. 

Back panels describe contents, promote product 

quality, carry reference to other items in the line. 



Multi-level bin 

Tey rubber balls are displayed by Eagle Rubber Co., Inc., 

Ashland, Ohio, in this bin-type merchandiser of novel con- 

struction that shows the product from all four sides. The com- 

pact design combines tight product confinement with good 

visual presentation, Twelve of the cellophane-wrapped, 4in. 

rubber balls are displayed in the die-cut openings at each 

corner of the unit. Additional ones are stacked inside the bin. 

[he display is a glued corrugated tube. There are three 

die-cut, snap-in shelves on each of its four corners. Shipped 

in knocked-down form, the unit is easily set up by the retailer 

by bending along its vertical score lines, then pushing in the 

die-cut openings at each corner to form the shelves. 

Because of the gay, colorful designs on the balls them- 

selves, the display is a neutral brown shade. Company name 

and address appear in white at the bottom of each of the four 

panels. A white circular spot for the retailer to write in sales 

price ts directly in the center of each panel, 

The display is placed right in the master container which 

formerly was used for shipping only the balls. 

Credit: Display by The Ohio Boxboard Co., Rittman, Ohio. 

Display Gallery 

Powerful baby department 

\ complete department for baby needs may be set up in 

supermarkets, drug or department stores with this floor mer- 

chandiser used by Sterling Drug, Inc., New York. 

Focal point of the display is the life-like reproduction of a 

baby’s head, lithographed in full color on the back riser 

piece. A ribbon-like banner across the top is printed with the 

words, “Baby Needs.” 

Any variety of products may be displayed for self service 

on the sheli-level tray. Products are placed in rows, with 

price clearly marked at the front of the tray. Base of the 

display, constructed of corrugated, promotes three of the 

Sterling Drug products: Flavored Children’s Size Bayer 

Aspirin, Chas. H. Fletcher Castoria and Z.B.T. Baby Powder. 

The entire base is covered with a design made up of the 

names of the three products. The display won an award in 

the recent 1957 Lithographic Awards Competition sponsored 

by the Lithographers National Assn., Inc. 

Credits: Display by Consolidated Lithographing Corp., Carle 

Place P. O., Long Island, N. Y. Base by Gibraltar Corrugated 

Paper Co.. Inc., 8101 Tonnelle Ave., North Bergen, N. J. 
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Frozen-food bazaar 

Chun King Sales, Duluth, Minn., is aiming for better “house- 

keeping” in the merchandising of frozen foods in retail out- 

lets with its “Frozen Bazaar” that fits into conventional 

frezen-food cabinets. The company’s complete packaging 

program—color and design—for its line of frozen foods has 

been predicated on the utilization of this steel grill-work 

bazdar that takes up less than one linear foot (11 in.) and 

expands to the width of a frozen-food cabinet. Package 

guides of colored steel extend upward and a special standard 

holds Chun King point-of-sale material, which can be varied 

from time to time. The metal construction allows placing sev- 

en Chun King frozen foods—two-serving Beef Chop Suey, 

two-serving Shrimp Chow Mein, two-serving Chicken Chow 

Mein, Cantonese Dinner, Egg Rolls, Egg Foo Young and 

Fried Rice—in designated locations within the framework 

of the unit. The company, which loans these bazaars to stores, 

claims that their use creates higher profit margins for the 

area of space they occupy. 

The unit is an extension of the company’s Menu Magic 

Bazaar for canned foods (see “Chun King Sells—and How,” 

Mopern Packacine, Oct. 1955, p. 130). 

Display Gallery 

Miniature neon billboard 

A Broadway-style “spectacular” in miniature, complete with 

neon lighting, is an eye-catching display created for Sea- 

gram’s VO Canadian whiskey. 

This multi-plane display unit features a large billboard 

dominated by the letters, “VO,” and a reproduction of the 

Seagram bottle. The “VO” letters are neon lighted and can 

be used either as a flasher, as a steady light, or with no light- 

ing, depending upon the various liquor advertising regula- 

tions in the different states. The billboard is designed so 

that it appears to rise above a block-front of stores along 

busy Broadway, bustling with people and traffic. The impos- 

ing backdrop is a blown-up photograph of the Manhattan 

skyline at night. The backdrop is on one plane, the billboard 

on another. the third pl ine being the street level. 

This display was an award winner in the recent 7th An- 

nual Lithographic Awards Competition of the Lithographers 

National Assn.. Inc. in the category of Point-of-Sale Displays 

Light or Motion. 

Credit: Dis; by Einson-Freeman Co., Inc., Starr & Borden 

fves.. Long ! i City 1, N.Y 
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Packaging hits 

Stronger films now give lasting protection 

Te makers of men’s shirts and shorts and socks 

are suddenly finding themselves up against some of 

the same problems of package upgrading as the 

makers of soaps and soups and breakfast foods. 

Packaging in this field has progresséd to a point 

where just using a protective transparent film wrap 

to meet the requirements of self service and self 
selection is no longer enough. Brand rivalry is forc- 

ing the need of design strategies that will outdo the 

competition with better, more colorfully printed 

transparent packages, as in the supermarket. 

Strong new films that are clearer and easier to 
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printed red, gold and black, have been market tested in polyester similarly printed 

Three films, three products illustrate trends. Forum shirt is sealed in super-strong, super-clear 

polyester film, printed in black, red and gray. Reis undershirts and shorts are currently in cellophane 

Interwoven sells 

tom stretch socks in a polyethylene film bag decorated in gold and white 

the haberdashery 

to shirts, underwear and socks, and leading brands rush to cash in 

on the merchandising advantage of printed packages 

print, including improved polyethylene and the new 

super-strong polyester film, have virtually eliminated 

previous resistance to packaging due to less-durable 

film that would dry out, crack or tear, leaving 

“markdown” merchandise. 
The shortage of efficient sales help that is mak- 

ing self-service and self-selection selling imperative 

in every type of soft-goods outlet has already made 

the packaged unit a haberdashery “must.” 

Menswear manufacturers today are no longer 

analyzing the theory of the sealed package. What 

they want is packaging that makes their products 
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stand out from the competition. This calls for im- 
proved packaging (1) to keep the product clean and 

undamaged over a considerable shelf life, (2) to 

achieve stronger brand identity and recognition in 

open display, (3) to provide the kind of printed in- 

formation that supplements or replaces clerk serv- 

ice, (4) to offer merchandise in units that up sales 

in a minimum of counter space and (5) in some 

cases to compromise any lingering objection to a 

sealed package with such devices as some new shirt 

envelopes with openings that permit the shopper to 

examine the fabric without disturbing the contents. 

Shirts 

Slowest to accept flexible packaging have been 

the shirt manufacturers, principally because of an 

entrenched belief that the customer demands the 

Three ways 

to package 

underwear 

Polyethylene of special clarity gives long-term 

protection to Derby garments. Note clever design: 

red imprint, including trademark figure and “Derby 

men’s guaranteed,” is standard; black imprint identi- 

fies item, sketches it on figure, spots price and 

provides arrows pointing to price and other features. 

PHOTO COURTESY FLAK Conr. 

right to feel shirt fabrics before buying. New pack- 

age constructions with open slots or flaps that over- 

come this objection, along with the use of the new 

tougher films—particularly polyethylene and poly- 

ester-—are changing the picture and, with a couple 

of big brands feeling their way into the field, a big 

swing may be in the making. 

Those who have tried printed flexible packaging 

are finding (1) that it pays for itself because 

thoughtful printed matter sells the shirt on a self- 

selection basis while the film protects against shop- 

per damage; (2) that an established brand name 

usually will satisfy the customer even though she 

can’t feel the fabric, and (3) that the customer is 

attracted by the strong, well-decorated package as 

connoting superior merchandise. 

Phillips-Jones Co. took the lead in offering its 

Tough polyester film is used in unprinted form for 

colorful, striped boxer shorts. Brand name and selling in- 

formation are printed in color on the paper band which 

holds the garment on a card inside the package. 

PHOTO COURTESY BU FONT 

Multi-unit pack for B.V.D 
brevs finds each pair in a two-color J- 
board sealed within a two-color-printed 

famed 

cellophane bag and three pairs joined to- 

gether by an unprinted cellophane band. 

PHOTO COURTESY avisco 



PHOTO COURTESY OLIN FILMS 

folding with cellophane. 

socks (right) has window in bottom as 

Packaged socks wx travs overwrapped 

Package for Red Jacket 

Boys’ 

ithletic 

sock 

folded to show at 

well as open top. packages are designed to sell four pairs 

at once; note how socks are a glance size and content. 

Polyethylene 

makes a practical 

shirt package 

PHOTO COURTESY BEMIS BRO 

Big mames are turning to printed polyethylene shirt bags. Arrow 

Dart package (above) has gusset at top to accommodate collar, opens 

this was an award winner at National 

competition. Van 

control and lists selling features. 

at bottom with flap closure; 

Flexible Packaging Assn 

print laboratory 

Heusen’s two-color im- 

quality suggests 

‘© COULRTEST FLAK CORP. 

PHOTO COURTESY AVISCO 

nationally advertised Van Heusen shirts on a com- 
pletely pre-packaged, self-selection basis for mens- 

wear and department stores. Decoration ties in with 

national advertising and the clear polyethylene bags 

are imprinted with the complete story of the “Cen- 

tury” shirt, point by point. The company is also 

packaging its dacron pique shirt in clear polyethyl- 

ene. Outstanding feature of this package is its 

simple, striking decoration which consists of a labo- 

ratory flask at the base of the package containing the 

brand name and selling points emphasized by large 

asterisks. 

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc., meets the “feel the 

fabric” problem by packaging its Arrow Dart shirt 

in a printed polyethylene bag with a flip-close top 

which affords protection, yet provides easy inspec- 

tion and return to the package. A gusset bottom 

opens to exact collar height, a device which avoids 

the usual “rabbit ears.” (The bags are loaded upside 

down. ) 

A boy’s shirt package of cellophane which is also 

unusual because it permits the shopper to feel the 

actual shirt fabric has been successfully introduced 

by Tilford Boyswear Corp. A portion of the back 

seam is left unsealed and a printed legend on the 

front of the package capitalizes on the feature by 

instructing the customer to “Turn over to feel the 

fine fabric.” An arrow points to the package edge 

to underline this benefit. Although Tilford charges 

25 cents per dozen extra for its cellophane-packaged 

shirts (a common practice), the firm reports that 

many buyers are now specifying that all their shirts 

from Tilford be packaged in this manner. 

A packaging job that is particularly notable be- 

cause it is utilized for a lower-priced garment is the 

printed polyethylene bag containing the Topsall 

shirt, sold exclusively in F. W. Woolworth Co. 

stores. Retailing at $1.98, the shirts are attractively 

set off by red-and-black printing announcing that 
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this is “America’s outstanding shirt value,” with 

red arrows pointing up outstanding collar features 

and selling points which are listed and set off by 

heck marks. 

A pioneer in the use of the new, tough, exceed- 

ngly clear polyester film for shirts is Safe-In-Suds, 

Inc. Sealed in the back, the polyester bag is per- 

fectly plain except for the brand name, “Forum,” 

in gray, black and red) with a small line drawing 

ind the manufacturer’s name in the lower left-hand 

ner of the bag. In this case, the manufacturer 

has successfully staked everything on a package with 

juality appeal, even foregoing on-the-spot selling 

oints, 

Parris & Co. is hand wrapping its Parris sport 

shirt in 50-gauge polyester. The garment is dis- 

tributed in food stores in Texas and New Mexico 

and the manufacturer reports that he encounters 

only 49 as many rewraps as with the film formerly 

used. Product size is contained on a sticker pasted 

on the shirt; a button tag calls attention to the spe- 

cial collar, and brand name, manufacturer and price 

are contained on a paper band fastened to the bot- 

tom of the pac kage. 

The Shirteraft Co. packages its dacron-and-cotton 

broadcloth shirt in a sealed polyethylene bag featur- 

ing gold flexographic printing—and claims as a 

result a 20% increase in sales over its former un- 

printed polyethylene bag. 

In many instances department stores themselves 

ire packaging shirts in cellophane or polyethylene 

bags. But this film is generally unprinted, with the 

identification and selling message confined to a tag 

fastened to a button on the shirt front. This method 

sacrifices important selling space which the manu- 

facturer might well use not only to sell the item 

contained, but also to promote his company and his 

other lines. 

Underwear 

Underwear manufacturers have grasped more 

quickly than most soft-goods producers the fact that 

thoughtful decoration of the package is a merchan- 

dising “must” rather than an esthetic choice. In 

the area of package design they are the leaders in 

the menswear field. 

B.V.D. scooped the field in multiple packaging 

when it reasoned that since its customers had cus- 

tomarily bought underwear in units of two or more, 

they could quite possibly be stimulated to buy in lots 

f three. The firm proceeded to package its under- 

wear in two-color-printed cellophane, banding three 

sackages together. The product is almost completely 

isible, the package bears a picture of its contents 

nd on the back there is a complete selling story on 

the products in the B.V.D. line. Ninety-five per 

OLIN FILMS 

PHOTO COURTESY 

SAKELITE co 

\ 

Department stores want shirt packaging so 

badly that some still do their own wrapping in 

plain cellophane. Note how this store suggests a 

joint sale by packaging shirt and tie together. 

cent of B.V.D.’s outlets reported that the majority of 

those who bought B.V.D.’s underwear bought one or 

two triple-packages. 

Milsan Mills puts two garments—either T-shirts, 

athletic shirts or briefs—in a printed cellophane 

package which features product information in vivid 

red, yellow and blue. The number of garments in 

each package is clearly indicated by a large color 

Handkerchiefs, hygienically clean, are pa k 

aged by Manhattan in units of three in printed 

polyethylene. Selling points and cross promotion 

of Manhattan shirts are on front; back gives dia 

grammatic suggestion for breast-pocket fold 



pers and lowers”; 

PHOTO COURTESY LASSITER Conr 

Unusual example of use of printed 
film package to instruct and sell. Three- 

color imprint (red, black, white) on spe- 

cial clear polyethylene demonsirates five 

different styles of Pullman Sleeper “up- 

item contained is iden 

tified by red window and by added copy 

upper right corner. This package 

leaves no questions unanswered. 

spot in red and yellow, and sales advantages and 

small cuts of each item in the line are printed on 

the reverse of the package. In one chain store, gar- 

ments thus packaged were completely sold out just 

a few hours after being put on display. 
Customer inspection is invited by the package 

containing William Carter Co.’s line of men’s and 

boys’ underwear, individually packaged in a printed 

polyethylene bag with a cuff closing. Decoration of 

Display-shipper consists of a die-cut inner carton ready 

for self-selection counter display as soon as its outer pro- 

tective sleeve has been removed. This is typical of the grow- 

ing trend by menswear manufacturers to follow their newly 

designed packages into the store to insure optimum display. 

~~ 
= 
— 

corr. 

PHOTO COURTESY LassiTeR 

the boxes for the items complements the bag design. 

Hamburg Knitting Mills packages its Gym-Tog 

brand of men’s and boys’ underwear in a multi- 

purpose polyethylene bag. Only two bag sizes are 

required to package both the men’s and boys’ 

lines. The larger bag contains T-shirts and the 

smaller briefs or athletic shirts, and the bags will 

accomimodate either one or two garments. 

The new multi-unit polyethylene package of T- 

shirts, briefs and athletic shirts used by Lastlong 

Underwear Co. is designed to get away from the 

usual sedentary color and presentation. For instance, 

a large “A” immediately shows the purchaser that 

the bag contains athletic shirts; a large “B” is used 

for briefs and a “T” for T-shirts. The film used is 

a special clear grade of polyethylene which offers 

maximum visibility and at the same time protects 

the product adequately against dust and rough han- 

dling. One, two or three shirts can be packaged in 

one operation. 

An outstandingly tough package is that containing 

Fethernit boxer shorts which are packaged singly in 

non-printed polyester film—one of the first uses of 

this film in the underwear field. Product identifica- 

tion, size and trademark appear on the paper band 

which holds the garment in shape. The unprinted 

package is effective because the shorts have colorful 

side stripes which lend color to the package when 

folded, but valuable printed matter could be carried 

on the reverse of the package without distracting 

from its quality appearance. 

Socks 

Flexible packaging of men’s socks is finding its 

greatest in the self-service field—super- 

markets, basements of department stores, variety 

vogue 

stores, five-and-tens, drug chains and other high- 

volume outlets, where it is essential to self-serve 

handling. 

But Interwoven Stocking Co. is packaging its 
Custom line of stretch socks in open polyethylene 

bags with multicolored printing, a device which 

gives the premium articles an aura of quality as well 

as protection. 

During 1954, Superbilt Socks, Inc., a firm which 

sells socks in more than 6,000 supermarkets, 

switched to a window carton, feeling that rigid con- 

struction was necessary so that the package could 

be removed from a shipping case and placed in any 

desired store location without special fixtures. Since 

then, however, the company has switched to poly- 

ethylene bags increasing product visibility area 

about 100% and it reports a sales increase of 400% 

over the old package. 

Helanca stretch socks are packaged in a striking 

cellophane bag printed in [Continued on page 232 
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Oval box manufactured for 

John Robert Powers Products Co. Inc., 

New York 

F.N. Burt Company,inc.Manufacturers of S\mait Set-up Boxes. Fo 
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Dustless 

barbecue 

Faster, cleaner home grilling 

offered by new version 

of ignitable charcoal package 

designed to light without opening 

OF cna packaged in a stove-like molded-pulp 

container starts the barbecue fire quickly without 

releasing a smidgen of dust to soil the backyard chef 

or a living-room rug. A built-in chimney, bottom 

vents and handy lighting tabs eliminate the need to 

open the container before touching a match to it. 

his new version of the ignitable charcoal briquet 

package, introduced by The Diamond Match Co., 

New York, offers consumer convenience beyond 

that of previous charcoal packages, the company 

believes’. And the novel shape of the container sug- 

gests new possibilities of molded pulp for engineer- 

ing a package to a specific end use. 

To give the 2-lb. Neet-Heet package emphatic 

shelf appeal, Diamond, which produces the package 

in its own plant, developed a special press that 

prints two colors (red and blue) simultaneously on 

\ I Mopemn Pacxactne, Jul 1954 

Mooern Pack . t.. 1954, 

Touch a match to one of four light 

ing tabs, set pulp container bottom down 

on grill. Air flowing through bottom 

vent channels and up flue does the rest. 

Built-in chimney carries the flame 

through molded-pulp container to ignite 

charcoal evenly, eliminating the need to 

release dust by puncturing container. 

all-four sides of the white molded-pulp container. 

In a new plant adjacent to that of Diamond’s 
charcoal supplier, the molded-pulp containers are 

printed, automatically filled with 2-lb. charges of 

briquets and sealed with a pulp lid edged with ad- 

hesive and applied under heat and pressure. Ship- 

ping cartons hold 12 Neet-Heet packages each. 

The dustproof package is lighted by simply touch- 

ing a match to one of the tabs and setting the con- 

tainer bottom down on the grill. Air flows through 

vent channels molded into the container base and 

moves up through the chimney, spreading flames 

to ignite the briquets evenly. 
The package burns off in about 5 min., but 

briquets should be left undisturbed until they are 

covered with gray ash, according to the company. 

At that point, they can be raked about 4 in. apart 

to form a bed of glowing coals 100 sq. in. in area, 

ready to provide more than 14% hrs. of cooking time 
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Door catch is kept untarnished and held tightly in 

place by snug skin of Knene Cast Vinyl Film 

How 3 types of packaging 

with BAKELITE Brand Plastics 

Keep Products Sale and Saleable 
Clear, strong, and sparkling, Krene Cast Vinyl Film 

does a three-way job for “skin packaging.” It enhances 

both product and display card, holds the product firm- 

ly in position, and protects against handling, soiling, 

and moisture. If “skin packaging” is a better way to 

package your product, Krene Cast Vinyl Film is the 

perfect material for doing the job. 

(continued on next page: 
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Safe and Saleable 
centinued from preceding page) 

In polyethylene bags, 

“wiener sales up 50%” 

. according to Schwartzman’s Packing 
Company, New Mexico's largest sausage 

packing plant, at Albuquerque. Quoting 

Colombo Nasci, general sales manager: 

“By putting outa three-pound package 

in polyethylene, we were able to lower 

prices and also cut our cost of production. 

The idea was a budget-size or family -size 

pack, sold at an attractive price. Believe 

me, it clicked. Sales jumped up tremen- 

dously. Clarity of the package is a big 

factor. So is its greater flexibility. And, 

we re saving money on the bags ne 

getting a bigger package for basically 

the same price as our old one-pound 

yackage.” | 4 

This polyethylene color-printed bag is supplied by 

Modern Packaging Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 



(CORENRBEER OR HEAT Page: 

Polyethylene-coated packages are supplied by Dobeckmun. 

Company, Cleveland, Ohio 

Polyethylene-coated foil 

‘seals off unpleasant odors” 

“Ep ” : ' See your packaging supplier, or write 
Fly Bits” made by Black Panther ¢ ompany, Sanford, vei. j ; a 

; : for a copy of our 1957 “Guide to Im 
N. C., have malathion as their active ingredient. Effec proved Packaging” to Dept. WB-105 

tiveness is high, but the odor when concentrated in 

a small area is disagreeably strong. Store owners and 

customers objected to the smell seeping through or- 

dinary bags. B 

By lining a paper bag with polyethylene-coated foil, \e2) 

the problem was solved. Besides good heat-sealing 

properties, the polyethylene resists most chemicals. . BAKELITE 

It is widely used—as coating, film, and drum or carton 
BRAND 

PLASTICS 
lining in the chemical industry. 

BAKELITE COMPANY, 
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Best selling cheeses 

use Alcoa Wrap packaging 

CALL YOUR CONVERTER—Alcoa doesn't Alcoa® Wrap aluminum foil seals flavor 

make packages, but teams with America’s in, seals air out—reduces spoilage, gives 
longer shelf life. It prevents odor transfer- 

ence, in or out re-seals tight to keep 

cheese fresher after opening 

And what sales appeal! Gleaming Alcoa 

Wrap gives any product that irresistible 
“pick-me-up” look 

top converters This assures top facilities, 

know-how, and service all along the line. 

Get today’s finest packaging for your 
products—-with Alcoa Wrap. 

You're always ahead with Alcoa 
. greatest name in aluminum 

Packages by Basca, H. D. Catty, Fraser and Ekco-Alcoa, ir o—— 
Milprint and U.S. Printing and Lithograph Co. 



blister 

rT. 27th AMA National Packaging Exposition not only 

broke all records for attendance (a performance which it 

has made almost a year-to-year routine), it far exceeded the 

rosiest idy ince 

More 

Chicago's International Amphitheatre on opening day, Mon 

predictions of its sponsors. 

than 12,700 visitors poured through the doors of 

day, April 8. By the end of the second day the total was 

more than 25.000. The previous all-show record of 31,000, 

set in the same hall two years ago, was broken midway of 

the third day. And by the close on Thursday the manage- 

ment’s count showed that 35,800 badges had been handed 

out during the four days, including nearly 1,000 registrants 

the AMA’s National 

concurrently at the Palmer House. 

who also attended Packaging Con- 

ference running 

In advance, 

dicted 

the American Management Assn. had pre- 
ittendance this year of total 30,000. Last year, in 

Atlantic City, the figure was 28,000. Visitors this year came 

from every state in the union and 16 foreign countries 

There were 370 companies represented among the ex- 

hibiters this year, as against 387 last year, but average 

exhibit space was noticeably larger, amounting to 131,000 

sq. ft. in total in comparison with 125,000 a year ago. This 

was despite the exclusion this year of materials-handling 

firms, who previously have ocr upied large space, 

In numbers, machinery exhibits appeared to be about as PI 

numerous as usual, although several of the Packaging 

Machinery Mfrs. Institute members who usually exhibit 

were not represented this year. Next year, the PMMI show 

will be held March 24-27 in Atlantic City, while the AMA 

May 26-30 in the New York 

e days including Memorial Day. 

show is set for Coliseum, 

running for fiv 

Throughout the exhibits at Chicago this year there was 

vidence of the dominating influence of self-service and 

self-selection merchandising, resulting in packages with 

greater eye ind enhanced ability to sell themselves. 

Che 

building materials, 

Packages that 

reasing evidence, with much interest by 

appeal 

trend was apparent in everything from cosmetics to 

expose the product to view were in in 

visitors shown in 

and skin packaging and thermoforming equipment, 

is well as in window caftons and transparent flexible pack 

anges made of all the new types of films and film combina 

tions tions, 

' 

the in- 

lor process work on films, car- 

Demand for seen in 

reasing disy lays « 

improved appearance was 
' 

multi 

ons and boxes 

Of equal note was the array of convenience food pack- 

service” to the housewife's wing with “built-in maid save 

in the semi-prepared as well as the ready-to-eat foods in 

packages that 5 richt into the oven or into a pan of hot 

witl fuss or muss 

MAY 19 

National 

AN A Packaging Conference 
and Exposition 

Ihe objective of greater convenience was seen, too, in 

numerous new developments in aerosol packages, squeeze 

bottles, squeeze tubes (which appear to be making headway 

in the food field) and in new plastic twist to-dispense econ 

tainers that should have a big future in the toiletries and 

drug field for the convenient application of creams, oint 

ments and other viscous products. 

Increasing interest in faster mechanical production was 

indicated by the crowds that gathered around the dozens 

of new and improved machines on display. 

Management of the show was, as usual, by Clapp & Poliak 

Inc., of New York. 

Registration at the AMA National 

the 

910. Newest developments in consumer and industrial pack 

three-day Packaging 

Conference sponsored simultaneously with show was 

aging were discussed at morning sessions at the Palmer 

House, giving registrants the opportunity of visiting the 

show during the afternoon and evening hours. 

Following are summaries of each speaker's remarks at 

the conference sessions: 

Conference opening session 

Welcome—Lawnence A. Apriry, President, American 

Management Assn. 

Chairman, C. L. Rumpercer, Vice President, Research and 

Quality Control Div., H. J. Heinz Co., and AMA Vice Presi 

dent in Charge of Packaging Division. 

Consumer 

President, 

Packaging—A Dominant Factor in Today's 

Market—A. C. Nrersen, 

4. C. Nielson Co. Mt 

search has shown about the dominant place of packaging in 

Jn., Executive Vice 

Nielsen reviewed what marketing re 

today’s consumer market. 

The price of innovation is high and the road to leader 

ship in building a new packaging idea is often costly. But 

product, price, promotion, persistence and package all add 

up to profit, particularly for the one who originates the 

idea. The non-originator’s failure to imitate a successful 

package change promptly can result in sizable losses that 

may prove difficult to overcome. 

Today there are more people employed than ever before 

This 

means strong and increased demand for products which 

buying more goods and services than ever before 

meet the public’s needs. A third of the workers are women 

That fact, in combination with the decreased availability 

of domestic help, adds up to a demand on the part of 

women for an easier and faster way to do their housework 

cook for their families, care for their children. More people 

are better able to pay the cost of built-in maid service, 

159 



which means that many Americans today can well afford 

the luxury of improved packaging 

The growth of television is only one of many develop 

ments that show the United States buyer to be open-minded 

und receptive to change 

Chain stores and independent stores of more than $300, 

000 annual volume account for 59 of total grocery store 

sales and around 68 of sales of packaged food commodi 

ties. Most of these stores sell the majority of their products 

via self service. Three-fourths of total grocery-store volume 

is handled by self-service stores, compared with 26% in 

1942. Similar trends are evident in other types of retail 

establishments, for example, drug stores 

And in the self-service store your package is your sales 

man. In a typical supermarket the shopper is exposed to 

sbout 6,000 items in her trip through the store and the 

average housewife has only $16.25 a week to spend on food 

Often the cost of new and superior packaging materials 

udds to the price of the product. However, a sound pack 

ging improvement will achieve a net gain in profit as a 

unsequence of increased availability of the product (more 

dealers stocking it); a reduction in the amount and cost 

ot spoiled goods; increased sales due to the greater mer 

chandising and or advertising effectiveness of the package, 

ind more repeat purchases due to greater consumer satis 

faction with the product in use 

Proposed packaging changes should be evaluated with 

these questions in mind 

1. Will this package lend itself to good display in the 

retail outlet? In the home 

Will this package make my product more convenient 

dealer? To the 

built-in convenience increased sales by 124 

to the consumer Products with major 

between 1952 

ind 1956, while competing items offering little convenience 

is use were able to grow only 10° 

§. Will this package improve the quality of my product 

when used by consumers? Changing to a new package that 

protected the unused portion of a product during an ex 

ended use-up period in the home has definitely reversed a 

downward sales trend in one case described by Mr. Nielsen 

In another case a new brand entered the market with a 

superior package that protected the product's freshness in 

distribution channels and at home. Within two years after 

introduction, the brand reached second place in its field 

1. Does it have a feature which can easily be met 

handised 

lf costs more, will sales increase enough to make 

And even if you're satisfied that all these questions can 

answered “yes,” submit the idea to the final test of the 

nsumer under normal selling conditions through the us« 

f a controlled market test. Today there is a real business 

sk inherent in any major packaging change. Scientifi 

narketing research can minimize this risk by carefully 

before it is adopted on a testing the proposed change 

An Important Phase of Agricultural Market- 

Varket 

Warketing Service 

Packaging 

ing Research—Dr. Harry 

n Research Division {gricultural 

Tretocan, Director. 

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. The quest for greater farm out 

put, both quantitatively and qualitatively, has characterized 

the Department of Agriculture's research interest until rela 

tively recently. Impetus for research dealing with farm prod 

its after they leave the farm came with the enactment of 

he Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, which specifically 

provided for research to determine the best methods of 

packaging, handling, transporting, storing and distributing 

agricultural products, 

Packaging research is regarded as an important phase 

of the program designed to attain these objectives. Only 

a small part of our research is directed toward the study 

of packaging as such, but packaging problems are relevant 

to a large share of the research designed to achieve greater 

maintenance of quality and lower costs as the products move 

through the marketing system. 

One of the important aspects of packaging is the preser 

vation of quality 

We have made tremendous improvements in marketing 

fruits in recent years. A recent innovation has been the use 

f polyethylene liners in boxes for storage. Poly liners are 

widely used now to provide proper atmospheric conditions 

for pears dormant in storage. Although our research is not 

completed on the use of liners for fruits, a high percentage 

of the commercial pack of winter pears is now packed that 

way 

Poly liners also have been found to prevent moisture 

loss of stored table grapes. However, grapes need periodic 

«xposure to sulphur dioxide to suppress decay during pro 

longed storage. The use of sealed liners prevents this fumi 

gation. Therefore, experiments are currently being conducted 

with sodium bisulphite pellets packed within the sealed 

poly liners of grapes to release sulphur dioxide slowly dur 

ing storage 

Currently, new pac kaging materials and treatments with 

antibiotics are being evaluated to prolong the shelf life of 

fresh chilled poultry. Improvements in the production and 

distribution of fresh poultry have contributed immeasurably 

toward expanding this market. 

Packaging research also helps protect the quality of 

products moving from farm to farm. For example, bare 

rooted strawberry and tomato plants can be packed in film 

bags and can be delivered in as good condition as those 

wrapped with moist peat moss around the roots and wrapped 

in kraft paper before shipment 

The cost of marketing agricultural products has risen 

greatly despite the fact that prices received by farmers have 

been trending downward. The farmer's share of the con- 

sumer’s food dollar has been declining. Our studies indicate 

that Americans spent $53 billion for food grown on Ameri 

can farms last year. This compares with $14% billion in 

1940. Over this period, the costs of marketing agricultural 

products have risen from $9 billion te more than $34 billion. 

In our research, an important method of reducing market- 

ing costs has been the development of cheaper shipping 

containers, or containers which are more efficient to pack. 

New-type containers were developed and recommended 

for use by the plum industry. These new containers are 

cheaper than the conventional wooden crate with the four 

baskets and they are more efficient to pack. Estimated 

savings amount to $1 million a year, if the new containers 

ure generally adopted 

New and cheaper containers are being evaluated also for 

shipping pre-packaged carrots. Fibreboard boxes, multiwall 

paper bags and polyethylene shipping bags are being 

studied 

W- realize that container standardization is important to 

promote orderly marketing, to prevent deception and to at 

tain the economies of mass production. 

Even today less than one-fourth of our fresh fruits and 

reach the retail store as pre-packaged products vege table : 

in consumer size. Nevertheless, the trend toward pre 
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packaging is clearly apparent and presents a number of 

new problems for solution. 

It has been extremely difficult for retailers to extend 

economical self-service merchandising to perishable fruits 

and vegetables which are not adequately packaged. 

We have developed and to some extent promoted the pre 

packaging of apples in film bags and an apple-bagging 

device which was patented and dedicated for free use by the 

public. Over 4,000 bagging machines patterned after this 

device have been commercially manufactured and distrib 

uted. However, as a general rule, we prefer cooperating 

with the packaging-machinery industry and the packaging 

materials industry so closely that the development and de 

sign of new packages and new machinery will be generally 

undertaken by private industry. In our marketing research 

program, it is our primary purpose to evaluate rather than 

design or invent new packages, or new packaging materials, 

or new machinery. We like to help “bridge the gap” be 

tween the packaging industry and farmers and marketers 

of agricultural products 

In the last analysis, agricultural products must be re 

garded as competitive with durable goods and other prod 

ucts and services demanded by the buying public. You 

have often heard of people who economize on food in order 

to buy luxury goods, but food can be made sufficiently at 

tractive to compete effectively with luxuries. There is evi 

dence that this may have been true as higher quality, 

convenience foods presented in appealing forms have been 

put on the market. The Department of Commerce data 

show that the percentage of disposable income spent for 

food is now as high as at any time in history, amounting 

to 25% in comparison with 22% in 1949. This rise has 

occurred during a period of constantly rising incomes and 

appears to refute the old economic axiom that as incomes 

rise the proportion of income spent for food declines. It 

seems entirely appropriate to speculate that better pack 

aging for the merchandising of agricultural food products 

may have contributed its share to this unanticipated eco 

nomic phenomenon. 

We in the Department of Agriculture have sufficient faith 

in this speculation that we plan to continue our studies to 

develop better packages and more efficient methods of pack 

aging of produce grown on American farms. We do this 

with the conviction that it is in the interest of our farm 

producers as well as distributors and you who are in the 

packaging industry. We have been most gratified with the 

aid and encouragement received by our research scientists 

from the packaging industry as they have dealt with pack 

aging problems. In large measure, you provide the labora 

tories and the material with which they work. We welcome, 

in tact we urge, your continued cooperation in this phase 

of our search for more efficient agricultural markets 

The H. J. Heinz Packaging Story—Chairman, C. L. Rum 

percer, Vice President, Research and Quality Control Div. 

H. J. Heinz Co.. and AMA Vice President in Charge of 

Packaging Dit {ssistant Chairman, R. New MecCasn, 

Packaging Div. Manager, Advertising Dept., The Kroger Co 

At a half-day session on consumer-geods packaging four 

representatives of H. J. Heinz Co. described the part pack 

aging has played in the company’s growth, tracing the his 

tory of Heinz packaging since the company’s founding in 

1869, the divisional organizational set up, the statistical 

quality-control program covering packaging, how a new 

package is developed and the Heinz packaging cost-reduc 

tion program 
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Mr. Rumpercer: The Heinz package serves two purposes 

whether it is a tin can, bottle, jar carton or case, It is a 

safe carrier of the product from the factory to the consumer 

and it is a merchandising medium. Heinz’s packaging 

function has two goals: to improve the appearance of the 

package while maintaining or improving the quality of 

the product and to pull down the rising cost curve by find 

ing a satisfactory package at lower cost and by increasing 

the efficiency of the line operation. 

F. C. Mayorack, Manager, Product Development Depart 

ment. Of the three groups concerned in packaging-—the 

consumer, the supplier and the operator—the consumer 

belongs at the top of the lisi. However, the planning that 

must be done must be like a three-legged stool with all legs 

of the same length so that a stable system will result, 

For the consumer, the package in its most fundamental 

concept must do two main things: It must carry and 

preserve a material from a producing point to a consuming 

point and it must be informative. However, in recent years 

there has been added a third basic requirement, that of 

convenience, Convenience is no longer the extra of the 

package, but an essential. Examples of convenience are 

storable jars for baby food, pour spouts for cereal pack 

ages, reclosing screw-off caps and individually wrapped 

pickles 

The label and the information it carries are extremely 

important in deciding a consumer's buying choice. The 

label artist should be not only a craftsman, but also a 

psychologist who understands the consumer's conscious and 

subconscious motivations. From the label the consumer ex 

pects to find out what the product is, who makes it, how 

much is in the package and such added information as 

recipes for the product’s use and recommended storage 

conditions, 

Consumers do not always know what they want in a 

package. 

After several years of requests for a bottle that would 

dispense catsup by spoon from a wide mouth jar, Heinz 

tried out such a container and found that the majority of 

buyers in practice preferred the traditional design. Simi 

larly, a new label for a can containing beans without meat 

lost sales because of favorable package identification with 

the old label. 

The selection of a packaging material is usually deter 

mined by marketing or technological considerations. But 

where he does have a choice, the designer must be able to 

recommend the material of least expense for equal function 

This requires close liaison between production people and 

package designers, at Heinz, by means of a packaging com 

mittee. Through the committee, the functional limitations of 

current designs are brought to the designers’ attention and 

the problems not only are resolved, but most probably won't 

recur. Heinz also seeks to disseminate the newest informa 

tion on packaging materials not only in the purchasing 

division, but to all persons interested in and concerned with 

packaging. 

K. F. Lane, Head of Packaging and Sterilization Depart 

ment. By cooperation with suppliers, Heinz has been in 

strumental in raising quality levels. Carefully prepared 

specifications furnish a common meeting ground for sup 

plier and user and belp prevent misunderstandings of what 

is desired. Heinz attempts to follow several basic concepts 

in developing a packaging-material specification 

The specification is designed to have the fewest possibl: 

restrictions consistent with obtaining the desired container ; 

otherwise the specification becomes unworkable All per 
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sons whose interests are affected by a specification have 

a voice in its preparation. 

lo pull down the rising cost curve a package must be 

designed with the cost-reduction objective always in mind. 

Mr. Lang cited some specific examples of packaging cost 

reductions at Heinz. 

Reducing the diameter of a vacuum closure by 3 mm, 
resulted in a 5% saving in the cost of the closure. Sub- 

stitution of a double-faced, single-corrugation liner in a 

glass vinegar case for the former double-corrugated liner 

saved 9%, 

cooked cereal to an end-opening case reduced paper and 

Altering the tin-coating specifi- 

Changing from a regular slotted case for pre- 

resulted in a 19% saving 

cations for a can from 1.25 hot-dipped tinplate to 1.00/.25 

diflerential-coated plate cut packaging costs by 7% and at 

the same time provided a more uniform tin coating in con- 

tact with the food product. Redesign of a screw-on closure 

has improved the capping operation and will save 42% of 

the present cost of closures which are produced for a large 

volume product. 

Cost-cutting ideas have resulted from a constant review 

of packaging specifications at Heinz coupled with an exten 

sive packaging-research program. Frequent meetings with 

suppliers have been most beneficial. However, all packaging- 

cost reductions must be weighed carefully to be sure we 

are not penny wise and pound foolish. In our attempt to 

reduce packaging costs we must not overlook the prime 

need for quality materials capable of doing the job in- 
tended. In summary Mr. Lang stated that packaging cost 

savings made by concerted effort have been well over a 

million dollars. 

Ian Mac Pua, Department Head, Siatistical Quality Con 

trol, Statistical quality control is used within Heinz plants. 

The present statistical system was started in the bean- 

filling department in 1955. The unit of weight for control 

has been refined from 4 oz. to 14 oz. (now measured in 

decimals), with considerable improvement in uniformity 

of fill. 

A similar improvement in the control of fill on strained 

foods represents a saving of approximately 300 dozen 

strained foods per machine per day. The net-weight pro- 

gram also has focused attention on the problem of spillage, 

resulting in such improvements as more uniform tempera 

ture control and adjustments in the equipment. 

In addition to net weight, statistical quality control has 

applications in other areas at Heinz. The number of dam- 

iged cereal cartons is charted to make workers conscious 

of the daily loss. Work is in progress to improve control 

of the moisture content of cooked spaghetti. Many opera 

tions in the can-making department also could make use 

of these techniques. 

In all factories and departments, we have tried to em- 

methods will not phasize that statistical quality-control 

run the operation. However, the information will help to 

pinpoint facts on which the supervisors with their know- 

how can really concentrate 

Cost Reduction Program for Handling Industrial Parts 

Chairman, E. K Bendix 

Products Div., Bendix Aviation Corp. Assistant Chairman, 

F. W. Mobil Oil 

Co., Ine. 

Gustin, Packaging Engineer, 

Lanoner, Package Coordinator, Socony 

Mr. Gustin: Materials handling and packaging are two of 

promising—and most neglected—areas for re- 

Packaging at Bendix is a function of the 

the most 

lucing costs 

traffic department. The choice of traffic to coordinate pack- 

aging activities also reflects growing concern with freight 

costs, Packages developed with full knowledge of traffic 

considerations sometimes pay for themselves in freight 

savings. For example, palletizing rough stecl stampings 
weighing less than 15 lbs. instead of shipping them loose 

has saved more in freight costs than the containers cost. 

Substitution of other materials for wood in a coniainer for 
shipping an aircraft component paid for the container by 

reducing the freight per piece 40%. 

Packaging is one of the elements in classification of 

materials for freight rates. Therefore the packaging en- 

gineer must determine whether the cost of packaging for 

materials that can be shipped loose offsets the savings in 

freight rates. He also must consider the materials-handling 

aspect of receiving loose material in comparison with pack- 

aged material. 

Handling of incoming materials has been improved by 

increased use of palletization and by cooperative efforts with 

suppliers to standardize their packaging or tailor it to 
Bendix’s materials-handling facilities. As a result, 30% 

more material is being received with a third less manpower 

and with less operator fatigue. Palletizing has reduced 

the time required to unload a truck from more than 20 

manhours to 20 or 30 min. and has reduced boxcar demur- 

rage from about $100 a month to less than $150 for the last 

four years. 

A. G. Mooney, Traffic Manager, Eclipse-Pioneer Div., 

Teterboro, N. J. In many companies nearly 50% of the pro- 

duction operation is concerned with the handling of in- 

coming materials and the movement of finished packaged 

goods to the factory door. This segment needs to be re- 

examined continuously if a product is to remain competitive 

in its field. 

If it is possible to reduce the cost of pre-packaged vendor 

items, decrease shipping charges, lessen manual handling 

of material during all operations, conserve warehousing 

space, minimize inventory and provide better packaging at 

economical costs, profits will increase. Some companies that, 

like Bendix, have integrated and coordinated packaging, 

materials handling, warehousing, receiving, shipping and 

transportation have been able to save from $36,000 to 

$500,000 a year. 

Eclipse-Pioneer employs a very wide range of packaging 

materials and packages including butyrate 

pockets that seal bearings in a protective bath of oil, mam- 

moth wooden packages on skids for heavy test equipment 

and specially designed containers for electronic motors. In 

individual 

many cases laboratory equipment and scientific approaches 

are employed in developing containers that will give ex- 

cellent performance with greatest economy in time, materials 

and equipment. 

T. E. Suewry, Traffic Marshall Eclipse Div., 

Troy, N. Y. There are many reasons for tying packaging 

closely to traffic. Material not packed as provided for in 

the freight classification can result in a 20% rate penalty. 

Claims can be declined on the basis of improper packaging. 

Load factor and susceptibility to damage are considered in 

Manager, 

setting freight rates. Tare weight is charged for at the 

same rate as the product. Freight likely to damage other 

lading because of improper packing may be refused by the 

carrier. Dangerous articles must be packed in accordance 

with rules of ICC and other Federal agencies. 

The packaging team at Marshall Eclipse includes sales, 

purchasing, production and accounting. These departments 

make many important contributions to the success of the 
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packaging program. For example, sales relay the customers’ 

desires. Purchasing advises on the availability of materials. 

Production helps determine which equipment and methods 

will be most practical. Accounting helps determine which 

packages and methods will be most economical. 

Marshall Eclipse is using a large telescope box on a 

pallet to palletize its large-volume outbound shipments. Six- 
teen of these units, making up a 20,000-lb. truck load, can 

be loaded by one man and lift truck in about 45 min., 

replacing 44 cartons formerly used to pack the same mate- 

rial. 

Tray packs are used for small parts to eliminate han- 
dling of individual containers and reduce the number of 

sizes of containers. The number of handlings required per 

unit has been reduced from five to one, the number of 

cartons per truck load from 400 to 16, the time required for 

loading from four manhours to 45 min.; the labels re- 

quired from 400 to 16 and the number of sizes from about 

25 to eight. Storage capacity has increased by 100%, freight 

rates have decreased and claims have been virtually elimi 

nated. 

An in-plant carton-making department has been installed 

and this has resulted in more efficient operations. A wide 

variety of sizes can be provided and wasteful oversize pack- 

ing has been eliminated. Expensive inventories are no 

longer a problem. 

R. E. Curisman, Jraffic Manager, Pioneer-Central Div., 

Davenport, Iowa. The Pioneer-Central Division has found 

ways to improve on the usually accepted metheds and 

materials prescribed by the Armed Forces for defense 

packaging. 

For example, aircraft instruments which were formerly 

wrapped in polyethylene-coated kraft paper bought in roll 
form. To save the time needed for the operator to estimate 

the material needed and tear it off the roll, bags of poly- 
ethylene in three stock sizes were substituted—with the 

added advantage to the customer of a transparent cover for 
protection of the instrument in the plant. 

A. S. Love, Manager, Aircrajt Service Parts Dept., Bendix 
Products Div., South Bend, Ind. Savings are being obtained 

from automatic packaging machinery and from use of wire- 

bound pallets. Because of palletizing, the shipping depart- 

ment is no longer a bottleneck. Fewer manhours are needed 
to pack shipping containers; the cubic displacement in the 

containers has been reduced, with indirect savings in pay- 

load weight; and fewer cartons are needed—950 in Janu- 

ary, 1957, in comparison with 6,500 in January, 1956. Other 

advantages include relative ease of stacking, mobility and 

light weight. 

Forest Products Laboratory Research Develops Design 

Criteria for Packaging-—Chairman, K. W. Krucer, Chief, 

Division of Packaging Research, Forest Products Labora- 

tory, Forest Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Assistant 

Chairman, Paut O. Voet, Manager, Packing and Ware 

housing, General Electric Co. 

Cushioning. R. K. Stern, Packaging Engineer, Forest Prod- 

ucts Laboratory. The increasing complexity and fragility of 

scientific equipment has stimulated the development of an 

unprecedented variety of new package cushioning materials. 

The inevitable shift from empirical to scientific cushioning 

has begun. 

To help shippers select the most economical and efficient 

materials for their needs, the Forest Products Laboratory 

has been conducting cushioning research under the sponsor- 
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ship of the U. S. Air Force and Army Corps of Engineers. 

Objectives have been to develop design methods and equa- 
tions that would relate the fundamental factors involved in 
all cushioning problems and to evaluate the energy-absorp- 
tion characteristics of the various materials. These design 

equations and test data are used to determine the minimum 
amount of any particular type of cushioning material needed 

for a specific problem. 

To evaluate energy-absorption characteristics, the Labora- 
tory has developed a dynamic testing system, Until a few 

years ago most compression tests of cushioning materials 

were of the static type; recently, however, there has been 

a growing realization that the static force-displacement test 

frequently produces data that are not representative of the 

actual behavior of a cushioning material in a package when 
dropped. 

The Laboratory has been cooperating with other groups in 
round-robin dynamic tests of cushioning materials under 
the auspices of the American Society for Testing Materials. 

The objective is to develop a standard procedure for con- 
ducting dynamic tests, a procedure that probably will be 

included in Air Force specifications. 

At present each laboratory has a different testing and 

recording system, with differences in the rigidity of the 

impact surfaces used, in frequency response of recording 

systems, in atmospheric conditions preceding and during 
tests, in impact velocity, in sample size and in the inherent 

freedom of the systems from vibration. In general, the best 

agreement in results among the various tests occurs near 

the minimum points of the curves. 

The value of direct application of design methods and 
data is still limited because of a general lack of knowledge 

of the fragility ratings of specific items and of the hazards 

of service. However, the savings to be expected in the form 

of reduced tare weight, storage space and use of material 

will probably motivate exact cushion design on large-scale 
cushioning operations. 

Pallets. T. B. Heesinx, Packaging Engineer, Forest Prod- 

ucts Laboratory. About 50 million wooden pallets were pro- 

duced last year and sold for about $125 million, an annual 

production that certainly justifies a scientific approach to 

pallet design. Selection of the correct pallet may result in 

substantial savings; it even can determine the success or 

failure of a palletizing program. 

Forest Products Laboratory engineers are making use of 

industry surveys, laboratory tests and application of engi- 

neering principles to improve pallet construction and make 

better use of the nation’s wood resources. The Laboratory 

is interested in seeing that pallets are built to be as service- 

able as is practicable out of the lowest possible grade of 

lumber. 

The Laboratory's research indicates that the basic factors 

to be considered in the design and construction of sound 

pallets are allowable species of lumber, allowable defects 
in the lumber, moisture content of the lumber and fasten- 

ings. Hard wood is preferred for repeated use. Component 
parts are acceptable if they are free from decay, large 

knots, cup and wane. Under normal conditions pallets con 
structed of well-seasoned lumber have greater strength, 

greater dimensional stability, less likelihood of defects due 

to shrinkage, decreased weight and greater resistance to 

insect and fungus damage than pallets made of wetter 

lumber. For rough service and long life, components should 

have been dried to less than 20% moisture content. 

Improper fastenings are the cause of the majority of 
pallet failures and pose the most frequent pallet-mainte 



nance problems. The common smooth-shank nail should be 

clinched when used in pallet construction. The cement- 

coated nail, though sometimes used in commercial pallets, 

is no longer permitted in most military specifications be- 

cause its higher initial withdrawal resistance is not perma- 

nent. Spiral-groove and annvlar-grooved nails have greater 

withdrawal resistance than common nails, particularly 

when the wood undergees changes in moisture content 

Hardened-steel types of grooved nails improve stiffness, but 

are likely to become brittle when they harden. 

In addition to its continuing tests of pallets, the Forest 

Products Laboratory is now studying and evaluating the 

use of the Linderman machine for joining boards at their 

edges as an application for ammunition pallets; this would 

permit utilization of strips that otherwise would be wasted. 

Criteria are being developed for calculating the required 

thickness of deck boards and their load-carrying capacity. 

In its future work on pallets the Laboratory will be look- 

ing particularly for places to increase working stresses and 

to decrease factors of safety. It is felt that just as many 

pallets are now overdesigned as underdesigned. The prob- 

lem is to eliminate both extremes. 

Crates. L. O. Anperson, Packaging Engineer, Forest Prod- 

ts Laboratory. The need to save shipping space and 

weight during World War Il gave the initial impetus to 

scientific analysis of crate structure. Later the Forest Prod- 

ucts Laboratory was designated to develop standards for 

large sheathed and open crates. 

Design criteria have been developed to determine the 

size of the members required. By considering the side and 

end panels as trusses, it is possible to find the solution by 

graphic analysis of these framed structures. Also included 

in the engineering analysis were studies of superimposed 

loads applied during storage, the stresses absorbed by load- 

bearing floorboards and the design of adequate fastening 

methods. 

In order to verify the design theories used in the selec- 

tion of the member sizes and the fasteners, a series of tests 

was developed simulating actual shipping, storage and han- 

dling conditions and the hazards encountered there. The 

design criteria so developed have been incorporated into 

military container specifications and will appear in a bulle- 

tin to be issued by the Forest Products Laboratory 

Wooden Boxes. R. S. Kurrenacker, Packaging Engineer. 

Forest Products Laboratory. Neither weight nor distance 

traveled are accurate criteria for adequate and efficient con- 

tainer design. Among the factors to be considered are the 

mode of transportation, the nature of the commodity and 

the degree of protection desired. In evaluating these factors, 

research indicates, it is wise to differentiate between do- 

mestic and overseas shipme nt and to classify the material 

into one of three types of loads: easy, average and difficult. 

Wood has both advantages and disadvantages as a con- 

tainer material. It is usually readily available, cheaper 

pound for pound than most other container materials, one 

of the strongest materials available in terms of its unit 

weight, is light and easily handled and worked. However, 

it changes dimensions in response to changing atmospheric 

moisture conditions; its strength is less across the grain 

then it is along the grain, and its properties vary among 

species and within each species 

Container research has shown that it is not necessary to 

specify lumber grades for container construction, but rather 

to control defects by limiting their nature and size. Among 

defects to be watched for are knots and knotholes, cross 

checks, splits, shakes and wane. The Forest grain decay 
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Products Laboratory has proposed a Federal standard for 

container lumber according to the severity of defects; the 

objective is to eliminate all lumber requirements in the 

various wood-container specifications. 

Fibreboard Boxes. K. Q. Ketiicurr, Packaging Engineer, 

Forest Products Laboratory. There has been a continuing 

increase in the use of fibreboard shipping containers and 

each day new applications are devised. Remarkable progress 

has been made, but there have been container failures that 

could have been avoided with proper design. 

Design criteria must include all the factors that affect 

performance. One of the primary ones is the moisture con- 
tent of the fibreboard, which affects compressive strength 

and, within certain limits, impact resistance. More than 

half of the box’s compressive resistance is lost when the 

moisture content of the fibreboard is increased from 7.5 
to 20%. However, the effect of moisture on impact resist- 

ance is quite different. The maximum resistance of the 

fibreboard box to impact is attained when the moisture 
content of the fibreboard is about 20%. Above and below 

20% the resistance falls off appreciably. 

From data derived by dead-load tests of durations ex- 

tending beyond two years, the Laboratory has developed a 

curve for use as a guide in planning stacking heights in 

storage. 

The Laboratory also improved reproducibility of drop-test 

results in measuring impact resistance by a new testing 

technique employing a method of precise orientation of 

the box and its release. 

Committees 

Neil A. Fewler, General Box Co., was chairman of the 

Exhibiter’s Advisory Committee while C. L. Rumberger, 

H. J. Heinz Co. and AMA vice president in charge of 

Packaging Divisien, headed the Packaging Division Plan- 

ning Council which assembled the Conference program. 

Members of the Exhibitor's Advisory Committee were: 

J. C. Bjorkholm, Reynolds Metals Co.; Paul U. Braman, 
Eastman Kodak Co.; John C. Clay, National Starch Prod- 

ucts, Inc.; Alan S. Cole, Mopern Packacinc Magazine; 

Edgar F. Collins, National Metal Edge Box Co.; M. S. 

Marshall Haywood, Jr., Hay- 

Gordon Hertslet, Gaylord Con- 

Cressy, Emhart Mfg. Co.; 

wood Publishing Co.; G. 

tainer Corp., Div. of Crown Zellerbach Corp.; David S. 

Hopping, Celanese Corp. of America; Russ Matthews, 

Bakelite Co., a Div. of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.; 

J. R. Sonneborn, Stokes & Smith Co.; LeRoy B. Steele, 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.; Glenn Stewart, 

Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Co.; Flloyd Triggs, Riegel 

Paper Corp.; Richard Wellbrock, New Jersey Machine 

Corp. 

The AMA Packaging Division Planning Council mem- 

bers are: George W. Aljian, California & Hawaiian Sugar 

Refining Corp.; M. W. Barnell, The National Cash Register 

Co.; Edward Buesking, Eli Lilly & Co.; Glen P. Charpie, 

W. T. Grant Co.; Carroll W. Evans, Clark Equipment Co.; 

Charles R. Gustafson, American Radiator & Standard Sani- 

tary Corp.: C. W. Harper, Sears, Roebuck & Co.; C. W. 

Kaufman, Kraft Foods Co.; Frederick W. Langner, Socony 

Mobil Oil Co., Inc.; W. L. Romney, The Procter & Gamble 

Co.; J. V. Schade, Western Electric Co., Inc.; E. P. 

Troeger, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.; Paul O. Vogt, Gen- 

eral Electric Co.; Raymond Wells, Armstrong Cork Co.; 

F. H. Wiley, International Harvester Co.; G. M. Wood 

ruff, General Foods Corp., and John A. Warren, Technical 

Adviser of the AMA Packaging Division. 
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H'! CAN TELL HIMSELF that he’s out in 

that cold, foggy dawn for any num 

ber of reasons rest, relaxation, the 

call of the wild or his doctor told him 

to get away from things. But this is for 
sure he’s not out there to miss. He's 

out there to get his limit or know the 
reason why 

Ihe people from Sealright take this same 
attitude toward the paper containet 

market. In fact, they were famous for it 

in the Dairy and Ice Cream Industries 

long before thev tackled the take-out 

business in New York City six years ago 

For then, you couldn't get coffee in a 

paper cup that tasted like anything 

The pape! absorbed the cofice mar 

ried the taste and no matter how 

good that coffee was when made, it 
ended up on your desk ruined 

Sealright attacked the problem at its 

hase by developing an exclusive process 

of plastic-coating the paper. This ea 
abled the finished product to have the 

strength and taste protection of glass 

combined with the lightness and econ 
omy of ordinary paper 

Then Sealright designed a sturdy round 

container complete with a tight, slip 

over cover that contained twelve ounces 

Introduced into New York City. the 

NESTYLI swept into immediate popu 

laritv. Later, a coffee cup that looked 

and served as china — with a balanced 

fold-out handle and a full, rounded 

drinking lip — was added to the take-out 

line and received the same enthusiastic 

reception 

Other markets in the country reacted in 

a Jike manner and now vou will find 

Sealright's hot food containers not only 

in dine sand restaurants | ut sit progres 

sive industrial cafeterias, public institu 

t10ns at hospitals : ell 

You uly sav, we re getting our 

mit is ‘ irket If 4 ire not 

loi } lis Oo wnt t re some 

container can do for 

1% | 
SE ALRIGHT 

SANTARY MERWE 

Sealright 

There's a SEALRIGHT Creative Package Idea 
just RIGHT for your product 

send for samples of NEW ideas in packaging 

SEALARICHT ©O., INC,, FULTON, KEW YORK 

Name Tithe 

Company 

Address 

City Lone State 

Oewego Fails Core aelrignt - Fulton, N.Y —Heewn City, Kenses 

Seairight Pacifi 4 or Angeles, Collforsie—Casedien Seairight Co 
Ltd., Peterboroug? Onte arede 



Clear Sailing Ahead 

in Bleached Sulphate Board! 

The trial runs are over! 

The race is won! 

Employing, only virgin pulp, 

an unique ‘bleach plant, 

a new paper machine and an 

inspired technical staff, w 

now produce highest purity, 

highest quality bleached 

ulphat board with surface 

designed for improved roto, 

litho or letterpress printing. 

All types of bleached board, 

including food container stock 

and liner board, are manu 

fa¢tured in our completely 

integrated plant at 

St. Marys, Ga 

Yur inquirtes are invited 

mal Gilman Paper Company 
630 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 20, N. Y.; DAILY NEWS BLDG., CHICAGO 6, ILL 



Methods 

Engineering 

Testing 

A new method with simple apparatus gives 

quick and accurate comparison of 

T... demand for flexible film packaging material 

is increasing rapidly and unlimited possibilities for 

use of these materials is predicted in the future. The 

expansion of the plastic film industry is the result 

of great improvements in the properties of these 

packaging materials. Although plastics in all forms 

are used extensively, there are few procedures avail- 

able to evaluate the absolute or relative strength of 

these films, especially for food packaging. Therefore, 

a method which is simple, fast and accurate was 

developed to evaluate the relative strength of films, 

film seals and bags made from the films. 

Hu and Nelson (1) 

ing film bags for leaks. The Packaging Institute (3) 

described a method for test- 

developed a method for testing the tear strength of 

seals of thermoplastic materials. Raback and Stark 

(4) described a starch-iodine method for demon- 

strating porosity of the heat-seal area of waxed 

paper. Ninnemann (2) reported recently on a pen 

dulum impact tester for packaging materials. 

Apparatus and method 

The apparatus and method described in this paper 

were designed to determine relative strengths of 

films and seals at any desired temperature. In the 

same apparatus, bursting strength of bags can also 

be determined. The relative strength is determined 

by the air pressure required to burst the film o1 bag 

in the apparatus. This procedure can readily be used 

to determine optimum sealing conditions, using seal 

strength as the criterion. This apparatus, in compari 

son to the one des« ribed by Hu and Nelson (1). is 

he | rm ar with 1 Department of Food Technolog University 

il 
N wenthes References appende 

Testing film package strengths 

films, seals and bag strength over a wide temperature range 

By H. C. Mannheim, 

4. 1. Nelson 

and M. P. Steinberg* 

better suited to test high-strength films, seams and 

bags made from them. 

Equipment. A special apparatus, built in this labo- 

ratory, was used to test film and seal strength (see 

Figures 1 and 2). This apparatus consisted of a 

stainless steel tube 12 in. long and 1.5 in. in diameter 

with a brass plate 3.5 in. O.D. and 1.5 in. LD. by 

1.5 in. thick welded to the bottom of the tube. This 

brass plate was annularly grooved and was fitted 

with a matching 0.5-in.-thick plate. A 14-in. pipe 

Figure 1. Test apparatus 

for film and bag strength. 



Plastic Bag 

-——Test Film 

Figure 2. Diagrammatic repre- 

sentation of test apparatus. 

nipple was welded to each side of the tube. An Ash- 

croft test gauge was ¢ onnected to one of the nipples, 

while the other nipple was fitted with a valve and 

used to test bags as shown in Figure 1. 

Air 

through the top of the tube and a Weston thermom- 

pressure as well as steam was supplied 

eter was welded to the front of the tube so that the 

sensing element extended into the center of the tube 

just above the film being tested (see Figure 2). 

Wethods. In order to test the strength of films, a 

given film was placed between the grooved brass 

Table t1: Optimum sealing conditions of films 

plates of the pressure tester. The plates were then 

tightened by means of three clamps. Air was slowly 

introduced into the tube and the pressure was con- 

trolled by two Johnson Service Co. pressure-reducing 

valves. The pressure was slowly increased until the 

exposed film between the plates burst. The final 

of the film could pressure reading before bursting 

equipped with a Ashcroft 

maximum reading indicator. 

The test procedure at an elevated temperature 

be read on the gauge 

differed from the regular procedure in that warm 

water was used above the test film. The test film was 

secured in place and 50 ml. water was introduced 

into the tube through the side nipple. Water was 

heated to the desired temperature by direct low- 

pressure steam injection. 

Strength of seams was determined by placing a 

seam in the center of the test area and measuring 

bursting pressure as before. The optimum sealing 

conditions such as temperature, pressure and time 

were determined from this information. 

Bags were also tested on this apparatus. This was 

done by securely fastening the bag to the side arm 

with stovepipe wire, as shown in Figure 1. During 

these tests the opening between the brass plates 
was sealed. The bursting [Continued on page 250) 

Table §: Comparison of relative strength 

of films at 75°F. and 195°F. 

No. 

of 

Average bursting pressure 

p.S.1.g. 

75°F. 195°F, 

Film and thickness 

in. 

0.002 Mylar 68 

0.001 Mylar-0.002 

polyethylene 

0.003 MSAT 86-0.002 

polyethylene 

0.002 saran 

double wound 

0.001 aluminum-0.00035 

polyethylene 

and relative strength of bags sealed under specified conditions 

Size of bags. 

in 

6.3x3.0 ans 

6.3x3.0 ams 

7.1x2.5 “ams 

9.8x2.5 

6.7x3.0 

-ams 

ams 

350 

300 

350 

Strength of bags 

{verage bursting pressure 
of five determinations 

75°F ., 

Sealing conditions 

Contact 

Pressure time, 

PSAk seconds at p S.1.2 

1 

4) 

40 

Impulse 

350 ty 
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Gas chromatographic analysis 

It provides an ideal means of analyzing and controlling 

the volatile components of aerosol compounds; 

typical method and results are shown 

Go owriiguic partition chromatography p-vovides 

an easy, rapid and particularly suited technique for 
the analysis of the mixtures of liquefied gases and 

low-boiling liquids that are found in aerosol prod- 

ucts. 

This method, first used by James and Martin 

in 1951 for analysis of fatty acids, can be used in 

many ways in the aerosol industry: 

1. Analysis of propellent mixtures, both the 

chloro-fluorinated hydrocarbons and the hydrocar- 

bons. 

2. Quality control of aerosol products. 

3. Analysis of both liquid and gaseous phases 

of aerosol products. 

4. Determination of air in liquid and gaseous 

phases. 

5. Determination of trace amounts of propellents 

in the atmosphere. 

The essential components of gas-liquid partition 

chromatography instruments are the following: 

|. Carrier gas 

2. Flow controller 

and *Chief emist, CG. Barr & Co 

Figure 1. Front view of the gas 

chromatograph (Beckman Instruments). Figure 

a] 
! 

a ae ee ee 

By M. J. Root* and M. J. Maury' 

3. Sample inlet 

Gas 

Liquid 

Chromatographic column 

a. Solid phase (carrier) 

b. Liquid phase 

5. Detector 

6. Recorder 

Special techniques must be developed for the 

introduction of the aerosol sample. Such samples 

can be intreduced into the column as either a liquid 

or a gas. The liquid sample required is only from 

0.005 to 0.05 ce. and the gas sample is from | to 

25 cc. The sample must pass through the chromato 

graphic column as a gas. 

Background 

Analysing the volatile components of an aerosol 

preduct by conventional analytical means is ex 

tremely difficult and time consuming. We may de 

termine the pressure or the specific gravity and 

arrive at a very crude analysis of the propellents 

present. A 1% change in the composition of a 

2. Flow diagram of Beckman gas chromatograph 

mer 

: 

PRESS REG PRESS GAGE 

ricrer car omit 

J } t t ! ' ! ’ 

a | 

—— a eee na 
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CALIBRATION CURVES AIR 

a ee ee Se eee ° 
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33}—+ 

314 

7,4 —+——+ 

27 

25-—+- 
23—+--+— 

21 

19 
| 
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PEAK HEIGHT (MULTIPLY BY 100) 
15 

FREON-11 

100 |. 

Figure 4. Chromatogram of 2.9 ce. 

sample of Freon 12 

1.0 1.2 141. 

CC COMPONENT 

6 8 1.8 2.0 

Figure 3. Calibration curves as 

used in internal standard method. 

mixture of equal parts of Freon 12 (dichlorodi- 

fluoromethane) and Freon 114 (tetrafluorodichloro- 

ethane) produces a pressure change of only %4 |b. 

per sq. in. and a specific gravity change of 0.0015. 

Measuring these physical properties to within such 

increments is not readily accomplished. Fluorinated 

hydrocarbon mixtures have been commonly ana- 

both 

spectrophotometry, but the presence of other vola- 

lysed by mass spectrometry and infrared 

tile components makes even these costly methods 

of little value. 

Determining quantitatively, for example, ethyl 

the 

methane and dichlorodifluoromethane is extremely 

alcohol in presence of trichloromonofluoro- 

vaporized liquid 

Freon 114 Freon 11. and 

2 on on oe oe oe ee ee ee ee ee 
| 
4 | 

Regulator Pressure: 32> | | 
‘- 

| | Res a im | 
—+—+—+—_+—+— Column. 12 ft. Di-n. butyimaleate T + 

| 
i 

+++ ¢ + +—+4_++_+_+ 

| 

90 +++ +_+—_+— (Carrier Gas: Helium =a 

Flow Rate: 65cc/min i | | | | 

0 + St Current: 250 milliamperes _| | 4+—}—+_-+- 4 
= Chart Speed: 0.5 in/min 

7.) = I Temperature: 40°C c S . +—+ =++++—++ 
bE Sample: 2.0cc of a Freon-12 = 
= 

Freon-114, Freon-11 = 60--+- $ +_$4 - =e s+ + 
Fd Mixture o 

= 
50 b Sensitivity: As Noted* o —+ $+ + 3+-++-+ a} 

= = = 

40 = S| 4 - + . + ¥ rs $—+-—_4-—4 +$—+>—_+-+—_ +++ =? Tt" 

= hes 

0} ~~ + +—+—-+—4+— +444 4. 4 4 s sem; 

3 | J = 
w = 

n= Fv +$—+—_ +4 Sea oe Si a 

| z Ss 
Pew «2 ~ 

10 r+ + $+—+—4+4+—+ + -+-4 +4 +4 + Se<F : 

] aa A 
244] 22 | ©) BO) we] i | wT 8 12190 

Or ee ee a a | 

TIME IN MINUTES 

170 

Table ft: Gas-liquid partition 

chromatographic instruments 

Instrument Vanu/lacturer Model No 

Fisher-Gulf 

partitioner Fisher Scientific Co. 

Kromo-Tog. 

fracton Burrell Corp. \-] 

Vapor fractometer Perkin-Elmer 154B 

Gas chromato- 

graph Beckman Instru- 

ments, Inc. 

\erograph Wilkins Instruments 

& Research, Inc. Model A100 

Hallikainen-Shell 

chromagraph Hallikainen Instru- 

ments L111A 

Reco distillograph Research Equipment 

Corp. D-2000 

\romacon Podbielniak 9400 

0475 

difficult. Although ethyl alcohol and trichloromono- 

fluoromethane, which boil at temperatures of 176 

deg. F. and 74.7 deg. F., respectively, can be readily 

separated by fractional distillation, the presence 

of dichlorodifluoromethane, which boils at minus 

21.6 deg. F., introduces a complication. Not only 

must the distillation flask, column and receiver be 

kept under a very high pressure (80 lbs./sq. in.), 

but the receiver, in order to condense the low-boiling 

material, must be kept below minus 21.6 deg. F. 

Furthermore, enough sample is required to fill not 

only the distillation flask, but the fractionating col- 

umn. The fractions must then be weighed and iden- 

tified either by infrared or mass spectrometry. For 

one or another of these reasons, this technique is 

not being carried out by many people. 

The analysis of not only the liquid phase, but also 

the gaseous phase, would be desirable. Also, it would 

be of great value to be able to determine the amount 

of air present in both the gaseous phase and the 

liquid phase. 

All of these previously difficult operations can 

now be carried out readily and easily with an in- 

strument which will take a small gaseous or liquid 

sample, separate it into its components, measure 

the amount of each, complete the operation in a 

of 0.25‘ ©. 

the recovery of eat h component, require neo further 

few minutes with an accuracy permit 

attention once the sample is introduced and be ready 

to receive another sample without delay. Now that 

we have such an instrument, it is being called the 

greatest analytical advance in the last decade. The 

instrument that will do this is called a gas chromato- 

graph and the process is called gas chromatography. 

MODERN ACK AGING 



had its beginning when the 

in 1906, observed 

Chromatography 

Russian botanist, M. Tswett (1) 

that a mixture of colored solutes could be separated 

by selective adsorption during passage through a 

tube containing a suitable adsorbent. Since this dis- 

covery, many advances have been made and this 

principle with modifications has been successfully 

applied to many fields requiring the separation and 

purification of complex organic and inorganic com- 

pounds, The prefix, chroma, soon lost its signifi- 

cance since non-colored solutes were also handled 

by chromatography. Perhaps a more descriptive 

name for this technique would be vapor distillation 
or vapor fractionation. 

The earliest application of the techniques of 

chromatography to the separation of gases and 

vapors by using stationary solid adsorbents and a 

moving gas (gas-adsorption chromatography) dates 

1942 

with which we are concerned here, was first 

1951 by (3) for the 

from (2). Gas-liquid partition chromatog- 

raphy, 

used in James and Martin 

separation and analysis of mixtures of volatile fatty 

acids in tissues, The popularity of this method is 

testified to by the publication of more thar 100 

papers on the subject in the last four years and the 

appearance of eight commercially available chromat- 
ographs in 14 models. 

Gas-liquid partition chromatography is the sepa- 

ration and measurement of the components of a 

mixture by passing the mixture through a column 

in a stream of gas. The column, made of copper, 

glass or stainless steel tubing, is filled with an inert 

material called the The 

Celite, Dicalite or firebrick, is coated with a high- 

support. inert support, 

boiling organic liquid such as hexadecane, di-n-buty] 

maleate or silicone. Because different equilibria 

exist between the mobile phase (carrier gas and 

sample) and the stationary phase (liquid-coated 

support), the components will separate according 

to their individual equilibrium constants. 

More simply, each component in a mixture has 

its own affinity for a given column material. There- 

fore, it will cling to that material for a time char- 

acteristic to it alone and to no other component. 

The time during which it clings to the column be- 

fore it is driven out by the carrier gas is called its 

retention time. With a given temperature, carrier 

gas, flow rate, column material and length, a com- 

ponent will always have the same retention time. 

Since each component has a unique “clingability” 

or retention coefficient for a given column mate- 

rial, it will stay a longer or shorter time in the 

the 

Eventually, all components will be driven out by 

column than other components in mixture, 

the carrier gas, one by one. And as each emerges, 

Ref e a 

TT COO TTT 
Column: 12 ft. Di-n. butyimaleate 

Regulator Pressure: 327 | 

Carrier Gas: Helium 

Flow Rate: 65ec/min 

Current: 250 milliomperes 
Chart Speed: 0.5 in/min 

Temperature: 40°C 
Sample: 2.0cc of a butane 

+ ; 

a aoe 
. | 

+ 

Freon-114, FREON-127— 
Mixture. —}—+ 

Sensitivity: As Noted* | 
( DICHLOROTETRAFLUOROETHANE) | 

~—- 
—-+ 

+ | = 

——__ 
+ 

BUTANE _ FREON-114 

+ 

(DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE) 

PROPANE 

ab 

20cc SAMPLE INJECTED *20_1% *20 | j | 

*1 

PSP FREON-11 (TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE) 
7 16 10 

4 lane - 

TIME IN MINUTES 

Figure 5. Chromaiogram of 2.0 cc, vaporized 

liquid sample of butane, Freon 114 solution. 

a sensing device, usually a thermal conductivity 

cell, measures its concentration. The result is a 

series of symmetrical peaks on a recorder, The 

position of the peak along the ordinate or time 

axis is the qualitative value—the time the compo- 

nent first appeared at the detector and how long it 

took to come out, The area of the peak, or its 

height, is a measure of its concentration in the 

mixture. 

The support material should have the following 

characteristics: 

1. Inert chemically 

2. Stable at column temperatures and drying 

temperatures 

3. High surface area per unit volume 

4. Low pressure drop 
5. Should be hard and not break under compac 

tion 

The resolution and pressure drop increases as the 

particle size decreases. \ compromise, therefore. 

must be made between these two factors and it is 

found that 42-60 mesh material is optimum. 

Requirements for the liquid partitioning agent 

are as follows: 

1. Boiling point at least 200 deg. C. above the 

column temperature 

2. Low vapor pressure 

3. Should give adequate resolution of components 

1. Low viscosity 

There are three factors that affect the resolving 

properties of the liquid partitioning material 

polarity, hydrogen bonding and specific or chemi 

cal interactions. If the sample components have a 

low polarity, they will be more soluble in a parti 

tion liquid which has a low polarity. If the parti 
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|. Column: 12 ft. Di-n. butyimaleate | 

Regulator Pressure: 32> 

_ Carrier Gas 

Flow Rate: 65ec/min 

Current: 250 milliamperes 

Chart Speed: 0.5 in/min 

Temperature 40°C 

Sample: 2.0cc of a Freon 12 
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Sensitivity: As Noted* 
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Figure 

of Freon 
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6. Chromatogram of 2.0 cc. vaporized liquid sample 

12. Genetron 100, Genetron 101 and Freon 11 solution 

tion liquid has a low polarity and the sample com- 

ponents have a relatively high polarity, they will 

move through the column somewhat faster than 

might be expected on the basis of boiling points. 

Hexadecane gives good resolution for the chloro- 

methanes, fluorochloromethanes and fluorochloro- 

ethanes. If the sample components have a low 

polarity and the partition liquid a high polarity, 

they will again move through the column faster 

than might be expected. 

Marked retardation of sample components can 

be made to occur when the strong forces of hydro- 

gen bonding can be used. An example of this would 

be the use of an alcohol column to separate amines, 

or the use of an amine column to separate alcohols. 

The forces of complex formation and interaction 

because of similarity of groups can also be brought 

into play. 

Many liquid partitioning materials have been 

used and include such materials as dibutyl! phthalate, 

silicones, tricresyl phosphate and di-n-butyl maleate. 

The ingenuity of chemists will be challenged for 

many years in the testing and use of new partition- 

ing liquids. 

Table | lists the eight chromatographic instru- 

ments now available, together with the manufac- 

and model numbers. At least two turers names 

more firms are now working on such instruments. 

Operation 

Figure 1 is a front view of the gas chromatograph 

the Beckman of Beckman In- 

struments, Inc. There are five dial controls on the 

made by Division 

instrument, as follows: 

|. Coarse current control 
> 

2. Fine current control 0-400 ma. With helium 

as the carrier gas, 250 ma is normal. For trace 

analysis, 350 ma. With nitrogen or air as carrier 

gas, 150 ma is normal. 

3. Zero control. The zero control is used to bal- 

ance the detector-cell filament bridge, adjusting the 

gas chromatograph electrical circuit so that the re- 

corder pen is at zero when carrier gas is flowing 

through the instrument. 

4. Sensitivity control. This permits selection of 

a sensitivity value at which the output trace will 

be sufficiently high for good analysis and interpre- 

tation without exceeding the chart range at peak 

value. Position 1 gives the greatest sensitivity, then 

in decreasing order 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200. 

Positions can be changed during the operation of 

the instrument. 

5. Polarity switch. This switch turns on the power 

to the instrument from the 6-volt storage battery 

and selects the polarity of the output of the recorder. 

With helium as the carrier gas, all samples except 

hydrogen will give relatively positive chart indica- 

tions with the plus position of the polarity switch. 

With nitrogen as the carrier, several gases (e.g., 

hydrogen and methane) require setting in the minus 

position. 

6. Carrier gas flow. This control is a pressure 

regulating valve and a capillary orifice. The pres- 

sure is indicated on the gauge. 

7. Sample inlet. The sample inlet on the right 

of the top of the instrument is capped by a stand- 

ard, self-sealing rubber serum cap retained in 

place by a metal cover. The sample is injected by 

piercing the cap with the needle of a hypodermic 

syringe inserted through a hole in the cover and 

emptying the syringe. 

8. Gas sampling valve. The gas sampling valve 

on the lower right side permits placing a gas-filled 

loop into the valve system. This loop can be above 

Table tt: Thermal conductivities of 

carrier gases at 0 deg. C. 

Hydrogen 

Helium 

Nitrogen 

Table 11: Thermal conductivities of ethyl 

alcohol and dichlorodifluoromethane 

(Type I propellent) at 40 deg. C. (104 deg. F.) 

k TU, hr.,'sq. ft. deg. F./ ft 

k (ethyl alcohol) 0.0089 

k (dichlorodifluoromethane ) 0.0064 
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or below atmospheric pressure. The pressure at 

which the sample is introduced is dependent on the 

temperature at which the column is operated and 

the vapor pressure of the least volatile component 

at that temperature. 

The time required for the various components 

of a sample to pass through the chromatographic 

column to the detector cell and the degree of reso- 

lution as indicated by the trace on the strip chart 

vary with several factors: 

1. Nature of the sample 

2. Partitioning liquid and the support material 

in the column 

3. Length of the column 

4. Flow rate of carrier gas 

5. Operating temperature of instrument 

Temperature inside the instrument is maintained 

at 40 deg. C. 

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the instrument. All 

components are shown in their relative positions. 

When in operation, the gas chromatographic 

column becomes a two-phase system—a static phase 

and a moving phase. The static phase is either a 

solid (gas-adsorption chromatograph) or a solid 

coated with a high-boiling organic liquid (gas- 

liquid partition chromatography). The moving 

phase is the carrier gas which is passed through 

the column continuously. When the sample is swept 

through the column, the individual components are 

partitioned between the solid phases and the gas 

phase. In favorable cases, each component is par- 

Bate eae ee 100 4 
COLD FILLED HAIR LACQUER 

| Pressure 38 ib./sq. in. Helium 

90 —+ Current 250 ma 
| Column 4 ft. Spon 85 
| Sensitivity: Air ix 

80 | Freon 12 5X 
a Freon 11 1X j 

Air—2.5% By Volume 

a + 
i = 
| c 
| 8 

. a 
| 

titioned at a different ratio between the two phases. 
Let V, represent the volume of the components 

in the solid phase and V, represent the volume of 

the components in the gas phase. Then, if a sample 

contains components A and B, and the ratios vA 

VB are different, the components will be separated 
V .B 

: V.A ;. as they are moved through the column. If VA is 

smaller than ve component B will be eluted from 
8 

the column first. 
The thermal conductivity cell is the most widely 

used detector in gas chromatography. This cell 

consists of a hot wire filament held in the center 

of a small tube or metal block through which the 
gas passes. The filament is heated with electric 

current and the temperature rises to some constant 

value which depends on the current applied, the 

resistance of the filament, the temperature of the 

cell block, the nature of the gas and to some ex- 

tent on the flow rate of the gas. The change in 

resistance of a heated wire due to the heat lost from 

the wire through the surrounding atmosphere of 

the test gas is measured by means of a Wheatstone 

Bridge. A reference cell with the carrier gas pass- 

ing through is balanced against a sensing cell con- 

taining the carrier gas and sample. The cells are 

balanced with only carrier gas passing through 

both cells and when the |Continued on page 176) 

Figure 7. Chromatogram of vapor phase of a cold-filled 

hair lacquer, Air content is 2.5% by volume. 

Figure 8. Chromatogram of vapor phase of a pressure 

filled hair lacquer. Air content is 9.6% by volume. 
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As a box overwrap or fractional-pack wrap, Olin 

Cellophane insures that added measure of taste 

and freshness that earns extra repeat sales. When 

used for bags or tray overwraps, your products 

build extra impulse sales through their own clearly 

visible good looks 

Olin has also developed several additional ways 

of helping you sell more products. Because over- 

all package design is so important, Olin will be 

happy to send biscuit and cracker bakers a free 

Tra-Pak Kit. This special assortment of tray con- 

structions will help you decide quickly whether a 

change can improve your package's attractiveness 

OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAI 

How to win new Cracker and Cookie Sales 

with Olin Cellophane Packaging 

| FREE TO BISCUIT AND CRACKER ‘QO )7 / 
BAKERS. Olin Cellophane Tra-Pok yours on : 

request. These 8 sample trays will help you 

develop quickly and easily the type of tray P ) < ll 
% 

and crackers ~ ny. 

overwrap best suited to your cookies, biscuits 

OLIN CELLOPHANE 

Lapies’ Home Journar sells your best 
customers on the importance of eating , 

cookies or crackers at every meal. 4g. 

Olin ¢ ellophane has also won the Goop Qe 

HOuSEKEEPING guaranty seal 

and protective qualities. 

Olin is also out to expand your market through 

national advertising. Full-color Olin Cellophane 

advertising in the Lapres Home JouRNAL is urging 

the daily use of crackers or cookies at every meal. 

\ new merchandising plan allows you to link your 

own name with this national advertising, concen- 

trates the prestige of this influential publication 

directly at the point of sale. For complete details 

about this unique sales-building Lapres Home 

JourNAL promotion, contact the Film Division 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, 

655 Madison Avenue, New York 21, New York 

ADVERTISING in the 
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Figure 9. Analysis of air sample 

taken in a plant with shaving cream 

being pressure filled with propellent 

60% Freon 12 and 40% Freon 114. 

[Continued from page 173) sample is injected an 

unbalance is caused which is measured by a re- 

corder. The unbalance is directly in proportion to 

the difference in thermal conductivity of the carrier 

gas and the sample components. 

Thermal conductivities of commonly used carrier 

gases are shown in Table II, Although hydrogen 

has the highest thermal conductivity, because of 

its explosive quality it is not as commonly used 

as helium. Nitrogen can also be used but, because 
of its lower thermal conductivity, would not give 

as high a sensitivity as helium. Most vapors and 

gases which would be analysed would have from 

14 to %o the thermal conductivity of the helium. 

Quantitative measurements 

The quantity of vapor is directly related to the 

area under the peak. The area can be measured 

Table IV: Operating pressures mm. Hg. for 

ethyl alcohol at 20 deg. C. and 40 deg. C. 

Vapor pressure ethy! alcohol 
Maximum total pressure 

Mol! fraction ethy! alcohol 

Vaximum total pressure 

% ethyl Mol mm. Hg. 

alcohol fraction 20 deg. C. 40 deg. C. 

30 0.55 80 mm. 246 mm. 

25 0.44 100 mm. 308 mm. ) 

leohol 20 deg. ¢ 13.9 mo V.P. ethyl a 

V.P. ethyl alechol @ deg. C., 1553 mm 

by means of a planimeter, by cutting out the peak 

shape on suitable paper and weighing or, for rou- 

tine analysis, by coupling an automatic integrator 

to the detector output. Peak areas may also be 
measured by multiplying peak heights by half the 

base width. The areas of all the peaks present are 

added to give a total area which is normalized to 

100%. The ratios of individual areas to this total 

give percentage concentrations directly. It is also 

possible to calibrate a known sample weight against 

peak heights. Measurement of peak height affords 

a very simple and rapid method of quantitative 

analysis. 
Because with the liquefied gases it is difficult to 

introduce an exactly determined liquid sample, in- 

ternal standardization techniques are most practical. 

In the internal standard method, suitable volatile 

substances are made up in known proportions and 

unknown peak areas or heights are referred to these 

peak areas as standard. Figure 3 shows such an 

internal standardization. 

Figure 4 is a chromatogram of 2.0 cc. vaporized 

liquid sample of Freon i2, Freon 114 and Freon 11. 

This illustration shows that these Freons are com- 

pletely resolved on the 12-ft. di-n-butyl maleate 

column. The elution time of Freon 11 is somewhat 
prolonged and, if only these three components were 

present, it might be worthwhile to shorten the col- 

umn to reduce the analysis time. The analysis time 

could be reduced to about 15 min. if an 8-ft. column 

were being used. This column should still provide 

adequate resolution between Freon 12 and Freon 

114. 

Volume per cent W eight per cent 

Air 0.12 0.025 

Freon 12 39.9 34.50 

Freon 114 26.6 32.60 

Freon 11 33.5 32.90 

Figure 5 is a chromatogram of a 2.0 cc. vapor- 

ized liquid sample of butane, Freon 114 solution. 

Resolution was adequate between Freon 114 (b.p. 

35.4 deg. F.) and butane (b.p. 21.2 deg. F.) and, 

again, impurities due to contamination of the sam- 

ple were detected by using maximum sensitivity. 

Traces of air, ethane, propane, Freon 12 and Freon 

Ll were found in this solution. 

Volume per cent W eight per cent 

Air 0.25 0.07 

Ethane Trace Trace 

Propane 0.98 0.42 
Freon 12 2.65 3.14 

Freon 114 37.8 63.00 

Butane 57.8 32.78 

Freon 11 0.44 0.59 

Figure 6 is a chromatogram of a 2.0 cc. vapor- 

ized liquid sample of [Continued on page 248) 
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For new high gloss at 

new high press speeds on: 

MYLAR 

TREATED POLYETHYLENE 
s 

SARAN 

COATED CELLOPHANES 
8 

TREATED 

ALUMINUM FOIL 
“ 

MOST GRADES OF 

MOISTURE PROOF 

CELLOPHANES 

ACETATE 
. 

POLYSTYRENE 
° 
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New higher press speeds «+ Extra high gloss 

Excellent printability «+ High block resistance 

Superior moisture resistance + Resists foaming 

Over 2 full years of commercial testing have gone into the 

proving of remarkably versatile Flexotuf. These new inks 

combine features never before present in the ordinary run 

of Flexo inks. They cffer almost unbelievable block and 

moisture resistance, as well as exceptional gloss; rich 

colors never before possible give a new dimension to “eye 

appeal.” Many of our customers report that with these 

new inks they turned out the finest jobs ever produced in 

their plants. What’s more, Flexotuf replaces the several 

inks previously needed for this type of package printing, 

hence, tie up less money in inventories. See for yourself 

why Flexotuf is revolutionary! Call IPI now! 

IPI, IC and Flexotuf are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION OIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 



This consultation service on packaging subjects is at your com- 

mand. Simply address your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 

& 

Packaging, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. Your name or 

Uniformity of laminants 

Q. We make a number of types of 

wax- and resin-laminated papers 

and paperboards. Some of these 

laminations are used as moisture 

barriers. Can you suggest some ways 

of determining the continuity of the 

laminating agent and process so 

that the finished product will give 

uniform moistureproofness ? 

A. It is not a simple matter to in- 

sure the continuity of a waxy or 

resinous laminant applied between 

two plies of paper. Some laminating 

processes, and particularly some 

machines, can apply laminants with 

heavy ridges, with wide variations in 

weight from side to side or along 

the web, or in discontinuous pat- 

terns. Also, uncontrolled variations 

in melt temperatures or the porosity 

of papers can cause serious penetra- 

tions into the paper, which is espe- 

cially noticable at low weights of 

laminating agent. 

Presuming that your laminator is 

well designed, with good tempera- 

ture controls, and set up to deliver 

the proper weight of laminant, then 

the probiem becomes one of check- 

ing the laminated product for pin- 

holes or skips in the laminating 

agent or for poor weight distribution. 

Pinholes and skips can be de- 

tected by taking a large number of 

well-distributed samples and apply- 

ing on one side a solution of a 

strong, dark dye in water. This can 

best be done by clamping a glass 

cylinder to the sample so that one 

side can be flooded with the dye 

solution. If there are skips or pin- 

holes, they will show when the dye 

stains through the under side of the 

sample. 

Weight distribution of the lami- 

nant can be checked by an analyti- 

cal procedure of extracting the 

laminant from a large number of 

small samples taken from the web 

‘ patterns both across the web and 
at least the circumference of the 
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other identification will not appear with any published answer. 

application roll, if such a roll is 

used. 

The above tests should be con- 

ducted for different types of laminat- 

ing agents and at the lower weight 

levels. At the same time, samples 

should be tested for water-vapor 

transmission rate. Results from 

these tests should leave no doubt 

concerning the efficiency and uni- 

formity of the laminating process 

you are using. 

Protective cereal package 

Q. One of our new products is a 

baked cereal crumb. This product is 

highly flavored and must be kept 

crisp. We have tried double cello- 

phane wrapping of a folding carton, 

but find that unpleasant odors de- 

velop after a few weeks of storage at 

room temperature. What packaging 

material will give moistureproofness 

without allowing odor accumula- 

tion? 

A. Many baked or otherwise proc- 

essed cereal products become high- 
ly susceptible to rancidity develop- 

ment which can occur in a few 

weeks at room temperature. The use 

of a tightly sealed package of cello- 

phane, foil or other organic vapor- 

tight barriers does not accelerate 

this rancidity development, but it 

does accentuate it by accumulating 

the rancidity within the package. 

There are many steps that can be 

taken in the formulation and manu- 

facture of your product that can 

have a profound effect on its stabil- 

ity. You should take whatever steps 

possible to increase product stabil- 

ity, because this will increase its 

shelf life in any package and, in 

general, make your product more 

acceptable to the consumer. 

Cellophane, glassine paper, alu- 

minum foil and most plastic films 

all have very low transmission of 

organic vapors and so would not be 

good barriers for a product prone to 

develop rancidity. Double wrapping 

or two plies of these materials would 

only accentuate the unpleasant re- 

sults you have noted. 

It is suggested that you first try to 

increase the product stability to 

rancidity development. Then the 

package should be an _ all-paper 

structure using waxed paper for 

moisture protection. These recom- 

mendations, together with periodic 

inspection and control of retail-store 

inventories, should result in your 

product reaching the consumer in an 

acceptable condition. 

Packaging ream units of paper 

Q. We are considering using poly- 

ethylene film to wrap ream units of 

a special paper. This paper must 

be protected from excess moisture 

and we want a thin, low-cost wrap- 

per that will not stain or affect the 

paper in any way. Do you suggest 

any particular grade or gauge of 

polyethylene film for this use? 

A. Polyethylene film would not ap- 

pear to be a satisfactory wrapper 

for a heavy and hard product such 

as paper in ream units. However, a 

polyethylene film wrapper with a 

heavy paper as an overwrap should 

be excellent. The polyethylene 

would give moisture protection and 

also protect the paper from con- 

tamination. The strong paper over- 

wrap would give the product physi- 

cal protection, protect the polyethyl- 

ene film from damage and generally 

insure the integrity of the package. 

You should also consider the use 
of polyethylene-coated paper as a 
wrapper for this product. Polyethyl- 

ene-coated paper is available in a 

wide range of combinations of weight 
and type of paper, as well as thick- 

ness of polyethylene coating. Such 

a coated paper could be applied as 
a wrapper to protect the contents 

quite as well as a duplex wrap of 
film and paper. Also, the single ply 

of resin-coated paper should be more 

economical and easier to apply. 
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Supermarket sales tests show: 

Salad Dressing bottles topped with 

Du Pont CEL-O-SEAL Bands outsell unbanded by 157% 

Here's proof ‘‘Cel-O-Seal" cellulose 

bands can provide a selling edge 

in today’s food store: in recent 

supermarket tests, sales of reg- 

ular glass-packaged products 

were checked against sales of 

identical containers sealed 

with printed cellulose neckband 

seals. In every case, “banded” 

containers came out on top. On one brand of salad 

dressing, for example, bottles topped with Du Pont 

“Cel-O-Seal” bands showed a 15% sales increase! 

Profit now from today’s competitive demands—give 
your glass packages extra merchandising impact plus tam- 
perproof protection. Spotlight your brand name, trade- 

mark, sales messages and special tie-in sales features at 

the top of the bottle on a colorful, custom-designed 

Du Pont “Cel-O-Seal” band, To receive your copy of 

the complete supermarket sales test study covering a 

variety of products plus information on how your pack- 

aging program can benefit from personalized “‘bottle- 

neck” merchandising, mail the coupon below. E, I. 

du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), “Cel-O-Seal,”"’ N-10414 

(A), Wilmington 98, Delaware, “Cel-O-Seal” cellulose 

bands are also sold by Armstrong Cork Co., Glass & 

Closure Division, Lancaster, Pa. 

DU PONT 

“CEL-0-SEAL” BANDS 
| 
! 
| 
| 
i 

S. PAT. OFF | 

I 
I 
! 
| 
! 
} 

me ce 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 
“CeL-O-Seac” CeLLuLose Banps 
10414-A Nemours Blidg., Wilmington 98, Del 

Please send me a free copy of your supermarket 
sales test booklet— PROFIT FROM THE BOTTLE NECK. 

Name — 

Company 

Street 

Zone... Sate 
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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Equipment and materials 

Special coatings for polyester film 

E, I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del.,. 
has announced the availability of its Mylar polyester 
film with special coatings which are expected to per- 
mit wider application of this film for bags, overwraps 
and vacuum packaging. Limited quantities of polymer- 
coated Mylar will be available until commercial pro- 
duction gets under way later this year at DuPont's 

Circleville, Ohio, plant. Laboratory tests, according 
to DuPont, show that coated Mylar can be heat sealed 

on standard automatic 
chinery with minor modifications, Increased imper- 

high-speed packaging ma 

meéability to moisture and gases is reported to be pro- 
vided by the coated film, which is the result of more 

than two years of research and development 

New carton-liner-overwrap package 

The new Clo-Can developed by Reynolds Metals Co., 
2500 S. Third St., Louisville, Ky., is reported to offer 
the advantages of a rigid container and a flexible pack- 

age in a single container. This three-part package con- 

sists of carton, aluminum foil 
liner and aluminum foil over- 
wrap integrated in a single 
wall and bonded by microcry- 

stalline wax. The package, on 
which a patent is pending, is 

easily opened by running a 

kitchen knife along dotted lines. Though constructed 
entirely of flexible materials, it is said to give many 

types of products protection formerly offered only by 

rigid metal containers, at considerably less cost. The 
new container can be printed and can be produced 
in almost any dimensions. The three components can 

be assembled right in the packager’s own plant, thus 

eliminating the need for large container inventories. 

Its use is suggested for such products as frozen fruits 
and vegetables, frozen prepared foods, dehydrated 

soup concentrates, cereals, candies and dried fruits. 

The Clo-Can (Clo stands for carton, liner, overwrap) 
is designed for production on existing high-speed 

equipment with modification. 

New multiple-unit glass packer 

A new, fully automatic machine called the Glaspak, 
for multiple glass-unit packaging, has been announced 
by The Gardner Board & Carton Co., Middletown, 
Ohio. It wraps two to six glass units in-line into a 

package with a 

window. About 20 cartons 

a minute can be pack- 

single 

aged, depending on the 
size of the units used. Any 

number of glass units can 
be packed in-line that will 

fit within the range spe- 
cified for the machine. 

Since the maximum-sized carton blank is 14 in. 
long by 17 in. wide, the carton will hold com- 
binafions like three 4in. containers or as many as 
six 2-in. containers. It will take as little as two 2-in 

containers. According to Gardner, the Glaspak carton 

meets railroad shipping regulations and uses a mini- 

mum amount of paperboard. 
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Versatile new packaging machines 

\ series of new, adjustable packaging machines, called 
“Flexopaker” because of their wide flexibility of use, 

are being marketed by 
Battle Creek Packaging 
Machines, Inc., Battle 
Creek, Mich. They offer 
quick adjustability § at 

> speeds ranging from 40 

to 100 pouch 

per minute, in a 
packages 

large 

variety of sizes, according 

to the company. Its use 
reportedly eliminates the 

need for special, custom- 
made pouch-forming dies 

for each size of package 
being handled. Package 
size is adjustable on the 

two of which feed horizontally and one three models 

from a minimum of 1% by of which feeds vertically 

14% by Me in. to a maximum of 27 by 15 by 2 in., 
with a multiplicity of sizes possible between these. 

Each model comes in two sizes. Typical applications 
of the vertical-feed machine are for such products as 

screws, nuts, bolts, nails, powders, free-flowing articles, 

pastes and liquids. For the horizontal-feed units, 
applications include bakery products, textiles, hard- 
ware, paper products, automotive parts, etc. 

New i-mil heat-sealable polyester film 

\ bright, clear film which is heat sealable on one side 

“Scotchpak” brand heat-sealable polyester film No. 

10A3, announced py Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 
900 Fauquier St, St. Paul, Minn.—is reported to be 

especially suitable for light packaging jobs where 
moisture, oil or odor re- 

tention is required. It has 

a tensile strength of 
10,000 Ibs. per sq. in., ac- 

cording to 3M, and elon- 

gation is 200% at break. 
It reportedly can be lami- 
nated to paper without 
heat damage to paper 

fibres. The protected paper can be written on with a 
wax or marking pencil and be easily cleaned. The 
film has a low water-vapor permeability and a low 

air permeability, it is stated, and retains its properties 
through a temperature range of minus 70 deg. F. to 
above 230 deg. F. It is presently available in widths 
up to 19 in. and roll lengths of 1,500 yds. Some of the 
more promising applications for the film, according to 

3M, include packaging of oily foods, treated fabrics 
and dried fruits where oils, moisture content or odors 

must be contained for extended shelf life. 

New trade name for containerboard products 

The complete line of containerboard products made 
by the West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., 230 Park 
Ave., New York 17, will now be sold under the brand 
name of Kraftsman. The line includes a standard 
linerboard; three special-purpose grades of linerboard 

known as Kraftsman Superliner, Kraftsman White- 
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CLUSTER-PAR cartons have space for advertising 
to “billboard” your product ... act as their own display 

Chances are, you spend from thousands to millions urging 

customers to reich for your products at point of purchase. 

But what do they see when they get there? A confusing blend 

of competing packages? Or a sign that says, “This is what 

you're looking for?” The answer’s clear with Cluster-Pak! Its 

bigger area shouts your name and message. As sure as “‘it pays 

to advertise,” it pays to put your products in Cluster-Pak! 

STRONGEST CARTON MADE 

No other carton offers Cluster-Pak’s 
double protection. You get the unequaled 
strength of famous Mead quality kraft 
combined with the world’s only self- 
locking construction that needs no glue. 
S» your products are safer in Cluster-Pak! 

For full details on low cost market tests, 

write P. O. Box 4417, Atlanta 2, Georgia 

Atlanta Paper Company 
Where Packaging is Advertising 



Why get “stuck” with glue 

when you buy multi-packs 

Save with CLUSTER-PAK®. . . the self-locking 
carton that needs no glue to be world’s strongest! 

ks 

Of course you can glue Cluster-Pak cartons 
if you want to. In fact, when we invented 
Cluster-Pak, we provided for glue pots on our 
machines. Yet! Over 700 million cans have 
been packaged in Cluster-Pak since then. And 
not a single customer has ever used a single 
drop of glue! The reason? Cluster-Pak offers 

the unequaled strength of famous Mead qual- 
ity kraft combined with the world’s only self- 
locking construction that requires no glue. So 
why pay for glue you neither want nor need? 
Instead, put your money in quality . . . and 
protect your products in Cluster-Pak. It’s 
the strongest multi-pack carton ever made! 

Atlanta Paper Company 
Where Packaging is Advertising 

ATLANTA PAPER COMPANY, ATLANTA 2, GA. 

This insert is printed by letterpress om MEAD Printriex ENAmeL, Substance 8C 



Continued from page 180) 

liner and Kraftsman Weather-Tite Liner, and two 

grades of corrugated named Kraftsman Duia-Corr and 

Kraftsman Weather-Tite Dura-Corr. 

New pressure-sensitive corrugated 

\ new packaging material—single-faced corrugated 
with conventional paperboard lining cn one side and 
pressure-sensitive adhesive on the surface of the ex- 

posed corrugations on the other—has been announced 

by Hinde & Dauch, San- 
dusky, Ohio. Called An 
chor Pak, the patented 

new material holds arti- 
cles placed on it firmly in 

position, and has release 
qualities similar to those 
of pressure-sensitive tape. 

Developed jointly by 

Behr-Manning Co., Troy, N. Y.. and Hinde & Dauch, 
the material is being marketed by H & 1). Experimen- 
tal work .and tests indicate that the material, which 
holds electronics parts and other small articles firmly 

in place during shipment, will solve a number of ship- 
ping and materials-handling problems, according to 

the company. Illustrated are two one-kilogram weights 

suspended from a sheet of Anchor Pak, demonstrating 
the holding power of the pressure-sensitive adhesive on 
the corrugations. A release coating on the smooth side 

of the material allows sheets to be separated without 
difficulty. The adhesive 

temperatures normally encountered in shipment. Sug- 
reportedly withstands all 

gested applications include protection of tool edges as 
they travel within manufacturing plants, a backdrop 

material for use by the display industry and, in com- 
bination with other interior packing, prevention of 
shifting in transit of odd-shaped merchandise. 

New pattern engravings for rubber plates 

An improved type of pattern engraving for rubbet 
plates announced by Mosstype Corp., 150 Franklin 
Turnpike, Waldwick, N. J., 
cleaner, deeper etching than is possible with con- 

is reported to provide 

ventional engraving methods. Side walls are said to 

be free of shoulders, permitting sharp molding and 
eliminating ink traps in rubber printing plates. They 
also are said to have a more uniform draft, which 
adds rigidity to fine lines, type matter and edges of 
solids, resulting in less printing distortion. 

Low-cost polyethylene pouch 

The Equitable Paper Bag Co., Inc., 45-50 Van Dam 

St., Long Island City 1, N. Y., has introduced a new 
multi-pocket 

pouch called the Pol-E-Pouch, suggested for pack 

low cost two pocket or poly ethvlene 

aging sets of wearing apparel or accessories. The 

pouches can be manufactured in practically any siz 

and gauge of polyethylen« 

New three-way bypass valve 

Anderson Bros. Mfg. Co., 1907 Kishwaukee St.. Rock 
ford, Ill., has announced its new Model 55A-103 three 

flavor bypass valve, specially designed for use by the 
dairy and ice-cream industry with the Anderson 
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Model 55 half-gallon Alling machine. Use of the valve 

enables bypassing three ice-cream or sherbet flavors 
without waste. The new valve, conveniently located 
on the Model 55, is within easy reach of the operator. 

Its quick, 
and will keep each flavor separate while bypassing. 

positive action is claimed to be foolproof 

The valve can be quickly removed, disassembled, 
thoroughly cleansed and re-assembled and can pass 
the most rigid sanitary requirements, it is reported. 

British labelers available in U. S. 

Geveke & Co., Inc., 25 Broadway, New York, has been 
S. distributor of Banks labelers 

made in England by Morgan Fairest, Ltd., with com 
appointed exclusive U. 

plete sales and service facilities. These high-speed 

feature a_ pat- 
ented principle of glue 

labelers 

application which is said 

to insure clean, neat and 
accurate labeling on a 

wide range of container 

sizes and shapes. Speeds 
of up to 340 bottles per 

minute are reported when 
single body labels are 
label applications, speeds are up to 170 per minute. 

In addition to front, back, neck and shoulder labels, 
the Banks machines can also apply full wrap-around 
labels on jars, bottles, vials and other cylindrical 

containers. They occupy a minimum of floor space and 
as many as four machines can be operated with only 

one attendant, according to the company. A complete 

applied; for multiple- 

line of feeding and discharge conveyors or rotary 

tables is also available. 

Tarnish-resistant gold viny! inks 

Brilliant gold-colored viny| inks designed to keep their 

glitter longer have been developed by Claremont Pig 
ment Dispersion Corp., 39 Powerhouse Rd., Roslyn 

Heights, N. 

crease in resistance to tarnish, greening and abrasion 

Y. The new inks show considerable in 

and are completely crock resistant, the company re 
ports. The opaque inks are available in three shades 

which can be blended for intermediate shades. 

A new powered twister 

The new Styl-O-Matic powered twister announced by 

Island Equipment Corp., 27-01 Bridge Plaza N., Long 

Island City 1, 
N.Y., is designed 
to solve the prob- 

lem of getting 
out of bottles the 

particles 
of foreign mat- 

ter that are 
missed by  ver- 
tical air clean- 

ers. The new 
powered twister 

turns the bottle 
to s full 180 

deg. This upside 

heavy vy 



down position lets heavy foreign particles drop out. 
The unit then returns the bottle to its original upright 
position or it will, in cases where wrap-around labelers 

are used, return the bottle 90 deg. so it is on its side 

ready for labeling. 

Improved bag-filling machine 
New advantages for packagers of free-flowing mate- 

rials are cited by Kraft Bag Corp., 630 Fifth Ave.. 
New York 20, in a bro- 
chure announcing the 
latest model of _ their 
Kraftpacker automatic 
open-mouth bag-filling 

machine. Constructed of 

heavier-gauge the 

new model has reinforced 
steel, 

contact points, a remov- 

able and adjustable fill- 
ing spout, a removable 
endless-feeder conveyor 

belt, enclosed solenoids 

and a_ hinged bagging 
cone for uninterrupted 
service and easier main- 
tenance. The filler pre- 

weighs charges of from 25 to 200 lbs. to within 4 oz. 

plus or minus at speeds up to 24 charges per minute. 

the company reports. Pre-assembled for shipping and 
rapid installation, the unit occupies 12 sq. ft. of floor 
space, requires a maximum head space of 92% ft. and 
has legs that adjust individually for leveling. The 

filler is also available in stainless steel. 

New, improved ampoule 

An ampoule specially treated to produce inertness in 
the glass surface layer so that injectable solutions 
may be preserved more effectively has been intro- 

duced by the Kimble Glass Co., subsidiary of Owens- 
Illinois Glass Co., Toledo 1, Ohio. Tests of the new 

ampoules reveal only one-fifth of the pH increase in 
untreated ampoules, according to the company, con- 

firming that minute contaminants released from the 
glass surface have been reduced so that sensitive 
drugs should have a longer life when contained in the 
new ampoules. 

A new model unwind reel 

A three-arm rotatable continuous unwind 
signed specifically for operation with printing presses 
and other machines where any shock caused by roll 
changes would result in waste such as off-register 
web, has been developed by the Dilts Div. of The 

Black-Clawson Co., Fulton, N. Y. The machine, called 
the Model 20-17, consists of a three-arm, electrically 

operated rotatable reel with individual air-controlled 
brakes on each arm. The web is fed into a secondary 

unit consisting of air-loaded feed rolls and continues 
from there to a dancer roll, then into the press. Speed 
of the feed rolls, controlled by the dancer roll, is tied 
into the press drive. Down time for roll changing is 
eliminated, since splices are made on the fly by an 

reel, de- 
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auxiliary belt which brings the new roll up to speed 
prior to the time of splice. 

Speedier production of expendable pallets 

A new gluing machine that applies glue to both sides 

of the spacers that separate platforms of corrugated 
pallets has been introduced by the Potdevin Machine 
Co., 294 North St., Teterboro, N. 

former hand operations. The machine has a continu- 
ously recirculating mechanism to maintain a constant 

adhesive supply. Simple adjustment is all that is re- 
quired to separate the two gluing rollers to accom- 
modate spacers of various lengths. The unit is self 

J. Its use replaces 

contained, mounted on casters. 

New in-plant marking machines 

Popper & Sons, Inc., 300 Fourth Ave., New York, has 
added two new marking machines to its Rejafix line. 
The Model 555 

for printing in 
one or two col- 

ors directly 
or by offset 

on cylindrical 
items of lim- 

ited diameter 
is said to mark & ) 
ampoules, for — ot 

example, at w | 
speeds of 6,000 
to 9.000 per hour. It is fully automatic. The semi- 
automatic Model Four Square will print in one or 
more colors on products of many shapes, including 

flat and tubular. 

Continuous band sealer for film packages 

A new continuous band sealer for packaging confec- 

tions, produce, dried products, popcorn, hardware and 
toys in films such as polyethylene, saran and cello- 

phane has been intro- 
duced by Globe-Heat- 
Seal, Inc., 3380 S. Rob- 

ertson Blvd., Los Ange- 
les 34. The Globe Band 
Seal-It adjusts in a few 

seconds to handle films 

varying widely in seal- 
ing temperature, accord- 

ing to the company. 
Critical control of temperature, pressure, dwell time 

and cooling are achieved by rotating knobs and check- 
ing dials. Speeds are adjustable up to 720 in. per 
minute on most films and packaging materials, and a 
speed indicator on the panel permits synchronization 

of the machine with a conveyor belt. Pouches of any 

length can be sealed. 

New British tobacco-packaging material 

\ new laminated material for use as an outer wrap 

for cigarette packaging which reportedly is econom- 
ical and keeps tobacco virtually impervious to vary 
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the WILSOLITE technical man! 
You are always looking for the newest improvement, especially in a new art 

like printing with flexible materials. Send for the Wilsolite man when you 

have a technical problem; keep in touch with him as the source of informa- 

tion on printing progress. Wilsolite Technical Bulletins on Engraving Rubber 

Plates, Liquid Plastic Plates, Bakelite Materials and related subjects offer valu- 
able information. Write to Wilsolite for help on your technical problems. 

Rely on WILSOLITE for the best quality in supplies and materials. 

We feature 

GOOD/SYEAR BAKELITE 
Netural and synthetic rubber for Matrix materials; fill-in powders, 

molding and engraving. ernbossing sheets. 

ASK YOUR COMMERCIAL PLATE MAKER! He is an expert in 

working with Wilsolite flexible materials. 
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1827 Niagaca Street, Buttato 7, New York 
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ly drop inlet 
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7 oquecus solutions, end ether 
free flowing or semi-viecous 
fluids. 

Now — a low cost, compact liquid filling machine that takes 

up little more space than a typewriter. Unexcelled for 

short-run filling. Conveyor attachment for completely auto- 

matic filling — up to 120 containers per minute. Easy to 

clean. Set up for use in minutes. Over 2000 in use. 
. ww 
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aracter of Howell cons ‘ . Filamatic Portable for completely 

i Made Packages are automatic filling. Multiple fille 2, 4 
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ing weather conditions has been announced by Ven- 

esta, Ltd.. ‘intry House, Queen Street Pl., London, 
E.C.4, F d, British foil manufacturer. It consists 
of 0.012 i. foil laminated with bitumen to D/C 
22-lb. kran. Packets, cartons and tins of cigarettes 
made up into packages of 200s are wrapped with this 
laminate. Moisture permeability of the material is re- 
ported at less than 1 gm. per square meter per 24 

hrs., or four times more efficient than double-lined 

kraft bitumen. 

Low-cost, high-speed can-closing machine 

A new six-spindle machine for closing cans containing 
all products except beer and carbonated beverages has 

been introduced by Con- 
tinental Can Co., 100 E. 
42 St., New York 17. De- 
signed to cut packagers’ 

machinery costs, the 450- 
HCM closer handles cans 
ranging from 202 to 404 
diameter and from 200 to 
708 high at speeds up to 
600 per minute. The basic 
machine consists of a 
main drive, can feed 

table, filler floor stand, 
basic end-marking unit, 
90 deg. discharge includ- 
ing idler sprocket and 
basic change parts for 
one can size, Alternate 

equipment required includes a main machine drive, 
marking unit and change parts. Optional auxiliary 
equipment includes a discharge table, driven lug ex- 

tension table, tachometer with drive, filler drive, low 
stack control for cover feed, drive motor and drive 
parts, and special tools. 

New shock-absorbing shipping carton 

A new “swing” package that cradles fragile products 

sealed into a hammock of polyethylene film within a 
shipping carton to protect them from damage has been 

developed by the Polyfab Co., 3511 Eagle Rock Blvd., 
Los Angeles 65. The package 

consists of a die-cut corru- 
gated insert, the tube of poly- 
ethylene film with a self-lock- 
ing closure and a cardboard 
carton made to close tolerance 
specifications to insure proper 
mounting of insert and swing 
When folded, the insert fits 

into the carton. Die-cut fingers 
in the insert grip both ends of 
the polyethylene tube firmly. 

Individual pockets can be 
formed in the polyethylene tube to prevent items such 
as delicate electronic tubes from jostling and breaking 
each other. Self-locking closure along one edge of the 

tube seals out moisture, dust or dirt. Light finger 
pressure locks the edges of the closure together quick- 
ly. With tube ends held securely against opposite walls 
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of the carton, the center portion is free to swing 

gently when the carton drops or moves sharply. Poly- 
fab Co. supplies the swing and die-cut insert, while 
the film tube is made of Bakelite polyethylene. 

High-speed labeler 

Labels from a continuous roll can be applied by heat 
and pressure to round, square or odd-shaped contain- 
ers at speeds up to 120 
per minute by a new 

labeler introduced by 
Globe Ticket Co., 112 
N. 12 St., Philadelphia 
7, Pa. The Duplex Du- 
matic labeler mechani- 
cally maintains register 

within a tolerance of 
0.0156 in. plus or minus. 
Thermoplastic adhesives 

formulated for adher- 
ence to glass, metal, 
wood, paper, cellophane, 
polyethylene, acetate or 

fabrics replace _ glue, 
eliminating down time } 

for glue preparation as ® 
well as for wash-up. For products that can be hopper 
fed, an operator is required only to load the magazine. 
Each head labels every other container and the label 
flow is stopped automatically if a container is missing 
from the slot. A coding device can be attached to 
print size, price or lot number, for example, on the 
label immediately prior to application, thus eliminat- 

ing a second operation. 

Colored polystyrene foam 

The Polyfoam Packers Div. of Glo-Brite Products, 
Inc., 6415 N. California Ave., Chicago 45, has an- 

nounced the availability of polystyrene foam in four 
new colors—powder blue, pastel red, pastel green 
and dark green—in addition to white. The material 
is being produced in the form of pads, dividers and 
platforms. 

New fluorescent papers and boards 

Double lightfastness is claimed for a new line of 
fluorescent papers and paperboards announced by 

Radiant Color Co., 830 Isabella St., Oakland 7, Calif. 
The new Sun-Tested Velva-Glo papers and boards re- 

portedly retain effective fluorescent brightness for a 
minimum of 60 days and nermally up to four months 
when exposed to direct sunlight on a vertical plane, 
which increases its value for window and outdoor 

display use. The new papers and boards come in nine 

fluorescent colors: pink, chartreuse, crange, red, 

orange-yellow, orange-red, cerise, blue and green in 

5-pt. paper and 10-, 15-, 28- and 50-pt. paperboard. 

Improved tube filler, closer and crimper 

The Haring Equipment Corp., 293 Frelinghuysen 
Ave., Newark 12, N. J., has announced that its Kalix 

Model RV-7 automatic tube filler, closer and crimper 
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can now be obtained with a heat-sealing head to seal 
polyethylene squeeze tubes. The new closing head is 

also available as a separate unit, adaptable to any 
existing Model RV-7 machine. 

Baked goods wrapped without supports 

Lower-cost packaging for haked goods is the aim of a 
new high-speed wrapping machine announced by Bat- 

tle Creek Packaging Machines, Inc., Battle Creek, 

Mich. Wrapping sliced, clustered buns and rolls or 
loose rolls without the use of cardboard or any other 

type of supports, the 47-H Variety wrapping machine 
is reported by the manufacturer to turn out from 60 

to 65 completed packages per minute. A_ labeler, 
label imprinter and “one-shot” lubrication may be 
added to the machine. Precision wrapping is obtained 

by a simple change-over using hand wheels and inter- 

changeable tuckers. 

New model stapling machine 

Container Stapling Corp., P.O. 
fy Box 247, Herrin, Ill, has an- 

nounced a new _ pneumatic 

ij stapling machine for use on 
oa corrugated or fibreboard 

1 boxes. Air valves of the Model 

es Tap-A stapler are operated 
\ mechanically and the machine 

is equipped with air filters, 
regulators, lubricators and 

gauges. The single head can 

be rotated 90 deg. to drive 
staples parallel to the carton 
edge instead of across the cen- 

ter seams. Adjustment is 
automatic for box-height vari- 

ations up to 4 in., manual for 
greater variations, An optional carton back stop can be 
used as a post for setting up flat cartons. Up to 3,600 

staples can be driven per minute. 

A new mold-release and parting agent 

\ new neutral oil spray that contains no silicone, de- 
veloped expressly for processors of polyethylene, has 

been announced by the Injection Molders Supply Co., 
3514 Lee Rd., Cleveland 20, Ohio. It is offered for 

use on injection molds, rolls, crimping jaws, etc., 
where environmental crazing and stress cracking have 
been encountered with silicone-type mold releases. 

The new spray, developed by IMS in conjunction with 
an oil company, minimizes crazing and prevents stick- 
ing of polyethylene during molding and processing. 
It comes in a giant aerosol can priced at $2 per 
sample, $18 per dozen and $197.40 per gross. 
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Bulk packaging machine and method 

The “Portecc Packer,” designed originally to compress 

and extrude wood flour in blocks for bulk packaging, 
has been made adaptable to other industries by the 
Portco Corp., Portland, Ore. The machine and pack- 
aging method can be adapted to materials that lend 
themselves to compaction and bulk packaging in in- 

dividual units, such as hops, peat moss, waste paper, 
etc., since it compresses without destroying basic 
characteristics, according to the supplier. The packer 

is hopper or blower fed and compresses material in 
16-in. square blocks. These blocks can be assembled 

into bales measuring any multiple of 16 in. in width 

or height and any desired length—for example, ex- 
actly half of the width of a rail car, or the exact 
length of a custem pallet. Use of the packer is said 
to result in extensive savings in packaging and labor 

costs, as well as in loading costs. 

New plastic shaker-top fitments 

Lermer Plastics, Inc., 524 South Ave., Garwood, N. J., 

has announced the availability of a new line of plastic 
shaker-top fitments. They 
come in a 34-in. diameter, 

for 2- and 3%%-in. vials, 
and in l-in. diameter, for 
2-, 3-, 344- and 4-in. vials. 
The %4-in. fitment has 

seven holes and the 1-in. 
size has nine holes. The 
company also manufac- 

tures shaker-top fitments 

to meet custom specifica- 
tions. They come in a va- 

riety of colors, clear or opaque, and can be ss een 
and printed during manufacture. 

Also announced by Lermer is the development of a 
new type of plastic container fitted with a patented 
rotating closure for dispensing capsules, pills, ball 
bearings, etc., one at a time. 

Improved wrap-around packaging 

Consolidated Lithographing Corp., Carle Place, Long 

Island, N. Y., has developed an improved wrap- 

around paper packaging material called “Stick- 
Wrap,” designed as an economical method to ex- 

pedite packaging for special promotions, introductory 
offers, holiday gift promotions and combination of- 

fers without blemish to regular packaging after the 
promotion period. The new wrap, which requires 

neither machinery nor water for its adhesive action, is 
reported to give a secure, strong wrap by touching 

the edges together, but will not stick under any other 
conditions. 

New polystyrene for molded containers 

\ new polystyrene compound developed for molding 
thin-walled containers, said to give better product pro- 

tection, has been introduced by Bakelite Co., Div. of 
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 30 E. 42 St., New 

York 17. Called SMD-3700 Crystal 11, the new ma- 
terial is said to provide greater resistance to stress 
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The papermaker writes: 
“The way the brilliant, crystal-clear transpar- 

ency of Kodapak Sheet made our special 

occasion notepapers look clean, mill-fresh, full 
of sales-appeal!—That we liked from the day 

we saw the first samples.” 
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Inc., by Jupiter Plastics, in 

Pittsfield, Moss 
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Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, Atlanta. Sales Representatives: Cleveland, Philadelphia, Providence. Distributors 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle (Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co ); Toronto, Montreal (Paper Soles, Lid 

The boxmaker writes: 

“As we used your |5-gauge material—forming 

thousands of Crane’s picture-window covers-——we 

found that Kodapak’s uniformity and freedom 
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and profitable plastic material to work in i 
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mation, call our representative or write 

Cellulose Products Division 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
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crazing and greater strength across lines of flow in 
thin-walled sections than the general-purpose poly- 
styrenes. The new compound is less permeable to air, 
oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor, an important fac- 
tor in increasing shelf life of a packaged product. 
SMD-3790 is clear and can be used in contact with 

iood, according to the company. 

New powered turntable 

The Samuel Olson Mfg. Co., Inc., 2418 Bloomingdale 
Ave., Chicago, has announced a new powered turn- 

= table designed 
; for use with 

powered or 
gravity convey- 
ors. Available 
with adjustable 
legs to bring the 

top to any prac- 

4 tical _ height, 
: the _ turntable 

PGS y can transfer 
packages or loads at either a 90- or 180-deg. turn. The 
48-in.-diameter disk is driven by a gearmotor at 25 
r.p.m. to produce approximately 300 f.p.m. rotation. 

Four rubber-tired ball-bearing wheels solidly support 

the disk, which is said to insure an even top surface 
under heavy loads. Feeder sections may be placed at 
any two corners of the turntable frame. Adjustable- 
height outer and inner guards permit the handling of 

packages of varied heights. The turntable requires 
only about 5 by 5 ft. of floor space. 

Double-drum winder with flying transfer 

A new double-drum surface winder that produces 

hard-wound rolls and provides for flying transfer has 
been announced by Frank W. Egan & Co., Adams- 
ville Rd., Somerville, N. J. Transfer between the front 

winding drum and a third drum is made at full 
machine speeds of up to 1,000 ft. per second as the 

finished roll is being removed. The newly started roll 
is then rotated into the main winding position. 

Improved automatic strapper 

A new version of the electric-powered Autobinder 
which straps, seals and cuts steel strapping at a rate 
of 1,000 ties per hour has been iniroduced by A. J. 

Gerrard & Co., 1950 Hawthorne Ave., Melrose Park, 

Ill. This machine makes its own seals and handles 

packages of varying size and contour delivered from 
high-speed production lines. The company also has 
announced an electric semi-automatic round wire ty- 
ing machine, an oval wire strapping unit, an electric 

strap dispenser and a line of strap cutters, pressure- 
sensitive tape and strapping accessories. 

High-speed register cutter 

The Clark-Aiken Co., 57 Springfield Rd., Lowe, Mass., 
manufacturer of sheeters for the paper and con- 
version industries, has announced a new Type DS 

register cutter. Similar to the Type D Clark-Aiken 
cutter, the new DS type has been especially designed 
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for high-speed, precision operation in sheeting from 
printed rolls. The machine will roll sheets up to 48 
in. wide, feeding from a constant-tension roll stand. A 
curl remover ahead of the slitters insures a flat sheet 
and an electric-eye web scanner between the slitters 
and feed roll operates through a Hurletron unit to 
control the cylinder knife. Accurate register of the cut 

to the printed sheet is reported to be maintained un- 
der all conditions and at paper travel speeds up to 
800 ft. per minute. A Clark-Aiken overhanging type 

layboy permits removal of the pile from either side 

or from the end. 

Small feeder for bulk materials 

Up to 500 lbs. of bulk material per hour can be 
delivered to weighing and packaging machines by a 
new, extra-small vibratory feeder introduced by Syn- 
tron Co., Homer City, Pa. Electromagnetism animates 

the feeder, eliminating bearings, sprockets, chains, 
gears, belts and idlers. The Model F-TO feeder has a 
trough size of 144 by 12 in., is 6 in. high by 15 in. 
long and weighs 104% pounds. Its compact design is 
said to facilitate incorporating the ieeder into other 
equipment. By rheostat control, the rate of feed can 

be regulated from a mere trickle to a full flow. 

New resins for cushioning field 

Isocyanate Products, Inc., P. O. Box 1681, Wilming- 
ton, Del., has announced a new series of polyether- 
based resins designed to meet cushioning require- 
ments for packaging. Known as Isofoam L, these 

formuiations are reported to offer low compression set, 
excellent aging and chemical resistance, high resili- 

ence and low cost. The resins are available in com- 
mercial quantities and slit stock may be obtained 

from several slab stock suppliers, according to the 

company. 

Multi-purpose stapler 

Faster stapling of packages or point-of-sale displays, 
for example, is the aim of a new air-operated stapler 

produced in sin- 
gle or multiple 
units by Fasten- 
er Corp., 868 W. 

Fletcher St., 
Chicago. Heads 

accommodating 
six different sizes 

of staples rang- 
ing from 5/32 to 
9/16 in. can be 
mounted, one to 
each unit, and 

changed to fit 

job require- 
ments. Multiple- 
unit staplers are 
custom made to 
job specifications and can be assembled in any de- 

sired formation, including a circle, according to the 
company. Single units of the Duo-Fast bench-model 
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Tri-Sure Tab Seal 

Tri-Sure Flange 

JEFFERSON CHEMICAL CO. INC. 
solves 

contamination problem 
with 77/-Sure Closures 

The Sign RE Perfect Seal 

N packaging and shipping the iron-free grade of ethylene 
glycol, Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc., of Houston, 

faced the problem of contamination from the metal of the closure. 

About a year ago, conversion was made to Tri-Sure* Poly- 
ethylene Plugs. Since that time, the contents of all drums tested 
after shipment have been found to be of the same high quality 
as when packaged. 

More and more chemical and petroleum companies are equip- 
ping their drums with Tri-Sure Closures, because experience has 
proved to them that Tri-Sure offers a solution to every problem 

CLOSURES of protection. 

You can depend on the interengaging Tri-Sure Flange, Plug 
and Seal for safety from leakage, seepage and tampering. And *The “Tri-Sure” Trademark is a mark 

of reliability backed by over 35 years for extra protection in lined containers, Tri-Sure offers many 
serving industry. It tells your cus- speciali ; = sosneen that daieoen Giddens Matis pecialized fittings—polyethylene, coated and polygonal. 

(inserted with genuine Tri-Sure Send for details or ask your supplier about the complete Tri-Sure 
Gan, Finge and shale Reve Semp aeem, line—the best solution to your closure problem. 

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO. INC., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N.Y. 
CHICAGO, ILL. - LINDEN, N. J. - NILES, OHIO 

Tri-Sure Products Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canado 
Tri-Sure S/A Inddstria e Comércio, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
American Flange & Manufacturing Co. Inc., Villawood, N. S. W., Australia 

Compania Mexicana Tri-Sure $/A, Avenida No. 1 y Piramide, Noucalpan, E. de Mexico, Mexico 
B. Van Leer N. V., Stedhouderskode 6, Amsterdam, Holland 

Van Leer Industries, Lid.. Seymour House, 17 Waterloo Place, Pall Mall $. W. 1, London, England 
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stapler operate by foot treadle and multiple units 
either by a single treadle or automatically. Single 
units are 11% in. long, 14 in. high and weigh 19 
pounds. Throat reach is 4% in. and space between 
anvil and head is adjustable to height of material. 

New conveyor speeds pre-packaging 

ib? * A new heavy-duty “V” con- 
, veyor announced by the K. G. 

Brown Mfg. Co., Mattituck, 
Long Island, N.Y., is designed 
to speed pre-packaging opera- 
tions, particularly 
lated to the feeding of open 
polyethylene bags into stand- 
ard bag-closing unit. The con- 
veyor, which is portable and 
adjustable in height, accom- 
modates two automatic bag 
closers—one on each side, 
with the “V” belts specifically 

regulated to conform with in- 
take or traveling speed of 
most standard closers. Bags 
are fed from both sides of the 

conveyor. Belts run at a 45-deg. angle to the floor and 
at a 90-deg. angle to each other. A small take-away 
elevator is normally mounted at the discharge end 
to move closed packages on to the master-container 

those re- 

packaging table. 

improved plastic lid 

\ new type of lid known as the “Bull Dog Grip” has 
been developed by Lily-Tulip Cup Corp., 122 E. 42 

St.. New York 17, for use with that company’s Nest- 
rite food containers in 8-, 12- and 16-0z. sizes. Made 
of styrene, the improved lid is said to assure positive 
closure through a series of lugs, interspaced about | 
in. apart on lower part of the skirt, to hinge on the 
container’s rolled rim. These lugs, together with a 
bead which locks into the lid seat of the squat con- 

tainer, provide positive gripping action whether the 

container expands or contracts. 

Linear ethylene polymer vacuum formed 

Vacuum-formed parts are now being made with Hi- 
fax, the new linear ethylene polymer manufactured 
by Hercules Powder Co., Wilmingtor 99, Del. One of 
the first applications is for a four-part toy package 

made by Vacuum Molding, Inc., Boonton, N. J., from 
Hi-fax sheet manufactured by Gering Products, Inc.. 
Kenilworth, N. J. Vacuum-formed parts are reported 
as rigid and tough, with high impact strength at low 
temperatures. Because of its high temperature resist- 

ance, the material can be heat sterilized and is ap- 
proved for food use, according to the supplier. 

Tailored bag for fertilizers 

\ new type of pasted valve multiwall bag for pack- 

aging granular or pulverized fertilizers has been in- 
troduced by St. Regis Paper Co., 150 E. 42 St.. New 
York 17. The pasted valve bak with full insert is said 
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to provide better valve closure, reduced bag cost, im- 
proved package appearance, ease of opening and bet- 

ter stacking, warehousing and shipping. Automatic 
packing for the new bag is provided by a bag clamp 
and bag discharge unit which can be attached to the 
St. Regis 160-FB packer. 

New valve inserter for aerosol cans 

\ new machine capable of inserting valves in aerosol 
cans at speeds up to 120 per minute has been an- 
nounced by Stanley Home Products, Inc., Easthamp- 

ton, Mass. Valves with and without dip tubes can be 
handled with a minimum of adjustments, the com- 
pany reports. Equipped with a no can—no valve de- 

vice, the machine requires only two persons to feed 
valves at a speed of 120 containers per minute. An 

automatic sorter can be installed if desired. It handles 
6-, 12- or 16-0z. aerosol cans and is easily installed di- 
rectly to any double- or single-line filler, the company 

reports. Developed in connection with Stanley’s own 

aerosol line, the valve inserter will be available to 
other aerosol packagers. 

Two new weighers 

Wright Machinery Co., a subsidiary of Sperry Rand 
Corp., Calvin & Holloway Sts., Durham, N. C., has de- 
veloped two new precision weighers for different pack- 

aging operations. The Wrightronic, an electronic weigh- 
ing element first used in the meat-packing industry, 
measures loads of 3 gms. to 50 lbs. or more at speeds 
up to 200 per minute. The Wright Junior Weigher au- 
tomatically weighs and fills a variety of free-flowing 
and semi-free-flowing products into bags, boxes, jars 
or cans. Its weight range is 14 to 16 oz.; speed is up 
to 20 per minute. Change-over for different products, 
weights and package types takes but a few minutes. 

Biank feeder for quad stayers 

A new box-blank magazine feed to reduce labor costs 
of supplying blanks to quad stayers has been intro- 
duced by Kingsbury & Davis, Contoocook 3, N.H. 

Holding up to 900 box blanks for 20 min. of operation. 
the magazine feeds a controlled amount to the feed 
table as the quad consumes blanks. It can be reloaded 
whenever an attendant is available. It has a one-adjust- 

ment set-up and can be installed on K & D stayers or. 
with modifications, on other standard stayers. 

Slitter to meet cellophane problems 
A new slitter designed especially to meet problems of 

converting cellophane has been introduced by Stan- 

ford Engineering Co., P.O. Box 38, Salem, Il. With no 
clutches or cores to become heated or crushed, the 
new slitter assures positive tension to each winding 
roll, the maker reports. This eliminates heat sealing 
at cores, rejected rolls resulting from poor tensioning 

and the need to trim edges. Constant web speed is 
1,000 fpm, with 3,000 fpm optional. The slitter con- 
verts instantly from score or shear cut to razor-blade 

slitting, and the knives and point of slitting are com- 
pletely visible, as is the web from unwind to rewind. 

It handles plastic film. coated or uncoated paper. 
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ew 

wonder 

adhesives 

solve 

18 major 

sealing 

problems 

Seban is the long-needed answer to these costly sealing 

problems—and many more! 1. Poor bonding to imper- 

vious surfaces; 2. Excessive foaming in glue pot; 3. Ex- 

cessive glue pot build-up; 4. Too critical a film thickness; 

5. Extreme stringing; 6. Rate of set too fast or too slow; 

7. Insufficient or excessive penetration; 8. Improper tack 

range; 9. Poor water resistance; 10.Short shelf life; 

11. Unsightly squeeze-out; 12.Blistering; 13. Poor 

bond stability; 14. Unpleasant glue line odor; 15. Mold 

development; 16. Arduous glue pot clean-up; 17. Short 

pot life; 18. Lack of, or too much pliability. 

Don’t send for samples of SEBAN because, like any spe- 
cialists you call on, Armour can’t prescribe until we know 
your problems. However, once we know your needs we can 
recommend a grade of SEBAN for the job. Send this cou- 
pon now for further information about SEBAN adhesives! 

Udhewive Divisio 
Armour and Company * 1355 West 31st Street * Chicago 9, ill, 

Delaware and Spring Garden Streets * Philedeiphio 23, Pa. 
66 Locust Street * South Boston, Massachusetts 
120 Broedway * New York 5, New York 

Lincoln Hiyhway and Jacobus Avenve * Kearny, N. J, 
235 Sovth Homilton Street * High Point, North Caroling 

Seban is an extraordinary new line of polyvinyl] resin 

packaging adhesives. Though new on the market, it has 

been tested on machinery you use and under actual 

packaging conditions similar to your own. In every case, 

Seban did a superior sealing job. 

Every one of the many grades of new Seban can be 

modified to meet any known specific requirement. Send 

today for further information on amazing Seban! 

MAIL FOR FURTHER SEBAN INFORMATION! 

Send me Seban dzi1 for these operations mS 

Materials bonded 

Machines used 

End use 

NAME TITLE 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

city Zonet STaTe = 

Armour Adhesive Division, 1355 West 31st Street, Chicage 9, ill, 



& Plants 

Philip Morris, Inc., cigarette manufac 

turing firm, New York, is planning to 

acquire Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 

In a joint announcement, O. Parker Me- 

Comas, presi 

dent of Philip 

Morris, and 

William Hell- 

er, Sr., chair 

man of the 

board of Mil 

print, said that 

the boards of 
directors of 

Met omas Heller both companies 

“have separately approved, in principle, 

subject to further independent ap 

proval by the stockholders of both com 

panies, an acquisition plan. Under the 

plan, Milprint, Inc., will operate as a 

separate subsidiary of Philip Morris 

Inc., with its present management and 

operating Philip Morris 

stockholders are to hold a special meet 

Subject to their ap 

prac tices.” 

ing next month 

proval, an offer is to be made to Mil 

print stockholders to exchange their 

stock for Philip Morris common stock 

The joint statement also pointed out 

that while Philip Morris would cer 

tainly purchase some of its wrapping 

materials from Milprint, this would be 

done without mterruption or inconven) 

ence to Milprint’s customers or to 

Philip Morris’ sources of supply 

Joseph L. Cooke has been appointed 
to represent Milprint in northern Indi 

ina. Albert Riloff has been appointed 

to the sales staff in the Boston area. 

Warner Bros. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., 

has named Cameron Clark, Jr., assist 

ant general manager of the 

firm’s Box Div., a member 

of the company’s board of 

directors. John Field has 

been elected chairman of 

the board, while John W. 

Field, continuing as treas 

urer, replaced John Field 

as president. Henry P. 
Coogan and H. Sumner 

Farwell were elected vice 
Clark 

presidents of the company 

Fleishhacker Paper Box Co., San Lean 

dro, Calif., West Coast folding box sub 

sidiary of The Lord Baltimore Press, 

Inc., Baltimore, Md., will be known in 

future as The Lord Baltimore Press of 

California 

Russell W 

pointed assistant advertising manager 

for Riegel Paper Corp., New York 

Hollingsworth has been ap 

The Dobeckmun Co. Cleveland, and 

the Zellerbach Paper Co. San Fran 

cisco, have joined sales forces to offer 

a complete line of flexible packaging 

materials in the seven western states of 

Washington, Utah, Oregon, California, 
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Arizona, Nevada and Idaho, and in the 

territory of Alaska. Under the new 
agreement, Zellerbach will be exclusive 

representative for Dobeckmun’s entire 
stock-products line. In addition, the San 

Francisco company will complement the 
Dobeckmun West Coast sales staff in 

marketing custom preducts from Do 

beckmun’s flexible packaging division 

Norman C. Marsh has been promoted 

to assistant manager of the Los Angeles 

branch of Owens-Illinois Glass Co., 

Toledo, Ohio. John P. Morris holds a 

similar position in Oakland, Calif. 

National Can Corp., Chicago, has an- 
nounced plans for a new can manufac 

turing plant in Marion, Ohio. 

James L. Vaughan has 
joined the Dewey & Almy 

Chemical Co., a division 

of W. R. Grace & Co., 

Cambridge, Mass., as as 

sistant research director in 

charge of process design 

and development. Mr. 

Vaughan will supervise the 

firm's pilot laboratory. Vaughan 

Samuel K. Wallace has been named 

Chicago district sales manager in charge 

of publication and case-bound book 

papers for West Virginia Pulp & Paper 

Co., New York. At the same office, John 

P. Jordan will be sales manager for 

commercial printing paper sales. Also 

in Chicago, white converting paper sales 

will be handled by John P. Glezen 

Robert L. Taylor has been appointed 

San Francisco district manager for com 

mercial printing paper sales. He will be 

issisted by David A. Heagerty. 

rhe controlling interest in Shore Line 

Industries, Clinton, Conn., was recently 

purchased by The Porteo Corp., Port 

land, Ore. Shore Line will henceforth 

operate as a subsidiary of Portco, re 

maining an individual corporation with 
out change in personnel or policies. 

Cc. A. Loefgren has been promoted to 

sales manager of Harris-Seybold Co.. 
Cleveland, Ohio. Lloyd G. Butler has 

been named assistant sales manager. 

George W. Horan has been promoted 

to superintendent for tape production at 

the Bedford Park, Ill, plant of Minne- 

sota Mining & Mfg. Co. St. Paul, 

Minn. Waldo G. Bretson has assumed 
full responsibility for all manufacturing 

of Mid-States Gummed Paper Co. of 

Chicago, which has moved its manufa 

turing operations to Bedford Park. 

In Mid-States’ industrial trades tape 

division, Robert F. Norberg has been 

promoted to sales supervisor for the 

central region and Edwin J. Hurdle to 

sales supervisor for the Detroit and 

Charles W. Me. Cleveland branches 

Cracken is now supervising sales in th 

Chicago division, while Edward W. 

Doehrman is in the same capacity at 

the Ridgefield, N. J., branch. 

Henry F. Scheetz, Jr., has been elected 

to the board of directors of Standard 

Packaging 

Corp., New 

York. Mr. 

Scheetz will 

also be vice 

president ot 

the corporation 

and will serve 

as chairman of 

the _ planning 

committee, Ed- Burke Scheetz 

ward F. Burke has been named man 

ager of the Flexible Packaging Div. and 

will supervise all sales, manufacturing, 

research and development operations at 

the firm’s Clifton, N. J., plant. Andrew 

C. Halleck has been named director of 

personnel. 

David W. Wollin has been appointed 

executive vice president and chief ex- 

ecutive officer of Atlas Plywood Corp., 

Boston, Mass. Milton J. Kean has been 
named comptroller of Plywood, Inc., a 

division of Atlas, 

Aerosol Research Co., Forest Park, II! 

has opened an eastern sales office at 

550 Fifth Ave., New York, with Jack 

R. Schlossman as sales manager. 

Isaac L. Wileox has been elected a 

vice president and director in charg: 

of research and engineering for Seal- 

right Co., Inc., a division of Sealright 

Oswego Falls Corp., Fulton, New York 

Package Products Co., 

Inc., Charlotte, N. C., has 
appointed Charles F. And- 

erson as packaging sales 

engineer for the northeast 

ern states. George M. 

Porges Associates will 

continue to represent the 

firm in New York, working 

with Mr. Anderson. Anderson 

Mitchell M. Kaplan has joined the 

staff of Lane-Bender, Inc., New York, 

packaging designers and design con- 

sultgnts. He will help coordinate the 

firms. packaging design activities with 

customer marketing and merchandising. 

A new packaging firm, Paket Corp., has 

been formed in Chicago, with Harold 

Graham as president. The company r 

cently purchased the machinery and 

i ‘ : ill equipment of Paket, Inc., and will op 

erate at the former company’s location, 

9022 S. Baltimore Ave., Chicago. 

Dr. John P. Wilkins has been named 

assistant manager of industrial sales for 

the Film Dept. of E. L. du Pont de Ne- 

mours & Co., Inc., Wilmington 98, Del 
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“bright idea” 

Your company name and 

message show up better on 

brighter, smoother H&D Corabrite 

corrugated boxes. Improving 

product identification is 

always a bright idea. 

Better see H&D. 

“° HINDE 8 DAUCH 
» Subsidiary of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 

™Mty 

AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING + SANDUSKY, OHIO 

“or 14 FACTORIES + 42 SALES OFFICES 
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‘igal i It's a paper hog, 
.-. Says Mr. John Chaignot, finishing room supervisor (WAUSAU 

PAPER MILLS), “the high production of our Hayssen Wrapper 

has forced us to revamp our whole finishing operation.” 

i 

A recent survey of paper converters 

has disclosed an overwhelming 

Wraps all 

ream paper, 

10 to 1 preference for Hayssen 

Wrapping in most products 

and completely exclusive Hayssen 

memo pads, 

tablets, 

envelopes, 
use in others. 

loose leaf fillers, 

office stationery, You and we know there’s only 

one reason for this. Hayssen gives 

you better, faster wrapping and 

greater package size range at 

less cost-per-package. 

sales books, 

gift wraps, 

greeting cards, 

napkins, 

toilet tissue, 
We can save you money over your 

present hand wrapping, and 

give you a better, more protective 

towels, 

picture puzzles, 

tags, and sales appealing wrap. Let our 
seals, experienced packaging engineers 

and pcper help you with your packaging 

specialties. problems. Contact us TODAY ! 

HAYSSEN 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY «+ Dept. MP-5 * SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 

Albany « Atlanta « Chicago « Dallas « Denver « Detroit « Houston e« Jackson, Miss 
Los Angeles « Minneapolis « New York « P*tadeiphia « St. Louis « San Francisco « Montreal « Toronto 
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He is succeeded as assistant manager of 

sales development and technical service 

by Dr. William H. Wood. Harry S. 

Carl, Jr. is now development 

supervisor. 

To provide expanded service on “Cel- 

O-Seal” cellulose bands, Du Pont has 

created two new sales positions. D. R. 

Kinloch has been named to coordinate 

the increased customer service program, 
while E. Allan Britton has been ap- 

pointed special sales representative for 

“Cel-O-Seal” in Wilmington. Donald E. 

Monigle replaces Mr. Britton in the 

New York district sales office. 

sales 

Leonard A. Britzke has 

been elected president ot 

Bradley Container Corp.. 

Maynard, Mass., a sub 

sidiary of American Can 

Co.. New York. He has 

also been elected president 

of another Canco subsidi 

ary, Pittsburgh Plastics 

Corp., West Pittsburgh, 

Pa. John McCambridge, 

comptroller at Canco, has been elected 

a member of the Controllers Institute of 

Britzke 

America. 

The Diamond Match Co., New York. 

and The Gardner Board & Carton Co. 

of Middletown, Ohio, have agreed to 

merge, subject to approval at a forth 

Gardner Fairburn 

coming stockholders meeting. Accord 

ing to a statement issued by Robert G. 

Fairburn, Diamond president, and Colin 

Gardner, president of Gardner, Gard 

ner will be 

Diamond and two additional 

Gardner on 

companies. 

operated as a division of 

Gardner 

executives will join E. T. 

the board of the merged 
E. T. Gardner, Jr., and Colin Gardner, 

III, are slated to assume executive posi 

tions at Diamond headquarters. 

William 5S. Noel has been appointed 

director of industrial relations, Con- 

tainer Div., Rheem Mfg. Co., Chicago. 

Atlanta Paper Co., Atlanta, Ga., has 

acquired full ownership of Palm Con- 

tainer Corp., Miami, Fla., manufacturer 

of corrugated shipping containers. Palm 

Container will continue to operate as a 

separate concern under the direction of 

Morris Malmad, vice president and gen 

eral manager. Arthur L. Harris, presi 

MODERN PACKAGIN« 



INSIDE OR 
THE WORD FOR CANDVAIN- 7X Tear 

G0 

Rhinelander Glassine keeps candy fresh 
pearance and taste, is attractive, saniti c 

and works smoothly on automatic packaging equip 

INSIDE: Fluted cups, layer pads, trays and dividers mad 
of crisp, glossy glassine provide greaseproof protection 
from the high oil content of chocolate. 

OUTSIDE: Ideal as a bar candy wrapper .. . glassine seals 

flavor in and retards rancidity. Its smooth surface permits 

sharp, colorful printing with ease of handling. 

Rhinelander Glassine is available in a wide variety of 

colors in embossed, opaque and translucent grades. 

RHINELANDER 
Rhinelander Paper Company - Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Subsidiary of St. Regis Poper Compony 
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SEND, FOR SAMPLES OF 
QS BAG CLOSURES... 

they're really different! 

Se ee 

SEE HOW THEY'RE MADE 

Viny! plastic, laminated tight 
to wire. Holds better, does 

not come apart 

Strong iron wire core, keeps Tie tight on 

bag. No slipping 

FREEZE PROOF 

EASILY REMOVED 

Available in pre-cut lengths from 12 

to 16"—or in 1000’ continuous spools 

IMPRINTING with your message 

very ec onomical WRITE FOR FULL 

DATA SAMPLES 

plasties company 
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 

A low-priced, high-turnover item like 
shoelaces leans heavily upon self-service 

selling, and you can bet your boots that 

clerks have no time to fuss with displays. 

The answer? Stapling! Bostitch E66HT 

foot- or motor-operated stapler gently 

secures each pack to the display card. 

Jig holds 12 packs perfectly in line. Gives 

a better job in half the time. Cuts costs, 

too. Laces easily picked off by buyers. 
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With Bostitch stapler and jig, 

Ohio manufacturer assures 

stores of a fast-selling display 

Call nearest Bostitch Economy Man or 

write Bostitch, 485 Briggs Drive, E. Green- 

wich, R. |., for information on carding. 

Fast it bett and faster with 

BOSTITCH 
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dent of Atlanta Paper, will be president 

and chairman of the board of Palm Con- 

tainer. Seymour Kagan, former presi- 

dent, will remain with the company. 

Sherman Paper Products Corp., New 
ton, Mass., has promoted Arthur L. 

Lytle to the 

newly created 

position of vice 

president in 

charge of mid 

western opera- 

tions, with 

headquarters in 
Chicago. Jo- 

seph Langr 

will be mid- 

western sales manager. James McLaugh- 

lin has been appointed vice president 

in charge of eastern operation. Kermit 

Greene will be sales manager for the 

eastern division. George Flanigan is 

manager of production control. 

Lytle McLaughlin 

Edmour F. Giguere has been appointed 

to the newly created position of man 

ager for new market coordination, Mar 

keting Dept., Components Div., Radio 
Corp. of America, New York. Mr. 

Giguere will also act as marketing man 

ager for new products introduced by the 

Components Division. 

Federal Adhesives Corp., Brooklyn, is 

back to normal production at its Brook 

lyn facility following a recent disrup- 

tion due to fire. 

Frank A. 

Hamel, ie. 

has been named 

executive vice 

president, a 

newly created 

post at Ben- 
sing Bros. & 

Deeney, Phila- 
delphia. The 
company has 

appointed Albert M. Tobia vice presi 
dent in charge of research and produc- 
tion. Sydney S. Shapiro has succeeded 

Mr. Tobia as technical director. 

Hamel Tobia 

Milton I. Bennett recently rejoined 
Cellu-Craft Products Corp., New Hyde 

Park, N. Y., and has since been ap 

pointed executive vice president. 

Ian C. MacGugan has been promoted 
to manager of paper and pulp research 
and development at Beeco Chemical 
Div.. Feod Machinery & Chemical 

Corp., Buffalo, N. Y. 

FMC’s Canning Machinery Div. has 

assigned Dale Davis as account repre- 

sentative in the Midwest, with head- 

quarters at Fond du Lac, Wis. Robert 
E. Shuler represents the company in 
Wisconsin and upper Michigan, with 

headquarters in Hoopeston, Ill. Minne- 
sota, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska 
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and the Dakotas are being served by 

Larry Janzen, who replaces W. Wallace 
Walsh, now sales office supervisor and 

service manager for eastern operations. 

Phil V. V. Hurlbut is handling the 

firm’s new Sure-Way package caser 

throughout the eastern territory. Ward 

C. Armstrong, covering Arkansas, north 

Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma, now 

works from Hoopeston, IIL. 

E. B. Cahn, L. E. Houck and B. H. 

Sehenk have been appointed vice presi- 

dents of the Visking Co., Chicago, a 

Cahn Houck "Schenk 

division of Union Carbide & Carbon 
Corp. Mr. Cahn will be in charge of the 

plastics division and Mr. Houck, the 

food casing division. Mr. Schenk will be 

responsible for operations. 

The Bakelite Co., New York, another 

division of Union Carbide, has ap 

pointed M. M. Suba as manager of sales 

for its extrusion materials division. 

Charles W. Proudfit has been appointed 

director of sales in the newly created 

Resin Products 

Dept. of the 

Plastics Div., 

Celanese Corp. 

of America, 

New York. He 
will supervise 

sales of Cela 

nese polyester 

: resins and poly 

Proudfit Orr vinyl acetate 

emulsions. William P. Orr has been 

made assistant ge neral manager of the 

plastics division. Burton E. Cash suc- 

ceeds him as plant manager of the Forti- 

flex polyolefin plant at Houston, Tex. 

Venesta, Ltd., London, England, re- 

cently opened a new foil laboratory at 

their Silvertown facility, where a re- 

search and testing service will be of- 

fered to foil users. Dr. T. H. Angel is 

director. 

John D. Beggs, sales manager for the 

resin division of National Starch Prod- 
ucts, Inc., New 

York, has 
moved to Los 

Angeles, where 

he will con- 

tinue to co 

ordinate sales, 

\ technical and 
\ {\ « field efforts of 

= ; the division. 

Beggs = Liberrti Felix Liberti, 
supervisor of the resin coating labora- 
tory at Plainfield, N. J., will be in 

charge of paint technical service. 

Dr. T. A. White, technical director 

of the paper division has announced the 

following supervisory promotions in the 
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UNIVERSAL 

BRIGHTWOOD 

BOX MACHINE 

QUALITY boxes at lowest cost 

In one automatic operation flat printed blanks 

become perfectly squared, solidly glued boxes 

for shoes, underwear, corsets, games, candy, 

etc. — boxes with turned-over ends and finished 

edges all around, made from double-walled or 

laminated blanks. Regular glued-end single 

wall boxes may also be made. A very wide size 

range can be produced on the one machine. 

Write US for complete information. 

U.S. AUTOMATIC BOX 
MACHINERY CoO., INC. 
122 ARBORETUM ROAD, ROSLINDALE, BOSTON 31, MASS. 

Branch Offices: New York . Chicago + Springfield, Missouri 

James C. Hale Co., Los Angeles, San Francisco « R. S&S. Gold, Toronto 



the “Fuller Brush Man’ calis... 

as Saeed 
PLASTIC CLOSURES! 

YES, on Fuller Spot 

Remover, Fulmist, 
Nomar Furniture Cream 

Wax... these buy- 
appealing, quality 

products are topped by 

Scott Plastic Closures. 

Scott Custom closures 

add luxury and beauty 

to hundreds of fine 
nationally known 
products . . . cosmetics, 

pharmaceuticals, 

detergents, liquors. 
They can add eye- 
appeal, sell-ability to 

your products. And 
Scott Custom closures 
are economical, 
flawless! 

Write on Company Letterhead 

for “standard” closure samples 
and prices. 

Send today for the full 

color brochure show- 

ing how Scott 

facilities can save 

you time and money. 

INVESTIGATE SCOTT...IT MAY 

BE THE THRIFTY THING TO DO! 

Uo 
td 

410 WINDSOR STREET 

HARTFORD 5S, CONN. 

paper technical group: John Doherty 

in converting, Emil Mazzarella in gen- 

eral application and Donald S. Greif in 

coating. Leonard J. Wood, Jr., has been 

named to the new post of paper de 

velopment and mill service manager. 

C. E. Stevens Bros., Inc. Baltimore. 

Md., has purchased additional property 
adjacent to its present location on which 

the firm will construct a modern annex. 

Robert W. Polley has 

been promoted to the posi 

tion of vice president in 

charge of manufacturing 

for Nashua Corp., Nashua, 

N. H. Mr. Polley joined 

Nashua in 1939. Robert 
W. Carey is now repre 

senting the firm’s copvertet 

Polley sales division in Chicago 

The United States Printing & Litho- 

graph Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, has pur 

chased all the assets of the Lehmann 

Printing & Lithographing Co. of San 

Francisco. The newly acquired company 

will operate as the Lehmann Printing 

& Lithographing Div. of the United 

States Printing & Lithograph Co. Al- 

bert Weinstein, president of Lehmann, 

will head the new division. No changes 

in personnel are contemplated. 

Container Corp. of Amer- 

ica, Chicago, has appointed 

Ralph E. Eckerstrom as 
director of the department 
of design to succeed Herb- 

ert Bayer, who is now 

chairman of the depart 

ment. R. N. Alday is now 

sales manager of the Fer- 

nar sxrctnnee nandina, Fla., corrugated 

container plant. 

Bivans Corp., Los Angeles, held open 

house in March at its new location, 2431 

Dallas St.. Los Angeles, to celebrate 

the firm’s 12th anniversary. 

The Tropical Glass & Box Co., a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Anchor Fiacking 

Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio, has been 

dissolved and all assets and liabilities 

acquired by the parent company. 

Ralph E. Gesell has been appointed 

market analyst for industrial chemicals 

and plastic products at Spencer Chem- 

ical Co., Kansas City, Mo. 

M. J. Hoover has been elected a vice 

president of Sun Chemical Corp., Long 
Island City, N. Y 

The Canadian division of Cryovac Co., 

Cambridge, Mass., a division of W. R. 

Grace & Co., is building a large, mod 

ern converting plant in Toronto to sup 

ply the requirements of the Canadian 
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Model XP: For rewound rolls from 114" to 44," finished 
diameter Made in various width from 12” to 36”, 
with a range of 12”. Capacity to 
25 rolls per minute 

Model XPWB: For rewound 
labeled and wrapped rolls from 
1%” to 3” finished diameter 
Made in various widths from 
12” to 36”, each with a range 
of 12”. Capacity to 20 rolls 
per minute 

each 
Model DX: For rewound 
rolls on cores as small 
as 5/8” 0.D. and fin- 
ished rolls up to 444". 
Made in various «.dths 
from 6” to 24”. Capa- 
city to 20 rolls per min. 

Model HY: For rewound rolis 
from 3%” to 10” finished 
diameter. Web width range 
from 24” to 48”. Designed to 
handle the heaviest stocks 
such as roofing, sheathing, 
kraft, etc 

ROLL PRODUCTION 
The world’s leading specialist manufacturers of push-button automation for 

roll production can meet your particular specifications with either a 
basic machine or one specially adapted. 

With a Schultz Automatic, control of production quantity and production 
quality is at the fingertip of the operator. 

Every Schultz machine delivers a uniformly neat, accurately measured 
product whether rewound only or rewound, labeled and wrapped...even under 

continuous and most rigorous production schedules. 

IF YOUR PRODUCT STARTS WITH A WEB AND ENDS IN A ROLL YOU CAN MAKE IT 

BETTER, FASTER AND CHEAPER ... WITH A SCHULTZ AUTOMATIC! 

Pioneers ond Ongineters of Fully Autemerc Rewinding Equipmen: 

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY 



One-man versatile OLIVER 
Saves your packaging dollars 

The Oliver handles a wide range of 

package sizes. Its one-man operation 

and quick-adjustability speed pro- 

duction. The Oliver wraps many prod- 

ucts: paper specialties, textiles, baked 

goods, meats, and products only re- 

motely similar. It wraps them neatly, 

securely and rapidly. Using modern 

wrapping materials it heat-seals or 

glue-seals your package for utmost 

protection. A colorful diecut label can 

be heat-sealed to package. Infeed 

conveyors in various lengths. An elec- 

tric eye registers printed wrappers. 

Choose from 8 models—speeds up to 
50 a minute. Even with short runs 

and frequent changes, down-time is 

low. Write for details. 
With Handles 

<a Oliver Roll-Type Labeling 
System saves dollars daily 
Automatic Labeler heat seals 
a roll-type label (printed by 
Oliver) to the wrapper. Label 
can be imprinted with essen 
tial information just before 

it is applied. Imprint items 
changeable in a few seconds. 

Labeler—with or without Im 
printer—can be attached t 
other makes of wrapping ma Consult Mack . : 

Y chines Get all the facts 

for Special Packaging 

If you have a packaging problem, or special packag- 
ing idea, Mack Molded plastics may be the solution. 

Mack technicians offer a 3-way service on product 
packaging, custom closures and merchandising sales 
aids. Mack will assist in the development of your 

idea, make recommendations on materials selection 
and collaborate on design. For help based-on- 
experience, just call or write outlining your problem. 

Standard Closures 

Available trom Stock 

Mack molded plastic closures, in all stock sizes, are 
available for prompt delivery. Select the design best 
suited to your product from the wide variety offered 
by Mack. Samples promptly on request: address 
Mack Molding Company, Inc., Wayne, N. J. 

$Vews lanes | ; OLIVER 
Dliver Machinery Company Fat TTE TTT Nam with Rol-Type 

MACK * na MY aes Grand Rapids 4, Michigan Machine Meum 

Moided Excellence System 
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market, formerly served by the com- 

pany’s Lockport, N. Y., plant. Opera- 

tions at Lockport will be discontinued 

on a gradual basis pending completion 

of the new facility. 

G. L. Stancliff, Jr., has 

been appointed vice presi- 

dent and general manager 

of the Askania Regulator 

Co., Chicago, a subsidiary 

of the General Precision 

Equipment Corp., accord- 

ing to a recent announce- 

ment by H. J. Velten, 

Stancliff president of Askania. 

Edward J. Dunn has been appointed 

chief project chemist in the technical 
department at American Viscose Corp., 

New York. He will locate at the Marcus 

Hook, N. J., cellophane plant. Greater PROFITS... 

Seymour Robins has formed a new de | added packaging FLEXIBILITY 
sign firm, Seymour Robins, Inc., with 

offices at 24 W. 45 St.. New York. 

coit t. viting im en | With V@aororm 
appointed assistant general 

manager of the Westen. | YACUUM forming machines 
Waxide Specialty Packag- 

=* ing Div. of Crown Zeller- : f 
bach Corp., San Leandro, e wider range of shapes, sizes and plastic 

Calif. Berry L. Dillon re- materials with which you can work 
1 jlaces Mr. Dilli g@ as res 7 h 

; oes indicts - he owl e lower die and machine costs 

Dilling Leandro plant, eno specialized technical experience needed 

Donald Maclean has been elected to With VacForm you can test new “skin” and “blister” protective and 
the board of directors of Fibreboard f ‘ h f ‘lf f ‘ . 
Paper Preducts Corp., San Francisco. types of containers, change from one pilfer-proof packages... skin-tight 

type to another, produce packages in wraps and hard-to-package items... 
Globe Heat-Seal, Inc., of Los Angeles short runs at less cost. You can cut rigid transparent cups and contain- 

pe nee oe L.. poses; A change-over timetoaminimum.And_ ers, both reusable and disposable. 
eral manager o le Company. Mw alrec- in - 4 q , i . is ae 7 

tion-of manufacturing and sales is in- you om Squeeze a small VacForm Investigate the many ways in which 
cluded in Mr. Quinto’s new duties. model into only 10% Square feet of VacForm packaging 

space. 
floor space can save money \ new industrial design 

consulting firm has been VacForm vacuum forming machines and make money 

formed in Chicago. De- produce most any shape packaging: for you. 
sign Dynamics, Inc., will 

located at 221 N. LaSalle 

St., with John L. Cox as Write for new informative booklets. 
president, Wayne G. Wil- ovccceccescceses| 
liams az vice president and 

" ' Bruce Beck as vice presi . = 
. MANUFACTURI dent in charge of package carro oy a eae — COMPANY eeees 

Bec k 

760 Windsor Street, Hartford 1, Connecticut 

Learn what VacForm equipment can mean to 
your business ...its applications, advantages, 
and operation. Send for three new reports today. 

and graphic design. 

Federal Paper Board Co., Bogota, N. J., 

has arranged to purchase Frankenberg PLASTIC FORMING MACHINERY 

Bros., Inc., folding carton makers of Cree EMHART 
Downingtown Paper Co. Downing MANUFACTURING co. 
town, Pa., has announced the comple 

Name 

Company 

DOP ee eee 2 2 t 
Street 

tion of its consolidation with two other HENRY & WRIGHT DIVISION City ena 

companies, Downingtown Paper Box 760 Windsor Street « Hartford 1, Connecticut 

Co. of Downingtown and Simplex 

Paper Box Corp. of Lititz and Lan 

Principal Business 

eae eee eee eee eee 2 oY CEE OH eee eee 



mew! versatile! 

“FLEXOPAKER’’ 

odd or symmetrically shaped items 

...wrapped for impulse sales 

FLEXOPAKER = 

Quickly adjustable for an 
almost endless variety of 
sizes, Handles articles from 
1/5" x IYo" x Ye" mini- 
mum to 27" x 15" x 2” 
maximum. Solves Food, 

Textile, Drug and Cosmetic, 
Paper, Candy, Baked 
Goods, Cracker and Bis- 
cuit or Industrial Product 
packaging problems. 

capsule case history 1- AIRPLANE MODEL KIT 

Preformed, loose plastic airplane parts placed on flat bottom card are heat sealed 
in sturdy polyethelyne coated cellophane pouches. Parts not disturbed by stops 
or starts due to “Continuous Flow” design . . . “Flexopaker” production averages 
3.000 packages per hour. Creates attractive visual pack yet holds loose contents 

in position. Tough poly-coated cellophane repels sharp edges . . . no cracking 
or shrinking. 

capsule case history 2- SCREWS 

“Flexopaker” received previously counted quantities of screws, and formed 

pouches to contain them. Six individual packages were joined together with 

seals perforated for easy separation. and every sixth package cut off for shipping 

in units of six. A speed of 30 pouches per minute easily attained and maintained. 

let us package your product. Send us samples of 
your products (or if they are perishable, describe the packages and 

sizes) and tell us the kind of overwrapping you require. We will either 

package and return them promptly with our recommendations, or give 

you our best suggestions in answer to your inquiry. If you have specific 

questions, we would welcome a letter from you. 

eerie Pt 

BATTLE CRhEEK 
packaging machines, ine. 
102 Twelfth Street, Battle Creek, Michigan 

riers 

caster, Pa., to be operated under con- 

solidated management. F. Huston Me- 

Ilvain will be president, with Arthur J. 

Summers as his assistant; Robert M. 

Mellvain is vice president in charge of 

operations; J. Gibson MclIlvain, Jr., 

vice president in charge of staff services; 

Thomas E. Brookover, manager of tech- 

nical services; William G. Hayward, 

manager of operations; R. James Lotz, 

Jr., manager of industrial relations. 

Boyd H. Red- 

ner has been 

re-elected pres- 

ident and treas- 

urer of Battle 

Creek Packag- 

ing Machines, 

Inc., Battle 

Creek, Mich. 

Keith H. Red- 

ner was re- 
B. Redner K. Redner 

elected vice president and sales man 

ager, and Frank Stowitts, secretary. 

Hugh Conklin was elected to the board. 

Phillips Chemical Co., subsidiary of 

Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, 

Okla., has begun large-scale commercial 

production of its Marlex 50 polyethyl- 

ene at the firm’s manufacturing site on 

the Houston Ship Channel, Tex. Ca- 
pacity here is expected to reach 75 mil 

lion pounds per year. 

Lester-Phoenix, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, 

has opened an auxiliary plant in Cleve- 

land for Lester injection-molding and 

die-casting machines. 

Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., 

Minneapolis, Minn., has 

appointed Pierson M. 

Grieve as general manager 

He succeeds W. E. Zim- 

mermann, who has _ re- 

signed. Mr. Grieve’s former 

duties were those of 

treasurer and comptroller. 
Cxtoun of the company. 

, 

Ebbe C. Anderson has been appointed 

to the newly created position of pack - 

aging coordinator for The American 

Hardware Corp., New Britain, Conn. 

Cadillae Products, Ine. Ferndale, 

Mich., maker of barrier materials, has 

named John M. Bills sales manager. 

Arthur Chaplin has been appointed a 

vice president of Reinhold-Gould, Inc. 

New York. 

Earl L. Wilsom has been appointed 

sales promotion manager for Columbian 
Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y. H. Donald 

Baldwin has been named company sales 

manager for soft fibre products. The 

Auburn sales branch is to be managed 

MODERN PACKAGING 



The LIICA FAR Infrared Drying System 
Solves even knottiest drying problems 

of all branches of the Converting Industry 

4 Infra-Air Jets installed in a Lacquering Machine for 

Wax-laminated Aluminum Foil doubled speed of operation 

Manufactured on license— 

U.S.A.: COMAC, Converters Machine Co. 

22 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn. 
Germany: Hofmann & Schwabe, Krefeld, 

Wilhelmshoiallee 96 
Scondinavia: A/S Packo 

P.O. Box 18, Drammen, Norway 

Distributed and Sold by— 

Belgium: R. Bouha-Waage, Great Britain: Gordon & Gotch 

Aywiers-Brabant 39 Farrington St., London E.C. 4 
Holland: Technische Handel d 

Paverma, Graafstroomstracat 85, 
. Rotterdam 

Finland: Aiver terkle A/8, Ke Scandinavia and other overseas countries: 
France: MonoMatic A/S Packo, P.O. Box 18, 

9, rve du Chemin-de-fer Drammen, Norway 

Strasbourg-Koenigshoffen Switzerland: Ernst Liechti & Co., 
Germany, Austria and Luxembourg: Zollikon, Zuerich 

Hofmann & Schwabe, Krefeld, China ard Japan: Elof Hansson, 

Withelmshofallee 96 P.O. Box 183, Goteborg, Sweden 

A 
Canada: Langen & Hamilton 

104 Southvale Dr., Toronto 17 

All patent rights reserved by ORGANIZACION LIICA International Drying Consultants 

COMAC, Converters Machine Co. 
22 W. Putnam Ave. Greenwich, Conn 

New Way to Code 
Cans, Jars, Bottles 
Compact, portable attachment adapts to any 
line ... up to 600 imprints per minute 

The Gottscho ‘Model TB” 4% 
MARKOCODER® machine is a 
unique, fully automatic, pack- 
aging line attachment for cod- 
ing bottoms of cans, bottles, 
jars, canisters, paper contain- 
ers at high speeds. Makes con- 
sistently clean, permanent ink 
imprints. Designed for quick 
code changes, simple mainte- 
nance, easy adjustment for 
different sizes. Offers all the ad- 
vantages of a fixed-installation 
imprinter without requiring al- 
teration of present set-up. 

Write for 

Bulletin “TB” 

ADOLPH GOTTSCHO, INC. 
Dept. A, Hillside 5, N. J. / In Coneda: RICHARDSON AGENCIES, LTD., 

Toronto and Montreal 



KENBK pqesk 

Printed tape helps your 

package speak for itself! 

Shuford’s SHURTAPE FP-17 is a printable pressure- 
sensitive flat back paper tape. Comes in white, blue, green, 
yellow, orange, red, silver, and natural color. 

This tape is flexible, strong and sure to seal! Sticks tight 
to paper, paperboard, film bags of polyethylene, cellophane 
or vinyl . . . wood, metal, glass or cotton cloth! 

Help your package speak for itself. Print your advertising 
message, brand name or instructions on Shuford’s SHUR- 

TAPE FP-17. Seal and SELL! 

Whatever your packaging problem .. . if 
a paper tape can be used .. . there’s a 
Shuford’s SHURTAPE to meet your needs! 

For complete information, write 

CLOTHES UNES « TWINES 

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE PAPER TAPES 

SASH CORDS «+ WEATHER STRIPPING 

COTTON & RAYON YARNS «+ EXTRUDED PLASTICS 

World's Largest Manufacturer of Cotton Cordage 

by Carl H. Stevens. In the New York 

sales office, H. Davis Daboll has suc- 
ceeded Elmer J. Ogden as manager. 

Mr. Ogden has become assistant sales 

manager of the company. Also in the 

New York office, Fred Carroll has been 

appointed assistant manager of rope, 
while Philip Karp has been named as 

sistant manager of twine. 

James W. Mesman has 
been appointed sales man 
ager of national accounts 

for the Fibre Drum & Cor 
rugated Box Div. of Conti- 
nental Can Co., Ine., New 

York. He will be in charge 
of corrugated box sales 

and will work frem the 

Mesman New York office. 

Interchemical Corp., New York, has 

appointed Arthur W. Legge assistant 

southern district sales manager for the 

Printing Ink Div. He will headquarter 
in Cincinnati. Herbert Gaetjens is now 
IPI manager in the Michigan area. 

Frank Healy, sales representative in 
New York, is assistant to the eastern 

district manager. 

Mead Board Sales, Inc., Cincinnati, 

Ohio, has promoted William C. LePage 

to manager of the Chicago sales office. 

Russell R. Williams has been ap 

pointed as his assistant manager. 

S. W. Franklin has been 

appointed vice president 

for marketing with At- 

lantic Gummed Paper 

Corp., Brooklyn. He was 

formerly with Hudson Pulp 

& Paper Corp.’s Cup & 
Container Div. and will 

now handle sales, merchan- 
Franklin dising and promotion. 

Ralph H. Cutting, vice president and 
general manager of Keyes Fibre Co.., 

Waterville, Me., has been elected presi- 

dent of the company to succeed the late 

Wallace E. Parsons. Three new vice 

presidents are H. Douglas Archibald, 

Gustave R. Johnson and Walter H. 

Randall. John W. Thomas, treasurer, 

was also elected to the board. 

John Birrell has been appointed man- 

ager of the corrugated and special prod- 
ucts department for Morningstar, Nicol. 
Ince.. and its adhesives subsidiary, 

Paisley Products. 

Avery Paper Co., Painesville, Ohio, 
will be known in future as Fasson 

Products. 

The eastern office of the Staude Mfg. 

Co. St. Paul, Minn., and its wholly 

owned subsidiary, High Production 

Machine Co., is now located at 22 W. 
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Creative Papers from Mosinee 
...are custom-teilored to specific needs...particularly packagers’ 

Making a tougher wrapping 
for packaging hard cash 

Branpt AUTOMATIC CASHIER Co. 

makes the paper wrappers for both 

coins and paper currency. While the 
job might seem simple enough, the 

paper from which the wrappings are 

cut and formed must have the right 
combination of qualities. It must 
have a good printing surface, be 
easy to glue and must have inherent 
strength to prevent both collapse 

when being filled and rupture if 

dropped. 
MOSINEE created the sulphate 

paper needed . . . maintains uniform- 
ity of all desired characteristics with- 

in each run and from order to order. 
To see how Mosinee may be able 

to help you get the correct papers 
for your product, processing or 

packaging, mail coupon. 

MOSINEE 
PAPER MILLS CO. 

MOSINEE, WIS. 

RR ES A SS | 

j MOSINEE PAPER MILLS CO., Dept. MPA-5, Mosinee, Wisconsin | 

Please furnish details on how you can create special papers to meet our needs. 

ADDRESS 

| PRODUCT 

TITLE 

STATE 

warren aa a oe 

First St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Theodore 

Von Thien is division sales manager 

and Walter Stoerger is his assistant. 

Sinclair & Valentine Co., New York, 
recently commenced construction of 

a printing-ink plant in Secaucus, N. J. 

East Texas Pulp & Paper 

Co., Evandale, Tex., has 

appointed William J. 
Lough a sales representa- 

tive. He will locate in the 

New York City eastern dis- 

trict sales office. Mr. Lough 

was previously associated 

with the Port Huron Sul- 

Lough phite & Paper Co., Mich. 

Bert W. Martin, widely known in the 

packaging field as the founder and presi- 

dent of the former Shellmar Products 
Corp., is now active in racing on the 

West Coast, and is building quite a 

stable of his own. At recent thorough- 

bred sales in Pomona, Mr. Martin paid 

top price of $43,000 for C. V. Whitney’s 

4-year-old Head Man. He also pur- 

chased two other Whitney horses, pay- 

ing $28,500 for The Searcher and $21,- 

500 for Full Steam. 

Evans Research & Development Corp., 
New York, has appointed Harold E. 
Worthman as research chemist, while 

Elinor M. Cohen, Frances E. Golden- 

son and Charles J. Coreschi have been 

named junior chemists. 

Leo P. Gajda has been 

named vice president in 

7 charge of engineering for 

@ the Arthur Colton Co. of 
Detroit. Bruce M. Regan 

is now vice president of 

manufacturing. Mr. Gajda 

had been director of engi- 

neering for the company, 

while Mr. Regan was 

Gajda manufacturing manager. 

Wayne E. Gary has been named vice 

president in charge of eastern sales for 

the J. L. Ferguson Co., Joliet, Ill. 

The Polymer Chemicals Div. of W. R. 
Grace & Co., New York, has appointed 
Dr. Alio J. Buselli as manager of 

chemical research at the firm’s Clifton, 

N. J., laboratories. 

The Silicone Products Dept. of the Gen- 

eral Electrie Co., Waterford, N. Y., is 
constructing a new product and process 
development laboratory as part of a 
$3,000,000 expansion program. 

J. L. Galt has been appointed West 

Coast marketing manager for GE’s 

chemical! materials department. 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. 

Oakland, Calif., is enlarging its Wana- 

tah, Ind. aluminum food-container 
plant. The company has announced 

MODERN PACKAGING 



plans for an aluminum foil processing 
plant at Belpre, Ohio. The $2-million 
facility will process foil from Kaiser's 

rolling mill at Ravenswood, W. Va. 

C. M. Green has been promoted to the 

position of general manager of Mosinee 
Paper Mills Co. of Mosinee, Wis. John 

A. McPherson has been made plant 

manager, replacing Mr. Green. 

Edgar F. Collins has been 

appointed director of sales 

for National Metal Edge 

Box Co., Philadelphia. His 

duties will include direc- 

tion of all company sales 

and marketing activities. 

He was formerly with Die- 

bold, Inc., as assistant na- 

Collins tional sales manager. 

Robert E. Kahl has been named na- 

tional advertising manager in charge of 

merchandising and research at the 

Borden Co., New York. Among other 

duties, Mr. Kahl will cover packaging 

and package design testing. 

Vincent D. Nutile and Joseph H. 

Koslowski have been appointed techni- 

cal sales representatives in New Eng- 
land for Borden’s coatings and adhesives 

department. 

Imeco Container Corp., Kansas City, 

Mo., has opened a plant in Toronto, 

Canada, which will operate as Imeco 

Container Canada, Ltd. Consolidated 

Bottle Co., Ltd., of Toronto, will be ex 

clusive distributor in Canada for prod- 

ucts of the new facility 

Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich., 

has opened a West Coast plastics tech- 

nical service and development center at 

Terrance, Calif. 

Chase Bag Co., Chicago, has just com 

pleted an annex to its Portland, Ore., 

plant. The new facility will be used for 

storage and manufacturing operations. 

Robert D. Rusch has been named 

manager oi Chase Bag’s Chagrin Falls, 

Ohio, paper mill. 

John M. Ladd, Alan L. Irwin and 

Charles C. Bush are three newly ap- 

pointed vice presidents of General Bex 

Co., Des Plaines, Tl. 

Herman B. Esselen, glass container 

specialist with the Dept. of Commerce, 

Washington, D. C., died on March 24 

after a long illness. He was 61. Mr 

Esselen was head of the Glass Contain 
ers and Closures Section of the Business 

& Defense Services Administration. 

Wallace E. Parsons, 68, president of 
Keyes Fibre Co., Waterville, Me., died 

on March 6. Mr. Parsons, who had been 

with the organization since 1926, be 

came president in 195). Under his 

leadership, the company experienced 

considerable growth and expansion. Mr 

Parsons was active also as a member of 

the board of directors of the National 

Assn. of Manufacturers 

MAY 1957 

Pre-assembled 

-.-custom-made... 

PARTITIONS 
for Protective 

Packaging 
made fo your exact 

specifications 

for faster packing 

_at lower cost! 

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE 

for QUOTATIONS on 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

PETER PARTITION CORP. 
Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 

124 BOERUM PLACE BROOKLYN 1, N.Y. 
Telephone: TRiangle 5-4033 

ATA TTA Hast ANH TTT amy 
u ni A ALAN it 

FASTER FILLING 

FOAMLESS 

DRIPLESS 

FASTEST CHANGEOVER 

PERL FILLING MACHINES 
FOR VACUUM, GRAVITY OR PRESSURE 

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 

ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CONTROLS 
New design model COS-K, illustrated, operates by vacuum, in a range of 

sizes and filling speeds from 20 to 100 bottles per minute and capacities up 

to 5 gallons. Ne foot pedals, no hand levers, just a touch of a button! Even 
the most unskilled operator immediately attains full productioa speed. 

Write for Circular P-3 

PERL MACHINE MFG. CO., INC. 
68 Jay Street, Brooklyn 1, N. Y., MAin 4-0165 

Me ae Ble 



€ For your information ! 

The Glass Container Mfrs. Institute 
will hold its semi-annual meeting at The 

Greenbrier, White. Sulphur Springs, 
W. Va., May 21-23. Chairman of the 
program committee is J. C. Feagley of 
Armstrong Cork Co., assisted by E. F. 

Ball of Ball Bros. Co. and C. G. Ben- 

singer of Owens-Illinois Glass Co. 

Howard G. Lewis of the Hazel-Atlas 

Glass Div., Continental Can Co., Inc., 

and Fred N. Dundas of Dominion Glass 

Co., Ltd. have been elected to the 

GCMI board of trustees. 

Some 2,500 delegates are expected to 
attend the llth annual convention of 
the American Society for Quality Con- 
trol in Detroit’s Masonic Temple, May 

22-24. Ninety technical presentations 

will be made by speakers from the 
United States, Canada and abroad, and 
newest developments and devices in 

gauging and inspection techniques will 

be on display. 

The 1957 Produce Packaging Show, 

to be held in conjunction with the 

seventh annual conference of the Pro- 
duce Packaging Assn., Shoreham 
Hotel, Washington, D. C., Sept. 15-18, 

is expected to be the most comprehen- 
sive in the industry’s history. Stress 

will be placed on mechanized handling, 

efficiency of production planning and 

methods, scientific package design, 

modern merchandising, branding, ad- 

vertising and promotion. Information on 

the show and conference may be secured 

from Robert A. Cooper, Show Manager, 
500 Fifth Ave., New York 36. 

Newly elected officers of the National 

Assn. of Glass Container Distributors 

are: Sol Bendow of United Bottle Sup- 

ply Corp., president; Sidney Stutman 

of Atlantic Glass Co., vice president; 

Sheldon Berman of Continental Glass 

Co., secretary: Ben Jacob of M. Jacob 

& Son, treasurer. 

Pertinent information about a wide 
variety of non-automatic weighing de- 

vices is presented in a new General 
Foods Corp. booklet titled “Service 
Manual for Industrial Scales.” The 
booklet is designed to serve the need 

of the skilled factory mechanic and his 

supervisor, rather than the highly skilled 
specialist. The manual was prepared by 
C. B. Hansen of General Foods’ Manu- 
facturing & Engineering Dept. 

Acme Steel Co. has published a book- 
let titled “A Guide to Better Closures,” 

designed as a guide to users of fibre- 

board boxes and packages in evaluating 

methods currently in use to effect econ- 
omies and stepped-up production im the 
closure of fibreboard containers. For 
copies, write to Acme Steel Products 
Div., Acme Steel Co., 135 and Perry 
Ave., Chicago 27. 

The Metro Glass Co., Jersey City, N. J., 
and its advertising agency, Williams 
& London Advertising, Newark, N. J., 

have been honored with an award from 
Associated Business Publications in 
recognition of outstanding advertising 

during 1956. The citation was for “Most 
effective use of color and layout . 

definite family resemblance in a series.” 

The winning entry was a series of ads 

depicting scenes from the history of 

glass packaging linked with important 
periods in this nation’s history. (For the 
latest example of the series, see the 
March issue of Mopern PAcKAcINe, p. 
95.) 

The 1957 Fibre Box Competition, spon- 
sored by the Fibre Box Assn., will be 

held in Washington, D. C., Oct. 17-18. 

“New Directions in Packaging” will be 

the theme of the event. Awards will be 
presented in 10 different end-use classi- 

fications and in six specialty classes. 

The committee on arrangements is 

chairmaned by Alan B. Miller of All- 

craft Container Corp., Harrison, N. J. 

The Quartermaster Food & Container 

Institute for the Armed Forces has 
supplemented its bibliographic series on 
radiation sterilization of foods with 
two new volumes just released to indus- 
try through the Office of Technical 
Services, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. 
The publications were prepared to keep 
researchers abreast of the rapidly grow- 
ing literature on the effects of ionizing 
radiation treatment of meats, dairy 

products, vegetables and flour. The 

newly released volumes are: PB 111636 

S-2 “Bibliography on Ionizing Radia- 
tions, Supplement No. III and Subject 
Index—Part I,” June, 1956, 250 pages, 
$4.50; and PB 111636 S-3 “Bibliography 
on Ionizing Radiations, Supplement No. 
Ill and Subject Index—Part II,” June, 
1956, 119 pages, $3. Copies may be 
ordered from OTS, U. S. Dept. of Com- 
merce, Washington 25, D. C. 

Dr. Emil M. Mrak has been awarded 
the 1957 Nicholas Appert Medal by the 
Institute of Food Technologists for 
outstanding accomplishments in food 
technology. Dr. Mrak is chairman of the 
Dept. of Food Technology at the Uni- 
versity of California. The award will be 
presented at the 17th annual meeting of 
the Institute, May 14, Hotel Penn-Shera- 
ton, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ADDENDUM—Through a typing error, 
the name of Frank K. Greenwall, presi- 

dent, National Starch Products Co., was 

inadvertently omitted from the list of 

those receiving citations from Keep 

America Beautiful, Inc., for “outstand- 

ing service in the war on litterbugs,” 
as reported on p. 153 of our February 
issue. We regret the omission. 

Maynard M. Bartley of Rappinwax 
Paper Co. has been named chairman of 
the Waxed Paper Institute’s Industrial 
Relations Committee. Donald Hawley 
of Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Co. 
is vice chairman. 

New president of the National Assn. 
of Permanent Display Producers, Inc., 
is Charles Peckar of Chaspec Mfg. Co. 
Other new officers are William Melish 
Harris, William Melish Harris Associ- 
ates, first vice president; Edward De- 
char, Dechar Corp., second vice presi- 

dent; Elliot Loew, Point of Purchase 

Displays, treasurer; Al Orville, General 

Display Case Co., secretary. New direc- 

What's doing 

May 14-21—International Packaging 
Fair, Amsterdam, Holland. 

May 15—Adhesives Mfrs. Assn., an- 
nual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago. 

May 15-16—Gummed Industries Assn., 

Eden Roc Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla. 

May 16-20—National Paper Box Mfrs. 
Assn., 39th national convention, Eden 

Roc Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla. 

May 20-22—Chemical Specialties Mfrs. 
Assn., Drake Hotel, Chicago. 

May 20-23—Technical Assn. of the 
Pulp & Paper Industry, 8th annual 
coating conference, Pfeister Hotel, 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

May 21-23—Glass Container Mfrs. In- 
stitute, semi-annual meeting, The 

Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, 
W. Va. 

May 21-23—American Pulp & Paper 
Mill Superintendents Assn., annual 
meeting, Congress Hotel, Chicago. 

May 22-23—National Flexible Pack- 
aging Assn., spring meeting, Chase 

Plaza Hotel, St. Louis, Mo. 

May 22-24—American Society for 
Quality Control, 11th annual conven- 
tion, Masonic Temple, Detroit, Mich. 

June 1-16—International Fair of Print- 

ing & Allied Trades, Lausanne, 

Switzerland. 
June 3-7—National Bureau of Stand- 

ards, 42nd national conference on 

Weights and Measures, Sheraton-Park 

Hotel, Washington, D. C. 
June 16-17—Canadian Paper Box Mfrs. 

Assn., 42nd annual convention, Cha- 

teau Frontenac, Quebec. 

June 16-21—American Society for Test- 
ing Materials, 60th annual meeting, 

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, Atlantic City. 
June 24-26—National Wooden Box 

Assn., annual summer meeting, Lake 
Placid Club, Essex County, N. Y. 

June 30-July 3—Housewares Show and 
Self-Service Equipment Show, Colli- 
seum, New York. 

June 24-28—Forest Products Research 

Society, 11th annual national meeting, 

Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y. 
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IMITATED...BUT NEVER DUPLICATED 

IN PERFORMANCE- 

We, at Precision, are justifiably proud of the performance 

record that the Precision Valve has achieved in the hands 

of thousands of users. 

Precision is today the largest manufacturer of Aerosol 

Valves. Largest because of our designing, engineering and 
manufacturing methods which have created a quality, 

economical product, that has proved itself in use. Over 500 

Million Precision Valves offer proud testimony of our ability 

to create THE VALVE for your product. 

Whatever your aerosol product does . . . It will do it better with 
a Precision Valve. 

Why not call today...Our laboratory and engineering staffs 

are available to aid you with your valve requirements. 

TOO NEPPER HAN AVENUE + YONKERS 1 NEW YORE 
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No wetting. 

No waiting... 

Just a press of the finger and 

it’s labeled with 
Dennison PRES-a-ply* 

Look at the other unique advantages 

that PRES-a-ply labels offer: 

Vv Clean, easy and labor-saving. 

¥ Adhere to surfaces usually difficult to label — smooth non-porous 

surfaces like enamels and plastics. 

¥ Broad choice of stocks including litho-coated, high gloss, foils, 

casein coated metallics, tag, acetate, latex impregnated. 

v¥ Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes, colors Dennison- 

designed to fill your requirements. 

¥ Available with permanent or removable adhesive. 

¥ Long shelf life. 

Dennison offers four convenient PRES-a- 
ply Dispensers — manual or electric. They 

are easy to load and operate. They speed 
labeling, insure against label spoilage. 

For more information write 

Sy emnioon 

DEPT. 227, FRAMINGHAM, MASS. 

*Registered trademark for Dennison self-adhering labels and seals 

tors include Mr. Peckar; Mr. Orville: 

Robert Kayton, Robert Kayton Associ- 

ates; Max Kallenberg, Kay, Inc.; Ed- 

ward Shank, Shank Metal Products. 

Sam Krebs of Copeland Displays has 
been named chairman of the Public Re- 

lations and Education Committee. 

4 listing and brief description of all 

of the films available from Marathon 
Corp. are presented in a catalog re- 

cently published by the company. Shop- 

pers in action, packaging machines in 

motion and high-speed production lines 
are the major categories of the films. 

Copies of the catalog are availab'e on 

request to the Advertising Dept., Mara- 

thon Corp., Menasha, Wis. Showing of 

the films may be arranged with any 

Marathon sales representative. 

The first permanent exhibition center 

for the advertising and sales promotion 

fields will open on May 20, at 285 Madi- 
son Ave., New York. Display space in 

the new Advertising Center is being 

made available in 20 major categories, 

including packaging and _point-of-pur- 
chase material. Information on the new 

center may be had from Henry G. 

Burger, executive director. 

Subcommittee VI on Interior Packaging, 

a part of the American Society for 

Testing Materials Committee D-10 on 

Shipping Containers, is preparing a 

fourth revision of a bibliography on 

Shock Absorption Studies. Included will 

be abstracts of two articles which have 
appeared in Mopern Pacxactine: “Cal- 
culating Cushion Requisites,” by R. E. 

Jones and W. L. James, Feb., 1956, p. 

137, and “Determination and Use of 
Cushioning Materials,” by S. L. Swen- 

son, June, 1948, p. 152. A limited print- 

ing of 350 copies is planned. For further 
information, write to: Commander 

(Code 5572), U. S. Naval Ordnance 
Test Station, China Lake, Calif. 

The Dept. of Defense has announced 

the publication of Military Specification 
MIL-P-116C “Preservation, Methods of,” 
a revision hich has been in work al- 
most since the publication of MIL-P- 

116B more than four years ago. 

Because of his many contributions to the 

advancement of the packaging industry, 

Philip Libson, head of the packaging 

design department of Max Factor & Co., 

has been named “Packaging Man of the 

Year” by The California Packagin:, 
Club. 

The 1957 National Packagine C-aven- 

tion sponsored by che Packaging Assn. 

of Canada in Toronte recently drew ar 
attendance of nearly 1,700 and is re- 

ported as the most successful event of 
its kind. Technical subjects covering 

ecrrugated containers, flexible pack- 
aging, folding cartons, glass con! sners 

and bulk packaging were discusse!. A 

MODERN PACKACING 



MERCURY MACHINES —PACE SETTERS FOR THE FOLDING CARTON INDUSTRY 
SINCE 1933 

) 

A Symbol of fine 

.— The most VASTLY IMPROVED 
STOCK ROLL UNIT on the market today! 

TbiteDlilal tc 
the new 

MAXIMUM Roll Diameter: 84 inches 

m@® Equipped with heavy duty aircraft-type disc brakes 
ikele am Yo) a 

actuated by air cylinders. Pressure regulators and 

u N i T ' gauges control and indicate the amount of braking 

effort. 

May be adjusted quickly to handle any roll width 

within range. Transverse adjustment of 4" each side 

of center can be operated while running. 

Phone, write or tele- Rolls are held in position by compressed-air actu- 
graph for complete : detatle oa: Morente ated chucks to prevent roll becoming loose while 

MARK A-3. unwinding . . . core chucks are changeable tc 

accommodate any size from 4" to 20”. 

ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
Profit Producing Machinery 
for Paper Convertors 

A1Ar 
2100 N. Farwe Avenue * Miiw 7 AW A 
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IF YOU MAIL LIQUIDS... 
LOCK CAN LIDS TIGHT WITH 

TINNERMAN 
lid-seal 

Speed Chips! ' 
4 

Heat-Seal 

DUMATIC LABELERS 4 Aa. 
Fast...Sure€cee 

Low-Cost! 

“ee earner rer int 

These unique machines were chosen to do 
the labeling job on the new “Tek"’ tooth 
brush. For speed, accuracy and uniformity, SPEED CLIP © Approved by U. S. Post Office 
on round, square or odd-shaped containers, ph omer gs Department 

a Dumatic Labeler will give you performance at edge of can. ¢ For 4 pint thru gallon can 
plus. Note the illustration above — that's sizes 
the way a ‘‘Dumatically Labeled" product Thumb pres- *) * Eliminate soldering 
reaches the display counter. Why not write SPEED CLIP © Easy to apply... no heat 
today for more detailed information—ask for lero * Easy to remove 

@ Lids undamaged by opening Brochure ‘‘K.”’ 
wy Write today for free samples! 

GLOBE TICKET COMPANY Pye kc: 
driver locks TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, Inc, 

Al Nation-Wide Seruice tea Box 6688, Dept. M-57, Cleveland 1, Ohio 

112 N. 12th St., Phila. 7, Pa. 

New MODEL U.S 

AUTOMATIC ROTARY 

VACUUM FILLER 

“U. S. AUTOMATIC ROTARY VACUUM FILLER” 
is the name of a great filling principle. It is built in a 
series of Basic Models that differ in size and capacity. The 

Model chosen is custom-engineered to meet the user’s spe- 
cific requirements. Thus, the user gets a universally en- 

dorsed long-life machine, that is custom-built to his entire 
needs and insures dependable operation at minimum cost. 

FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF SPECIALIZATION have per- 
hot and cold petuated U. S. leadership in the filling of liquid products. 
products. Mod- Today, the most famous brands in pharmaceuticals, wines, 

contin olden liquors, foods, condiments, household and industrial chem- 
icals, waxes, and detergents pass through the filling tubes 

U. S. MODEL B-49 STRAIGHT- of these great machines. 
LINE VACUUM FILLER. Most a 
automatic one-man filler. With or Whatever your liquid filling needs may be, 
without discharge conveyor. For rite fi : : . »ndati P 
ad eaedée, Chnetanenen for uit tenes write for engineering recommendations or 
containers. Contact parts stainless ; / request the “Rotary Filler Bulletin.” 
steel, or plastics. Get Bulletin B-49 

— —s 

MODEL SHOWN 

U. S. SIPHON FILLER 
For all liquids, foamy prod- 
ucts or products that do not 
permit agitation. Stainless 
steel tubes, acid resistant 
glass lined —_ Write for the 

% ‘ ; 5 letin. 
U. S. MODEL B.-2 : Siphon Butetin ANNIVERSARY 
VACUUM FILLER ‘ 

Centinuous produc . fill | 
Sapesmmaninene tam, Aste u. S. BOTTLERS MACHINERY CO. 
matic product sapety For al . 4017 North Rockwell Street Chicago 18, Illinois containers up to 44%" dia All 
liquids and semi-liquids. Port- BOSTON ¢ NEW YORK ¢ PHILADELPHIA «SAN FRANCISCO eLOS ANGELES « SEATTLE ¢ DENVER 
able. Write for Bulletin B-2 . PORTLAND, ORE. ¢ OGDEN ¢ JACKSON, MISS. ¢ KANSAS CITY ¢ TUCSON ¢ ATLANTA * HONOLULL 

SANTIAGO ¢ SAO PAULO « MONTREAL ¢ TORONTO ¢ VANCOUVER ¢ WINNIPEG # TOLEDO (export) 

SPECIALISTS IN LIQUID FILLING AND CONTAINER CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
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concurrent event was a display by PAC’s 

Canadian Point-of-Purchase Advertis- 

ing Institute. Final event of the meet 

ing was the annual Awards Dinner, at 

which certificates were presented to 

winners in the annual packaging com- 

petition. 

One of the highlights of the 22nd an- 

nual convention of the Toilet Goods 

Assn. this month was a panel session 

on “Personality and Your Package,” 
under the chairmanship of Jack Cawley. 

The session carried out the over-all 

theme of the three-day event, “Person- 

ality-Key to Future Profits.” Panel mem- 

bers of the packaging session were Kay 

Brown of Yardley of London, Inc.; 

Donald Deskey, package designer, and 

Lloyd Stouffer, editor of Mopern Pack- 
AGING, 

A new 144 page book titled “The Sell- 

ing Power of Packaging,” by Vernon 

L. Fladager of the D’Arcy advertising 

agency (McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 

42 »t.. New York 460: $3.50) is ke yed 

to the future of packaging progress 

Among the subjects covered are self- 

service marketing, higher net profits, 

convenience packaging, package promo- 

tion, the professional package designer, 

better organiz d pac kaging management 

and pre-testing of packages. 

A trade show that will give recognition 

to the widespread application of self 

service marketing in all levels of retail- 

ing will be held at the New York Coli 

seum, June 30-July 3. This Self-Service 

Equipment Show, to run concurrently 
with the International Housewares 

Show, will display equipment used in 

self-service selling, including packaging 

materials, packaging machinery, price- 

marking devices, point-of-sale material 

ind related products and equipment. An 

actual self-service operation will be set 
up at the show and a panel discussion 

to be held on July 2 will cover such 

subjects as merchandising, packaging, 

the market outlook, problems of change- 
over, ete. For further information on 

the event, write to Edward Levy, Self 

Service Equipment Show, 250 W. 57 St., 

Room 1228A, New York 

August 31 is the closing date for en 

tries in the Variety Store Merchandiser’s 

2ist annual Variety Packaging Compe- 

tition. All packages sold in variety 

stores during 1956 and 1957 are eligible 

for the competition. Gold and Silver 

awards will be given for best packages 

in eight divisions, with a bronze plaque 

to the year’s “Best Package.” Addi- 

tional information on the competition is 

available from Variety Store Merchan- 

diser, 192 Lexingtor ve., New York 16, 

Ted Stulz of Parade Publications was 
elected president of the Gravure Tech- 

nical Assen. at its recent annual meet- 

CHICAGO, \Lt 

SUPERIOR CUSHIONING 
i PADS & BLANKETS 

and save money, foo! 
PROTEX pads and blankets give you the maximum interior 
cushioning protection obtainable and fit virtually any prod- 
uct or assortment you can name! The cost is substantially 
lower than most ’ forms of interior cushi 
only’a fraction of the time to pack.. Avail 
important money-saving clean method of 
tection your products get is superb...rési 
shock and protects the of the 
packing, availability of 
on hours notice are important too... you don 
far in advance of production or store supyiies all 
proportion to their rate of consumption. 

Lonselt vs— resent your packing problems to us fer complete ¢ 
engineering design and service by experts. We will show you 
how te improve pockage performance and seve money tol 

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE US =~ 

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR CORPORATION 
1000 N, Halsted $2., Chicago Miinole 



provocative packages 

put punch in your sales picture ! 
' 
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The Ideal Re-Use Container 

Women will love this stunning, water- 
proof, all-purpose carrying case. Per- 
fect for the beach, for travel, for 
shopping. Odorless, alcohol and per- 
fume proof. Easily cleaned in hot 
water. 

Send for Re-Use Packaging 
Catalog M-2 for many diverse 
packaging containers such as 

cosmetic kits, jewel boxes, 

AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES: 8” dia., 342” 
deep and 5” dia., 242” deep; with or 
without polyethylene squeeze bottles 

PLASTIC JEWEL CO., INC. 
NY ’ 

candy dishes, handbags, etc. 

AUTOMATIC 

FEED 

E4jin 
fARNS 473 war 

Whatever your packing needs, 

large or small, the Elgin Auto- 

maticFeed Semi-AutomaticCapper 

delivers rapid, trouble-free cap- 

ping with c broad range of lug 

and screw caps! After the opera- 

tor starts the caps, an automatic 

timing device takes over—al- 

lowing only one container to pass 

into the capping station at a 

time. Two jaws—one stationary, 

one movable-—hold the container 

while a revolving spindle lowers 

to tighten the cap to any de- 

Write for complete literature 

Address Dept. M75 

ELGIN 
MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY 

sired tension. Change-over time 
is quick . . . just set spindle height, 

change chuck ring and reset tim- 

ing box. The Elgin Capper handles 

ing. Other new officers are: William W. 

Fitzhugh, Jr., of William W. Fitzhugh, 

Inc., first vice president; Jerome B. 
Fisher of Publication Corp., 

vice president; Frank A. Sportelli of 
International Color Gravure, Inc., 
treasurer; Joseph W. Feeney of Lord 
Baltimore Press, secretary. New direc- 

include Edward Beiderbecke, 

Bloomer Bros. Co.; Fred L. Baldwin, 

Dobeckmun Co.; Joseph H. Jorling, 

McDonald Printing Co., and Dr. Myrl 

N. Davis of Kimberly-Clark Corp. 

second 

tors 

N. F. Behme, Jr., chairman of the Na- 

tional Classification Board, American 

Trucking Assns., Inc., has been named 

chairman of the 1957 National Cham- 

pionship Packaging and Materials 
Hardling Competition, sponsored by 
the Society of Industrial Packaging 

and Materials Handling Engineers. The 

Championship Competition is to be held 

in conjunction with the National Indus- 

trial Packaging and Handling Exposi- 

tion scheduled for Atlantic City’s Con- 

vention Hall, Oct. 28-31. 

Charles C. Rossotti of the Rossotti 

Lithograph Corp. has been appointed 

as a director of the Lithographers 

Technical Foundation. 

The revised and enlarged third edition 
of “Modern Pulp and Paper Making” 

by Jehn B. Calkin (Reinhold Publish- 

ing Corp.; 430 Park Ave., New York 

22; $10) is a practical reference source 

for papermakers and a useful guide to 

those wanting to obtain a broad knowl- 

edge of the industry. The volume, cover- 

ing the latest in equipment, processes 

and methods, is a complete revision of 
the widely used editions by George S. 

Witham, Sr. 

4 new laboratory and headquarters 

building of the Northwest Branch of 

the National Canners Assn. has been 

opened in Seattle, Wash. 

B. V. Schaub, president of National 
Adhesives (Canada), Ltd. and past 

president of the Packaging Assn. of 
Canada, was the speaker at the spring 
meeting of the Packaging Advisory 

Committee of the National Security 
Industrial Assn., held in Chicago con- 

currently with the Packaging Show. 

A German packaging event scheduled 
for next year is the Interpack, Interna- 

tional Fair for Packaging Machines, 

Candy Machines and Packaging 

Means. Detailed information on the ex- 
position, to be held in Dusseldorf, 

March 2-9, 1958, may be obtained from 

Nordwestdeutsche Ausstellungsgesell- 

schaft (NOWEA), Dusseldorf, and the 

Fachgemeinschaft Nahrungsmittelma- 

schinen (Foodstuff Machine Trade 

Group) of the VDMA, Postfach 30, 

all sizes and shapes of containers. 200 Brook Street, Elgin, Illinois Dusseldorf-Oberkassel, Germany. 
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Cartons and Trays for Packaging 

Cookies, Crackers, Confections, 

Fruits, Vegetables, Cigarettes 

and other products 

At speeds up to 175 per minute the fully-automatic Peters Model 80 

Carton and Tray Forming and Gluing Machine converts low cost 

blanks into perfectly shaped glued cartons and trays. 

Investigate other Peters machines for forming, lining and gluing 

cartons and trays . 

and header applying . . . and cellophane sheeting and stacking. 

Write, wire or call for complete description, 

engineering data and cost information. 

Write for your copy of the 

colorful new catalog describ- 

ing Peters machines for better 

packaging at higher speeds. 

. . folding and closing cartons . . . bag sealing 

HINERY COMPANY 
4712 Ravenswood Avenue 

Chicago 40, Illinois 
Phone: LOngbeach 11-9000 

DUSENBERY 
MODEL 765 

SIMPLE 

OPERATION 
° 

ACCURATE 

CUTTING 
° 

DEPENDABLE 
* 

LOW COST 
. 

OTHER MODELS 
AVAILABLE 
FOR LARGER 
DIAMETERS 

AND WIDTHS 

Core Cutter 
FOR PAPER CORES FROM 3” TO 6” LD. 

Designed to cut a core with the 
highest quality edge. Cut edge is 
straight, smooth and free from burrs. 
Working procedure is so simple that 
anyone can operate this core cutter. 

Light in weight, can be conveniently 
mounted on a 24” x 72” table top. 

Without outboard support, cuts 
can be made to the center of a 90” 
long core, permitting 45” long cores 
to be made. For longer cuts, an out- 
beard support bracket can be sup- 
plied. The hardened platen sleeve 
may be shifted as required to pre- 
sent four different cutting surfaces. 
Knife, platen sleeves and adapters 
are quickly replaced or interchanged. 
John Dusenbery Co., Inc., 275 Grove 
Ave., Verona, N. J., Tel: CEnter 9- 
3900. 

Specify the shape .. . we'll 
automatically blank it to your order 

for a process that can sizeably reduce 
your manufacturing cost CONTACT CONTOUR 
Automatic Inline Blanking by CONTOUR actually 
eliminates a whole process in your production, com- 
pletely does away with wasteful trim. You don't buy 
the extruded material. You buy the shape you specify, 
extruded and blanked out by CONTOUR'S special 
technique. Add up the savings—then CONTACT pusenberyy 
CONTOUR. 

Comtour cxTrusion COMPANY 
517 Fayette Ave., Dept. MP, Mamoroneck, N. Y. MAmoroneck 9-6173 

CONVERTING EQUIPMENT 
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& U. S.. patents digest 

This digest includes each month the more important patents of interest to those 
who are concerned with packaging materials. Copies of patents are available 
from the U. S, Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, money 

order or certified check; postage stamps not accepted. Edited by H. A. Levey. 

Plastic Valve Cap, Selden T. Williams, 
et al. (to Seovill Mfg. Co., Waterbury, 
Conn.). U.S, 2,780,243, Feb. 5. A valve 
cap formed of polyethylene having a 
cup-shaped axial socket which is in- 
ternally screw threaded and formed at 
its open mouth with an unthreaded bore. 

Plastic Dish With Cover Connection, 
George S. Nalle, Jr.. Austin, Tex. U.S. 
2,780,259, Feb. 5. A container assembly 
comprising a polygonal dish with a 
grooved mating lid that seals with in- 
creasing pressure as the side walls of 
the dish become loaded. 

Sliderless Fastener Closure, Emil F. 

Svec, et al. (to Flexgrip, Inc., New 
York, N.Y.). U.S. 2,780,261, Feb. 5. A 
pair of closure strips for use in sealing 
a container having front and back sheet 
like wall portions meeting at the upper 
edge, said strips forming a seal by 
means of the interlocking of grooved 

opposing laces, 

Device for Seaming Thermoplastic 
Bags, Kenneth A. Rusch, et al. (to Mil- 
print, Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis.). U.S. 
2,780,275, Feb. 5. In a device for seam- 
ing thermoplastic bags, a heating ele 
ment movable along a definite path in 
combination with a conveyor movable 
along the path of said heating element 

Medicinal Tablet Container and Dis- 
penser, Gordon C. Tornberg, Cadillac, 
Mich. U.S. 2,780,349, Feb. 5. A medi- 
cinal tablet container and dispenser 
comprising, a circular disk-shaped body 
having a bottom container portion and 

an upper cover portion, said container 
portion having a plurality of spaced 
tablet recesses to secure said tablets 
until they are dispensed through an ap 
propriately shaped bore. 

Package with Cellular Plastic Pack- 
aging Means, Eli Simon (to Lockheed 
Aireraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.). U.S 
2,780,350, Feb. 5. Means for packaging 
an object comprising a hist container, 

a mass of yielding resilient cellular 
plastic supporting the object in the first 
container in spaced relation to the walls 
thereof, a second container and a mass 

of substantially rigid cellular plastic 
supporting the first container in spac ed 

relation to the walls thereof 

Crush-Resistant Package, Lioyd I. 
Volekening (to Ivers-Lee Co., Newark, 
NJ.). U.S. 2,780,353, Feb. 5. A pack 

age comprising an approximately flat 

commodity container having thin flex- 

ible walls sealed together in zones form 
ing and bounding a plurality of com 

partments, each of which has a com 
modity therein and a relatively stiff but 
flexible having portions each 
juxtapose d to one of two opposite walls 

cover 

Collapsible Container, Mose Romano, 
Istanbul, Turkey S. 2,780,378, Feb 
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5. A collapsible and expansible con- 
tainer having an accordion-pleated side 
wall, 

Capsules for Covering Bottle Tops, 
Robert N. Ferguson (to Dennison Mfg. 
Co., Framingham, Mass.). U.S. 2,780,- 
379, Feb. 5. For making a capsule to 
cover the upper end of a bottle, a blank 
tapered toward the top and having 
parallel rows of perforations extending 
from side to side to form a tear-out strip 
therebetween. 

Crown Caps for Containers, Ralph 
M. Berglund, Burlingame, Calif. U.S. 
2,780,380, Feb. 5. A hand-rupturable 
crown cap comprising a metal cap body 
including a substantially circular top 
and a crimped annular skirt extending 
dependingly therearound. 

Shipping and Storage Crates, Burton 
C. Coit, Jr. (to Tri-State Engineering 
Co., Washington, Pa.). U.S. 2,780,381, 
Feb. 5. A crate comprising side and end 
walls pivotally connected at the vertical 
corners of the crate, a bottom wall for 
the crate and a footed base. 

Collapsible Container, Marshall H. 
Beckner (to Tri-State Engineering Co., 
Washington, Pa.). U.S. 2,780,382, Feb. 
5. A crate frame comprising deck 
members connected together in unitary 
relation and provided with side bars at 
two opposite edges. 

Latch for Crate-Like Containers, Bur- 
ton C. Coit, Jr. (to Tri-State Engineer- 
ing Co., Washington, Pa.). U.S. 2,780,- 
383, Feb. 5. In combination with a crate, 
a pair of latches comprising a latch bolt 
supported by a drop wall for sliding 
movement horizontally and stop means 
to limit said sliding movement. 

Frozen Seal Receptacle, Charles S. 
Evans, Atherton, Calif. U.S. 2,780,386, 
Feb. 5. A frozen seal receptacle com- 
prising a main body portion having an 
upstanding peripheral wall, an external 
bead extending around said wall below 
its rim and forming therewith an up- 
wardly widening water trough having 
a continuous upwardly converging outer 
face and a cover portion entirely en- 
closing the bead and trough. 

Key and Can Support for Removing 
Sealing Bands from Vacuum Cans, 
Albert C. Hertzfeldt, Winona, Minn. 
U.S. 2,780,387, Feb. 5. In combination 
an improved key and can holder for re- 
moving sealing bands from vacuum cans 
comprising a U-shaped bracket having 
its bight disposed vertically for attach- 
ment to a fixed support. 

Dispenser Cap for Salt and Pepper 
Shakers, Andrew C. Frey, Jackson, 
Mich. U.S. 2,780,398, Feb. 5. A device 
of the character described comprising 
a cap having a centrally disposed, in- 

teriorly threaded opening therein and 
an exteriorly threaded cylindrical plug 
threadably mounted in said opening and 
having a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced inwardly and downwardly di- 
rected grooves, each extending down- 
wardly from the convolution next to 
the uppermest convolution of the 
threads in said plug. 

Receptacle, Samuel S. Stevens (to The 
Diamond Match Co., New York, N.Y.). 
U.S. 2,780,401, Feb. 5. A_ receptacle 
comprising: an open-top molded fibrous 
body, one face of which is provided 
with a hot pressure die dried finish, said 
body having a bottom and an upstand- 
ing peripheral side wall, and a relatively 
thin pre-formed sheet of non-fibrous 
thermoplastic material permanently 
fusion-bonded directly against said bot- 
tom and side wall. 

Method of Manufacturing Tubular 
Bags, Envelopes and Like Containers 
with Folded Bottoms, John William 
Randall (to John Dickinson & Co., Ltd., 
Hemel Hempstead, England). U.S. 
2,780,969, Feb. 12. A method of pro- 
ducing a tubular gusset folded satchel 
bag with a folded bottom. 

Machine for Setting up Bottle Cartons, 
Hermond G. Gentry, (to Atlanta Paper 
Co., Atlanta, Ga.). U.S. 2,780,970, 
Feb. 12. A machine for setting up col- 
lapsible bottle cartons of the type char- 
acterized by a central partition and 
handle portion and opposed pairs of 
end-wall panels joined at each end of 
said partition and handle portion. 

Sealing Apparatus, John Atlee Ruby 
(to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
Inc., Wilmington, Del.). U.S. 2,781,- 
079, Feb. 12. A heat-sealing apparatus 
for sealing thermoplastic webs. 

Spool Tape Cutter, David E. Martin, 
Woodlake, Calif. U.S, 2,781,094, Feb. 
12. A tape cutter comprising a sub- 
stantially rectangular flat base, an arm 
extending from said base and having a 
flange on an end thereof, said arm ex- 
tending arcuately from said base, said 
flange being arranged at right angles 
with respect to the adjacent portion of 
said arm and a cutting blade secured 
to said flange. 

Bottle Cap Remover, Lloyd B. Baker, 
Muskegon, Mich. U.S. 2,781,142, Feb. 
12. As an article of manufacture, a con- 
tainer cap remover for use with a con- 
tainer of the type having a neck pro- 
vided with an annular bead on its upper 
end. 

Hand-Openable Top for Cans, Louis 
Fried, Philadelphia, Pa. U.S. 2,781,149, 
Feb. 12. A hand-openable can top com- 
prising a substantially flat plate of a 
shape similar to that of the can to 
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New patented Gaylord box 

ware at more than twice the maxin 

weight previously allowable 

REEL 

NEED EXTRA CARE...LESS TARE? 

Here's another example of how Gaylord helps 

shi vers cut costs. Strong shock-absorbing cor- 
P? badd . 

rugated packaging replaces heavier materials 

—with complete protection. 

Savings like this might well ro! back new increases 

in costs that are shrinking your profit margins. 

To put your savings into effect, call your nearby 

Gaylord packaging engineer right now. 

CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBRE BOXES+FOLDING CARTONS+ KRAFT PAPER AND SPECIALTIES+ KRAFT BAGS AND SACKS 

GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION * ST. LOUIS 



MVVERY FALAAYUENY 

Eliminate costly hand-made partitions 

Your production costs can be slashed with the Inman 

automatic adjustable partition machine 
From roll stock to finished partition in one operation 

Only one operator required 

Clean cut, accurate and uni- 

formly made partitions 

Machine fully equipped and 
easily adjustable for a wide range 
of sizes 

Production of 100 or more tucks per minute 

Will handle partitions up to 7” deep 

Production proven 

_ y i. cians LESS THAN 

TT) «6pROBLEMS’ 
for 

case packers 

with 

Styl-O-Matic 
ROTARY 

ACCUMULATING 
TABLE 

@ Aconvenient, practical terminal work table upon which 
the product from the conveyor collects to wait for man- 
ual case packing and accumulation. Extremely efficient. ELIM INA TE 

ACTS AS A RESERVOIR FOR EXCESS BOTTLES WHEN 

FEED 1S OCCASIONALLY TOO FAST FOR CASE PACKER 

@ It’s a “parking space” for excess units when feed from 
conveyor exceeds packer’s ability to take care of same. 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS The SIMCO “Midget” static eliminator is guaranteed to be 

prem ww wr nr nnn cnr asses the most effective means available to end static in ali 

ISLAND EQUIPMENT CORP. packaging machinery .. including cutting, slitting, print- 

27-01 Bridge Plaza North hee ing, bagmaking, wrapping and filling machines. . and it 

Long Island City 1, N. Y. se is adaptable to all types of materials. Yet its operating cost 

is less than 1/10c per day! Write for facts today. 

I 

i 

the SIMCO compan) 

i 

Please send particulars on the Scy!-O-Matic 
Rotary Accumulating Table. 

ADDRESS 

Frees! crry ae 

me eee ee eee ee 

920) Walnut Street, Lansdale, Pa. 
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Seals Jabels-Thgs 

Specialists 
in 
il) 

The Mark of Quality 

which it is to be applied and carrying 
a frangible sealing means for effecting 
a sealing closure for the can top open- 
ing when engaged thereon. 

Bottle Carrier With Reinforced 
Handle and Method of Making It, 
Robert M. Bergstein (to the Bergstein 
Packaging Trust, Wyoming, Ohio). 
U.S. 2,781,150, Feb. 12. A handle con- 
struction for paperboard carriers and 
the like having an upper and a lower 
handle part. 

Moisture-Impervious Container, Lloyd 
G. Copeman, Metmora, Mich. U.S. 
2,781,159, Feb. 12. A latex-coated blank 
for a container comprising a bottom- 
wall panel having a plurality of side- 
wall panels extending from the edges of 
the bottom-wall panel with the junction 
therebetween defined by scored lines. 

Automatic Double-Wall Carton, Hubert 
V. Bolding (to The Bradley & Gilbert 
Co., Louisville, Ky.). U.S. 2,781,160, 
Feb. 12. In a single-blank collapsible 
carton, the combination of four outer 
walls hingedly connected together and 
forming a continuous and collapsible 
outer-wall structure. 

Gusset-Type Bag, Richard E. Adams 
Highstown, N.J. U.S. 2,781,161, Feb. 
12. A bag having front and rear panels 
connected at their opposite edges by 
side members which are centrally 
creased and extend inwardly between 

said panels as gussets as bag is closed. 

Carry Bag, Albert Soffa (to We'lf Bros., 
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.) U.S. 2,781,162, 
Feb. 12. A hag inclnding connected 
front and back panels separated at their 
upper ends to form opening for bag. 

Tensioning Means for Balers, Robert 
G. Hedtke (to Minneapolis-Moline Co.., 
Hopkins, Minn.). U.S, 2,781,719, Feb. 
19. For a baler which includes a baling 
chamber, means for tying bales formed 
in the chamber with encompassing 
strands of twine taken from separate 
supply balls thereof at opposite sides of 
the baling chamber. 

Bottle Closures, Hjalmar Carlson, San 
Francisco, Calif. U.S, 2,781,931, Feb. 
19. A closure for a bottle neck having 
an annular bead with an annular groove 
underneath the bead, the closure com- 
prising a disk adapted for overlying 
the top of the bottle neck and having a 
pair of depending wings with inwardly 
turned side flanges. 

Taping Machine, Herbert W. Hittie, et 
al. (to Radio Corp. of America, a corpo- 
ration of Delaware). U.S. 2,781,932, 
Feb. 19. A machine for taping together 
a plurality of stacked cartons compris 
ing in combination a platform for re 
ceiving said cartons and a mechanism 
for dispensing tape across the top and 
sides of said cartons. 

Insulated Container, Herbert M. Piker 
(to The Hamilton Metal Products Co., 
Hamilton, Ohio). U.S. 2,781,937. Feb 
19. A container of the class described, 
comprising an iner and outer bucket 

ON ANY 
PACKAGING MACHINE 

there is a place where 

GUSILICONE 
FLUID SPRAY 

; ; 

long lasting. ; 

non-marki"? ; 

Anywhere Any Packaging Material 
Tends to Stick... 

IMS SILICONE SPRAY will cut your scrap 
and steppage rate—Save You Money! 
Try it on your packaging line—you'll see 
why almost overnight this amazing onti- 
stick material has become a necessity in 
the modern high-speed packaging field! 

PRICES: $ 2.00 Per Sample Can 
$ 18.00 Per Unbroken Dozen 

$197.40 Per Unbroken Gross 

Still lower prices on larger orders 
shipped in one gross lots on any 
schedule you request. 

Delivered FREE Anywhere in the U.S. A. 

INJECTION MOLDERS 

SUPPLY COMPANY 
3514 LEE ROAD « CLEVELAND 20. OHIO 



Pew erase F PON eS UP 

now...for can users 

s ° 
billboard re | is la with insulation therebetween, said inner 

y bucket having a removable tray therein. 

Process of Weight-Filling Containers, 
= 7 Roy M. Magnuson, Campbell, Calif. 

and multi a unit sales U.S. 2,781,993, Feb. 19. The method of 
filling containers to a desired net-weight 
content with material of a character 
having units of measurable size and 
weight which comprises establishing a 
flow of material to be filled, establishing 
a flow of containers and carrying the 
containers through an underfilling zone 
and a unit-by-unit weight-filling zone. 

Bag-Filling and Weighing Machine, 
Frank F. Lindstaedt, et al., San Fran- 
cisco, Calif. U.S, 2,781,994, Feb. 19. In 
a bag-filling and weighing machine, a 
receiving bucket, a balance having a 
first arm and a second arm and having 
the bucket suspended from one arm 
thereof and having a balancing weight 
on the second arm and a vibrator pan 
from which the filling material is dis- 
pensed until it is stopped by means 
connected to the bucket as the bucket 
fills. 

Apparatus for Weight Filling of Con- 
tainers, Roy M. Magnuson, et al., San 
Jose, Calif. U.S. 2,781,995, Feb. 19. In 
a weight-filling machine, a base, a turret 
mounted for rotation thereon and a 
series of container-weighing units car- 
ried by said turret. 

Intermittently Operating Apparatus 
for Making Bags, Arthur W. Richens 
(to Continental Can Co., Inc., New 
York, N.Y.). U.S. 2,782,964, Feb. 26. 

Multi-unit cartons featuring _bill- oe ws peng sae: Soe te 
means to advance a series of spaced bag 

INLINE PACKER CAPACITY lengths, said advancing means operating 
of today’s self-service selling. Pack- . - intermittently in combination with 

6 can diameter | size range of pack means for folding and pasting the bags. 
agers find the large billboard area 

board display space meet the needs 

inti i juice ( 21/8”) 2 to 8 units Carton Set-up Machine, William E ide al for printing a variety of pro +1 (211/16”)1 2 to 6 units ge P ge sags «oA 

motional material, sales messages, 3300 ( 33/16”) 2 to 6 units Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.). U.S. 2,782,- 

and designs. The cartons are also #2 ( 37/16”) 2 to 5 units 695, Feb. 26. A carton set-up assembly 

iF “= 49) ” ; comprising a horizontal table, means as- 

they're easy 2% ( 41/16") 2 to 5 units sociated with said table for moving flat 
#3 ( 41/4) 2 to 4 units cartons from a supply to a set-up sta- 

tion at one end of the table and suction 
means for controlling and setting up 
said cartons. 

popular with retailers 

to handle and increase unit sales. 

Tue Precise INLINE PACKER auto The machine automatically feeds a 

matically combines cans and carton flat carton blank, folds and glues it Packages, Hugh K. Fisher (to James R. 

blanks into ready-to-sell multi-unit around the containers, then passes Kearney Corp., St. Louis, Mo.). U.S. 
a , . ; 2,782,911, Feb. 26. A package compris- 

packages, The cans are locked se- the assembled unit through a com- ing a receptacle, a pair of insert mem- 

bers located within said receptacle, each 
100 ‘ Lage of said insert members having an in- 

to 100 packs a minute bond is insured. wardly facing recess formed therein 
which receives a portion of an article 
packaged within said receptacle. 

curely in the cartons at speeds up pression section where a_ strong 

For further information about the Precise IntineE Packer—the 

Paint Products and Containers for the 

for you write to: Same, Seymour Devick, Teaneck, NJ. 

U.S. 2,782,913, Feb. 26. In combination, 
a can of white paint having an open 
end, a cover on said can of white paint 
having interengaging means for cou- 
pling with a similar can of white pig- 

H E R [ (| 5 | [ ( | N [ t R | N f Al M PA N Y | nna at ae as we facilitate 

Liquid-Container Pack, Jerry Fah- 
4 . - ringer, Phoenixville, Pa. U.S. 2,782,- 

430 W. Grant Place Chicago 14, Illinois Phone: Wellington 5-5745 | 915, Feb. 26. A liquid-container pack 

automatic machine that can make multi-unit packaging practical 
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for ~ 
IMPRINTING 

CODING 

THE MULTIPRESS 
MARKINGS OF PRINTING -PRESS- QUALITY ON 

FOLDED CARTONS + LABELS * MATERIALS * 
PAPER PRODUCTS + BAGS + ADVERTISING 

LITERATURE + FLAT CONTAINERS 

IMPRINTING 

LOT NUMBERS + DATES + FLAVORS * SIZES * 

PRICES * CONTENTS * COLORS «+ STYLES * CATALOG 

NUMBERS * BLOCKOUTS * DEALER IMPRINTING 

CONSULT VERNER ON IMPRINTING PROBLEMS 

B. VERNER & CO., INC. 
52 DUANE STREET, NEW YORK 7,N.Y. BA7-1466-7 

a LIGHTWEIGHT 
PELES jypANDING CHUCK 

Cuts Roll Shaft-up Time by 50% 

REDUCES 
CORE 

DAMAGE 

HOLDS 
WITHOUT 
SLIPPING 

Easy to Handle * Simple to Operate * Prevents Damage 

chuck holds roll concentrically — grips core on inside 
and transmits full braking torque without slippage 

and 4” core LD. to fit 1%” Standard Sizes 
square shafts. (High thru 2%i6” round shafts and 1% 

Tensile Aluminum) 

5”"—6” core I.D. to fit 2%ie” thru 3 
(Malleable Iron) 

Write jor specification sheet 102A or place order direct 

THE BLACK-CLAWSON COMPANY 
DILTS DIVISION « FULTON, N. Y. 

‘Yie” round shafts. 

SOLVE YOUR 
Packaging Problems 

wilh LERMER 
PLASTIC 

CONTAINERS! 

1 Packaging 

ducts 

pay ae 
E.R CMaImnpr & son desir 

a container which would pres 

just one capsule at a time. LERMER 

engineers developed such a dispense 

in record time...at a e far lower tha 

thought possible 

i 
; 

* 

<a 
~ A a 
.™ . A 

: * 

—— wt 

; Fr 
a 

: A 

- ———— 

~ = 

“4 , —_ 

LERMER Containers: 

are shatterproof, assuring long life. 
are 75% lighter than glass, effecting enormous 
savings in shipping. 
are available clear or opaque in a multitude of 
lustrous colors. 
can be handsomely decorated and printed during 
manufacture to carry your story. 

Write for complete catalog. 

LERMER PLASTICS, INC. y omy 

REPRESENTATIVES IN THESE CITIES: Rochester, Philadelphia, 
Memphis, Miami, Cincinnat:, Columbus, Cleveland. Chicago, 

Petroit, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Los Angoles 



plenty of MUSCLE 
for the heavy jobs: 

Here’s the answer to the toughest Multiwall Bag Baling assignment. 
The West Heavy Duty Multiwall Bag Baler was specifically designed 

the most dificult Bag Baling assignments. Available in 
it produces the tightest packages every time. 

to handle 

a wide size range, 
Equipped with two eight inch air cylinders, it delivers 10,000 lbs. 
of pressure evenly distributed over the entire platen area. The 
heavy cast 

always assure even sides neat packages. adjustable guides 

MULTIWALL- 

BAG BALER 
SIZE OF 

PACKAGE: MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

Length 21,” 44” 

Width 13 25” 

Height l 

STROKE: 16"; 

« 45 Shipping Weight: 250 

west 
Dept. M1, Vawter Ave. on C&O Ryo 
Richmond, Virginia— Phone 7-3057 

and Rauilders ohka pment for Lite Lae Lia 

PRESSES WELTINALL BAG PRINTING 

WIELTINALL BiG SEWING MACHINES 

De signers 

RiLive 

PRESSES . 

Carey's Versatility 
a, 

Makes Printing History 
How will you have your package inserts? Long, Short, Wide... 1, 
2, 3 or 4 colors? Carey’s flexibility meets any service and quality 
demand at substantial savings. The reasons: round-the-clock 
operation, unique roll-fed presses, inventory roll stock and 
sheeting equipment. That’s why top firms depend on Carey. Why 
wait for deliveries when you can call Carey Press . . . ask for 
Art Friedman. Sales Manager, CH 4-1000. 

62 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
PACKAGE INSERTS 

PACKAGE INSERTS 

PACKAGE INSERTS 

PACKAGE INSERTS 

PACKAGE INSERTS 

PACKAGE INSERTS 

CAREY PRESS CORP. - 406 WEST 31st STREET - NEW YORK 1, N. Y. 

frame is designed for continuous, rugged operation, 

HOW MUCH IS YOUR SHIPPING 

DAMAGE COSTING YOU? 
Pre-Testing your Packages with this 

GAYNES 

VIBRATION TESTER 
CAN SAVE 

You 
THOUSANDS OF 

DOLLARS 
PER YEAR 

N. S. T. 
Approved 

@ 2-YEAR 

UNCONDITIONAL 

GUARANTEE 

@ DUPLICATES THE PUNISHING MOTIONS 
ENCOUNTERED IN ACTUAL SHIPMENT 

@ EXCLUSIVE GILMER Timing Belt Drive 
— quiet, efficient, trouble-free! 

@ COMPLETE — NO EXTRAS TO BUY! 
— ready to install and use 

CAPACITIES 50 TO 10,000 LBS. 

GAYNES ENGINEERING CO. 

Co : 
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comprising a plurality of rectangular 
cardboard containers having tent-like 
tops terminating in apexes with open 
sides. 

Carrying Device for Cans, Edward L. 
Goenen, Appleton, Wis. U.S. 2,782,916, 
Feb. 26. In combination with a plurality 
of juxtaposed cans having a wall struc- 
ture and rims, an assembly device com- 
prising an elongated shank, radial arms 
extending outwardly from the ends of 
said shank, annuli issuing from said 
arms and fingers projecting from said 
annuli and extending within the inner 
confines of said rims and holding the 
cans from outward movement. 

Tierable Nesting Receptacle, Warren 
H. Lockwood, Shaker Heights, Ohio. 
U.S. 2,782,936, Feb. 26. A receptacle 
adapted for tiering and nesting with re- 
ceptacles of like construction compris- 
ing a planiform bottom structure pro- 
viding a load-supporting and carrying 
surface, suport members disposed above 
the bottom inwardly of vertical planes 
through the end edges of the bottom 
and spaced apart, one near each end of 
the receptacle, to provide a pair of 
parallel tiering support members and a 
second like receptacle tiered thereon. 

Collapsible Lug Box, James M. Gor- 
don, Los Angeles, Calif. U.S. 2,782,- 
955, Feb. 26. A lug box comprising a 
hollow bottom, a strengthening channel 
extending around the upper edges of 
said bottom and side panels hinged 
within said channel. 

Insulated Drum, Frederick H. Rich- 
man, Pensacola, Fla. U.S. 2,782,956, 
Feb. 26. A drum composed of an outer 
and an inner casing with insulating ma- 
terial disposed therebetween. 

Tearing-Strip Guide, Edward E. Simon, 
Seattle, Wash. U.S. 2,782,959, Feb. 26. 
A tearing-strip guide for use with a key 
in the removal of a tearing strip from 
the body wall of a can, said guide com- 
prising a rigid, plate-like member 
adapted to be laid flat against the can 
wall. 

Box and Box Blank, Paul Thompson 
(to Bestpak, Inc., Boston, Mass.). U.S. 
2,782,977, Feb. 26. \ folded paperboard 

box including body and end walls 
formed from a single piece of plied 
paperboard stock embodying a corru- 
gated sheet adhesively attached to one 
face of a backing sheet with the corru- 
gated and backing sheets disposed re- 
spectively at its inner and outer faces. 

Carton for Ice Cream, Dean E. Reuck- 
ert (to Swift & Co., Chicago, Ill.). U.S. 

2,782,980, Feb. 26. A carton blank com- 
prising bottom and slitted side wall por 
tions and a cover portion carrying a tab 

PLASTIC ARTISANS’ 
SLIDON* Puts 

mY RY 4 
‘ON A CARD 

ee 

SF NEC 

WRAP-ADE 
UNIT PACKAGER 

WITH 

CONVEYOR FEED 
This manually fed conveyor is 
the ideal feeding system for 
packaging small textile prod- 
vets, flat food items, toys, 

bandages, or any other rec- 

sonably flat smell product 

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 
FOR LIQUID, TABLETS 

POWDERS, etc. 

Wrap-Ade Unit Packager: 
perform an entire cycle of 
packaging operations incivd- 
ing feeding, filling, forming 
and sealing practically every 

type of heat sealing meote- 
rials. Photo Electric registre- 

tien available 

Send us a sample 
of your product tedey 

PREMIUMS, f otation 
TOYS ee 

MACHINE CO., INC. 
Celebrating a Quorter Century of Progress in Packaging 

83 VALLEY STREET, BELLEVILLE 9, NEW JERSEY 

PHONE—PLYMOUTH 9-6150 

SSHSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSESSSSSSSSSES
SESSESESSSSSSSESSSSSSESSESS 

to engage slits in side wall portions 

Keinforced Easel Construction for 
Folding Boxes and Display Panels, 
Marshall I. Williamson, New Haven, 
Conn. U.S. 2,783,013, Feb. 26. A col 

lapsible display device comprising a 
wall and a reinforced easel for support 
ing the wall at a slant to a surface 



WEST VIRGINIA 
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BETTER BOARD 

FOR BETTER BOXES 

FROM WESTVACO 

KRAFTSMAN is the 

family name for the 

complete line of containcrboard 

manufactured by West Virginia 

Pulp and Paper Company 

Superior quality and controlled 

uniformity are the basic features 

of all these products. In addition to 

KRAFTSMAN LINER, other 

members of this family of quality , ‘j For more information, call your 

products are ‘ KRAFTSMAN Representative today 

KRAFTSMAN SUPERLINER 

—smooth, bright kraft linerboard 

KRAFTSMAN WHITELINER 

—a bright-white test linerboard 

KRAFTSMAN DURA-CORR 

high-quality corrugating medium 

KRAFTSMAN WEATHER-TITE DURA-CORR 
—corrugating medium for cold storage or other high humidity containers 

PULP AND PAPER COMPANY ;: 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. 

MAY 1967 227 
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A COMPLETH PACH AGE" 
Printing Plantina Single Fress! 

Do your own Printing with this Complete Printing 
Unit... Moderately Priced... Ready to Run. 

For higher speeds and 

wider ranges inquire 
about our HHH JET, 
HHH JET,JR. and HHH 
ECONOMATIC Presses. 

Converters, printers, any plant that can use short run pro- 

duction profitably can use the HHH LILLIPUT to advan- 

tage. See this versatile press demonstrated at our New York 

show room or send for specifications, prices and deliveries. 

H. H. HEINRICH COMPANY 
111 EIGHTH AVENVE NEW YORK 11, N.Y. 
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@ SELECT the items you want 

2] CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card HELPFUL LITERATU RE GREE 

© FILL IN the information requested 

4) MAIL — no postage required 

EQUIPMENT 

There is valuable data — worth doliars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

- SUPPLIES SERVICES 

REUSABLE PLASTIC CONTAINER. Illustrated 

literature describes line of jar-type trans- 
poet plastic containers with patented, 
eak-proof closures, Gives specifications 
and illustrates variety of stock shapes and 
sizes with 6 to 18 oz. capacities. Buckeye 
Molding Co. (E-751) 

FACTS ABOUT PRE-PACKAGING. 30-page 
pamphlet discusses pre-packaging of 
products in pons Ay units ready for 
sale, Discusses advantages on all levels of 
distribution and lists requisites of good 
pre-packaging. Hinde & Dauch. (€-752) 

SYNTHETIC WAX. Illustrated folder de- 
scribes chemical characteristics and quali- 
ties of a hard hydrocarbon wax with a 
high-melting point. Said to improve 
moisture vapor transmission characteris- 
tics of materials. Moore & Munger ‘{€-753) 

TAPE DISPENSERS AND BAG SEALER. File 

folder contains illustrations, specifications, 
prices, and descriptions of line of pressure 
sensitive tape dispensers, and also illus- 
trates and describes machine that applies 
metal closures to polyethylene bags. 
Derby Sealers, Inc. (E-754) 

METAL SHIPPING DRUMS. 8-page booklet 
describes tighthead, removable head, and 
galvanized metal shipping containers. 
Southern States Iron Roofing Co. (€-755) 

MULTI-USE NON-STICK TAPE. Folder de- 
scribes applications of “Temp-R-Tape,” 
a non-stick Teflon adhesive tape, suitable 
for reducing scratching in ckaging 
operations, reducing film g with 
heat sealing bars. Includes prices. Con- 
necticut Hard Rubber Company. (&-756) 

TRANSPARENT ACETATE CONTAINERS. Illus- 

trated folder describes line of stock trans- 
parent acetate vials and tubes having 
round, square, rectangular, oval, triangle 
or half-round cross-sections, Also de- 
scribes transparent acetate sleeves for 
drawer-type, set-up boxes. Extruded Plas- 
tics, Inc (E-757) 

PLASTIC CONTAINERS. IlJustrated literature 
describes company’s manufacture of low- 
cost transparent tubes, round boxes made 
from thermoplastic materials and suitable 
for packaging a variety of products. Plas 
lube Corporation (E-758) 

PACKAGING SEMI-FREE FLOWING PRODUCTS. 

Illustrated folder describes company’s 
“Air-Weigh” machine that handles up to 
60 bags per minute for packaging such 
products as potato chips, peanuts, po 
corn, and other semi-free flowing prod- 
ucts. Includes specifications. The Wood- 
man Company, Inc (E-759) 

GLUEING MACHINE. Illustrated literature STOCK RIGID PLASTIC CONTAINERS. Catalog 
describes unit that applies glue to un- price sheet describes line of round, rec- 
gummed materials suitable for labeling tan , Slide-cover, and hinged and 
packing, wrappir, and other manual multi-compartmented polystyrene con- 
techniques. Can be used on paper, tape, tainers. Bradley Industries. (E-765) 
cloth, foil. King Sales and Engineering 
Company. (E-7'60) 

COMBINATION FEEDER-COUNTER. Illus- 

trated folder describes hopper that counts 

LABEL CATALOG, 24-page catalog illus- “5, feeds small, - oom # bog 
trates and describes med, ungummed, 200,000 items per hour. Folder describes 
pressure-sensitive roll-fed and flat labels working parts, gives speeds for typical 
in a variety of materials suitable for such items. U. S Engineering Company 
applications as packaging, point-of-sale, etait ns (6-766) 
shipping. Ever Ready Label Corporation. 

(E-761) 

PRE-SCORED CORRUGATED BOARD. Folder 
coeenpes i — — pre- 

PHOTOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEM. 16-page score co. board as a 

booklet describes company’s photoelectric unitized bundle that is easy to handle 
controls and provides diagrams of typical and store. National Container 
applications in packaging, counting, tion. (6-767) 
weighing and general applications. Ess 
Instrument Company. (E-762) 

CUTTING BLADES AND KNIVES. Illustrated 
literature describes cut-off knives and 

VARIABLE SPEED EQUIPMENT CATALOG. 28- — 2 oe pamnees, eopeetinns, 
ge catalog describes, includes compre- : é 

ensive qua or line of variable ting paper. Coes Knife Company. (8-768) 
e speed pulleys and transmissions for use 

om patating, cospetting and pai LABEL AND SEAL SAMPLES. Assorted collec- 
machinery. Lovejoy exible Coup tion of embossed, sensitive, and 
Co. (€-763) — heat-sealable are available from 

this company. F. E. Mason & Sons, (6-769) 

DRUM TYPE SHEETER. Illustrated literature 
describes sheeter for plastics, paper, and GIFT WRAP SAMPLES. Sample booklet con- 
cloth available in model that handles tains swatches of company’s printed 
webs up to 60 in. wide and another paper wraps. Also contains samples of 
model that handles up to 80 in, webs. coated and metallic papers and multi- 
Doven Machine and Engineering, Inc. color ribbon. Chicago Printed String 

(E-764) Company (8-770) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

MODERN PACKAGING 
MANUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE SERVICE 
Please send me the free items circled below. [ | | am a non-subscriber* 

| am [] a subscriber 

E-751 E-752 E-753 E-754 E-755 E-756 £-757 E-758 E-759 E-760 E-761 
E-762 E-763 E-764 E-765 E-766 E-767 E-768 E-769 E-770 E-771 £-772 
E-773 £-774 E-775 &-776 E-777 E-778 E-779 E-780 E-781 £-782 £-783 
E-784 E-785 E-786 E-787 E-788 E-789 E-790 

*1f you do net hove o persone! subscription end would ithe te receive the 
next twelve monthly iseves the next annwel Encyclopedia tesue (U.S.A. & 
Canede, $7.00; all others, $20.00) please check here 

C) Check enclosed [) Send bill 

Cb. k Sa ede ch eS bee wes deee Beam eas 6 oe ckcsbseceda 

SEE beads can ceaacesaxe Ge csawacvcessrvese STATE .... 
(This card cannot be honored after August 15, 1957) 



EE HELPFUL LITERATURE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES 

@ SELECT the items you want 

@ CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

© FILL IN the information requested 

© MAIL —no postage required 

MVVUERNY FAL AAYWENY 

SERVICES 

BAG MAKING MACHINES. Illustrated folder 
describes line of machines for making 
cellophane bags of lk to 17 in. widths 
at s ; up to 4,000 bags per hour, de- 
pending upon size and type of bag. Also 
suitable for Pliofilm, ;, heat-seal- 
able foil and similar materials. Simplex 
Packaging Machinery, Inc. (6-771) 

WAXES FOR PACKAGING. Illustrated book- 
let describes company’s synthetic waxes, 
suitable for a wide variety of applications 
including paper coating, paper and foil 
laminating, and wrappings. Bareco Wax 
Company. (6-772) 

AEROSOL PROPELLANTS. 12-page technical 
bulletin describes characteristics, proper- 
ties, contains detailed physical property 
chart of “Freon” fluorinated compounds 
suitable for use as ts; or as re- 
frigerants. E. I. DuPont de Nemours 
Company. (€-773) 

CASE HANDLING EQUIPMENT. Illustrated 
literature describes automatic 
equipment for case opening, loading and 
sealing. Includes blueprint diagrams of 
machines and illustrates typical installa- 
tions. J. L. Ferguson Company.  (€-774) 

PLASTIC CONTAINERS. File folder contains 
data sheet on company’s squeeze 1 
plugs and closures, and round, oval and 
uare . Contains sample sheet of 

“Polyflex” polystyrene sheet. Plax Cor- 
poration. (E-775) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

Postage 

Will be Paid 

COUNTER-IMPRINTER. Illustrated booklet 
describes unit that counts up to 1,000 
labels or coupons a minute while imprint- 
ng Stes or — < Susans other 
eq t includi package imprinting 
gudkines and a paper po Ay Pitney- 
Bowes, Inc. (E-776) 

PACKAGING MACHINERY CATALOG. Cata- 
log describes company’s line of packagi 
a y Fae | including 
fillers, tory , and automatic 
weighers. Weigh Right Automatic Scale 
Company. (€-777) 

STAPLING MACHINES. 8-page booklet de- 
scribes foot and motor ee stapling 
machines for fastening bags and boxes 
and useful in other industrial applica- 
tions. Bostitch. (E-778) 

PACKAGE DESIGN VISIBILITY. Literature de- 
scribes testing device that measures vi 
characteristics of package design such as 
visibility of trademarks, color, typogra- 
phy. Container Laboratories, Inc. (E-779) 

CONVEYING SYSTEMS. Catalog illustrates 
and describes trolley, roller, slat, chain, 
and belt conveyor systems. Also shows 
pallet conveyors, lifts, and drum rotators. 
Conveyor Systems, Inc. (E-780) 

No 

Postage Stamp 

Necessary 

if Mailed in the 

MODERN PACKAGING 

Village Station Box No. 103 

ROTARY FILLING MACHINES. 6-page folder 
describes vacuum-type rotary fillers for 
both light and heavy liquids. Fills con- 
tainers ranging from 1 oz. to 1 gal. jugs 
at up to 250 a minute. Pneumatic 
Scale Co. Ltd. (6-781) 

BAG AND CASING TYéR. Illustrated litera- 
ture describes semi-automatic machines 
that pleat plastic bags and casings and 
apply aluminum band closures. Tipper 

ie, Inc. (€-782) 

VIAL FILLERS. Illustrated booklet describes 
portable vial fillers for dis —~' liquid 
products into vials, ampules and small 
containers. Includes ustrations and 
specifications charts for several models. 
National Instrument Company. (E-783) 

FILM FOR PACKAGING. Data sheet de- 
scribes “Durafilm,” company’s transpar- 
ent plastics film combinations that are 
laminated and extruded. Used for pack- 
aging hard-to-handle items such as mt 
ware, industrial and electrical parts. 
Dobeckmun Company. (E-784) 

ANTI-OXIDANT FCR PACKAGING. Folder 
i physical and chemical proper- 

ties of an anti-oxidant used in paper 
plastics materials employed in packaging 
to prevent oxidation degradation. Catalin 
Corporation of America. (€-785) 

CONTAINER-PREMIUM. [Illustrated folder 
ibes casserole container made of 

heat-resistant glass and suitable as a pre- 
mium. Available with metal or polyethyl- 
ene snap-on lids and suggested for pack- 
aging iry products. tcher Glass 
Manufacturing Company, Inc. (E-786) 

AUTOMATIC IMPRINTING MACHINE. Folder 

describes the “Roto Kimco” imprinter for 
tags, labels that prints at a rate of 150 a 
minute. Includes specifications chart. A. 
Kimball Company. (E-787; 

GIFT BOXES. Illustrated folder gives speci- 
fications for line of stock paper boxes in- 
cluding hinged cover, satin lined, paper 
lined types. Oscar Trilsch Company. 

(E-788) 

FIBRE CONTAINERS. Illustrated literature 
describes line of fibre tubes, cores, m 
closures, and —, openings for fibre 
containers. Sefton Fibre Can Company. 

(E-789) 

FILLER FOR LIQUID PRODUCTS. Folder de- 
scribes line of machines for filling liquid 
products into cans, jars, or bottles, In- 
cludes case history applications, showing 
container types and speeds. Horix Ma- 
chinery Company. (E-790) 
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Model CWB uses no Geneva motions—grves 
you longer life because of smoother operation. 
Cigars are prerced (background) then wrapped 
and banded on a straight line to assure identi- 
cal repack. Saves labor — needs only one loader 
for 3 machines. 

120 CIGARS A MINUTE 
Pierced, Wrapped, and Banded with a ‘PACKAGE’ Model CWB 

Operating as a wrapping and banding machine 

or coupled with the cigar piercing unit, the 

Package model CWB gives you unmatched, 

120-a-minute speeds. Here are some of the 

advantages you'll find. 

High Speeds—Up to 1! 20 cigars a minute—the 

fastest in the industry. 

Improved Wraps—Tighter wraps, folded and 

tucked down neatly at both ends, mean fresher, 

better looking cigars at point of purchase. Final 

adjustment can be made on end folds while 

machine is in operation 

Uniform Banding—Bands are uniformly posi- 
tioned on cigars, so that they line up evenly in 

the box. You have a choice of magazine-fed pre- 

die-cut labels or roll-fed printed cellophane 

bands registred by an electric eye mechanism, 

Both act as easy opening devices. 

More Accurate Piercing—The piercing unit, 
when coupled with the wrapper, acts as either a 

magazine cigar feeder, or as a piercer and feeder. 
Piercing is clean and neat. Close thermostatic 

control of heated needles on self-centering thim- 

ble bar assures you of perfect holes without 

splitting or scorching the outer leaf. 

Longer Machine Life—Special nickle alloy cast 
iron bearings, protected by cluster lubrication, 
are used wherever abrasive cigar dust might 
affect moving parts. 

To get full information on the CWB, or on any 

machine in Package’s full line, call the nearest 

Package representative today. 

svt mason ssn QO ECL: 
PHILADELPHIA « BOSTON « CLEVELAND « CHICAGO * ATLANTA MACHINERY COMPANY. 

+ TORONTO 



SOMETHING REALLY NEW 
IN A PAPER BAG CLOSING MACHINE 
FRY CONTINUOUS MOTION BAG CLOSING MACHINE 

MODEL GS-54 — Continuous-Motion Bag Closing Machine 

double-folds, heat seals and/or Glues for sift-proof Closures. 

Write for informative folder on this and other models. Please submit bog and product samples. 

GEORGE H. FRY COMPANY 
~ 

Yi 

Helpful Booklets Free! 
REUSABLE PLASTIC CONTAINER. Illustrated literature describes line of jar-type trans 
parent plastic containers with patented, leak-proof closures. Gives specifications 
and illustrates variety of stock shapes and sizes with 6 to 18 oz. capacities. Buck 
eve Molding Co. (E-751) 

TRANSPARENT ACETATE CONTAINERS. Illustrated folder describes line of stock trans- 

parent acetate vials and tubes having round, square, rectangular, oval, triangle or 
half-round cross-sections. Also describes transparent acetate sleeves for drawer 
type, set-up boxes. Extruded Plastics, Inc. (E-757) 

LABEL CATALOG. 24-page catalog illustrates and describes gummed, ungummed, pres 
sure-sensitive roll-fed and flat labels in a variety of materials suitable for such 
ipplications as packaging, point-of-sale, shipping. Ever Ready Label Corporation. 
(E.-761) 

ROTARY FILLING MACHINES. 6-page folder describes vacuum-type rotary fillers, for 
both light and heavy liquids. Fills containers ranging from 1 oz. to 1 gal. jugs at 
speeds up to 250 a minute. Pneumatic Scale Co. Ltd. (E-781) 

FIBRE CONTAINERS. Illustrated literature describes line of fibre tubes, cores, metal 
closures, and string openings for fibre containers. Sefton Fibre Can Company 
if TRO) 

{ny of the booklets described here, plus many others—forty in all—are available 

for the asking. without charge or obligation 

Just turn to the Manufacturers’ Literature page in this issue (it’s printed on heavy 
paper circle the numbers corresponding to the booklets you want, fill in the 
reply post ard. a id mail. No postage ne eded. 

We'll see that your requests are routed promptly to each of the companies involved. 

A Service Of MODERN PACKAGING A Breskin Publication 

575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y 

Haberdashery 

| Continued from page 152 | 

gold, white and black with an im- 

printed header and boot, while 

Nancy Linn, Inc., markets its Sun- 

Ups stretch nylon socks for men in 

a colorful cellophane envelope with 

an imprinted rider ticket and no 

boot. 

Reportedly, one of the largest pro- 

ducers of quality men’s socks is 

planning to switch to a_polyester- 

film package this year. Actually, an 

increased use of polyester is sure to 

be seen generally in the field due to 

improvements in printing, sealing 

and machine handling of the tough, 

sparkling film. 

Handkerchiefs 

The current trend toward multi- 

ple packaging of handkerchiefs in 

printed film bags provides the manu- 

facturer who has additional lines 

with an ideal opportunity to adver- 

tise his product family: the package 

itself is still new enough to com- 

mand interest, 100% product visibil- 

ity is unnecessary and both sides of 

the package are perfectly flat. 

Manhattan Shirt Co.’s package is 

an example of full utilization of this 

opportunity. Its hand-rolled men’s 

handkerchiefs are packaged in threes 

in polyethylene bags. Bag copy 

points up the fact that the product 

is “hygienically clean” and adds a 

blurb for Manhattan’s shirts. Dia- 

grams on the reverse side show how 

to make a “TV handkerchief fold.” 

Fruit of the Loom also packages 

its handkerchiefs in various multi- 

ples in polyethylene. The package 

features a large expanse of clear 

white with a striking color reproduc 

tion of Fruit of the Loom’s well- 

known trademark. 

Superior packaging of a lower 

priced handkerchief is represented 

by Copperchief's package. Printed 

in copper and black with pictorial 
changes to indicate the varying price 

ranges, the cellophane bags perform 

a creditable selling job. 

Display 

B.V.D. reasoned, when it rede 

signed its underwear packages, that 

the research and creative work spent 

on the new designs would be wasted 

if the new containers were to be hid 

den in the old-fashioned department 

store display cases. This idea, too, 

represents a definite trend in mens- 

MODERN PACKAGING 



wear packaging—the manufacturer 

not only makes his product easy to 

buy package-wise, he also aims at 

putting it within reach of the cus- 

tomer’s hand. 

When B.V.D. revamped its pack- 

ages and initiated triple units, it 

guaranteed them proper display mer- 

chandising by designing 19 different 

kinds of display units to fit various 

space situations in the different 

stores, Those retailers who followed 

through with these units reported 50 

to 200% sales increase. 

Sales increases as high as 250% 

were reported by dealers who uti- 

lized the selling units made available 

by Phillips-Jones for its Van Heusen 

shirts. Two sizes of store fixtures, 

built of five-ply 34-in. veneer in fin 

ishes to suit all store color schemes, 

were designed. The package-and-fix 

ture program was introduced after . eae 
Give youre of ressanch’ and enpect -. __ low production costs, versatility, 
mentation and a year and a half of — Tee 

testing in 15 large department stores ‘ and great flexibility 

and 20 men’s shops. ; 

On a simpler plane, the self-con- The Hansella 131 Universal Packaging Ma- 

tained display shipper, relatively ; chine gives you this double benefit. A high 

uncommon until now ip cupgeeds ) production unit, the Hansella 131 produces 
fin-seal type packs—the handy, disposable 

packages that are becoming increasingly 

popular with today’s shoppers. 

merchandising, is provided by Wash- 

ington Mills Co. Containing the 

Mayor Spruce line of briefs, athletic 

shirts and T-shirts, the die-cut inner 
sontateme te ready galt enlant : : a 
container is ready for aay-siusetion From the printed roll to the finished, filled 

bag—done automatically in one operation on 

the Hansella 131. 

display on the sales counter as soon 

as the outer protective sleeve is re- 

moved. The printed area on the outer 

sleeve provides immediate brand and 

yroduct identification, size and con- ; ee a pee Width of Bag | Length of Bag Production Rate 
tent information while the carton is 

in the retailer's storeroom. Simplex 1%" to 6” 2” to 6” Upto 60 per minute 
oug he ) blic has ore 

Auhongn the pen <sylerenme Duplex 144" to 3” 2” to 6” Up to 120 per minute 

4 

money today with which to shop, 

study shows that it is spending less 

time for shopping—one more im- : 

portant reason why soft-goods manu. | PRODUCTS Liquids, semi-liquids, powders, granules and solids. 

facturers are interesting themselves " 3 . 
FEEDS Pump, auger, volumetric feed, and electronic counter 

are available and easily interchangeable. The change- 

over can be accomplished in a matter of minutes—a big 

advantage for contract packagers or for in-plant pack- 

agers handling an extensive variety of products. 

in every phase of modern, efficient 

packaging of their products 

‘Project Take-It-Off’ 

Military Air Transport Service 

warns shippers of small freight 

items on military planes to the Far WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY 
East to keep packing to a minimum 

Fitms All heat sealable, flexible films, including plastics and 

foils. 

to save cargo space and weight 

“Strip-down” procedure, called HANSELLA-WERKE 

“Project Take-It-Off.” reportedly is bth. aS 

cutting weight of overseas air freight Hams 
s . ‘ ’ 

A ' A MACHINERY 

ALBERT HEN‘ 
Nest 4 any 

by 40°% and reducing bulk by two 

thirds at USAF Logistie Terminal, 

Oakland, Calif 

MAY 1957 



Delivers a well settled, nicely squared bag at top, 

bottom and sides 

Pre-scored, double fold, uniformly glued seal 

keeps product in and dirt out 

Uses any standard make of gusseted bag — no 

royalties 

Seal readily opened, yet tamper-proof 

Seals 30 to 50 bags per minute 

Users report costs reduced up to $500.00 per 

month per machine 

Write for complete information 

A problem product 

[Continued from page 137 | 

advantage over the old one, a re- 

verse-tuck carton, since the new 

“mother” carton is sealed from the 

packaging line to the retail outlet; 

pilferage is effectively reduced. 

Obviously, the spot glue seal on 

the overcarton is critical. It must be 

strong enough to hold a seal during 

overcarton forming and packing, yet 

it must be light enough to be broken 

easily by the retailer. 

The entire integrated packaging 

line is equipped with switches and 

controls to assure “foolproof” pack- 

aging. 

The five critical conditions on 

the line and the consequent ma- 

chinery operations are: 

If a spark plug is not placed in 

a conveyor bucket, no carton will 

be dropped into forming position 

opposite the bucket; 

If no carton is in position at the 

gasket loading station, no gasket 

will be ejected from the gasket 

magazine; 

If a gasket does not feed, the 

machine stops; 

If a bent gasket drops into feed- 

ing position, the machine stops; 

If 10 cartons are not fed to the 

overcartoner, no overcarton will 

be formed and moved into end- 

loading position. 

Typical of a great many pack- 

aging lines today, the new line at 

(uto-Lite is equipped with an elec- 

tric clock which quickly indicates 

line operating time (or down time). 

One of the greatest advantages of 

the new line is the machinery’s ex- 

treme versatility. It can handle all 

14 cartens and overcartons, Change- 

over time for same-sized cartons re- 

quires only a 15-min. shut-down to 

install new rubber stamps. A com- 

plete line change to a different-sized 

carton takes about three or four 

hours. 

The results of this new packaging 

line speak for themselves. 

Production output per operator 

has doubled. And, of course, fewer 

people are needed on a higher-pro- 

ducing line. 

Savings on container inventories 

have been more than 80%. The 360 

cartons, overcartons and shippers 

have been reduced to 42; spark 

plugs are packaged in three basic 

sizes of cartons. 

In addition to eliminating print 

MODERN PACKAGING 



AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE CONTAINER WHEN 

MARYLAND GLASS TAKES OVER YOUR DESIGN PROBLEM 

When you drop a packaging problem in our lap, the 

STOCK DESIGNS end result is more than a glass container. It is an 

idea .. . born of restless imagination, shaped by . A variety in ; 2 he 

ALN) blue or flint skilled hands, backed by years of sound experience. 

' Blass “wc Our creative staff gives you a selling package that 
complete range " 

) of sizes is ready packs well, ships well and pushes your product on the 

for immediate shelf. For a successful solution to your design 

— problem, contact MARYLAND GLass Corp., 2147-53 

Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Md. 

PACK TO ATTRACT IN 

BLUE OR FLINT 

| JARS AND BOTTLES 
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Bracon ... SQUEEZE-TO-USE PACKAGING 

mt 
~ if : 

Shasta EZ Squeree 
Shasta Water ( 

Squeeze-party hostess 

Society editors may miss this birthday spree, but food packers 
everywhere are taking a long look at the revolutionary package 

BRACON polyethylene tubes. 

The Shasta dessert toppings, in several flavors, are among 

the nation’s first food preparations to be marketed in these 

unique containers. Convenient, easy to use, the BRACON 

tubes dispense just the right amount of contents with a gentle 

squeeze remain neat and fresh by drawing back any excess 

within the tube when pressure is released. 

Refreshing BRACON containers captivate shoppers at the 
point of sale . charm them at the point of use 

How about your product? Could it stand an economical 
\\ packaging pick-up? Your Bradley representative will be glad 

Go} to bring you up te date on the many uses for these functional 
7 

squeeze-to-use tubes, bottles and cans. 

mn . y. 

. 
i “NN r Maynard, Mass Vew York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Torento 

ing costs for pre-coding all con- 

tainers, the new non-coded cartons 

afford additional savings since the 

company can buy basic sizes in 

larger quantities (high-production 

and low-production items) at a dis- 

count. 

Statistical control studies show 

that the new packaging line pro- 

duces a much greater number of 

perfect cartons than did the old line 

with “hand gasketing” and inspec- 

tors. 

Because human judgment and 

errors are eliminated on the new 

line, virtually all cartons § are 

shipped complete with gaskets, Ad- 

verse customer reaction due to re- 

ceipt of gasket-less cartons has been 

virtually eliminated, according to the 

company. 

High preduction, low cartoning 

inventories and great versatility 

point the way for extended use of 

these machinery principles at the 

Electric Auto-Lite Co. 

Set-up box winners 
Continued from page 141 | 

insertions that form backdrop. Pre- 

cise alignment, sturdy construction 

and advanced design suggest similar 

qualities in merchandise, (Also, 

First Award in Display Boxes.) Sec- 

ond Award: Niagara Box Factory, 

Inc., for photo-coloring set of boxes 

for John G. Marshall Mfg. Co., Inc. 

(Also, Second Award in Construc 

tion}. Honorable Mention: W. C. 

Ritchie & Co. for camera-set gift box 

for Argus Cameras, Div. of Sylvania 

Electric Products, Ine 

Promotional Boxes—First Award 

Specialty Paper Bex Co. for presen 

tation box for Max Factor & Co 

Designed for mailing cosmetics sam 

ples to stockholders, partial-tele- 

scope gift box has lid of glossy 

black with gold printing that rests 

on textured gold-striped base. Sup- 

porting lid is lift-out tray wrapped 

in burnished gold, containing gold 

striped die-cut platform for women’s 

cosmetics, Die-cut inserts cushion 

and held men’s toiletries in base 

Second Award: The Chaspee Mig 

Co. for gift chest for Johnson & 

Johnson. (Also, Second Award in 

Construction). Honorable Mention: 

Pollock Paper Corp. for Christmas 

eandles gift bex for Johnston Print 

(ward Retai Boxes First 



Grigsby Bros Paper Box Mirs. for 

men’s haberdashery boxes for Low- 

enson’s. Wood-grained boxes with 

store's seal and name embossed in 

gold on lid present rich, mellow ap- 

pearance that is masculine yet con- 

servative. Second Award: Paper 

Package Co. for Tradition family 

of jewelry boxes for Sears, Roebuck 

& Co. Honorable Mention: Pacific 

Paper Box Co. for set of millinery 

boxes for Muriel Layson. 

Williams 

Bros. Paper Box Co. for His and 

Soap—First Award: 

Her soap box for House for Men, 

Inc. Bound in red lizard paper, gold- 

stamped lid of gift box is lined with 

protective padding. Gold extension 

edge of base frames interior plat 

form covered with red lizard paper 

in which gold-foil-wrapped trays dis 

play two cakes of soap. Second 

Award: The William Koehl Co. for 

Jardin soap gift box for The DuBois 

Co., Inc. (No Honorable Mention). 

Sporting Goods—First Award: 

Consolidated Paper Box Co. for fish- 

ing barometer box for Swift & An 

derson. Durable case covered in 

forest-green leatherette with gold- 

stamped printing has hinged lid 

with front snap to safeguard con 

tents during handling and serve as 

effective counter display. Second 

Award: Wallace Paper Box Corp. 

for Colt Gold golf balls box for 

Bachenheimer & Lewis. Honorable 

Mention: C. W. Zumbiel Co. for golf 

ball boxes for MacGregor Sport 

Products. 

Award: Paris 

Paper Box Co. for Baby Sitter’s Me- 

mo Box tor Stelo House. Book 

Stationery First 

shaped note box wrapped in leather- 

ette has gold-stamped lid (with in 

ner label for listing phone numbers) 

hinged to base tray with brass rivets. 

White tray glued to base holds pad 

and pencil. (No other awards) 

Textile Boxes—First Award: Spe 

cialty Paper Box Co. for decorative 

kitchen ensemble for Barth & Drey 

fuss. Colorful kitchen still-life photo 

tops candy-striped cover wrap. Base 

contains fitted insert to hold con- 

tents firmly against cellophane over 

wrap. Second Award: Old Dominion 

Box Co., Inc., for Martex towels gift 

box for West Point Mfg. Co. (Also, 

Honorable Mention in 

Boxes). Honorable Mention: Fair 

Martin Boxes, Inc., for Golden Web 

gift box for Cannon Mills Co 

Display 

Toys and Games—First Award: 

United Paper Box Corp. for Toy 

MAY 1957 

Baking Contest box for Model Craft, 

Inc. Miniature replicas of authentic 

cooking ingredients and _ utensils 

adorn gay-colored cover wrap. Con- 

tents supported by die-cut insert for 

protection and display. Second 

Award: Pacific Paper Box Co, for 

toy microscope box for Interstate 

Adjusteze Corp. Honorable Men- 

tion: The Bradley & Gilbert Co., 

Inc.. for Kuzin Klem_ jack-in-the- 

box for Kusan, Ine. 

Women’s Wearing Apparel—First 

Award: Palmetto Box Co. for Shirt- 

tails for Two apparel box for Mor- 

ris Mig. Co. Book-style box with die- 

cut inserts in lid and base holds 

woman's casual blouse and match- 

ing man’s sport shirt. Base and lid 

band are wrapped in red and white 

stripes; top label is printed in red, 

green and black on white. Second 

Award: Carolina Paper Box Ceo., 

Inc., for hosiery box for Hanes 

Hosiery Mills Co. Honorable Men 

tion: Fair Martin Boxes, Inc., for 

21 Vendome brand hosiery box for 

Knit Products Sales Co. 

Best Surface Design and 

Execution 

First Award: Old Dominion Box 

Co., Inec., for Drum gift-towel bex 

for Cannon Mills, Inc. Designed for 

impulse buyer, millinery-type box 

is decorated to resemble a drum, 

bears cerise top label with gold 

black lid and base 

bands with gold tassels and white 

“drumsticks,” 

sides with cerise and gold cord, 

Second Award: C. Albert Sauter 

Co., Inc., for Co-Deltra pharmaceu 

tical box for Merck Sharp & Dohme 

Honorable Mentions: G. A. Bisler, 

Inc., for candy box for Stephen F. 

Whitman & Son, Inc.; Frank C 

Meyer Co., Inc., for shoe box for 

Perugia of Paris-I. Miller; Arteraft 

Paper Box Co. for pre-recorded tape 

boxes for Bel Canto Pre-Recorded 

Tape Co. (Also, First Award in Mis- 

{ ellaneous Boxes } 

Best Display Boxes 

First Award: Congress Paper Box 

Co. for movie-camera boxes for 

Revere Camera Co. (for description, 

see Photo Supplies—First Award.) 

Second Award: The Bradley & Gil 

bert Co., Inc., for Hiram Walker 

whiskey display case (also Second 

Award in Food and Beverages and 

Honorable Mention in Construc- 

ion). Henorable Mention: Denni- 

son Mfg. Co. for pen and pencil box 

Bracon 

SQUEEZE-TO-USE PACKAGING 
SALES AGENTS 

Paul S. Simpson, 
421 Burke Bldg., Rochester, N. Y. 

Fred H, Palmer, Jr. Palmer Suppiies Co. 
of Florida, 209.211 East Robinson, 

Orlando, Florida 

Lyle E. Greer, #. G. Atkinson Co., Inc., 
766 Commerce Street, Tacoma, Wash. 

C. Horton Smith Company, Inc. 

3 Knox Road, New Orleans 21, La. 

C. L, Allen, Allen & Co., 1863 Wazee St., 
Denver, Celorado 

Wilson Plastics Container Corp. 
55 N. 4th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

S. Riekes & Sons 1402 Webster St., 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Henry S. Riekes 

Offices in: 

Dallas, Texas 
Des Moines, lowa 
Kansas City, Kansas 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Little Rock, Arkansas 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
San Antonio, Texas 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Wichita, Kansas 

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

Chemical By-Products Ltd. 23 Racine 

Road, Rexdale, Ontario 
E. B. Witmer 

CONTRACT PACKERS 

Acepak Ine. 
Chicago 19, Illinois 

Beco Laboratories 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Chemical By-Produc’ s, Lid. 
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

Douglas Chemical 
North Kansas City, Mo, 

R. Hurwich Company 
Berkeley 2, California 

Old Empire Mfg. Chemists, Inc. 
Newark 4, New Jersey 

Schieffelin & Company 
New York 3, New York 

Strong, Cobb, Inc. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Tubed Chemical 

Easthampton, Mass, 

Arner Company 
Buffalo, New York 

William Bishop Company 
Burbank, California 

Coast Custom Filling 
Los Angeles, California 

Fluid Chemical Co, 

Newark, New Jersey 

Jiffee Products 

Denver, Colorado 

Paket, Inc. 
Chicago 17, Illinois 

Sheffield Tube Corp. 
New London, Connecticut 

= A , or 4 
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BRADLEY CONTAINER CORPORATION 

Maynard, Massachusetts 



Put your product in 

a transparent bag 

and give it 

IMPULSE 

SALES 
POWER! 

Here is the low-cost packaging 

machine that makes it possible 

The AMSCO 
BAG EA/AABELER 

Automatically 
° seals 

e header-labels 

e imprints 

e punches and % sm 4 

. code-detes"S Sue. 

the bag! -F m4 ; 

Write Dept. MP.-5 == “} ' we. 

for descriptive 

literature 

ge 

display 
windows 

PUT YOUR PRODUCTS IN 
CED Piastic jars 

FOR ALL TO SEE—AND BUY 
Clearsite Plastic Jars help increase sales, reduce 

shipping costs, practically eliminates breakage loss. 

They're moisture-tight, dust free, chemically inert. 

Easy to print or label. Stock sizes up tosixteen ounces. 

Clearsite cylindrical plastic containers are pro- 

duced in a wide variety of shapes, sizes, colors and 

closures. Write for free sample and descriptive liter- 

ature to Department AA, 

CELLUPLASTIC CORPORATION 
Sales and Executive Offices’ Newark, New Jersey 

reprints 
to work! 

Reprints of articles, features and news items that 

appear in Modern Packaging are often surprisingly 

inexpensive when ordered in quantity. Many 

companies make it a practice to have stories which 

have a bearing on their business reprinted for 

distribution to their own personnel, customers, 

prospects, stockholders or to other interested groups. 

Whenever you see editorial matter of this type in 

Modern Packaging magazine or the Encyclopedia 

issue which you can use in reprint form, in 

quantities of 100 copies or more, write and 

quotations will be furnished promptly. 

INDUSTRIAL MAGAZINE SERVICE 

in affiliate of Breskin Publications 

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y 

MODERN PACKAGING 



for Parker Pen Co.; Van Ness Bros.. 

Inc., for Manhattan pajama and 

robe box (also First Award in Men's 

Wearing Apparel) and Old Domin- 

ion Box Co., Inc., for Martex towels 

gift box for West Point Mfg. Co. 

(also Second Award in Textile 

Boxes). 

Superiority of construction 

First Award: Dennison Mfg. Co. 

for Jotter pen box for Parker Pen 

Co. V-cut base ends harmonize with 

one-piece cradle-type platform in 

base. Tricolor arrangement of red, 

black and white on lid frames identi- 

fying copy printed in reverse white 

and red, Second Awards: Niagara 

Box Factory, Inc., for photo-coloring 

set of boxes for John GC. Marshall 

Mfg. Co., Ine. (also, Second Award 

in Photo Supplies) and the Chas- 

pec Mfg. Co. for gift chest for John- 

son & Johnson (also Second Award 

in Promotional Boxes). Honorable 

Mentions: Walter P. Miller Co., 

Inc., for pepper-mill set gift box for 

Lenox, Inc., and The Bradley & 

Gilbert Co., Inc., for whiskey dis- 

play case for Hiram Walker, Inc. 

(also Second Awards in Display 

Boxes and in Food and Beverages). 

Best Modified Set-Up 

Construction 

First Award: Frank C. Meyer Co., 

Inc., for Candy Kids shoe box for 

Caribe Shoe Corp. Ended construc- 

tion with glued corners provides 

necessary rigidity for children’s shoe 

box with red, white and yellow 

candy canes and lollipops repro- 

duced on blue lid and base wrap. 

Second Award: Frank C. Meyer 

Co., Ine., for Holiday shoe box for 

General Shoe Corp. Honorable Men- 

tion: Bay Cities Paperbox Co. for 

ravioli box for Homestead Ravioli 

Co. 

Best Transparent Boxes 

First Award: Samuel Barnett Co. 

for Yello-Bole pipe display for S.M. 

Frank & Co. Set-up tray wrapped in 

silver foil is equipped with board 

easel for counter display of acetate- 

lidded boxes. Pipe and iaterchange- 

able bowls are fully visible, nestled 

in thick polystyrene foam platform 

within an extension-edged base. 

Second Award: The Mason Box Co. 

for dinner-matches gift box for B. 

Cutler Associates. Honorable Men- 

tion: The Strouse, Alder Co. for Ex- 

panso belt box for Knothe Bros. 

MAY 1957 

planning to package 

a new product? 
If you are... or are looking for ways to brighten 
your present packaging picture we can help you 

figure out all the angles and come up with the 

answer that will give your packaging more “‘sell”’ 

One of the important things to remember about 

packaging is that it’s not static—it must grow and 

develop and change to meet the changing facts 

of the market and your competition. And that’s 

precisely how we serve our customers best 

Here, at Oneida, there’s 30 years of packaging 

know-how for you . plus the most modern 

equipment, including 6-color flexographic and roto 

pravure presses. 

We'd like nothing better than to sit down with you 

for a chat about packaging problems—your problems! 

neida 
PAPER PRODUCTS, INC. 

1© Clifton Bivd., Clifton, N. J. 

G®> Los Angeles, Cal. © Baltimore, Md. © Centratia, 1. © Sales Offices In Principal Cities 

i \ CONVERTERS AN R PRINTERS OF QUALITY PACKA 

«= from: Glassine. Cellophan« yethylene V ; 

Sulph ’ , Wared led and Lamunated t 
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Planning the plant 
A M A CHIN E BUILT WITH A | Continued from page 113) 

out of any of the programmed feed 

conveyors. An overshoot light will 

show if more than the correct num- 
IN MIND! 

ber of cases has been discharged 

from the feeder conveyors. The 

ee 
mechanism checks the count at all 

FULLY 
AUTOMATIC 

times. The svstem required five 

miles of wiring in the set-up ex- 

MACHINE FOR THE EFFICIENT clusive of the console board. 

The organizational problems of 

LOW-COST PRODUCTION OF LARGE Lambert-Hudnut’s move to the coun- 

POLYETHYLENE try can be appreciated when it is 

realized that manufacturing and 

packaging schedules had to be main- 

tained in both plants during the 

change-over. Furthermore, while a 

f 
complete supervisory staff moved to 

Lititz, the change meant training an 

almost entirely new set of plant and 

office personnel, as only about 3° 

of the former employees chose to 

move to the country with the firm. 

Despite the headaches of moving 

and the large investment involved, 

company officials point out that the 

economies to be achieved by the in- 

creased efficiency are expected very 

definitely to be reflected in earnings 

during the first year’s operation in 

the new plant 

Food committee meets 

The late winter meeting of the Inter- 

Industry Food Packaging Commit- 

tee, held on March 19 at the Sher- 

man Hetel in Chicago, took action 

on four current projects. 

A progress report on the “Uni- 

form Location of Light Spot for 

Price Marking” stated that the cur- 

rent study being conducted by Booz, 

Allen & Hamilton Associates is be- 

W; ing completed. It will be presented 

THE AL- ‘DRUMLINER’ at the next IIFPC meeting by the 

GAN subcommittee’s chairman, Marie 

Keifer, executive secretary of Nar- 

e SEALS, CUTS, STACKS AUTOMATICALLY v ae 
FROM UNWIND THROUGH DELIVERY! Most of the discussion centered 

® HANDLES SIZES UP TO 40” x 75” IN BOTH qvound the “Gate Fachage Singli- 
LIGHT AND HEAVY GAUGE FILM fication and Standardization” proj- 

ect. Reporting for his subcommittee, 

e NEW VERTICAL DESIGN SAVES FLOOR Henry King of the Super Market In- 
SPACE—MEANS LESS WASTE! ° 

stitute suggested that IIFPC work 
Write for literature or demonstration appointment * os : : through existing agencies and media 

to study individual classifications in 

order to probe each food's specific 

packaging problems thoroughly. It 

was recommended that the IIFPC 

CONAPAC RPORATION establish subcommittees for such 

NEW YOR NY foods as cereals, frozen foods, etc.., . 

and then make recommendations on 

MODERN PACKAGING 



» Readily available 

to meet your immediate- 

and future - needs 

VEVESTA FOUL 
VENESTA LIMITED, VINTRY HOUSE, QUEEN STREET PLACE, LONDON, €.C.4, ENGLAND 

AGENTS IN U.S.A ARSON ANT WHITTEMORE, INC., 250 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, 17, N.Y 



NEW! INNERSEALER 
SOOTHE TESTS ESESESEEEESEEDS CHSESESESSETHEEHEET ESSE SEOEEEEEEEES 

Automatic innerseal machine for selecting and ap- 

plying standard innerseals to various types and 

sizes of tin cans as commonly used in the oil in- 

dustry. 

Capacity: 60-120 per minute. 

Seals from 7/,” to 11/2”. 

AND SPECIAL MACHINERY 

Agents in principal cities throughout the United States and Canada. 

Write for descriptive literature 

RESINA 
AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 

Brooklyn 31, New York 

standardization and _ simplification 

for such individual categories. 

In the third project, the “Simpli- 

fication and Standardization of Mas- 

ter Containers,” the committee de- 

cided to implement its previous 

decisions and recommendations 

through an informative program 

aimed primarily at the wholesaler. 

Instances were noted in which man- 

ufacturers made suggested changes 

by requests of prominent whole- 

salers. At the same time it was rec- 

ognized that a packager cannot im- 

mediately make the necessary 

changes, although all new and re- 

vised master containers should in- 

corporate IIFPC recommendations. 

Complete texts of two speeches, 

“The Great Revolution in Food 

Packaging” and “Packaging for 

Greater Progress,” along with nu- 

merous charts were accepted to form 

the foundation for a Speakers Bu- 

reau, the fourth current JIFPC 

project. 

The Inter-Industry Food Pack- 

aging Committee voted to hold a 

half-day meeting in Chicago on 

June 11 during the Nargus conven- 

tion. 

FPBAA annual meet 

Four hundred and seventy-five dele- 

gates representing 150 companies 

named 36 directors at the 24th an- 

nual meeting of the Folding Paper 

Box Assn. of America, held at Chi- 

cago’s Drake Hotel. Renamed to an 

unprecedented third term as presi- 

dent was Norman F. Greenway of 

the Robert Gair Div., Continental 

Can Co., New York. 

Winners of the FPBAA’s 12th an- 

nual folding carton contest were an 

nounced and displayed in the April 

issue of Mopern Packacine (p. 

126). 

The 1957-58 seven-man executive 

committee consists of Mr. Green 

way, three continuing members and 

three new ones. Members from last 

year’s committee are: William B. 

Leavens, Jr.. The Wilkata Folding 

Box Co., Kearny, N.J.; Bayle M 

Richardson, The Richardson Taylor 

Globe Corp., Cincinnati; Leo H 

Schoenhofen, Container Corp. of 

America, Chicago. The three new 

members are: William J. Alford, 

III, Alford Cartons, Ridgefield 

Park, N.J.; Arthur N. Morris 

Newth-Morris Box Corp., Jackson 

ville, Fla.;: and William H. Walters 



ap — Are Your PS? Labels forthe birds? coe 

amy ~ 

> 
Let MLEEN-S Tih’ 

feather your sales nest with 
high-flying, high-selling displays! 
Sing your selling song with labels of moistureless, self-sticking 

KLEEN-STIK—and watch sales wing your way. You'll see 

why KLEEN-STIK P.O.P. Labels will sell your product better! 

So neat ... so convenient... they cost /ess to apply, 

yet attract more attention to sell more goods. 

COLORFUL! 
j Print by any co no 

KLEEN-STIK Labels go on fast and easy. i / - ; 
No messy glue, water, of heot — just any number of ¢ . For extra eye im- 
peel off backing and press in place YL hd ae ” aia ond Foil 

LONG-LASTING! ANY SIZE! RESISTS MOISTURE! 

KLEEN-STIK won't curl or “pop off” — From mammoth to midget size, KLEEN- KLEEN-STIK is designed to stick in most 
sticks tight, stoys put until purposely re- STIK meets today’s need for ao modern ony climati d, re 
moved. label that sticks on hard-to-label surfaces, or humidity. 

including plastic films. 

WE DO NO PRINTING—but versatile KLEEN-STIK Labels are available from 
your regular Label Printer in roll-dispensed or individual split-back types. 

DANGER 2 a, 
woar 

= PPRte 

\y LUGGAG: 

—— 
PRODUCT AND NAMEPLATE 

PACKAGE LABELS LABELS 

KLEEN-STEK Products, Inc. 
7300 WEST WILSON AVENUE * CHICAGO 31, ILLINOIS Be 

Pioneers in Pressure-Sensitives for Advertising and Labeling ih. 
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PRINT-A-TUBE POLY-COATED FILMS 

are noted for consistency— 

GAUGE-—Maximum tolerance +.00025” 

WIDTH——Maximum tolerance +1/32” 

TENSION——Constant tension throughout a roll 
and same tension from roll to roll 

SLIP—— “Built-in” uniform anti-blocking characteristic 

Consistency and uniformity of our Polyethylene Extrusion-Laminates 

simplify your production problems. Whether for pouch-making or 

automatic packaging machines, when you specify Print-A-Tube films, 

you can set it and forget it. 

P.O.M.—Poly on ‘‘Mylar’’* 

Poly /Cellophane 

Poly/Foil 

For the critical packaging job 

try one of our Poly-coated films: 

All are available in rolls or pouches; plain, or printed up to four colors. 

Write for free “Fact Folder” giving information about prices, yields, 

uses and characteristics. 

*Du Pont registered trademark for its polyester film 

PRINT-A-TUBE COMPANY 
114 ESSEX ST. ROCHELLE PARK, N.J. 

HUBBARD 9-9780 

A — CR Extrusion-Laminators « Printers » Converters 

A quarter of a century of engineered packaging 

The U.S. Printing & Lithograph 

Co., Cincinnati. 

Theme of the three-day meeting 

was “Blueprint for Tomorrow.” 

Speaking on this subject at the 

opening luncheon was Arno H. John- 

son, vice president and senior econ- 

omist of J. Walter Thompson Co., 

who told association members that 

living standards must rise at least 

50% by 1957 to attain a predicted 

$600 billion economy. In another 

session Roswell E. Fisher, vice presi- 

dent and general manager of Print- 

ing Developments, Inc., subsidiary 

of Time, Inc., told delegates that 

the next 10 years will be the greatest 

period of fundamental change in the 

history of graphic arts. Today’s 

methods will be greatly modified or 

obsoleted through rapid evolution of 

such developments as the laminated 

nylon printing plate, four-color scan- 

ner, new plate inking and drying 

techniques, vacuum tension web con- 

trol, ete. 

Sessions were held on industrial 

relations, bakery packages, public 

relations, research and technical, ac- 

counting and statistics. The associa- 

tion’s new Bakery Package Sales 

Manual and the FPBAA Mechanical 

Cartoning Equipment Manual were 

discussed and members were shown 

a new camera employing a photo- 

micrograph technique for recording 

enlargements of paperboard  sur- 

faces. 

In addition to the seven executive 

committee members, the 1957-58 di- 

rectors are: 

R. W. Anderson, Fisher Paper 

Box Co., Minneapolis; Noble Andre. 

Andre Paper Box Co., San Leandro, 

Calif.; J. N. Andrews, The Ohio 

Boxboard Co., Rittman, Ohio; A. W. 

Buchanan, F. N. Burt Co., Inc., Buf- 

falo, N.Y.; R. F. Burroughs, Sr., 

Trenton Folding Box Co., Trenton, 

N.J.: Joseph D. Caimi, Associated 
Folding Box Co., Lawrence, Mass. 

W. F. Daley, The New Haven 

Board & Carton Co., New Haven, 

Conn.; Leonard Dalsemer, The Lord 

Baltimore Press, Baltimore; D. W. 

Dehoney, Jr., Gaylord Container 

Corp., Div. of Crown Zellerbach 

Corp., St. Louis; R. E. Farrar, Ace 

Carton Corp., Chicago; W. W. Fitz- 
hugh, Jr.. Wm. W. Fitzhugh, Inc., 

New York; D. A. Forsberg, Fors- 

berg Paper Box Co., Madison, Wis. 

Colin Gardner, The Gardner Board 

& Carton Co., Middletown, Ohio; 

Dan Int Hout, Michigan Carton Co., 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Folding Cartons 

Corrugated Boxes 

Solid Fibre Boxes 

Specialty Paperboards 

Fibre Wall Boards 

\Zoonnens. 
7 PAPERBOARD PRODUCTS 

WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE 1, 

SUPERVISOR of 
PACKAGING 
RESEARCH 

Excellent managerial opportunity for 
packaging engineer who has proven cre- 
ative ability in package design and the 
development of new applications. Experi- 
ence in kraft corrugated package and 
container fields essential, experience in 
multi-wall sack and specialty bag fields 
desirable. Technical knowledge of basic 
materials, equipment and processes also 
required. Pleasant Southern location with 
expanding division of nationally known 
progressive corporation. 

Send full particulars in confidence to 

R. H. Howland 

BOOTH & BAYLISS 

Personnel Consultants 

427 State Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut 

co. Telephone EDison 5-3101 

Carton Tape Sealer top 
and/er bottom flaps only. 

Plus ends as required. 

Carton top flap-glver. 
And/or tape sealer as required 

One-man carton bottom flap- 
giver. And/or tape sealer as 
required 

ENERAL 
adaidabas baaitas THE MOST DEPENDABLE LINE... 

CASE SEALING WITH 
TAPE AND/OR GLUE... 

(1) General’s tape sealer, a natural for rule 41, tape seals automatically up 
to 25 or more cases per minute, single-strip, top and/or bottom flaps only, 
plus end-panels, if required. “It's always ready.” Tape also serves as dust and 

pilfer-proosf seal. Machine length 7 feet, minimum, for top flaps only. 

(2) General’s automatic top flap-gluer and/or taper of filled containers has no 

equal. Has closed-system for gluing. There's no need for “clean-up,” it’s always 
ready. Saves % hour production time daily. CLOSED-SYSTEM CAN RE- 

PLACE GLUE-POT METHOD IN OTHER MACHINES NOW IN USE. 

(3) General's ONE-MAN bottom flap-gluer and/or taper of unfilled cartons 

is “the best yet.” Does more and better for less. Only 5’ wide by 9 long. 

HAS “U” RETURN DELIVERY. 

* General's case sealers have all the design features that engineered the un- 

equaled “General Line” for taping or gluing the “manufacturers-joint” in 

container manufacturing plants throughout the industry. It's really wise to 

General-ize. There's nothing like them. 

THE BEST NAME IN TAPING AND GLUING 
Why not phone now—tlfonia 4-0644. 

General Corrugated Machinery Company, Inc. 
mela. 7 Vew Zelltielets 

MAY 1957 



MARKED IMPROVEMENTS in 

IDENTIFICATION 

AND DECORATION 
+444 

Fifteen thousand 

kinds of “ink’’? . . . 

Since 1911, Markem has developed more than 

15,000 different marking compounds, and about 

10,000 are currently in use. Why so many? Con- 

sider the applications: what will “stick” on poly- 

styrene won't on cellulose acetate; wat makes 
clear, lasting imprints on glass drug ampules is 

a distant chemical relative of the right marking 

compound for pressure - sensitive tape; and so it 

goes, from shoe linings to instrument dials, lipstick 

tubes to lollipop sticks. With all the possible com- 

binations of drying speed, opacity, toxicity... 

liquid, paste and semi-paste forms... air dry, 

baking or high temperature colors by the score 

—15,000 doesn't seem so fantastic. But it shows 

Markem’s close attention to the “what” —as well 

as the “how” — of good marking. 

Customer's name in lights 

i “special” version of our 20A 

cylindrical object marker has 

recently gone to work at 

a le auing electrical 

plant, imprinting miniature tubular lamps with 

trademark, wattage, etc. Noteworthy are the feed 

and marking speed of these rather fragile items: 

up to 750 (from 4” to 7" long) are put into a 

hopper, then imprinted at a rate of about 2000 

per hour; discharged down a chute to a firing 

chamber, where imprint is “baked” on. Here 

again, the right method provides clear marking at 

production rates 

Don't keep the inspectors waiting ... is a cardinal 

rule on any production line, especially at Congress 

Sportswear where the final inspectors also do the 

packaging. But boxes were being laboriously 

hand stamped with the result that a whole room- 

pon ful had to be kept on hand—a costly, 
— 

- unpleasant situation from every 

- 

—— angle. Now with a Markem 

a ae 
> 

45A box marker, imprints 

are made twice as fast 

and look far better; $5.00 

a day in labor alone is saved, and 

the space problem is solved. Orders 

are printed individually, as they are needed 

Goes to show how good marking can help all 

along the line, from production to point of sale. 

Providing better ways to decorate or identify 

products, ports and packages is Markem's entire 

business. Write Markem Machine Co., Keene 1, 

N.H., when you need help. 

MARKEM 
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Battle Creek, Mich.; R. D. James, 

American Box Board Co., Grand 

Rapids, Mich.; J. R. Kennedy, Fed- 

eral Paper Board Co., Bogota, N.J.; 

William H. Kewell, Los Angeles 

Paper Box Co., Los Angeles; L. D. 

LaTourette, Jr., Consolidated Paper 

Box Co., Los Angeles. 

Charles Liebman, National Paper 

Co., Atlanta; E. J. Mulholland, Chi- 

cago Carton Co., Chicago; D. T. 

Neale, Edwin J. Schoettle Co., Phila- 

delphia; Robert C. Neff, Gebhart 

ewe Seeeey © SNe ee OW eee 

Folding Box Co., Dayton, Ohio; T. 

C. Nevins, Jr., The Nevins Co., Clif- 

ton, N.J.; R. G. Paramore, Central 

Fibre Products Co., Quincy, Ill. 

Ralph A. Powers, Robertson Pa- 

per Box Co., Inc., Montville, Conn.; 

William Race, Sutherland Paper 

Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.; Paul Schil- 

ling, Waldorf Paper Products Co. 

St. Paul; Ralph Schnitzer, Magnolia 

Carton Co., Houston; John Sher- 

man, Carton Service, Inc., Shelby, 

Ohio. 

Lutomatic aluminum-can line 

Aluminium Limited, the Canadian 

aluminum producing company, has 

reported its success, after several 

years of research and development, 

in putting into operation at its Ger- 

man subsidiary, Aluminiumwerke 

Goettingen, a completely automatic 

aluminum-can line based on the im- 

pact-extrusion process 

E. G. MacDowell, director and 

vice president in charge of sales for 

Aluminium Limited, stated that this 

development of a seamless, rigid 

aluminum can in quantity produc- 

tion will be of great significance to 

the packaging industry in the United 

States and elsewhere, and points to 

a reduction in costs and increased 

use of aluminum cans for a wide 

variety of products. “We are on the 

threshhold of the aluminum era in 

canning,” he said. 

In the impact-extrusion process, 

slugs resembling silver dollars are 

fed to a die in a press and struck 

a sharp blow with a punch, causing 

the malleable aluminum to “squirt” 

out over the punch and form a seam- 

less can body. Finished, decorated 

seamless cans are produced in one 

continuous operation at a rate of 

60 per minute with one press. Sev- 

eral presses could feed cans to a 

processing line for a production rate 

of 120 per minute, the company 

says. These cans reportedly sell in 

Germany at prices comparable with 

cans made of tin or blackplate. 

Aluminium Limited’s “AC Line” 

manufactures a range of can sizes 

from 2 to 3 in. in diameter and 2 

to 6 in. in height. The cans illus- 

trated above are, from left to right, 

beer can, edible-oil container, small 

coffee can and automobile-oil cans. 

The “AC Line” consists of five 

units: (1) a press to make the can 

body; (2) a finishing group where 

the can is trimmed to length, flanged 

or beaded, and base modified if it 

is to be used as a pressure con- 

tainer; (3) a degreasing machine 

and drying oven; (4) internal lac- 

quering equipment and stoving oven, 

and (5) coating and offset printing 

machines and stoving oven. Change- 

over for different can sizes is re- 

ported to be relatively simple 

MODERN PACKAGING 



BEDS lor BULBS 
x 

custom-fitted protection cradles fluorescent light tubes 

If you have a delicate packaging problem, be wise—call Keyes! 

Be Wise -Buy 

MAY 1957 

A wide variety of fragile products—foods, glassware, 

electrical parts and many others—are now packed more 

efficiently with Keyes molded pulp shapes. In addition to 

eliminating losses from damage in transit, packers usually 

find that molded pulp actually costs less than ordinary 

packing materials and saves valuable storage and shipping 

space. Take advantage of these savings. Years of experi- 

ence in the field of molded pulp, coupled with modern plants 

and manufacturing skills, are available at Keyes to design 

and produce better packaging for you. 

MAKERS OF FAMOUS ROYAL CHI-NET® MOLDED PAPER PLATES 

Product Development Division, Dept. MP 

KEYES FIBRE COMPANY WATERVILLE, MAINE 
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For ©. 

FASTER ™ 
STRONGER 

Heat 
Sealing 

E23 

SENTINEL* 

PACEMAKER= 
The Sentinel Pacemaker, made by pio- 

neers in heat sealing, is a thermal im- 

pulse sealing method, designed and 

engineered to give you these advantages: 

Light Weight, compactness, low cost 

Requires no skill 

insures a safe, FAST and positive 

seal with ease 

Precision automatic controls for 

covrect pressure, beat dwell time 

and COOLING dwell time 

Seals varied thicknesses of Polyethe- 

lene, Saran, Pliofilm, MYLAR, Acetate 

and Vinyl, etc 

No fussy installation. Just plug in 

and start sealing 
Economical — draws current only during 

seconds when heating element is 

energized 

Simple, rugged, no service troubles 

Will soon pay for itself in faster 

production, improved seals 

Sizes: 9, 13, 25 and 45 inches sealing 

area. Hand or foot operated. 

For heavy-duty, large dimension jobs, 

the Sentinel High Speed Band Rotary 
Sealer — (Continuous Motion) and the 

Sentinel Jaw Tyre Sealer. Sentinel equip- 

ment meets U. S. Military Specifications. 

Write for detailed literature 

| Please rush me detailed literature on 

Pacemoker Sealer Jaw Type 

| High Speed Bond Rotary 

| Nome 

| Compony nome 

l Address 

| City Stete 

Me ce ce cee ce ca ce ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ed 

Gas chromatography 
[Continued from page 176} 

Freon 12 (dichlorodifluoromethane) , 

Genetron 100 (difluoroethane) , 

Genetron 101 (difluoromonochloro- 

ethane) and Freon 11 (trichloro- 

monofluoromethane) solution. These 

components were completely _re- 

solved. However, comparison of the 

elution time of Genetron 100 with 

the elution time of Freon 114 indi- 

cated that these two components 

would not be resolved with this 

column if both were present. Checks 

were made and it was found that 

resolution of these two components 

could be obtained on a 12-ft. hexa- 

decane column. As can be seen in 

the following chart, the percentages 

found checked the percentages used 

to make up the mixture very closely. 

Weight Synthetic mix 

per cent weight per cent 

Air 

Freon 12 

Genetron 

Cenetron 

Freon 11 

100.5 

Aerosol products can be filled by 

two methods, the cold fill and the 

pressure fill. With the pressure-fill 

method the propellent is forced into 

the sealed can; therefore, the air 

that was in the can when it was 

sealed remains there. In the cold-fill 

method the propellent is filled cold 

into the open can which is then 

sealed. The vaporizing of the pro- 

pellent before the can is sealed dis- 

places most of the air in the can. 

Figure 7 shows a chromatogram 

of the vapor phase of a cold-filled 

hair lacquer. As can be seen, the 

air is present to an extent of only 

2.5% by volume. 

Figure 8 shows a chromatogram 

of the vapor phase of a pressure- 

filled hair lacquer. The percentage 

of air in the vapor phase of this 

pressure-filled container is 9.6% by 

volume. In this manner the differ- 
ence in air content of the vapor 

phase of a pressure-filled and a cold- 

filled aerosol product can be shown 
graphically. 

Trace determination of volatile 

materials in the air is also possible 

with the gas chromatograph. Figure 

9 gives the analysis of an air sample 

taken in a filling plant on a day 

when shaving cream was being pres- 

sure filled with a propellent mixture 
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MAL Amor 

A new principle of applying adhesives 

at high speeds on papers, boards, foils, plasti 

an 
120 BP AER, 

memarenth 

i 

Parse? 

% 
re 

ae 

Pai 

THERMOGRIP applicators 
are readily adapted to existing machines. 

THERMOGRIP adhesives are producing exceptional 

results in speed and economy in many 

applications on difficult materials. 

On a specialty bag with 13” of side seam, 

j savings are 44¢ per M in adhesive alone. Rope-like adhesive melted at point of use on bag machine gives better give line, 
Because it sets instantly, THERMOGRIP used for faster processing at Shellmor-Bettner Division, Continental Can Co. 

outside seams in multi-wall bags increases 

production and improves quality. Slippage & z ry g iE a cs 

eliminated, quality improved and mileage of SHOE MACHINERY CORPORATION 

40,000” per lb. of THERMOGRIP are being ndustrial Sales Division 
enjoyed by SOS bag maker. Coated flour bags 140 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

are run in tandem instead of two-stages. 

THERMOGRIP bonds polyethylene 
Gentlemen: 

Rush literature on THERMOGRIP. We are bonding 

' 
’ 
' 
' 
' 

' 
faster than heat sealing. material on machine | 

' 
' 

Perhaps these unique adhesives can save you cage — a | 
erhaps a ; y : Name... . Byes Position ' 

money and shorten production time. Clip Company i 

coupon and mail now for more information. Street ; 
' 

City State ' 
' 
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containing 60% Freon 12 and 40% 

Freon 114. The ratio of the gases 

found in the air comes very close to 

the liquid ratio of the gases being 

used. From this analysis it was de- 

termined that the Freon 12 concen- 

tration in the air was 1,400 p.p.m. 

and the Freon 114 concentration was 

800 p.p.m. 
From all of these illustrations it 

can be seen that gas chrometogra- 

phy is a powerful tool for the aero- 

sol industry, not only to improve 

present products, but also for the 

research and development of new 

products, Gas chromatography is a 

new analytical tool that could not 

The machine with $500 in EXTRA FEATURES at no extra cost! have been made more useful had it 

been specifically devised for the 
A heavy-duty heat sealer that is ruggedly con- 
structed for safe, foolproof operation at speeds 
up to 40 per minute! Folds top of bags up tc 12” 
wide (any length) and attaches a saddle label | : — 
while sealing — all in one automatic operation! 1. Toaett, M., Ber. Deut. Botan. Ces., Makes neat, strong seals with cello, poly or saran. . | “/ 24, 234, 316, 384 (1906). 
High speed motor, full scale vacuum pump and i cd 2. Hesse, G., and Tschachotin, B., 
positive spring action on folding bar — “Adsorptions-analyse von Gasen und 
PLUS SIX EXCLUSIVE ENGINEERING FEATURES < — Dampfen (Adsorption Analysis of Gases 

and Vapors) ,” Naturwissenschajften, 30, WRITE FOR DETAILS! 4 ww 387.92 (1942). 
M E R C T R Yy oa 3. James, A. T., and Martin, A. S. P., 

. AO eee “Gas-Liquid Partition Chromatography: 

2601 N. HOWARD ST 32 DA The Separation and Micro-estimation of 

Volatile Fatty Acids from Formic Acid 

to Doedecanoic Acid,” Biochem. J., 50, 

679-90 (1952). 

aerosol industry. 

Testing film packages 

[Continued from page 168] 

pressure of the bags was determined 

by the same procedure as for the 

BLISTER PACKAGES... © fms. When the bag burs, the pre 
sure and place of failure were noted. 

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC CONTAINERS — This allowed comparison of the 
strength of seals with the strength 

FOR BETTER SALES of the bags as a whole. 

Your product will be singled out at the point of Results and discussion 

purchase through our custom-made creative packaging . . . In order to illustrate the appara- 

Blister packaging in all forms, beaded transparent tus and method described above, the 

boxes (quonset and rectangular), acetate boxes comparative strength of five films 

(rectangular, round and oval), tubes, and sleeves was determined. The results of these 

, id ests at 75 f 
@ Thermoforming @ Plastic partitions and platforms t ” ’ performed at io deg. F and 

@ Industrial parts @ Toy components ‘ : 195 deg. F., are summarized in 

; ; ; Table I. 
We invite your inquiries on P ee ieee 

These results indicated that at 75 

deg. F. saran was the strongest film. your packaging problems 

Mylar (polyester) and Mylar-poly- 

ethylene lamination ranked second 

and third, respectively. However, at 

the elevated temperature of 195 deg. 

F., the strength of saran decreased 

considerably, while Mylar strength 

decreased but to a lesser degree. At 

195 deg. F., these three films showed 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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CCCAUL 
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relatively small differences in 

strength 

Sealing conditions were deter 

mined using two sealers. For sealing 

Mylar, 

phane-polyethylene and aluminum- 

Mylar-polyethylene, cello- 

polethylene, a Robot automatic jaw 

sealer Model RT-V (Pack-Rite Ma- 

chines, Milwaukee) was used. In 

order to seal saran an electronic 

sealer is recommended, but since 

this was not available a Vertrod 

impulse sealer Model 9-A (Vertrod 

Corp., New York) was used. The 

optimum sealing conditions, as 

determined by seam strength, are 

listed in Table Il 

were used to make the top seam on 

These conditions 

the pouches; the side and bottom 

seams were made by the manufac- 

turer. The relative strength of these 

bags is also reported in Table II. 

Laminations were fabricated with 

polyethylene on the inside of bags. 

In addition to the bursting pres- 

sure of the bags, the place of failure 

was noted. It was shown that the 

least as strong as those made by the 

manufacturer of the bags. 

Table II 

made the strongest bag. However, 

illustrates that saran 

the other bags were only slightly 

inferior. In order to seal Mylar satis- 

factorily, benzyl alcohol was applied 

between film surfaces. This intro 

duced the possibility of contaminat- 

ing the contents with benzyl alcohol 

and affecting the product quality. 

The Mylar-polyethylene lamination 

did not require any sealing agent 

and gave a seal which was as good 

better than that of Mylar 

alcohol. The 

lamination offers several additional 

as or 

sealed with benzyl 

advantages, such as increased flexi- 

bility and decreased permeability. 

Therefore, it seems that where food- 

stuffs are to be packaged, the Mylar- 

polyethylene lamination would be 

preferred over the Mylar film. 

The apparatus and method de- 

scribed in this paper offer a simple 

method of testing films, seams and 

bags over a wide temperature range. 

film bags can be made with a seam 

which is as strong as or even strong- 

er than the film itself, which would 

be most desirable. The apparatus 

described in this paper is suitable 

for making the comparison between 

film and seam strength 
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mediately adjacent to it. However, were found to be the weakest area 

in all cases it was shown that seams of the flexible film packages tested. 

made in this laboratory were at However, it is believed that flexible 

TAILOR-MADE PAPERS 
or 

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING 

GLASSINE 
CONVERTERS 
SPECIAL GRADES and SHADES 

FULL PLASTIC 

for 
NON-PLASTIC 

SEMI-PLASTIC 

Super Greaseproof 
TRANSPARENT «© OPAQUE 

AMBER « COLORS 

Moistureproofed 
Single Ply WAXED « TREATED + COATED 

Duplex « Triplex 

WAX LAMINATED e GLUE MOUNTED 
to Glassine « Foil « Kraft « Sulphite 

Inquiries invited from Converters 

80 Years of Quality and Service 

AMERSLEY MFG. CO. 
PAPERMAKERS 

thumb cut. 

HIGH SPEED 
@ Heat seal and pasted 

(with thumb cut). 

R Write for further detoils 

The “111” makes: 

CELLOPHANE tcc ect cnt, posted 

; POTDEVIN MACHINE CO. 

. ¢ @ Full lip pasted bags. 
POTDEVIN 1 ] ] Pasted flush-cut bags with 

with thumb cut. 

bottom with flush-cut 

10% x 16%” 

* 244 North Street Teterboro, New Jersey 
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SAVE TIME — MONEY 

| IMPRINT |4 
as you package... 

AUTOMATICALLY 

AMERICAN 

MICRO-CODER 

The American Micro-Coder . . . a precision, friction-driven 
coding machine. Easily attached to all conveyers, carton 

sealers, packaging and process equipment. Speeds production 
—reduces costs on carton and box imprinting. Simple to 
operate and maintain. Exclusive American no-mix liquid ink 
makes quality impressions—dries instantly. 

» Write for descriptive brochure on the complete line of 

American Marking Equipment. 

AMERICAN MARKING CORPORATION 

71 LOCK STREET * NEWARK 1, NEW JERSEY 

In Canada: Sterling Marking Products, Ltd., London, Ontario, Conada 

When Labeling Costs Start 

to Pile Up...Turn to the 

ROTO KIMCO Automatic 

a SLIPICONE Labeling System! 

heat-stable 
© silicone release agent ; The ROTO KIMCO imprints labels, 

Speeds packaging and =: tags and tickets FASTER! Elim 

labeling—keeps films, waxes, nates expensive and wasteful 

adhesives and other packag- pre-printed label inventories. Puts 

ing meterials from sticking te an end to all types of costly 
eS rubber stamp and hand marking 

Reduces maintenance and 

cleaning costs — keeps equip- Prints from 1 to 23 lines of copy—from 6 pt. type to giant 
ment clean and sanitary ... pre- 
vents pile-up, browning end ink: 36 pt. Codes and price-marks box-end labels, pre-pak labels, 

smear. gummed, ungummed, heat-seal, pressure-sensitive, etc. Prints 

Available in Compound or Spray—for quick, efficient applica- all types of tags and tickets at rate of 150 per minute 
tion to all types of packaging and labeling equipment. Compound As many as you want when you want them! 
—2 and 8 oz. tubes; 10 Ib. cans. Spray—12 oz. aerosol bombs. 

Save money with Slipicone. Write today for list of distributors. For the quick, inexpensive way to label--turn to the ROTO 

KIMCO. Write for Free Demonstration and I!lustrated Brochure 

Address Dept. 7617 

DOW CORNING CORPORATION “- <> -. 
MIDLAND. MICHIGAN 

sina = gob, cian - smans i) A. KIMBALL COMPANY 
(Sitver Springs, Md.) 444 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 



Employment 

Classified Advertisements Business Opportunities 
Used or Resale Equipment 

CLOSURE SALESMAN: Growing concern has RB 
Machinery and sasiitem Ger & yound man Wie ann tulle Up WANTED—PACKAGE DESIGNER for 
Equipment For Sale sales department. Excellent opportunity for California. The expanding product de- 

the right person. Firm offers extra profits velopment activity of an integrated West 

FOR SALE: Pony Labelrite, Model 80MX Chance of eventual partnership if arrange- Coast manufacturer of paperboard pack- 

in running condition, with dating attachmen ment proves satisfactory. Reply Box No. 646 aging has created an opening for a man 

single phase, 115-230 volt motors. Reply Modern Packaging with proven ability to apply imagination 

Box No. 648, Modern Packaging and ingenuity in finding solutions to a 

wide range of packaging problems. Re- 
quired is actual experience in the struc- 

tural design of corrugated containers 
and/or folding cartons. Well established 

corporation with retirement plan and 

FOR SALE: Markem Printing Machine, high 
production, semi-automatic dial feed. Mod» MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVES 
SAD-2C Printer. Suitable for imprinting WANTED: We manufacture a complete line 

plastics, paper, cloth, flat packages, products of packaging machinery for the food, chent- 
or parts. Immediate delivery. May be tested ical, confectionery and dairy industries other benefits. Salary open. You are in- 

in operation. Reply Box No. 650, Modern During the past year we have introduced vited to write to present your qualifica- 

Packaging several new machines. The enthusiastic re- tions, and receive further information, to 
ception given to these new machines, as well J. A. Connolly P. O. Box 3611, San 

FOR SALE: Triangle Late Model ALC Elec as the continuing expansion of our standard 

Tri-Pak Net Weigher. Scarcely used, condi line, has caused us to re-examine our present 
tion—like new Machine is priced for sales territories. Our sales coverage, because 

quick selling Reply to Family Treats of the additional industries we now embracs 

1442 Copley Road, Akrort Ohio is inadequate. We have, therefore, several Situations Wanted 
highly productive areas now available for 

FOR SALE Bartelt Automatic Packaging immediate representation. Please give us full PACKAGING DIRECTORS ASSISTANT: 
Machine. Stainless steel construction. Fills information as to the size of your organiza- Sales consultant folding cartons & displays 

Thorough knowledge of Printing processes, liquids, semi-liquicts or powders. Has electric tion, lines now handled, territory actively 
ye for printing registration and U.S. Vari covered, and any other data that you feel Mfg. equipment, Art reproduction, Construc- 

motor. Equip nent in perfect running would be of interest All replies will be 

tition. Now beir« used with Cellothene treated in a confidential manner. Triangle 
can be used with any flexible packag.ng Package Machinery Co., 6633-55 West Diver- 

erlals. Reply Box 653, Modern Packaging sey Avenue, Chicago 35, Illinois 

Franciseo 6, California 

tion design & limitations, packaging machin- 
ery. Prior experience covers packaging de- 
velopment and design for Cosmetic, Drug 
Liquor, Food, Toy & Confectionery manu- 
facturers 31 yrs. of age, family. Fine 
references. Seeking position in production 
or sales department. Reply Box No. 654 

Modern Packaging 

FOR SALE: WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK of 
wrappers—Rebuilt and guaranteed. At great 
saving. All types and s of wrat ne ma PACKAGING PERSONNEL: Positions 

chines now available for immediate delivery Filled and Secured. A Confidential Na- 
Pneumatic Scale late \ Packaging Un tionwide Service for emplovers seeking 

witt Automatic Feeder Bottom Sealer personnel and individuals seeking new SALES MANAGER: Chemical Engineer with 
Filler. Top Sealer and all interconnecting positions. Inquiries invited. Reply to with 15 years experience in industrial ad- 

size box. Package Ma Graphic Arts Employment Service, Est hesives, covering development, production, 
FA3 and FA4 Wraopers 1952, Helen M. Winters, Manager: Dept technical service and sales, seeks challenging 

Electric Ey Hayssen PAC-5. 307 East 4th Street, Cincinnati 2 position as Sales Manager. Fully experienced 

conveyors. For giant 

chinery Co. FA, FA2 

with and without 

adjustable Wrappers—3 5"- “1k Ohio. Phore CHerry 1-2202 in sales, sales promotion and sa'es manage- 

7" -17 9”-19 12”-24 s t an ment. Position open must be top adminis- 

without Electric Eye. For cellophane or é trative one with substantial remuneration 

aper. Heat seal giue seal. Hudson Shar Reply Box 647, Modern Packaging 

ampbell Models 2W6, 2W8 and 2W10 Cello WANTED: CHIEF CHEMIST to join the staff 
eee epg ee eee of . grow ng ee et converter. To EXPERIENCED PACKAGING SALES REP- 

ame TD: Aitnetntie: Cain Geckos. Sah we Se ee ee ee RESENTATIVE, well connected, wishes to 
og Mir nig She -s Age —tesmagg- <ellegage By nents. To supervise activities of laborator) contact manufacturers and converters of 

your Requirements. Write, Wire, Phone Col and mixing packaging items. Straight commission basis 

Traveling Minnesota with intensive coverage 
in the Twin Cities. Detailed information sup- 
plied upon request. Reply Box 649, Modern 

Packaging 

department. Friendly associates 
lect. Union Standard Equipment Company along with good pay and benefits make this 

318-322 Lafayette Street, New York 12, N.Y position worth looking into if you have at 

least 2 years chemical experience. Why not 
write us and tell us your background and 
salary requirements? Reply H. P. SMITH 

FOR SALE: One used six ec 2” Kidder 

Cello-Printer A-1 condition. Purchased 1952 
compiete with te matic splicing unit and PAPER CO., 5001 W. 66th Street, Chicago 38 
acan-a-web ice $32,000. Reply Box No. 657 ll SALES REPRESENTATIVE: Are you repre- 
Modern Py: sented in the Ohio and Western Penna. area 

I have been “on the drive since "45" in this 

Machinery and area and am well versed in transparent 
SALESMAN: Flexographic (Aniline) inks packaging material and packaging equip- 

Equipment Wanted Progressive New York manufacturer special- ment. Have very successful sales back- 
zed all types Flexo inks for paper, films ground. If you are interested in me and my 

WANTED: Slitter and rewinder, 48” to 52 foils. Expanding sales nationally will con- 
tengtt 

) 

availability on a brokerage or commission 
se preferably with two rewinding shafts sider granting local agency to salesmen well basis. Reply Box No. 656, Modern Packaging 

Reply to United Mineral & Chemical Corp connected with users of Flexo inks. Liberal 
68 Jay Street, Brookly New York commissions conducive to building up sub- 

stantial additional income. Some technical : 

WANTED A late mode Hudson-Sharp knowledge desirable but not essential. All Miscellaneous 
Campbell Wrapper Model =2W6 or 2W8 replies held in strict confidenc > > ; . : ence: C ( { age _ - . . . . ~ 

Reply Box No. 655, Modern Packaging POB 3, Corona 68, N. Y DIRECTOR OF SOUTH AFRIC AN P ACKAG- 

ING FIRM will be in the United States from 

Ww May 11-June Ist. During that time he wishes 

Help anted to establish contact with the suppliers of 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE wishes WANTED: INK FORMULATOR —Flexogra materials, machines _and processes of the 

a. anles Ona ‘ hex _— phic, preferably with additional gravure ex- Packaging Industry. The advertiser, President 
i Si Ss orce i ograpnic . 

eral perience. This position offers a positive and of one of the oldest Lithographic houses in 

. jet ? ewne challenging future for the right man, with a South Africa, specializes in producing labels 

nd eferet t b omen > 2 Pe prestige printing house that is interested in and folding cartons, and is interested in all 
an 2 ce o a are } al - 

General Sales Mar Kid . nanufacturing its own inks. Reply Box rew developments in the Packaging ‘eld 
: € é “Ss anag nldde . n- = . - oe " 

pal " Paws NH No. 652, Modern Packaging Reply Box No. 651, Modern Packaging 

ire equipment for the packaging 

WANTED: Packaging Eng 

food packaging exper o I 
g machin manuf rer. Mechanic: a ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION 

Industrial Engineering education ; NEW RATES: EFFECTIVE MARCH ISSUE 

perience ‘ful, bu oO cessary. Exc olilent "9 >t Oth of preceding mont ‘ Moy 
Per ‘ : = Eee ena oo 

opportunities for grow and income n ex $ ( Pe S 30.00 

panding field. Principal travel area—Mid ‘Addee ; oe A os hy 
west. Contact, Food Machinery and Chemica Modern Packaging, 575 Modisor 

Corporation, Hoopeston. Llinois. Attention 
R. F. Hartman, Personnel Manager 

Packoging reserves the right to 
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if you package any of these products 

you need A-C* 

Paper products ranging from shipping cartons for refriger- 
ators to containers for bulk potato chips and other greasy 
products can be packaged better with the help of A-C Poly- 

ethylene. 

Yes, in virtually every type of container—whether they are 
cartons for food or furniture or glossy over-wraps for self 
service packages—the remarkable properties of A-C Poly- 
ethylene give you distinct improvements for your line, often 
at lower cost. For instance 

Furniture and appliances are protected from fiber scratc’. by 
the addition of A-C Polyethylene and wax as a coating on 
the corrugated board, Cut-paper or synthetic fabric liners 

are not required 

Food cartons are grease-resistant when a blend of A-C Poly- 
ethylene and wax is applied to the board. These packages 
are also water-resistant an important factor in soap 

packaging. 

Bread and food wrappers are glossier, far more resistant to 
scuffing when coated with A-C Polyethylene wax blends. 
Printing is more brilliant and the wrapper has excellent low- 
temperature flexibility. 

Polyethylene 

Frozen food packages are now made resistant to grease 
penetration. The coatings will not flake, rub off or soak into 
the board. The blocking point is increased, an important 
factor for hot-filled products. 

An extra profit advantage for you is that you can apply these 
coatings with your present waxing equipment. Many plants 
have used their older equipment for this new paper coating. 
Write in for information and technical assistance. If you 
wish, a techvical representative will show you how your 
present equipment can produce new profits. P 

 tabestenieetentententedterientedtentententententeatantantion 
SEMET-SOLVAY PETROCHEMICAL DIVISION A 
Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation 

Room Ne. 502-Y 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

\ 

Send me information on A-C Po.vernyviens 

I want a pers demonstration of tho advantages and coating 

techniques of A-C Po YR THMYLEN?E 

Name 

Compan: 

Address 

City 



to Advertisers 

Oneida Paper Products, Inc. 
Owens-Illinois 

75) Allen Hollander Co. Fisher's Foils Limited 
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp. Food Machinery and Chemi- 

100-101 General Chemical Division cal Corporation, 
255 Semet-Solvay Petrochemical Canning Machinery Division 

Division Simplex Packaging Machinery 
Aluminum Co. of America Division 

158 Aleoa Wrap 2 Fry, George H., Company 
37 Collapsible Tubes 7 Gardner Board and Carton 
35 American Can Company Co., The 

215 American Excelsior Corp. 219 Gaylord Container Corp. 
American Flange & Manufac- 224 Gaynes Engineering Co. 
turing Co., Ine. 245 General Corrugated Machin. 
American Marking Corp. ery Company, Ine. 
American Type Founders, In¢ 7 Gering Products, Inc. 
American Viscose Corp. 15 Gibbs Automatic Moulding 
Amsco Packaging Machinery, Corporation 
Inc. 166 Gilman Paper Company 
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp 214 Globe Ticket Company 

Armour and Company 25-26 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 
Armstrong Cork Company The, Packaging Films Dept. Potter & Johnston Co. 

Atlanta Paper Company Gottscho, Adolph, Ine. Precise Engineering Co., The 
Bakelite Company, A Division Growers Container Corp. ; Sear ony Extraders Division 
of Union Carbide Corp. Hamersley Mfg. Co., The ef Lamer Cheanieat Corp 

Bartelt Engineering Co. Hansella-Werke Albert Hen- ‘ Benstelon Valve Corporation 
Battle Creek Packaging Ma- kel A. G 9 Print-A-Tube Company 

Package Machinery Company 
Package Products Co., Ine. 
Packaging Industries 
Paisley Products, Ine. 
Paper Converting Machine Co. 
Perl Machine Mfg. Co.. Ine. 
Permacel Tape Corporation 
Peter Partition Corp. 
Peters Machinery Cempany 
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Maryland Glass Corp. 
Mercury Engineering Corp. 
Mercury Heat Sealing Equip- 

Union Carbide Corporation, 
Bakelite Company 

United Shoe Machinery Corp. 
Contour Extrusion Company 
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preferred protective packaging 

Today, America’s eyes are focused on a compelling year-around series 
of full color magazine pages introducing the powerful new Waxed Paper 
Seal of preferred protective packaging. Tomorrow, a nation of pre-sold 
shoppers will head for their favorite stores seeking out quality-brand 
foods displaying this proud guarantee of flavor, freshness and 
nutrition protection. To the buyer, the Waxed Paper Seal is a constant 
reminder that her selection meets every stern test of packaging greatness 
To you, it means added prestige at point of sale. Positive sales power 
through planned packaging. Let the new Waxed Paper Seal echo 
your advertising . . . in the store, at home, or on the way! 

“Hitch-Hike Planning Guide" 
Tells how to Aitch your sales efforts to this nationwide 

merchandising program for the new Waxed Paper Seal 

jad — ap — ... bike volume selling and net profits of all products 

porretniaati x: — packaged in Waxed Paper. Write for yours today! 

WAXED PAPER MERCHANDIGING COUNCIL, INC. 

38 S. Dearborn St. 7 Chicago 3, ti. . Tel.: STate 2-8116 
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... America reaches for MICHIGAN Cartons ! 
and you can rely on helpful personal service from your Michigan Carton salesman 

MICHIGAN CARTON CO. BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
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IF IT'S A FLEXIBLE MEAT PACKAGE-WE MAKE. IT! 

Look their best in 

sparkling Bencoseal 

foil overwraps 

They come, they see, they buy—when you wrap your product in 

a protective, glamorous Bencoseal foil wrap. Shellmar-Betner’s 

Bencoseal foil overwrap has proved its salesmanship for frozen 

Swift meats. 

We make every type of flexible meat package—pouch, bag, or 

overwrap. And we use every available packaging material. Each 

package we make embodies the skill and know-how of thirty 

years of experience in package design and production. And each 

, has the extra appeal of crisp, bright printing as only Shellmar- 

CELLOPHANE Betner can do it. Why not see 

for yourself? Call us today to 

see samples of our work. 

CONTINENTAL (C CAN COMPANY 
SHELLMAR- BETNER DIVISION 

QUAUTY PRINTERS AND CONVERTERS OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIALS 


